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Abstract 

This thesis explores the interrelationship of Robert Boyle's thedogical assumptions and 

Aristotelian background with his mechanical and experimental philosophy of nature. 

Boyle's "meclianical hypothesis" and experimental practice were rooted in his 

assumption that the \\.orld was the creation of a Divine Artificer. He translated the 

Peripatetic notion of artifice to the theological realm and dismissed the Aristotelian 

distinction between natiiral and artificial phenornena. Boyle argued against the inherent 

agency of .4ristotelian Yornis" and reinterpreted nature as a machine in which al1 change 

occurred by the rno\.sments of interconnected materia1 parts qualified only by their sizes, 

shapes and motions. Bo!.le's experimental practice using deliberate. interventionist 

techniques \vas groiinded on his assumption that natural phenornena could be explained 

on the mecl~rinical principles of artifice. The legitimation of chernistrq. as a tool for 

natural philosopliy \iras. in Bo~de's philosophy. uItimately rooted in his theological 

assumptions and in the traditional conception of artifice. 

*.. 
I I I  
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Historiographicai Introduction 

To historians of science Robert BoyIe (1627-1 691) is no longer the "Father of 

Modem Chemistq" and discoverer of Boyle's Iaw. but a seventeenth-century natural 

philosopher who esperimented with "air pumps" and wrote prolix treatises Iike 

Sce~tical ~hvrnistl and The Onsine of Formes and ~ualities.' Boyle occupies a 

prominent place in the liistoriography of seventeenth-century science as a major figure in 

the replacement of the Aristotelian view of nature by the mechanical philosophy, in which 

al1 natural phenornena \vere to be explained by the motions of insensible. material 

particles which differed only in size and shape. That Boyle objected to the ''vdgar)' 

Aristotelian philosophy and tried to replace it with a mechanical philosophy in which 

"e?tperirnental tru tlis \\.ere matters of.. .great concemment to mankind" and that he used 

mechanical devicss and practiced chemistry in his laboratories are familiar facts to 

anyone who reads his bvorks or an historiographical account of them t ~ d a y . ~  Hou- he 

came to adopt the neu mechanical philosophy and the role of experiment in his 

philosophy are much debated subjects arnongst historians. 

' Robert Boyle. The Sceptical Chvmist: or Chvrnico-Phvsical Doubts and Paradoxes. Touching the 
Es~erirnents. Wherebv vulgar Suaovnsts are wont to endeavour to evince their Salt. S u l ~ h u r  and 
Mercurv. to be the true Princi~les of Thines (1661) in The Works ofthe Honourabie Robert BovIe, 2nd 
edition. ed. Thomas Bircli. 6 vols. (London, 1772; repr.. HiIdesheim: Georg Olms, 1965). Subsequent 
references to Boyle's works in the Birch edition are abbreviated as Boyle, TitIe, Works x: pp. 
Publication dates and full titles of individual works. which are often descriptive of Boyle's airns, are 
given in the firsr reference to thern. For dates of first pubIication of Boyle's works, see: John F. Fulton, 
A Bibliognphv of the Hanourable Roben Bovie. Fellow of the Roval Socieq, 2nd ed. (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press. 196 1 ). 

' Robert Boyle. The Origine o f  Formes and Oualities, (Accordins to the Comuscular Philoçophv,l 
lllustrated bv Considerations and E~~eriInents,  (Written formerlv bv wav of Notes upon an Essay about 
Nitre) (Oxford: Printed by H. Hall for Ric: Davis, 1666). 

3 Boyle, A Proëmial Essav Wherein. with some Considerations touching Expenmental Essavs in eeneral, 
1s intenvoven such an lnrroduction to ail those written b~ the .4uthor. as is necessarv to be ~ e r u s e d  for 
the better understandin2 of them ( 1  66 1 ). Works 1: 299. 



My aim in this study is to show how the ontological and methodological 

suppositions of Boyie's mechanical and experimental natural philosophy were grounded 

in his understanding of God as a Divine Artificer. His understanding of a Craftsman god 

was taken from cornmonplace notions of the mechanical arts in seventeenth-century 

Europe. The seventeenth-century understanding of mechanical processes derived, in turn, 

fiorn Aristote1 ian phil osophy in which natural processes and the manipulations of 

materials by artisans were esplained on different principles. Boyle's mechanical 

philosophy and Iiis acceptance of deliberate trials in chemical laboratones and mechanical 

devices as Iegitiinats sources of confirrning evidence for his "mechanical hypothesis" 

were rooted in the .4ristotelian conception of artifice. 

Peripatetic pliilosophy made a clear distinction between the power of an artisan to 

change the estemal attributes of parts of his materials and the power of the inherent 

principles of nature. Inherent. natural principles of bodies provided the "real qualities" of 

material substances and the enduring "natures" of bodies in the natural world. Craftsman 

or "mechanicks" eserted their power as external agents to alter the outward shape and 

size of parts of niaterial substances and connect them in various ways to make artificial 

objects. The? '-put nature out of its course" but did not alter the underlying "essence" or 

"nature" of their materials. Artisans sirnply manipulated materials and connected 

differently-shapsd parts to f o m  simple objects. watch springs for example. or complex 

constructions iike docks. which functioned by the interconnections of their parts. In 

Aristotelian t e n s .  clocks and watches were artificial objects and worked mechanically, 

by virtue of their construction. They did not possess the inherent '-forms" that governed 

motion and change in natural bodies or work on the same principles as nature. This 

distinction between artificial and natural processes in Aristotelian philosophy was the 

basis for commonly-held notions about artificial products in general and mechanical 

devices in particirlar in seventeenth-century Europe. 

The art-nature distinction in Peripatetic philosophy imposed restrictions on the 

ways in which knowlsdgtl of nature could be acquired. Aristotelians held that knowledge 

of natural causes was derived from comrnonly-available observations of the regular 



course of nature. not from reports of the particular circumstances of individual 

occurrences of phenomena. The inherent tendencies to motion and change of natural 

substances could not be examined by intervening in nature or by using artificid means 

and instruments. The modem sense of experiment as a contrîved experience or deliberate 

trial of nature was disallowed because such manipulations. as works of human artifice, 

subverted nature's o r d i n q  course.' 

We can understand Robert Boyle's mechanical and experirnental philosophy more 

hlIy if we carefully consider the art-nature distinction in Peripatetic philosophy and take 

Boyle seriously ivhen he caIls God the Divine Artificer. Boyle understood nature, the 

sum of God's material works. as an artificial product. a skillfully designed and 

constnicted automaton ~vhich worked on mechanical principles alone, devoid of inherent 

principles of change or motion. That "mechanical" implies an extemal source of motion 

and change is perhaps a familiar idea. but Boyle's description of the world as mechanicd 

goes beyond his substitution of matter and motion for the Peripatetic forms as the origins 

of qualities and principIes of change in the natural world. Boyle's universe was a vast 

rnechanisrn of interconnected parts. from the insensible '-contextures" of particles like air 

to the comples meclianisrn of the hurnan body. each of kvhich had particular properties by 

virtue of its design and construction by an artisan god. 

Boyle's rqjection of the Puistotelian view of nature. 1 will argue. stemmed fiorn 

his firrn belief that an omniscient. omnipotent and benevolent God had created the 

universe to f u I f i l l  his onn designs. God, in Boyle's view. was an irnrnaterial agent whose 

power over the matter he created was complete. Material bodies and the phenomena they 

dispIayed were the product of God's work in forrning the whole of nature. Boyle also 

knew that what crafismen did in their shops was to shape and manipulate materials, 

fashion them into pans and connect them into devices like the watch in his pocket or the 

4 For a discussion o f  th2 restrictions irnposed on observation and esperiment by the art-nature distinction 
in Aristotelian philosopli). see: Peter Dear. Discipline & Esperience: The Mathematical Wav in the 
Scienrific Revolution (Chicago and London: University of Chicago Press, 1995), 4-6. Dear's views on 
the introduction of "singular" and -'connived experirnents into seventeenth-century narural philosophy 
are discussed mort full' below. 



magnificent clocks in European cities.' 1 suggest that Boyle's rnechanical philosophy and 

his adoption of novel esperimental techniques that used chemical experiments to conlïrm 

his "mechanical hypothesis" c m  be explained by Boyle's translation of the commonplace, 

Aristotelian conception of artifice into the theological realm to describe creation as the 

construction of the unilverse by a divine Craftsman. .4s the product of artifice, the 

universe was de\.oid of any inherent principles of motion and change. A universe 

constnicted by a divine Artificer worked mechanically. as a vast mechanism in which al1 

change came about by changes in the structures and interconnections of its parts. 

Boyle's acceptance of intementionist techniques like chemical operations and 

deiiberate trials in mechanical instruments as legitimate tools in his experimentd 

phiIosophy are explicable when we understand that the universe itself was the product of 

artifice. Esperimental techniques which put "nature out of its course" in order to gain 

knowledge of ho~v  the ~vorld \vorked were acceptable in a mechanical world in which 

both nature and human artifice worked by the sarne mechanical means: by the motions 

and rearrangemrnt of interconnected parts that differed onIy in their extemal attributes. 

Bo>rle employed the Aristotelian notion that artifice worked by mechanical means. matter 

put into motion b>. an estemal rnover. as the warrant for his argument that chemical 

esperïments could confirrn his rnechanical hypothesis. The abili- of the practicai art of 

chemistry to separate the pans of a natural substance and recombine them into an 

artificially-prodiicsd material that had identical qualities to a naturalb-occuning 

substance \+.as a source. for Boyle. of confirming svidence that the properties of naturally- 

occumng substances derived fi-om their mechanical structure. not fiom inherent 

principles in the materials themselves. 

Explaining how Boyle's theology. his mechanical philosophy and his use of 

chemical experiments Lvere grounded in the art-nature distinction in Aristotelian 

philosophy is rn). task in this srudy. Looking at Boyle. the "Sceptical Chymist" and 

Boyle's Europran toiir with Iiis tutor is recounted in his autobiographical account of his youth, "An 
Account of Philaretiis during his Minorip." A new transcription of his autobiography is ptjnted in 



mechanical phiIosopher. to see how his mechanical explanations and his experimental 

chernistry depended on assurnptions rooted in his past makes both his thought and 

practice more comprehrnsible. Considering Boyle's works from the perspective of the 

art-nature distinction also points to differences benveen his philosophy of nature and 

other seventeenth-centurq- mechanical phhophies .  Boyle drew on a large body of 

ancient. medieval and early modern thought in the deveioprnent of his own ideas and 

sometimes LiTote in reriction to the views of his contemporaries. To the extent that his 

views were dissen~inated and discussed in early-modern Europe. he participated in the 

debate about the structure and operation of the physical world and the ways in which 

knowledge of nature could be obtained that took place in the seventeenth-cenhiry. 

Boyle's rinderstanding of God and nature differed from the conception of sorne of 

his contemporariss. For esample. Ralph Cudworth considsred it contrary to reason to 

think that 

Nature as a Distinct thing from the Deic. should be quite superseded or made 
to Signifie Nothing. God himself doing al1 things IrnmediateIy and 
Mir;iculousl~; from lvhence it would follou. also. that they are ail done either 
Forcibly and ViolentIy. or eIse ArtificialIi- only. and none of them by any 
Imvard pri nciple of their ~\l.n.~ 

Boyle did think that the ~vhole world worked artificially. and that natural and forced 

motions did not diffsr in kind. He viewed God, not as the irnrnediate rnover in nature. but 

as a divine Crafrsmm. \iho had constructed the world ~vhich. bu virtue of the design and 

ski11 of its maker. functioned like a machine. a "great automaton." In Boyle's mechanical 

philosophy the uni1:erse was like one of the great Renaissance clockworks in which 

animated figures performed a series of varied motions which was repeated regulariy, but 

Michael Hunter (ed.). Robert Bode bv Himself and His Friends (London: William Pickering. 1994). I -  
3 7 --. 

6 Cudworth. The Trur IntelIecruaI Svstem of the Universe (London. 1678: repr.. New York, 1978): quoted 
in Keith Hutrhisnn. --Siipernaturalisrn and the Mechanical Philosoph'.." Histon: of Science 21 f l983): 
372. 



not continuousl>.. during the hours that its tirne-keeping mechanism ticked away.' While 

it is not my intention here to do a comparative study of Boyle and his contemporaries, 1 

hope that this study will provide some new avenues for exploring how Boyle's views 

differed from tliose of his contemporaries and hou. he figures in the history of 

seventeenth-centiiry mechanical and experimental philosophy in general. 

In the past. Boyle has ofien been seen as just one of the many early-modem 

natural philosophers \\ho contributed to the replacement of AristoteIianisrn with 

mechanical esptanations of natural phenomena. In E.A. Burtt's classic study of 

Meta~hvsical Foundations of Modem science,' Marie Boas' influential treatrnent of 

"The Establishment of the Mechanical ~ h i l o s o ~ h ~ . " ~  and Richard S. Westfall's brief 

synthesis of The Construction of Modem  cie en ce." discussion of Boyle's life and works 

revolves around l i s  contributions to the Scientific Revolution. the broad rubric which 

serves as a label for both the significant changes in the content and rnethods of the 

physical sciences and the period during which the? took place. Bum. Boas Hall and 

U'estfall al1 describe Boyle in the context of what has become. in Be- JO Teeter Dobb's 

words. "our modem canonical list of participants in the construction of modem 

science."" In each of their expositions of change in science from the late-sixteenth to the 

early-eighteenth centuries. Boyle is important as an intermediate figure, the intellectual 

descendant of Galileo GaIilei (1 564-1 642). Francis Bacon 1 1561 - 1636). Pierre Gassendi 

(1 592-1 655) and René Descartes (1 596-1650) and. with them. one of the progenitors of 

7 For illustrations and description of medieval and Renaissance clockworkç and the elaborate automata of 
clocks and other displa~ pieces see Otto Mayr, Authorin.. Libem. d: Automatic Machinerv in Earlv 
Modem E u r o ~ c  (Balrimore and London: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1986). 3-27. 

8 Edwin Arthur Bunt. The Metar~hvsicaI Foundations of Modem Phvsical Science. rev. ed. (Atlantic 
Highlands. N.J.: Humanities Press, 1952). 163-207. 

9 Marie Boas. "The Establishment of the Mechanical Philosophy." Osiris 10 (1953): 412-54 1. The 
influence of Boas' article and her subsequent publications on Boyle under her mamed name, Boas Hall, 
is discussed in Cliripter Three. 

10 Richard S. Wesrfall. The Construction of Modem Science: Mechanisms and Mechanics (Cambridge: 
Cambridge Uni\ersit> Press. 1977). 4 1. 75-8 1. 

I I  Betq JO Teercr Dobbs. "Newton as Final Cause and First Mover." Isis 85 (1994): 634. 



Isaac Newton's (1643-1 727) grand synthesis of the revolutionary developments of the 

preceding hundred years. " 

A different approach to the study of Boyle is evident in recent publications in 

which historians have elected to examine his thought and practice as interesting and 

important in thernselves. in addition to considenng the significance of  Boyle's life and 

works for early modem science as a whole. Michael Hitnter describes this new turn in 

Boyle studies as the common approach of the historians who met to discuss Boyle in 

1991, the tercentenay of his death. Each of the conference participants, Hunter suggests, 

aimed to "make sense. . .of the man as a whole" and their collective efforts produced ''a 

rather different Bo'k from the one we had a few years ago. more nuanced, more detailed 

and more true to lifc."" Several recent monographs by rnembers of that group are 

products of intensi1.e study of Boyle's published works and of the large collection of his 

unpublished papers h d d  b>. the Royal Society of  ond don.'^ RoseMary Sargent 

describes her purpose in The Diffident Naturalist ( 1995') as the explication of Boyle's 

philosophy of esperiment in tems of the '-one comples and coherent philosophical 

project'. which is exident throughout his works." Jan Wojcik's Robert Bovle and the 

Limits of Reason i 1997) is simiiarly informed by an understanding of Boyle's 

"remarkably unified n.orldvie\v.. .in which tmths in chernistry, physics, alchemy. and 

theology were but different aspects of one unified bodv of k n o w ~ e d ~ e . " ' ~  In his 

" Each stud), traces changes in the mechanical view of nature from the late-sixteenth century to the 
beginning of the eighteenth. with Newton's natural philosophy as their culmination. Specific reference 
to Boyle as infliienced and influential is made by Burn. 177 and 307: Boas, 46 1 and 501; and Westfall, 
75 and 140. 

l 5 Michael Hunter. "Introduction." in Rokr t  Bovle Reconsidered, ed. Michael Hunter (Cambridge: 
Cambridge uni ver si^ Press. 1993). 16. 

14 The Royal Society's collection of Boyle's letters and papers is available on microfiim: Letters and Pa~ers 
of Robert Bovle (microform ). ed. Paul L Kesaris (Bethesda. Md.: University Publications of Amenca, 
1990). Research in the Boyle Papen is facilitated by Hunter's guide to their contents: Michael Hunter, 
The Letters and Prioers of Robert BovIe: A Guide to the Manuscripts and Microfilm (Bethesda, Md.: 
University Piiblications of America. 1990). 

15 Rose-Map. Sargent. The Difident Namralist: Robert Bovle and the Philoso~hv of  Emenment (Chicago 
and London: Uiiiversity of Chicago Press, 1995), 1 .  

16 Jan W. Wojcik. Rohen Ro\ le and the Limits of Reason (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 1997), 
ix-x. 



forthcoming study of Boyle's "AIchemicaI Quest." Lawrence Principle aims to 

understand Boyle's lifelong practice of dchemy as one aspect of the coherent approach to 

the world which is reflected in his theology and natural philosophi." Although Sargent, 

Wojcik and Principe deal with different aspects of Boyle's thought and practice, each of 

their books presents a detailed and nuanced picture of his lifework which enlarges Our 

understanding of "the man as a whole." In addition to giving us a richer picture of Boyle 

himself. this ne\v approach contributes to a deeper appreciation of his significance in the 

larger context of change and continuity in early modem natural philosophy. 

As scholars who read widely in Boyle's works have discovered. Boyle held a 

"remarkably unified worldview" which is cleariy expressed in his writings. Theology and 

philosoph>.. Bo>de \\-rote. are "but members of the universal hypothesis, whose objects 1 

conceive to be the nature. counse1s. and works of God. as far as they are discoverable by 

us (for 1 sa)- not to u s )  in this life."" The keefold division of his '.universal hypothesis" 

was a feature of Bo>-lems thought from the beginning of his career as a natural 

philosopher. In his early essa), "of the Study of the Books of Nature," which Boyle wo te  

in the early 1650s and dretv upon extensively for the first part of The Usefulness of 

Exueriment;il Natural Philosophv (1663): he described the three sources in which human 

beings rnight discover earthly knowledge as "The Booke of Nature. the Booke call'd 

Scripture. & the Booke of Conscience." The exposition of these "three chiefe Bookes" 

was. in Boyle's \.ié\v. the cornrnon task of '-both our Divines & our ~ h i l o s o ~ h e r s . " ' ~  He 

made it his lifeu-ork to study God and nature, God's works. by reflection and experiment, 

the laborious tasks of his human creatures. Boyle's mechanical and experimental 

l 7  Lawence M. Principe. The Aspirine Adept: Robert Bovle and his Alchernical Ouest (Princeton, NJ .  : 
Princeton University Press. forrhcoming). Principe expresses his views on the "seamless garment" of 
Boyle's approacli in the conclusion of his study. 1 am gratefùl to Principe for allowing me access to the 
rnanuscript of his fonhcoming book. 

Robert Boyle. The EsceIlencv of Theolow. Com~ared with Natural Philoso~hv. (As both are Obiects of 
Men's Studv.) discoiirsed of in a Letter to a Friend. To Which Are Annesed some Occasional Thouehts 
about the Escellenc\ and Grounds of the Mechanical Htpothesis (1 674). Works 3: 19. Quoted by 
Wojcik, is-s. 

l9 Roval Socien Ra~le  Pamrs. vol. 8: fols. 123-139. Quotation from fol. 123r. Unless noted othenvise, 
al1 references are to the microfilm edition (see above). Subsequent references to the Boyle Papen are 
abbreviated as BP vol.: fols. (cg. BP 8: 1231-1. 



philosophy of nature constitutes, with his theology. a unified view of the world in which 

his conception of nature as a work of divine artifice runs as one of the common threads 

through the fabric of the whole. 

My aitn in this study is to add a small piece to the detailed picture of what Hunter 

calls 'rhe new Boyle" by exploring his understanding of artifice and its implications in his 

theology. natural philosophy and experimental practice. Although discussions of his 

understanding of nature are abundant in the literature. few studies consider Boyle's view 

of artifice. This laciina seems to me as rather curious. given the fiequent references in 

Boyle's u-orks to the world as the product of divine artifice and to the "artificial 

contrivance" of God's creatures." Even more surprising is the general paucity of 

discussion of artifice in the vast literature on seventeenth-century mechanical philosophy. 

While historians ha\.e often pointed to the mechanical philosophers' analogies of nature 

to machines. especia1l~- the elaborate artifice of medieval and Renaissance clockworks, 

they have seldom espanded on the seventeenth-centun shift in thinking about art, as well 

as nature. that these mechanical analogies signal.'' 

A possible esplanation for the neglect of "artifice" in the historiography of early 

modem mechanical philosophy is suggested in Alan Gabbey's recent discussion of the 

disciplinan distinctions between natural philosoph!.. the mechanical arts, and mechanics 

as an academic discipline which prevailed in ancient. medieval and Renaissance thought 

and the erosion of these distinctions during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.22 In 

'O See for esample. Boyle's early essay, A Phvsico-Chvmical Essav, Containinp, an Experiment. with some 
Considerations touchinc the differineparts and redintearation of Salt-Petre (166 11, Works 
1: 373. and one of the last publications of his lifetime. The Christian Virtuoso: Shewine. That. bv being, 
addicted to Esperimen~al Philoso~hv, a man is rather assisted than indis~osed to be a eood Christian. 
The First Part ( 1690). Works 5: 5 19. 

'' In his survey of the historiography of the Scientific Revolution. Floris Cohen suggesrs that the ''recurring 
theme" of the -'relation between An and Nature" in seventeenth-century science has "barely been 
chaned by historians." H. Floris Cohen, The Scientific Revolution: A Historio~ravhicaI Inauin. 
(Chicago and London: University of Chicago Press. 1994). 183. A few notable exceptions to the 
general neglect o f  'an' are discussed below. On the use of the 'clock analog '  in seventeenth-cenrury - 

-7 
natural philosoph?. ser May. Authoritv. Libem & Automatic Machinen., 54-1 0 1. 

'- Alan Gabbey. "Bet\r.een ors and philosophia narzcralis: reflections on the historiography of early modem 
mechanics." in Renaissance and Revolution: Humanists, Scholars. Craftsmen and Naniral Philoso~hen 
in Earlv Modern Eiirone. eds. J.V. Field and Frank A.J.L. James (Cambridge: Cambridge University 



the earlier tradition. mechanics was the division of mathematics concemed with 

describing the motions and effects of machines which were. as products of art, outside the 

province of physics or natural philosophy. in the course of the seventeenth century, 

rnechanics was gradually accepted as a branch of ph>.sics concemed with the study of 

motion in general. Gabbey argues that historians have anachronistically projected the 

modem definition of mechanics into their discussions of early-modem mechanics and 

natural philosophy. Lack of attention to the changing relationship between mechanics 

and natural philosophy in the seventeenth centurq-. in Gabbey's view, has led historians to 

neglect some important issues in earIy modem science and to give distorted explanations 

of others." 

The -'disciplinap tasonom!," which undenvent --cornpiex and important changes" 

in the early-modern psriod Kas based on the Aristotelian distinction between art and 

naturemX Peripatetic philosophy made a careful division behveen the behaviour of bodies 

when they \vere acting narurally. unharnpered or unaided by human intervention, and the 

unnatural motions and effects ~vhich could be produced b>- human art in constnicting and 

using mechanical de.\-icrss. Ph>.sics. the study of natural bodies "in so far as they are 

natural." \vas distinyished from mechanics. a term used to describe both the practical 

arts of making and using machines and the mathematical description of their operations. 

Man-made machiiies or "engines" were devices designed to work against nature in order 

to o\,ercome practical difficulties and thus did not ~Wield knowledge about the causes of 

naturally-occurring phenornena. Natural philosophy or physics. which aimed at 

explanation of motion and change in naturd things. \vas considered as a separate pursuit 

frorn the description of the motions and effects of artificial objects. the products of human 

craftsmanship. The importance of the distinction between natural and artificial objects is 

Press. 1993). 133-145. In rhis article. Gabbey extends and clarifies one of the arguments made in a 
previous paper: Alan Ciabbey. "The Mechanical Philosophj. and irs Problems: Mechanical Explanations. 
Impenetrabilit> and Perpetual Motion.'' in Change and Proeress in Modem Science. ed. Joseph C. Pitt 
(Dordrecht: D. Reidel. 1985 ). 9-84. 

Ibid.. 136-8. 
"' Ibid.. 1 3 .  



expressed succinctly in Gabbey's description of the disciplinary distinction between 

mechanics and natural philosophy: 

Since antiquity. the construction and operation of machines and devices that re- 
arrange things contra naruram and for human ends had been the concem of 
mechanics qua practical art. On the other hand. the theoretical discipline 
physics did not share the concerns of mechanics, since physics did not deal 
with artificial things qua artificial. Traditionai Peripatetic definitions of 
phjsiccr (equivalently philosophia narttralis and physiologia) typically included 
the plirase -'the science [scientia] of natural bodies. in so far as they are 
natural.. ." 

The Anstotelian understanding of mechanics was not replaced al1 at once or cornpletely 

during the seventeenth century. m i l e  some mathematicians and philosophers 

championed the cause of mechanics as a branch of physics which described al1 motion, 

whatever its origin, others heId to the traditional view that mechanics deait oniy with the 

contra-natural or ~iolent motions of artificial objects. Debate about the status of 

mechanics continued for a century after the introduction of the mechanical philosophies 

which. at least in thsir programmatic statements. made no distinction between naturd and 

artificiaI motion.'" 

The pouw of commonpIace notions of art versus nature to shape the thinking of 

seventeenth-centri? mechmical philosophers is apparent in rernnants of the older. 

restricted vie\\- of mechanics in the w-itings of one of the canonical figures of the 

mechanical philosoph~.. In a letter -Titten to Constantijn Huygens in 1638, Descartes 

reported that lis had not finished a proposed work on mechanics since '-it requires having 

explained whar the Iaws of nature are, and how she acts in the ordinary way, before one 

c m  really esplain how she cm be applied to effects to which she is not accustorned."" 

Gabbey suggests that Descartes' remarks present a puzzle for historians of mechanics 

unless "we clearly understand the distinction between contra-natural mechanical actions 

" Ibid.. IX. 
" Ibid.. 13s-141. 
27 Oeuvres de Drscams.  publiées var Charles Adam and Paul Tannerv. nouvelle ~resentation. 11 vol.. ed. 

P. Costabel. J.  Beaude and B. Rochot (Paris. 1964-1974). 2: 50. quotrd in Gabbey. 143. 



and natural physical processes. benveen the mechanicai and the physicd.''" 8 e y  should 

alert us more generally to the ways in which seventeenth-centq mechanical 

philosophers. like Boyle. used an old vocabdary and comrnonpiace notions of art and 

nature to forge new philosophies of nature. 

The issues u.hich Gabbey raises have broader implications for the historiography 

of seventeenth-centuy mechanical and expenmentai philosophy. The fui1 significance of 

the mechanical philosophers' description of nature a s  a machine on1y becomes apparent 

when we understand that it entailed a radical collapse of the Anstotelian armature 

distinction." The notion that knoaledge of nature could be obrained by the study of craft 

processes. the --mechanical arts." indicates an equall>- sipificant alteration in the art- 

nature distinction.'(' The revotutionq change in the reiationship of nature and artifice is 

implicit. mors generally. in the development of espsrimental practices that used 

" Ibid.. 144. 
See Steken Shapin. The Scirntific Revolution (Chicago and London: Universic of Chicago Press. 1996). 
50-37 for a brieidiscussion of the difference beween the relationship of art and name in the 
Aristotelian and niechanical philosophies. Shapin suggesrs that the introduction of large. rnechanical 
clocks as a feature of public buildings in European  ci^, during the thineenth and fourteenth c e n w  and 
consequent changes in the regularip of life lived by rnechanical time were factors in the "allure of the 
machine ... as a uniquel! inrelligible and proper metaphor for esplaining nanrral processes." I do not 
agree with Shapin tllat changes in the an-nature distinctior. c m  ultirnateIy be reduced to changes in "the 
power relations of an earl' modern European Society whose parterns of living. producing and political 
ordering \vere undergohg massive changes as feudalism gave \va! ro early capitalism." @. 33). 1 
discuss the change as a conceptual change in the thought of an individual who lived in sociery but was 
not just a cog on its wheel. 

?O The project of the ne\\ 1)-formed Royal Society of London to undenake a 'history' of the mechanical arts 
with a view ro learning about rnechanical nature was described by Henry Oldenburg in leaer to 
Benedictus de Spinoza: "ln Our philosophical college we indulge. as far as our means permit in 
diligently rnaking e~periments and observations. and we spend rnuch time in preparing a history of the 
mechanical arts. feeling certain that the foms and qualities of things can best be explained by 
mechanical principles. and that al1 the effects of nature are produced by motion. figure, and temure, and 
the v a ~ i n g  combinations of these.. .." Oldenburg to Spinoza. 17 September 166 1. 
Correspondence of Henn  Oldenburz. vol. 1. ed. and trans. .4. Rupen Hall and Marie Boas HaII 
(Madison and Milwaukee: University of Wisconsin Press. 1965). 432. On the diff~culties encountered 
in purting this projecr into practice. see Michael Hunter. 'Towards Solomon's House: Rival Strategies 
for Reforming the Earl? Royal Society," in Establishino the New Science: The Ex~erience of the Earlv 
Roval Socien (b'oodtiridge: Boydell Press. 1989). 185-144. See CharIes Webster, The Great 
instauration: Science. lMtdicine and Refom 1626-1 660 (London: Duckwonh. 1975) for a wealth of 
detail on this and earlier projects ro unite made practices and natural philosophy tù the benefit of both. 



mechanical devices or in\.~olved hurnan manipulation of nature IO Ieam about nature3' A 

detailed historical understanding of changes in the art-nature relationship and how they 

came about woiild shed new light on many of the central issues in the history of early- 

modem natural philosophy. 

Although the studies required to ground a comprehensive understanding of the 

realignment of nature and artifice before, during and after the seventeenth century have 

not yet appeared in print. a feu. historians have discussed the changing nature of their 

relationship. In his Pl-iiloso~hv. Technolom and the Arts in the Earlv Modem Era (1 %2), 

Paolo Rossi argued tliat a new appreciation of the value of the mechanical arts in the 

sixteenth and se\.enteenth centuries was an important factor in the development of 

modem. esperimental science." Rossi's sunrey of the origins of modem science in the 

work of craftsmen and the scholars who took notice of them is coloured by his view of 

early modem science as a progressive advancement over Aristotelian philosophy.33 His 

book. houm~er. proi.ides a valuable discussion of changes in the attitude toward the use 

of manual labour in the production of scientific knowledge in early-modern Europe. He 

describes the redefinition of the art-nature relationship as both a factor in and a product of 

the comples of changes ~vhich constitute the shift frorn Peripatetic philosophy to early 

modem science.'" 

j i See Shapin. The Scienrific Revolution. 95-97 and 100-102 for brief discussions of the requirement that 
the an-nature boundan bc reinierpreted before effects that were produced artificially could be counted 
as le~itimate sources of knowledge of nature. Other significnnt discussions of  art. nature, and 
experirnent are discussed below. 

'' Paolo Rossi. Pliilosophv. TechnoIom. and the Arts in the Earlv Modem En, trans. Salvator Attanasio, 
ed. Benjamin Nelson (New York: Harper and Row, 1970: translated from I Filosofi e le Macchine 
(Milan. 1962)). The revaluation of technical knowledge and the depamre ffom the traditional 
opposition of an  and nature in Francis Bacon's philosophy are also major themes of Rossi's earlier 
book: Paolo Rossi. Francis Bacon: From Maeic to Science. trans. Sacha Rabinovitch (London: 
Routledge and Kegan Paul. 1968: ltalian edition, 1957). 

33 Rossi's book is pan of a larger histonographic debate about the reIative importance of the conmbutions 
of artisans and universib-trained scholars to the development of modern science during the Scientific 
Revolution. For an early manifestation of this debate. see Rupen Hall. "The Scholar and the Crabman 
in the Scientitic Revoliition." in Critical Problems in the Historv of Science. ed. Marshall Clagett 
(Madison, Milu.auker. and London: University of Wisconsin Press. 1959). 3-23; and the commentaries 
on this paper b> Robert K. Merton. 23-29: Francis R. Johnson. 30-32: and A.C. Crombie, 66-78. 

3 Discussion of the realignment of attitudes toward an and nature runs as a theme throughout Rossi's book. 
In a short appendis. "The Nature-Art Relationship and the Machine of the World." Philosophv, 



Rossi's brief reference to the early development of the conception of "knowledge 

as construction." which he viewed as the outcome of participation by craftsmen in the 

production of scientific knowiedge, is expanded upon at length by Antonio Pérez-Ramos 

in Francis Bacon's ldea of Science (1 9881.'~ In Pérez-Rarnos' view, Bacon's conception 

of knowledge was a new manifestation of an ancient philosophical tradition of  "maker's 

knowledge." He traces its early history to the Judaeo-Christian tradition of "God as the 

knowerlmakerpm cwcllence." as well as to pre-Socratic philosophy and the Greek 

georneters of late a n t i ~ q u i t ~ . ~ ~  ~ h e  idea that knowledge of nature is obtained by "doing" 

rather than by passive observation is. as Pérez-Ramos suggests. "a radically diverging 

conception of human knowiedge and of man as the knowing subject" from the Peripatetic 

view of human artifice as outside nature.37 

AIistair Cronibio sees the impetus toward the intementionist techniques of 

experimental science in Renaissance Italy, as the outcome of a hurnanist tradition which 

drew on the arts and philosophy of ancient Greece for a mode1 of the virtuoso as a 

.'rational artist."" ~ h e  man of 1-irtir. Crombie suggests. was a ..rational artist in al1 things. 

designing his intentions first by antecedent analysis in the mind. before executing them 

through the hmds. ivhetlier he was airning at rnathematical or experiniental investigation, 

at artistic composition. at the cultivation of private or public good by habit guided by 

right reason.. .."'?ronibie rightly includes Aristotle as one of the Greek sources of the 

idea of the rational artist but does not distinguish carefully betwesn Aristotle's notion that 

Technologv and rlie Ans. 137-145. he addresses the "deliberate subversion" of the Aristotelian art- 
nature distinction in Francis Bacon's writings, and the importance of mechanical analogies in the works 
of Kepler, Boyle, Descartes, and others in undermininç the Peripatetic distinction. 

35 Rossi suggests the craft tnditions as sources of seventeenth-cencury conceptions of 'knowing as doing,' 
that hurnan knowledge estends oniy to what human b e i n ~ s  can accornpiish or constmct, surnrnarized by 
Giambattista Vico's ( 1668-1 744) dicturn, "verurn facturn." Rossi. Philoso~hv. Technolom and the Arts, 
xi and 145. 

36 Antonio Perez-Ramos, Francis Bacon's ldea of Science and the Maker's Knowledge Tradition (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press. 1988). 54-56. 

7 Ibid., 8 i -82. 
38 A.C. Crombie. -.E?;perimental Science and the Rational Artist in Early Modem Europe," in Science, Art 

and Nature in Medisval and Modem Thoueht (London: Hambledon Press, 1996: repr. ffom Daedalus 
1 1  5 (1986): 49-71). 89-1 14. 

'9 Ibid.. 90. 



m d i n d  mastered nature by skillful labour and his compatible. but dissimilar, view on 

the distinctiveness of art and nature.40 While the ambition to investigate nature by an 

may have sternnied from the virfuoso 's confidence that he could do so, the Aristotelian 

division of art fiom nature stood in the way of finding out the causes of natural things by 

rational artifice. Crombie's study, however. suggests an important background for 

Boyle's ideal of the Christian i~irtuoso as a man whose knowledgeable and purposehl 

action encompassed al1 areas of hurnan endeavour." 

Despite Rossi's and Crombie's general treatments of changes in the conception of 

artifice, detaiIed historical investigations of the specific content of those changes have 

only recently b e p n  to appear in print. One significant addition to the literature is Peter 

Dear's Discipline and Experience (1995). Dear traces the elevarion of mathematics fiom 

its subordination to and separation from natural philosophy in late-sixteenth century 

academies. through se\.eral stages. to its achievement of primacy within natural 

philosoph!. b>. tlie end of tlie seventeenth century." His major theme is the role of 

mathematicians in  saining acceptance for singular. contrived experiments as evidence for 

daims about unil-ersal laws of  nature. Dear suggests that early-seventeenth-centus, 

Jesuit maihsmaticians Lyere primarily responsible for the initial reinterpretation of the 

Aristotelian \.islv of ssperience. By using literary techniques to present their experiments 

as representative instances of what happened generally in nature, and by offering their 

'O lbid.. 93-4. Crombie cites Aristotle, Physics ii.2.194a.22-23 in support of his contention that Aristotle 
viewed art as "pan of  natural science." In the cited passage. Aristotle uses an analogy to art to q u e  
that physics is concernrd with form as well as rnatter. but he does not include art in nature. The full 
passage reads: '-But if on the orher hand art imitates nature. and it is the pan of the same discipline to 
know the fomi and the mattrr up to a point (e-g. the doctor has a knowledge of health and also of bile 
and phlegm ... and the buiidrr both of the form of the house and of the matter ...) : if this is so, it would be 
the pan of phj,sics also to know nature in both its senses." Aristotle. Phvsics ii.3.194a.22-27, tram. R.P. 
Hardie and R.K. Gaye. in Great Books of the Western World, vol. 8, Anstotle : 1. ed. Robert M. 
Hutchins (Chicago: Encyclopaedia Britannica, 1952). Aristotle's view of art and nature is discussed 
more fully below. 

'' Boyle, The Christian Vinuoso: Shewine. That. bv being addicted to Experirnental Philoso~hv. a man is 
rather assisted rhan iiidisaosed to be a eood Christian. The First Pan (1690), Works 5: 508-540, is a 
specific espression orBo) I r 's  view of the virtuoso. He used the term throughout his works. 

42 Peter Dear. Discidine Rr Esoerience: The Mathematical Wav in the Scientific Revolution (Chicago and 
London: University of Cliicago Press. 1995). 



expertise as a "legitimate surrogctte for common esperience." Jesuit mathematicians 

succeeded in bringing singular experiments into acceptance by natural philosophers~3 

They employed the Peripatetic distinction between mathematics and natural philosophy, 

in tandem with the art-nature distinction, to argue for the use of artificial instruments in 

experiment. Exploiting the notion that mathematics dealt with "quantity" apart from the 

causative processes which were the province of physics. mathematicians justified their 

use of observational instruments Iike the telescope by maintaining that they sought 

quantitative not qlialitative knowledge and thus were not in conflict with Peripatetic 

restrictions on the use of artifice to gain physical knowledee.* The next stage in the 

mathematicians' campaign to elevate the status of their discipline with respect to naîural 

philosophy \vas the development of the category of "physico-mathematics" to denote the 

study of the quantifiable aspects of physical objects. Physico-mathematics aimed at 

"genuinely causal scientific knolvledge of natural bodies" on the grounds that al1 

phenomena invol\.ed '.quantity" in some manner.'" In Dear's formulation of the 

mathematicians' quest for disciplinan. suprernacy. the final moves were made by Newton. 

His Mathematical Principles of Nâtural Philosophi. was a "declaration of independence 

for physico-mathernatics" in ~vhich mathematical knotvledge became "a mode1 for 

understanding in general." and his Outicks brought the "singular event experiment" of 

physico-mathematics to full "philosophical r e ~ ~ e c t a b i l i ~ . ' ~ ~  

In Discipliné and Es~rrirnce.  Dear weaves a comples narrative about the fusion 

of mathematics and natiiral philosophy to produce experimental physics at the end of the 

seventeenth centun.. As Peter Barker suggests in his review of the book, Dear succeeds 

in portraying the development of experimental science as a European phenomenon. 

Barker also suggests sorne of the deficiencies of Dear's account. including his lack of 

attention to the religious commitments which underpinned the knowledge claims of 

4; Dear. 32-62. Derir suinmarizes the accomplishments of Jesuit mathrmaticians on p. 63. 
U Ibid., 161-168. 
" Ibid.. 16% 170. 
46 Ibid.. 2 10-2 1 1 aiid 39-1-42.  



mathernaticians and natural philosophers in the early-modern period."7 Dear focuses on 

the successes of mathematicians in their quest for disciplinary supremacy, but does not 

take into account the continuing debate over the status of mathematics which Gabbey's 

evidence suggests. Individual mathematicians are portrayed in Dear's study as confident 

that the mathematical disciplines belonged to natural philosophy, with no trace of the 

lingering influence of the traditional view of mechanics which is evident in seventeenth- 

century tests. 

Dear's summary dismissal of Boyle's experimental practice, along with the whole 

program of the pre-Nsntonian Royal S o c i e ~ ,  as a detour on the "high road to modern 

experimentalism" is based on a mistaken characterization of Boyle's experiments. 1 

discuss this aspect of Dear's argument in Chapter ~ o u r . ~ '  It is important to note here that. 

while Dear cannot be faulted for focusing on the development of mathematical and 

experimental physics. liis exposition of the '.Mathematical Way in the Scientific 

Revolution" deals with just one of the paths by which disciplinary boundaries were 

crossed in the contest of early modem natural philosoph>.. Newton was a mathematician 

and a natural philosopher but. as Dobbs' studies have so m p l q  demonstrated, chemistry 

occupied his attention to at least as great an extent as mathematical phisics.J9 Claims that 

physical knoudedge could be obtained by singular and deliberate experiment using 

artificial instruments u-as also a hallmark of seventeenth-century c h e m i s ~ y . ~ ~  The 

significance of Newon's chemistry in his conception of experiment remains to be 

esplored but it seems certain that he aimed to find knowIedge of nature in the chemical 

laboratory b:. deliberate esperiments which interfered with nature's "ordinary co~rse."~'  

47 Peter Barker. review of Discipline and Exverience: The Mathematical Wav in the Scientific Revolution 
by Peter Dear. & 85 ( 1997): 122. 

48 Dear, 3 and 327-23 1 .  
49 Betty JO Teeter Dobbs. The Foundations of Newton's Alchemv or "The Huntine of the Greene Lvon" 

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 1975); idem, The Janus Faces of G e n k  The Rote of 
Alchemv in Newon's Tlioiinht (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 1991 ). 

50 William Newnian. "Trchnology and Alchemical Debate in the Late Middle Ages." & 80 (1989): 423- 
445; and idem. "The Place of Alchemy in the Current Literature on Experiment." unpublished article. 
Newman's discussion of the alchemists' view of the art-nature relationship is discussed beIow. 

5 I Dear, 6 .  



The extent to \vhicli rhe point of Newton's experimental philosophy was to "discourse 

about God" from the phenomena of nature is also reveakd by Dobbs' studies and more 

recently has been reassened by Andrew ~unningham." John Dee (1527-1608) springs to 

mind as an earlier esample of a mathematician and chemist who aspired to learn about 

nature by contrived esperience in both areas and Iooked for divine help in his quest.'3 

Dear's study tells us much about rnathematicians' daims for experimental knowledge, 

but there is much more to be said about other forms of nascent experimental practice, and 

the assumptions that grounded thern. in the histop of early modem experimental 

philosophy. LVIiile Iiis book adds significantly to our understanding of the changing 

reiationship betlveen nature and artifice, it tells just pan of a larger story. 

Robert Bo!.le [vas not a mathematician but a '*sceptical chymist" whose 

mechanical and sxpsrimental philosophy of nature is pan of that larger p ic ture .5h  quuest 

for disciplina- slipremacy cannot explain the acceptance of intewentionist experiment in 

his natural philosophy. Although he was not averse to recognition for his 

accornplishrnents. thrre is no evidence in the large body of his writings that Boyle was 

driven to forge Iiiç 0w.n philosophy of nature by academic  ambition^.'^ His life and 

works provide much el-idence. however, that his quest for "free and real learning" about 

nature uas undsrpinnsd by a set of firm religious commitments and the conviction that 

his philosophy of nature provideci grounds "for proveing the Christian ReIigion" to 

others.'" 

" Andrew Cunningham. Wow the Principia Go1 Its Name: or. Taking h'atural Philosophy Seriously," 
Histow of Science 29 ( 199 1 ): 377-392. See especially, pp. 383-385. 

5; For a brief discussion of John Dee's mathematical and alchernical interests see: Roben Hugh Kargon, 
Atornism in Ennland from iiariot to Newon (Oxford: Clarendon Press. 1966), 7-17. A much fuller 
account of Dee is availablc in: Deborah E. Harkness. The Scientific Reformation: John Dee and the 
Restitution of Nature (unpublished dissertation, University of California. Davis. 1994). 

54 Boyle, Sce~tical Chvmist. Works 1 : 458-586. 
55 Boyle was concemed rvitli making sure that he received credit for noveI experiments and his explmation 

of their significance. See, for example. Some S~ecimens of An Anempt to make Chmical Experiments 
useful to illiistnte the notions of the Comuscular Philoso~hv ( 166 1). Works 1 : 357, where Boyle asserts 
the priori'. and n o v e l ~  of his sait-peûe experirnents and their esplication. 

56 Boyle's ftrst pubtished description of his purposes is found in New Esperiments Phvsico-Mechanical, 
Touchino. the Sprinn o f  tlic Air (1660). Works 1: 1-2. A codicil in his will (dated 1691). estabIished a 
fund to pay fifi!. pounds per annum to a "Learned divine or Preaching Minister" for a series of lectures 



My aim in this study is to show how Boyle's understanding of artifice played a 

centra1 role in his conception of the world's creation by a divine crafisman, in his 

description of the unilperse as a vast mechanisrn that could be explained on mechanical 

principles. and in his arguments that chemical experiments provided confïnning evidence 

for the mechanical structure and operation of the natural world. The foundation of 

Boyle's meclianical and experimental philosophy kvas his firm conviction that the world 

was the supremely artificial. skillfully contrived and constructed product of God's 

crafismanship in dividing created matter into parts. putting the parts into motion, and 

guiding them into the muItitude of individual "engines" which together compnsed the 

cosrnic mechanisrn. Nature. in Boyie's philosophy. was the work of the Divine Artificer 

and. as such. \.vas vasti!. superior in degree of perfection to the works of human beings. 

NaturaI objects and phenomena. however. did not differ in kind fiom the products and 

processes of hunian artifice. The works of nature, Boyle wote. are God's "irnrnediate 

works:" works of art are '?he effects of one of his \i.orks: and by consequence are 

original1 his. though produced by the intervention of man."" in Boyle's mechanical 

philosoph>. the ~vorkings of nature were explicable b ~ .  the local motions of matenal parts 

which possessed no "natures" other than structures composed of parts which differed in 

configuration. In Iiis esperirnental philosoph~,. the phenomena of nature were 

discoverable in artisans' shops. chemical laboratories and mechanical "engines" like his 

air pumps. Bo~.le-, uiiderstanding of the worId as an artificial "engine" designed and 

built by an omniscient and omnipotent creator is one of the keys to understanding the 

conceptual col-iersnce of his naturaI phiIosophy and experirnental practice with the 

theological commitments which were foremost in his thought. 

Although Bo'rle's rejection of the Aristotelian view of nature is a feature of the 

whole body of his u-orks as well as tiie parzicular subject of bis Free Insuirv into the 

on the Christian Religion. His will is printed as Appendis 1 in R.E.W. Maddison. The Life o f  the 
Honourable Roben Bo\ le. F.R.S. (London: Taylor and Francis, 1969). 257-282. 

< - - Boyle. Of the Hizh  Vrnrrarion M a n ' s  Intellect owes to God. Peculiarlv for His Wisdom and Power 
( 1685). Works 5:  1 5 1 . 



Vulgarlv Received Notion of Nature. the background of Boyle's understanding of artifice 

is readily discernible in Penpatetic philosophy.58 Since this might be seen as what Boyle 

would cal1 a "paradoxical" assertion, the following chapter outlines the relationship of art 

and nature in Aristotle's works and in medieval and Renaissance natural philosophy as 

background for discussion of Boyle's views. The basic premise of the Aristotelian art- 

nature distinction \\.as that a natural body possessed its own principles of motion and 

change in contrast to a ~vork of art. which had no inherent pnnciples of its own. An 

artificial object LYas the product of an external agent. the crafisman, who used local 

motion to alter the estemal shape and size of portions of his materials and connect these 

parts into the configuration  h hi ch fulfilled his ONTI design. I discuss the parallel between 

the Penpatetic view of artifice and Boyle's conception of the process by which God 

created the world in Chapter Two of my thesis. In the third chapter. 1 argue that 

understanding Boyle's \*ie\v of the properties of artificial objects in generai, and machines 

or mechanical '-engines" in particular. helps to explain the ways in which his conception 

of nature was. as Boyle termed it. a mechanical philosophy. Chapter Four is devoted to a 

discussion of the u-a>.s in which Boyle's understanding of artificial processes and objects 

informed his use of clieniical rxperirnents as evidence for his argument that naniral 

processes Lvsre mechanical. Taken together. Boyle's view of the world as the cosmic 

engine of a divine craftsman. his mechanical philosophy. and his arguments fiorn 

experiment are premissd on the commonplace idsa of artifice and artifacts in Aristotelian 

philosoph>. To concliide. 1 discuss the continuin of the conception of artifice in Boyle's 

philosophy in the contest of radical changes in his view of nature and suggest sorne of the 

broader ramifications of the collapse of the art-nature boundary for our historical 

understanding of mechanical esplanations and experimental practices in early-modern 

natural philosophy. Some tentative begimings to~vard comprehending how art and nature 

were perceived in that period can be made by looking much further back in time. 

Boyle, A Free Inailin. into the Vuloarlv Received Notion o f  Nature: Made in an Essav addressed to a 
Friend ( 1686). \+'orlis 5 :  158-751. 



Chapter One 

Nature and the Mechanical Arts in Aristotelianism 

From antiquity to the seventeenth century. nature and art were regarded as 

belonging to separate realms of knowledge and activity. The art-nature distinction was 

reflected in the social division of intellectuals from artisans, of scholarly works of the 

mind from the manunl labour of craftsmen. The distinction formed the b a i s  of a 

hierarchical categorization of forms of knowledge. which was preserved in the 

disciplinary stnicture of European universities from thsir medieval foundation throughout 

the seventeenth centun.. The division of the products of human constructive ski11 from 

the outcome of naturd processes was fundamental to the philosophical understanding of 

the working of nature and the tvorks of human beings. 

The dichotomy of art and nature was a common feature in the philosophies of 

Greek and Roman anticillit>..' A n  was broadly defined as %ny rationally organized 

activity 15-hich lias a practical rather than a speculative end" and as the knowledge or 

skills involved in acliie\ing human ends. Nature. contrasted with art. referred to the 

whole of the cosmos or physical n-orld. and to the causati~~e power of its inherent 

principlrs.' -4.J. Ciose outlines the commonplace notions of the relationship of art and 

nature that run tliroughout ancisnt philosophy and medicine. The most widely 

disseminated. he suggests. was the idea that "art imitates nature." not only in the mimetic 

arts (painting. sculptiire. drama. etc.) but in al1 aspects of human activity fiom "legislation 

to poneT."3 Another commonplace, that "art ministers to. complements, or perfects 

nature," was eqiiall! u.idely applied to activities frorn moral education to medical 

1 A.J. Close. "Conirnonplace Theories of An and Nature in Classical Anriqui? and in the Renaissance," 
Journal of the Histon of ldras 30 ( 1969): 467486. 

lbid.. 467. 
' Ibid.. 169477. 



treatment to espiain the ends of human activities as cooperation with nature to bnng 

about its ends or correct -.defects" which hindered nature from reaching t l ~ e m . ~  Art, 

however. was considered "inferior to nature," dependent upon nature for its materials and 

on "patient obsenmion" of nature for the knowledge required to reach hurnan ends5 

Aristotle on the Disfirrctiurt betrveen Nature and Artifice 

The distinction between natural processes and artifice in western European naturai 

philosophy had irs roots in  classical philosophy. especially in the Aristotelian corpus 

which was the basis of curricula in European universities from their medieval foundations 

through the se\.enteenth ~ e n t u r y . ~  In his Phvsics. AristotIe distinguished between things 

that esist "by nature" and the productions of human artifice. A natural thing possessed 

"within itself a principle of motion and of stationariness (in respect of place, or of growth 

and decrease. or hy na!. of alteration)." Artifacts. as artifacts. had no '-innate impulse to 

change" othsr than the  inherent tendencies of the natiiral substances fiom which they 
- 

were constnicted. -4ristotle espressed the distinction between art and nature succinctly 

in his Metaphvsics: "art is a principle of movement in something other than the thing 

moved. nature iç n principle in the thing itse~f."~ 

-411 narural things were composed of infonned matter. a composite of the two 

conceptually-distinct but ne\.er separated principles of marter and form. Al1 change in a 

naturai object. including its local motion. derived frrorn its form. which acted, if 

unimpeded. to attain the potenrial ends inherent in the  nature of the thing. Although 

Aristotle argued to inlierent ends in nature by analogy fiorn the purposehl activity of 

human artisans. he  distingtiished artificial from natural products. Hurnan constructions 

'' Ibid. 
Ibid.. 474-5 and 178-80. 
On the transmission and mnslation of Aristotle's works as the baris ofthe curriculum at the fondation 
of medieval universitirs see David C. Lindberg. The Becinninos of Western Science: The European 
Scientific Tradition in Philoso~hical. Relieious. and Institutional Contest. 600 B.C. to A.D. 1450 
(Chicago and London: LJnivrrsity o f  Chicago Press. 1992 ). 103-2 18. 

Aristotle. Ph! sic5 i i .  1 .  I T 6 .  
8 Aristotle. Metaph! sics xii.;.l07Qa.j-10. trans. W.D. Ross, in Great Books a f the  Western World, 8: 499- 

626. 



lacked the inherent causati1.e power of the natural forms: a bed could not propagate 

another bed.' Artisans introduced -.incidental attributes" to naturai materids. but did not 

alter their underl! ing and persisting f ~ r m s . ' ~  Tne human craftsrnan was limited by the 

inherent natures of his natural materials. though he might assist nature by removing 

impediments to natiiral cliange: the artisan "partly completes what nature cannot bring to 

a finish. and part&. iniitatss her."" 

A closel>.-connected corollary of Aristotle's division of natural from artificial 

bodies was his distinction between naturol motion. proceeding fiorn the inherent 

tendencies of inforn~ed mater. and the contra-natural motion of a body propelled by an 

estemal movrr apniiist its natural tendent)-." .-When. ..things are in motion to positions 

the reverse of those the). would properly occupy. their motion is violent: when they are in 

motion to their proper positions - the light thing up and the h e a q  thing down - their 

motion is natural."" Mechanical tools were not natural sources of motion, nor did they 

produce natural motion. Aristotle's example of the Ie\.er iIlustrates his point: '-in the 

case of things that cc?iise motion: some of them are capable of causing motion unnaturally 

(e-g. the le\.er is not naturdly capable of moving the lveieht). - others naturally (e.g. what is 

actually hot is natiirall> capable of moving what is potentially hot)."'" The craftsman 

might make use of the natural tendencies of his materials. or cornpel them against their 

natures. but in neitlier case \vas his product a part of nature as the realrn of inherent 

causation and outcorne. 

The distinction brtlveen art and nature also tormed the b a i s  for Aristotle's 

categorization of kinds of knowledge at the beginning of his Metavhvsics. Mere 

experience. the collectsd observations of individual particulars without understanding of 

universals. was inferior to art. a knowledge of the means to human action, which was in 

9 Aristotle, Phvsics i i .8 .192b.8-3 .  
1 O Ibid., ii.8.193a.10-19;b.I5. 
1 1  Ibid.. ii.8.199a 
'' Aristotle. Phvsics. v i i i . 4 . 34b:  idem. On the Heavens (de Caelol. iii.2. 300a20-300b., u-ans. J.L. Stocks, 

in Great Books ofrlir Western World. 8: 359-108. 
13 Ibid.. vi i i .4 .35i i .  1-5. 
Id  Ibid.. viii.4.25Sa.70-7C. 



turn inferior to theoretical knowledge of causes. the highest form of knowledge. Tme 

wisdom dealt with -'the tirst causes and the principles of things" and theoretical 

knowledge of -'cenain principles and causes" was accorded a higher place on the scale of 

knowledge than the productive skills of the anist or craftsrnan." Theoreticai knowledge 

was pursued for its olvn sake and thus constituted the only truly "fiee science," in contrast 

to producti~e knon-ledge. restricted by its utilitarian aims." Aristotle's categarization of 

knondedge in the Niconiachean Ethics supplies an additional basis for the ideriorit- of 

art to knowledgç of natural principles and processes. To have scientific knowledge was 

to knolv hvhat could nor be othenvise. those things kvhich could be Iogically demonstrated 

from certain and iiivariahle first premises. Art. on the other hand, involved the 

knowledge of '-\.;irinblc" things to rnake objects whose '*origin is in the maker:" not fiom 
I - the course of natiire. Art. as knowledge. along n-ith '.practicaI wisdom" (concemed 

with persona1 goods as opposed to the general benefits fiorn craft knowledge), proceeded 

from \tariable circiinistances. not necessary principles. and thus could not have scientific 

status. l 

Aristotle's pliilosophy insisted on essential differences between the natural world 

and the products o f  hiinlm craftsmanship and bettveen crafi knowledge and theoretical 

science. The pli~.sical \vorld was composed of things which contained their own ends and 

powers. natiircil motions lvsre those that proceeded from inherent causes. and knowledge 

of invariable ncitiirnl principles could be known with certainp. Human constructions 

stood outside the natiiral renlm. even though the? kvere admirable for the ski11 of 

craftsrnen and iisefiil ta fiirther hurnan ends. Art might take materials and exarnples fiom 

the natural realnl. and assist or subvert natural motions. processes and ends to make 

utilitarian objects ~vith a temporary existence. but art did not produce naturd things and 

'' Aristorle. Metariln.sics i .  1.98 l a-98 l b. 
16 Ibid.. i. I .9SZb. 10-50. 
17 Aristotle. Nicornacliean Etl i ic i  vi. I I39b.15-I140a.15. crans. W.D. Ross. in Great Books of the Western 

Worid 9: 339-444- 
18 lbid.. 1 I39b.25->5. 



artisanal knowledge \vas inferior to a philosophical understanding of eternal and 

invariable natural principles. 

Art and Iiatrrre iri ;Wfrdieval, Renaissance and EnrfpModern Aristuteliankm 

The translation of .4ristotle's works fiom Arabic sources in the eleventh and 

twelfth centuries. their incorporation into the curricula of the newly-founded universities 

of Latin Christendom in the late twelfth and thirteenth centuries, and the efforts of 

medieval scholars to accommodate Aristotelian natural philosophy to Christian theology 

are well knotvn. "' The  disciplina^ divisions established in rnedieval universities on the 

basis of Aristotle's distinction between categoties of knowledge persisted into the 

seventeenth centiiry. The separation of the practical arts from contemplative knowledge 

of nature is clear in a commentan. on Aristotle's Phvsics by the Jesuit philosopher, 

Franciscus Toletus ( 15j2- i 596). published at the turn of the seventeenth century, whïch 

William Wallace disc~isstts as representative of the late-Aristotelian tradition. Toletus 

described three main di\.isions of knowledge. Speculative philosophy was the 

contemplation of metapliysical. mathematical and physical (i.e. natural) truths. Practical 

or active philosopli~~. w i t h  several branches including ethics and politics, aimed at 

reasoned knoukdgs of human affairs. Knowledge about '-how to provide the material 

necessities of life" hslonged to "factive or constructive philosophy, otherwise known as 

meckanicrr." \vit11 branches as diverse as agiculture and the pleasurable arts (dance for 

esample). as \vell as a11 manipulations of materials for human purposes. mining and 

building construction for esample. and activities that used "things constructed" such as 

the arts of war and navigation.'0 

19 Lindberg. The Becinnin~s of Western Science, 203-244; Edward Grant, "Science and Theology in the 
Middle Ages." in God and Nature: Historical Essavs on the Encounter between Christianitv and Science, 
ed. David C. Lindberg and Ronald L. Nurnbers (Berkeley: University of  California Press, 1986), 39-75. 

'O Willianl A. Wallace. '-Traditional Natural Philosophy." in The Cambridge iiistory of Renaissance 
PhiIosodn. ed. Clurles B. Schmitt. Quentin Skinner. Eckhard Kessler and J i l l  Kraye (Cambridge: 
Cambridge Llniversi?, Press. 1988). 2 10. Wallace discusses Totetus' Commenraria uno cum 
qiinesricii~ihrr.~ i r ~  1'111 l i l w ~ s  Be r>hi:~ic-a ar~sclrlfa~ionr (Venice. 1600). 



It is important to note the very wide meaning of the term "mechanical" as it was 

applied by an eariy modern Aristotelian philosopher. In the broadest sense, mechanics 

had nothing to do lvith acquiring tniths about nature and eveqthing to do with 

manipulating material substances for hurnan purPoses." "Mechanics" as a technicd term 

within mathematics \vas concerned a i th  the motions of simple machines, Iike the lever! 

and more elaborate niechanical devices like the automata that the great clockworks 

included. "Mechanics" in its broader sense included al1 aspects of human activity that 

involved appl!-ing nmanuaI power to rnaterial substances including. in the case of dancing, 
1 -i 

singing. and so on. nlmxments of the human body.-- 

Wallace's brief rreatrnent of the scope of physics in Toletus' commentarqt is 

instructive ahoiit the diffîrence between art and nature to a late sixteenth centur). 

Aristotelian pliilosoplisr. -'Ph!.sics" (or natural philosophy) was the study of naturaily- 

occumng bodies and phenornena. from the simple and incorruptible bodies in the heavens 

to the four chmgeddt. terrestrial elements (fire. air. \vater and earth) and the animal, 

vegetable and rninerd bodies composed of them." The separation of constructive 

knowledge and natural philosophy in Aristotelian texts points to the radicd change in the 

role of artifice in science between 1600 and the present. In modern experimental physics 

and chernistp. the art of rnoxing material bodies about is intended and expected to 

produce knoukdgtl of nature. Aristotelian physics studied the forms and matter of the 

world apart froni Iiiiman x t i~ i t ies .  Factive or c o n s t ~ c t i ~ ~ e  laou-ledge. artifice. was for 

rnanipulating materid substances to produce objects of comfort. pleasure or destruction. 

not to make knowledge about matter and forrns. 

Despite its persistence in the universities. medieval and Renaissance 

Aristotelianism \vas ncit a static monolith. Edward Grant suggests that a wide range of 

'' Toletus. Comnrenrorici. f. lrb: .'Runus dividi potest in eas. quae materiam praeparant, ut ars fodiendi 
metalla. conficiendi ferrum. coquendi lateres. et in eas. quae materiam disponunt. et cornponunt. ut 
domificatoria. fabrilis. sutoria. et in eas. quae rnateria composita utuntur. ut militaris. equestris. 
navigatoria." Quoted in WaIlace. 7 1 1 n. 79. 

7 ,  -- Toletus. Cnniriic~nrorirr. f. 3b.: "mechanica" included the "salrandi ars. venandi. cantandi, et sirniles," 
quoted in Wallace. 2 1 1 n. 39. 

23 Wallace. 2 1 1 .  



views, including significant departures fiom Aristotle's natural philosophy, is apparent in 

the works of philosopliers from the Middle Ages to the seventeenth century. 

Nevertheless. Grant argiles. an Anstotelian c m  be identified as: 

sorneone \vI.iose education involved a reasonable depee  of familiarity with the 
works of AristotIe and earlier Aristotelians and who had himself probably 
mritten one or more qrrestiones or commentaries on the natural books of 
.4ristot!e for the purpose of expressing genuine opinions about the operation of 
the physical tvorld.. . .Aristotelians form a continuous comrnunity of scholars 
and that n-hat binds them is a focus on the works of Ari~totle.~" 

Witliin this conmuiiity tlwe n-ere many variations in interpretation of Aristotle's works. 

some stemming from the Christianization of Aristotelianism and others fiom scholars' 

knowledge of non-:Iristotciian philosophies. including the descriptions of pre-Socratic 

philosophies n.11ic17 the!. found. with Aristotle's criticisms of them, in his works. Plato's 

works. those of Epic~irean and Stoic philosophy and the Neoplatonic philosophies of late 

antiquih. were aï.ailrihlr as sources of non-Peripatetic and anti-Penpatetic conceptions of 

nature. especiall~~ d i e t  the rocoveq- of many of the ancient texts by the Renaissance 

humanists." A fen. of the departures from Aristotlr's vieu-s and areas of contention 

amongst medie\rnl and Renaissance Aristotelians are of particular importance for 

understanding tlirsir conceptions of the art-nature distinction and Robert Boyle's criticism 

of the -'\.ulgar" (commonI!.-hdd) view of nature. 

One medis\.al modification of Aristotle's natural philosophy that had particular 

significance for Ro>,ls's opposition to Peripatetic matter theoc  was the notion of 

"substantial forms.*"" Although they could be distinguished c~ncepnially~ form and 

'' Edward Grant. "Urap  to Interprer the Tems  "Aristotelian" and .'Aristotelianism" in Medieval and 
Renaissance Natural Philosophy." Historv of Science 25 ( 1987): 349. 

3 See Anthony Gnfton. "Tlir Availability of Ancient Works." in The Cambridge Historv of Renaissance 
Philosooh\,. 767-79 1 .  for derails of the texts which medieval scholars could access and the recovery of 
classical tests in the Renaissance. 

Medieval and Renaissance modifications of Aristotle's conception of "form" are discussed by Noma E. 
Emenon. The Scientific Reintemretation of Form (Ithaca. N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1984). See 
also the discussions of' "substantial forms" in Dennis Des Chene. Phvsiologia: Natural Philoso~hv in 
Late Arisrorelian and Cartesian Thoucht (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press. 1996) and Perez- 
Ramos. Franck Bacan's Iden of Science. 68-82. A brief and cogent discussion of the medieval 
modification ot'Aristoicfian conceptions of form is found in Margaret J. Osler. Divine WilI and the 



matter were not separately esisting entities in Anstotle's philosophy. What existed were 

bodies composed of informed matter in which matter bras the substrate. The form 

accounted for the essential qualities which distinguished one species of body fiom 

another. as well as the body's inherent potential for nmvement and change.27 

Aristotelians in the rnedieval schools interpreted the form in n nurnber of ways which are 

grouped by Nornia Enierton into two broad views. In the more "exaIted" or "high" 

conception. n-ith rchoes of the Platonic realm of ideal forms. matter existed only as the 

potential recipient of forni. which was the source of the existence of material substances 

and supplied thsir qiialifications and motions as bodies of a certain kind. The "low" view 

of forrn. with roots in the Greek medical tradition and Arabic philosophy, placed more 

emphasis on matter as a separately esisting substrate mith the potential to "seize" or 

"educe" a form for i~self.~"n both iviews. however. maner as '*pure potential" or "prime 

matter" as uninformed siibstance. material bodies derived their qualities fiom the form as 

something distinct froni tlieir matter. 

In a recent st~id!. of late-sisteenth- and seventeenth-century Peripatetic texts, 

Dennis Des Chene sugests that one of the fundamenta1 tenets of Aristotelianism, 

including its early-modern \,ersions was that "for each thing there is a kernel that 

determines its kind or essence and whose destruction is the destruction of the thing. That 

kernel is the substantial f01-m."'~ The substantial form provided the unity of a body or 

substance. its qualitication as a substance of a particular kind. and the impetus and 

direction of its natural changes. including generation, growh and corruption, and the 

local motions to wliich it tended. In the Christianized version of .4ristotelian philosophy, 

the substantial forrn of the human body was identified with the human soul; the soul gave 

Mechanical Philosoph\: Gassendi and Descanes on Continzencv and Necessitv in the Created World 
(Cambridge: Cainbridgc Universi'. Press. 1994), 172- 174. 

17 Emerton. 48-50. 
'' Ibid.. 53-59. 
I9 Des Chene. 69. 



the material body its cliarcicteristics and was its immortal part as welL3' In the philosophy 

of Thomas Aqiiinas. for esample. the human sou[ was the highest in a hierarchy of the 

forms of material substances (the four Aristotelian elements ranked lowe~t) .~ '  The 

substantial forni of a body supplied ail of its qualities and powers and. in some accounts 

including works b!. the sisteenth-century Jesuit philosophers Pedro da Fonseca (1 528-99) 

and Francisco Suirez ( 1548- 161 7). each body had onIy one substantial form which was 

the principle of its essence as a thing or substance of a certain kind with particular modes 

of acting3' The possession of substantial form distinguished nanirally-occuning 

substances from artifacts. Change in an artifact. a saw rusting in Anstotle's exarnple, was 

driven by tlie suhstantinl t o m s  of the substances from which it was rnanufactured, not 
- - 

from its "accidental" identitj. as the product of art,"' 

Late-Aristotttlian commentaries. like the ones which Des Chene describes. are 

particiilad>. important for linderstanding the Peripatstic concepts in which seventeenth- 

century naturd pliilnsophers were schooled. In her study of textbooks of natural 

philosophy used in the early-modern Europe. Patricia Reif points to their continuity with 

the older traditi~n. '~ Trstbook authors throughout both Protestant and Catholic Europe 

defined natural pliilosoph>. as -'a speculative science u-hich studies the world of changing 
.. material tliings. bsginiiing \vith general principles of "matter and form. quantity, quality, 

place. time. and motion" and proceeding to the principles and properties of particular 

sorts of naturd hodics in tlie celestial and terrestrial reaIms. What united the 

encyclopedic co\.erage of topics in these textbooks \vas their aim to consider various parts 

of the cosmos "froni a single point of view (Le.. 0.7 nuturai. that is, as having an intrinsic 

3 0  The full import of the differences benveen Boyle's conception of the hurnan sou1 as the rational, 
immaterial and senipitsrnnl part o f  the human body. and the sou1 as an Aristotelian substantial form is 
no1 discussed ar length in tliis srudj,. They were important. and remain to be explored. 

3 1 Emerton. 59. 
"' Peret-Ramos. Frmicis Bncan's ldea of Science. 74. - - 
" Ibid.. 219. 
i4 Sister Parricin Reif. .'Tlir Tcstbook Tradition in Natural PliiIosophj.. 1600- 1650." Journal of the Histow 

of Ideas 30 ( 1969): lï'-;l. 



principle of change)."" The testbook authors sought the Aristotelian ideal of "certain, 

universal. and unchanging knowledge achieved through causal dem~nstration."~~ 

Reif notes the emphasis on theoretical knowledge and absence of reference to 

practical applications in Peripatetic texts, pointing out that their authors displayed "no 

notion of putting I,nnau.ledge to work. of rnanipulating naturd things to discover their 

capacities." Shs attributes the lack of attention to practical applications and intervention 

to Anstotle's disti~iction bctween 'rhe speculative and the practical, between theoriu and 

rechné." emphasizing the social divisions between inteHectuals and artisans in ancient 

Athens and se\mteenth-centup Europe: 

Piristotls Iii~iiself esalted the theoretical over the technical (in Athens technical 
work n . 3 ~  done by slaves) ....[ O]ur XVIlth-centun. manualists still seemed to 
think t l u t  the natural philosopher would somehow degrade himself and his 
science if Iie tarnpered with nature. He \vas a scienrist, not a trade~man.~' 

Although the origins of .c\ristotle's ranking of speculative knowledge over crafi skills may 

have arisen in pan from the social divisions of ancient Greece, the absence of discussion 

of practical applications of knowledge to manipulate natural things in seventeenth-century 

Aristotelian tertbooks c m  be accounted for on conceptual gounds. As Reif points out, 

the province of natural philusophy was the study of tliings which had "an intrinsic 
.. 

principle of change. Prrictical manipulations of bodies. including artisanal processes, 

depended to some estent on inherent natures. but ille>- 3id not change "nature" or produce 

products x i t h  "intrinsic principles." Technical ski11 required knowledge of natural 

principles but corild not produce that knowledge since. by definition, art worked with or 

against. but not on the interna1 pnnciples of natural bodies. Art was outside the province 

of Aristotelian natural philosophy which sought, as Reif s analysis of seventeenth-century 

textbooks attests. to gain certain knowledge of natural necessity and "universai natures.'' 

35 Ibid.. 20-2 1 .  
36 Ibid.. 2 1 .  
37 Ibid., 22-3 .  



The understanding of the art-nature distinction amongst the late-sixteenth- and 

seventeenth-centiiry Aristotelian commentators whose texts were the b a i s  of university 

curricula in the se\,enteenth century is more hlly explored by Des ~ h e n e . ~ ~  Artificiai 

objects. as prodiicts of human construction. did not possess the inherent fom of naturai 

objects. While an artisan might make a superficial Iikeness of a natural object, by 

sculpting a lion for instance. he could not reproduce its substantial form. The externai 

figure of a natural ob-ject \vas a consequence of its form. but was not the f o m  itself3' 

Aristotelians in the se\.enteenth century retained the deep distinction between natural 

processes and liiiman craftsmanship. Des Chene's description of the late-Peripatetic 

commentators' ~ ien . s  of artifice suggests little change from Aristotle's notion of art as the 

superficial alteration of esternal attributes of materials: 

Huinan acti\.ity is quite limited in its effects. Cutting. shaping, and joining 
change onl!. the figure of things. painting or gilding only their surfaces, moving 
onl!. their place. Even though we can. however imperfectly, corne to conceive 
the fomis of tliings. we have not the power to introduce those f o m s  into 

- I I I  matter. 

The production of nmiral substances could not be achieved by rnerely changing the 

out~vard figure of pans of niaterials and joining theni in new wa1.s. 

The human abilit!. to assist nature presents a slightl'; different case, but 

Aristotelian tests attribiited no greater power to alter nature to the artisan who rnerely 

brought togethsr natural niaterials which. of themselves. had the potential for change. 

Des Chene cites an esaniple of the Peripatetic commentators' views of chernical 

operations. ivhich are particularly pertinent to a studl- of Boyle's works: some arts 

"accomplish nothin2 escept to apply natural agents. so that upon their being applied, 

nature produces sonits effcct. as fiom the mixture and distillation of bodies.. .. r i 4  1 

Des Chene. Chaptei- 7.;. --Artifacts. Hiiman and Divine." 239-25 1 .  
: 9 Des Chene. 24 1 .  

Ibid. 
4 I Rodericus de Arringa. i ' i t r r u ~  ~hi loso~hiclrs .  Cwws 3 I9a. Quoted in Des Chene. 242. 



The art of alchemy, the attempt to rnake goId in the chemical laboratory, is one 

area in which the  estent to whlch art assisted nature or contravened the naturai order was 

the subject of a long debate. Perer-Rmos suggests that the introduction of the term 

forma artjficioscr by some sixteenth-century Peripatetics was an attempt to accommodate 

tbe notion that a forn~. like that of gold. could be brought about by art. He notes. 

however. that the ide3 of an artificially-produced form was not applied to "novel 

technological inventions" Iike gun powder or the printing-press and suggests that the idea 

of an artificia1I~-indi1ct.d form sras reserved for operations which could be described as 

an ..perfëcting'- nature." In man-made devices like the printing-press art mastered nature 

by forced or unnatiiral motions: gun powder, unIike gold. was not found in nature and 

thus the mechanical mising of sulphur. charcoa1. and saltpetre (also called nitre) could 

not asçist nature in genemting a substantial form."' 

While the i n d i l i t > -  of art to generate a no id .  non-natural substantial forrn was 

firnily maintained b!- .Aristotelian philosophers- the status of goid as the product of an 

operative art n-as a subjsct of debate from shonly after the translation of Arabic 

alchernical tests in tliç twelfth ~ e n t u r y . ~  The alchemists' confidence that they could 

transmute base nietals into gold was maintained on the grounds that their profound 

h o w l e d ~ e  of the natures of metals allowed thsm to operate on its narural components to 

bring about changes ~vliich produced tme gold. In alchemicaI theor),, al1 metals were 

cornposed of two pinciples- called sulphur and mercury but not considered as the 

ordinary substances of the same name. As rnembers of a genus which shared common 

C Pkrez-Ramos. Francis Bacon's ldea of Science, 80-81. 
4; On the ingredienrs of  gun powder see: J.R. Partingron. A Historv o f  Chemistrv . vol. 2 (London: 

Macmillan. 196 1 }. 36. 
U William Newman. "Technology and Alchernical Debate in the Late Middle Ages." 80 (1989): 423- 

11-15. Two recent cnllections of studies of alchemy in the Islamic. Greek. Indian, and Western European 
traditions are: Z.R. 1Y.M. von Martels (ed.), Alchemv Revisited: Proceedines of the international 
conference on the Histon of Alchemv at the Universin, of Groningen. 17-19 Auril. 1989 (Leiden: 
E.J.Bril1. 1990): and Pi10 Ranansi and Antonio Clericuzio (eds.). Alchemv and Chemistrv in the 16th 
and 1 7th Centilries (Dordrecht: K luwer Acadernic. 1994). 



ingredients. indi\.idual metals were ranked on a scde of balanced composition and purity 

in the combination of the two principles, with gold as the purest and most perfect. The 

ability of the alcheniist to transmute base metals depended on his knowledge of their 

nature and of the techniques by ~vhich impurities could be removed and the principles 

brought into the proper proportion to form gold." Albertus Magnus, for instance, argued 

that the alchemical transmutation of one metal to another was accomplished by the ski11 

of the alchemist i i i  "piiri hing" a metal and preparing it for the reception of a "new and 

better speci fic fomi" \\.hic h it acquired by natural me an^.'^ A thirteenth-century 

manuscript by Paul of Taranto. translated by William Newman. asserts a powerhl role 

for the alcheniist \ïliose knonkdge of the four elemsntaq- Anstotelian qualities (hot, 

cold. dry. and ~ve t )  alIo\\-ed him to manipulate metals and change not only their oumard 

appearance biit theii- -.iiitrinsic f ~ r m . ' ~ '  The alchemist's role. however, was stiI1 resiricted 

to ~vhat nature \\.ould alIo\\ him to do: 

Art. then. properly acts only by moving. directing. aiding. and ruling, but not 
by niaking. But nature herself behaves by moving. making. [and] causing.. . . 
And since nature in al1 things makes. and art only administers. joins, and niles, 
the effc'ct nwst surel!. be attributed to nature rather than to art, or to nature 
under art. '" 

The Aristotelian alcheniist professed a profound knowledge of nature and the ability to 

use natural agents rts instruments in his laboratov- but he thoiight that the inherent 

principles of natiirc did the ~vork in transmutation. 

The p0sitil.e opinion of the power of alchemical skiil to transform natural 

materials \vas iiot shwed by some of the most influential of medieval philosophers. 

Detractors of alchemy argued that alchemy, as an art. could not manufacture a natural 

product but merely made superficial changes to metals to alter their outward appearance. 

Principe. Aspirilin- A d r ~ r .  68-70. The details o f  various versions of alchemical theory &om the tweitth to 
the seventeenth century diffa-. but al1 are based on the rnercury-sulphur theory of lslamic alchemy. 

Ibid.. 432. 
Ibid.. 453-436. 
Paul o f  Taranro. M S  Paris. Bibliothéque Nationale. Latin i l  59. fols. 2 - 3 .  mas. William Newnan. 
published as appendi~ to Newman. -'Technology and Alchernical Debate." 442-5. Quotation from p. 
335. 



Against the alchemists' claims to know the natures of metals. the counterargument 

insisted that the differentiating qualities of the various metals, which derived fiom their 

forms. were not a\.ailahle for change by the operations of ar t i f i~e. '~  Aquinas, for 

example, denied that chemical preparations. including alchernical gold and other products 

synthesized in the laboraton. were equivalent ro naturaIly-occumng substances which 

the- resernbled. T l i q  \vere not truly the same as naturd substances since they were not 

~enerzted in the apyropriate places rvithin the eanh." 
b 

Aquinas' l ieu-  ri-as not shared by the late-sixteenth philosopher, John Case (1540- 

1600). n-hom Chrirlss Schmitt describes an "eclectic AristoteIiant who drew fiom 

Neoplatonic. Stoic and Hermetic ideas as well as the works of A~istotle.~' In his Lapis 

Philosophicus ( 1599). Case discussed the relationship between art and nature in the 

contest of Iiis explication of Book II of Aristotle's Phvsics under the question "Whether 

art as a rival [aeniula] of nature can bnng about an? things which are truly nat~ral?".~' 

As Schmitt suggests. Case retained the "primap peripatetic notion" that art assists nature 

in bringing about her ends. while at the same time gi\.ing more power to human 

intemention to assist nnture than some Anstotelians. While the idea that medicine was an 

art that assisted nature n.as commonl~ field. Case's exrension of the argument to insist 

ttiat aIchetnists corild produce gold on the same principle suggests that he, like the 

Aristotelian alchemists. had more confidence than some of his contemporaries in their 

ability to understand natiire. " With great labour and knorvledge. Case suggested, the 

natural componsnts of rnetals (sulphur and quicksilver) "cm be combined by art in such a 

49 Newman. ..Technolog> and Alchernical Debate," 433435. 
ibid.. 438439 .  

'' Charles B. Schmitt. John Case and Aristotelianism in Renaissance Endand (Kingston and Montreal: 
McGitl-Queen's University Press. 1983). On the continuing vital@ of Aristotelianism into the 
seventeenth cenrup see also: Charles B. Schmitt. "Towards a Reassessment of Renaissance 
Aristorelianism." in Stiidies in Renaissance Philosophv and Science (London: Variorurn Reprints. 198 1; 
repr. from Histon. of  Science I 1 ( 1  973): 159-1 93): and idem. Aristotle and the Renaissance 
(Cambridge. Mass.: Harvard Universiv Press. 1983). 

'' John Case. Lanis rihilosophicus seu cornmentarius in 8" libros phvsicomm Aristotelis in quo arcana 
phvsioloziae esaniinanr~ir. authore Joanne Caso in medicina doctore Osoniensi (Oxford: Joseph Bames, 
1599). trans. and quowd b? Schmitt, John Case and Aristotelianism. 193-198. 

5: Case. 177. tnns. and qiioted in Schmin. John Case and Aristotelianism. 193. 



way so that gold and silver can be made .... But it is both hard work and a dificult task to 

bring natural fomi into this rnatter through art."s" Like the Perïpatetic commentators, 

however. Case did not a11ow human beings the ability to make nanual t b g s  without 

using nature's poufer. The human crafisman could assist nature but "a n a W  thing 

cannot be made sirnply by art alone." 5 5  

It is certain that the form of art is not causative of natural change, but that, if 
something natural is done. then the power of nature lies hidden behind the 
scenes. Thercfore, if  there is no principle of naturai motion. something naturai 
is not made b!. an.'' 

The alchemist iiiiitares a naturaI process and takes advantage of his knowledge of natural 

ingredients. but does not produce a purely artificial form. one not found in nature. 

Case's intrrpretntion of the alchemist's ability to produce a natural product by 

knowledgeabls artifice moves right up to the art-nature boundary. But Case, iike the 

Aristotelian alchsmists. did not break down the dixide between nature and human ski11 

applied to change nature. .4lchemists were actively engaeed in "reducing the distinction 

between nature and m."" They had not yet attempted to erase the art-nature boundary 

and allow art to malx naturai things simply by rnoling parts of matter into place. 

Alchemy occupied a middle ground. straddling the boundary of art and nature, and made 

significant mo\?es ton.nrd breaching it, but the Aristotelian idea that nature supplied the 

intrinsic pou.er h r  al1 motion and change still presented an obstacle to the use of artifice 

or deliberate intenpention to learn about nature in al1 its respects. 

Art and Nafrrrc il? the Severiteenth Century 

The art-nature distinction was still deeply em bedded in the commonplace 

assumptions of early-modern Europe. in alcherny and in the disciplinary divisions 

between natural philosophy and the subordinate mathematical sciences. lntellectual and 

social distinctions ~ v h i c h  divided the artisans which Robert BoyIe employed and the craft 

54 Case. 18 1 ,  trans. and quorcd in Schmitt, John Case and .4ristotelianism, 202-3. 
" Schmitt. John Case and .4ristorelianisrn. 193- 198. 
56 Case. 178. trans. and qirorcd in Schmitt. John Case and Aristotelianism. 7 12. 
" William Newman. -.The Place o f  Alchemy in the Current Literature on Experiment." unpublished paper. 



skiIls that the? used from university fellows and gentlemen virtuosi in Boyle's milieu 

rested. at least in part. on the Aristotelian distinction between art and nature. The range 

of interests amongst natural philosophers, mathernaticians and virtuosi who employed 

tradesmen in their study of nature and looked to crafi practices for knowledge of nature 

suggests that the art-nature distinction was breaking doun in the seventeenth century. 

The background to the understanding of art and nature amongst scholars and gentlemen, 

however. was in the Aristotelian textbooks and commentaries from which they had been 

taught. Althoii$~ the neiv mechanical philosophies logically entailed rejection of the 

Aristotelian ho~indaq hetn.een art and nature. it is e~ ident  in Gabbey's studies that the 

historical significancs of the art-nature distinction did not disappear with the publications 

of Gassendi's atomisni or Descartes' mechanism. Conceptual changes in the art-nature 

divide tliat rillou-ed scliolrirs to engage crafismen in the study of nature would have 

imponant coi-isrqiiences for scholars. r*irtuosi. and tradesmen alike. 



Chapter Two 

The Young Christian Virtuoso and Divine Artifice 

The whole of one of Boyle's early essays. "of the Srudy of the Booke of Nature" 

was a youthful expression of his lifelong conviction that the study of created nature was 

an act of piety and dut'. on the part of the devout ~hristian.' In this essay, written when 

he was in his early twenties and onginally intended as the first section of a "Treatise of 

Occasionall Reflections." he argued that scnpture not only clearly revealed God's status 

as the creator of the \vorld. but also described the manner in which creation had been 

accomplished.' Although .*the very first Verse of the Bible rnight alone have serv'd" to 

"informe us that he made it." God had revealed "the Narrative of each Days 

Proceedings ... in the 2 first Chapters of Genesis" which. BoyIe asserted. "cornprizes more 

true solid & praegnant Principles of NaturaIl Filosophy then Aristotle & al1 his 

commentators put together can afford: as 1 hope one day to manifest in a more proper 

 lace."' Throughout the remainder of his Iife. Boyle found many places in his published 

works to restate his firrn belief that the natwal world was the product of divine creation 

and a source of knonledge of the divine "Opificer of the world" whose power, wisdom 

and goodness werr manifest in the "machine so immense. so beautifül, so welI contrived" 

Roben Boyle. "of the Study of the Booke of Nature. For the tint Section of my Treatise of Occasionall 
Reflections," Letters and Paners of Roben Bovle (microfilm edition of Royal Sociery Boyle fapers), 
Vol. 8. ff. IZjr-139v. ( Ali subsequent citations to the Royal Society Boyle Papers are abbreviated as 
BP vol.: ff.). See Michael Hunter, "How Boyle Became a Scientist," Historv of Science 33 (1995): 95- 
96 11-48 for the assisnment of c. 1650 as the likely date of its composition and for the prùper order of 
the numbered pages of this work, which are bound out of order in the Boyle Papers. 

BP 8, f. 1 Z r .  L a r ~ e  portions of the revised manuscript of "of the Study of the Booke of Nature" were 
later transferred verbatim to the published version of the five essays in "Part 1. Of its Usefulness in 
reference to the Mind of Man" in Some Considerations Touching the Usefulness of EmerimentaI 
Natural Philosopliv ( 1663). Works 7: 5-63. 

BP 8: 137v. 



that it could not have been the product of "mere chance" or the "fortuitous concourse of 

a t o r n ~ . ' ~  

In order to understand Boyle's rejection of Aristotelian principies, it is essential to 

take into account his view of natural philosophy as just one part of a "universal 

hypothesis" in which theology and philosophy were reIated by their common goal to 

understand the "nature. counsels. and works" of God. Since Boyle believed that the "'true 

solid & praegnant Principles" that he found in the Genesis account of creation were the 

basis of a neu  philosophy of nasure. understanding how he viewed Gad as a creator helps 

to explain Boyle's deyelopment of a mechanical philosophy that used interventionist 

methods to gain knowledge of the created worId. His conviction that the study of nature 

was "in Learned Persons neerly ally'd to a Duty 8r to al1 Persons, an ~dvanta~e,"'  helps 

to explain t v h ~ .  he took up natural philosophy. In order to comprehend the new 

philosophy that he substitutcd for Aristotle's principles. it  is important to understand 

Boyle's vietis on  ho^ God made the world and the purposes for which he created 

humankind." 

Boyle's conception of the manner in which God formed the worId was the b a i s  of 

the corpuscular, mectianicaI philosophy that he dsfended in his published works fkom 

1660 to 1690: God first created matter, then set it into motions which divided it in 

particular ~ 3 1 ~ s  into corpuscular parcels and convened hem into structures which 

4 BoyIe. The Christian Virtuose: Shewine. That. bv k i n g  addicted to ExDerimental Philosophy, a man is 
rather assisted tlian indisaosed to be a eood Christian. The First Part ( 1  690). Works , 5 :  5 19. The study 
of nature as a dutiful act of piety and devotion on the pan of the "experimental philosopher" was the 
theme of the first pan of the Usefulness of Ex~enmentaf Natural Philoso~hy. Works 2: 5-63, as well as 
of The Christian Vinuoso. one of the las works pubIished before his death. 

BP 8: ]?Zr- I S v .  Stylistic deletions and interlining in Boyle's manuscript, for example, his substitution 
of "Persons" for the repetition of "People" in the second phrase of this quotation. are omined here and 
in subsequent quorations fiom his manuscnprs. 

One of the implications o f  this study is chat Boyle's mechanical phiIosophy did not forsake "'the 
investigation of the ultimate cause of being in order to leam the proximate causes of phenornena," as 
argued by Richard S. Westfall in "UnpubIished Boyle Papers Relating to Scientific Method - II," AnnaIs 
of Science 12 ( 19%): 103. Boyle's mechanical philosophy was. 1 will argue. firmly rooted in his 
interpretation of the rnanner in which creation had been accomplished by the "ultimate cause," or as 
Boyle termed God. the f irst and most "immediate" cause of being. 



perfomed the operations that fulfilled his overall design for the world.' Boyle conceived 

of the universe as a vast and complex machine, designed and created by God, the divine 

artificer. From his early witings. he stressed that the design of the hidden structure of the 

world and the operation of its parts. which were entirely dependent on "the Will of the 

First Creator." could only be discovered by "an attentive inspection of those Creatures in 

which they are most ~ e ~ i b l e  Boyle's mechanical conception of the world, his 

corpuscular philosophy. and his particular conception of the expenmental means 

appropriate to probe the hidden structure of the created universe, were al1 related to his 

conception of God's desisn. creation and arrangement of the parts that made up the vast 

cosmicai mechanism ~vhich manifested his supreme power. wisdom and goodness. 

7 See Boyle. Usefiilness of Ewerimental Natural Philosoph!. Works 7: 39: "we may, without absurdity, 
concrive. that Cod. of whom in the scripture it is affinned. Tho[ al/ his ivorkr are known to hinifiom the 
beginning. Iiaving resolved. before the creation, to make such a world as this of ours did divide (at least 
if he did not create i t  incolierent) that matter. which he had provided. into an innumerable multitude of 
very variouslt fiyred corpuscles. and both connected those particles into such textures or particular 
bodies. and placed thrm in such situations, and put them into such motions, that by the assistance of his 
ordinary preserving concourse. the phenornena, which he intended should appear in the univene. must 
as orderly follou. and be eshibited by the bodies necessarily acting according to those impressions or 
iaws. though thry understand thrm not at al1 ..." 

8 Boyle. "of the Stud? of the Booke of Nature." BP 8: 13 IV.  I29r. On the relationship between Boyle's 
voluntarist theology and his empiricism, see Margaret J .  Osler, Divine Will and the Mechanical 
Philoso~hv: Gassendi and Descartes on Contin~encv and Necessin. in the Created World (Cambridge: 
Cambridge Unit ersin Press. 1991). 227-23 1; and idem. "The inteliectual sources of Robert Boyle's 
philosophy of nature: Gassendi's voluntarism and Boyle's physico-theological project," in Philoso~hv, 
Science. and Religion in Enoland. 1640- 1700, eds. Richard IUoII. Richard Ashcrafi, and Perez Zagorin 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992). 178-1 98. Boyle's voluntarist theology has been 
established by earlier scholars. See J.E. McGuire, "Boyle's Conception of fianire," Journal of the 
Historv of ldeas 33 ( 1972): 523-542; Eugene M. Klaaren. Reli~ious Ongins of Modem Science: Belief 
in Creation in Seventeenth Centurv Thought (Grand Rapids, Mich: William B. Eerdmans, 1977); 
Edward B. Davis. Jr. Creation. Contino,encv. and EarIv Modem Science: The Impact of Voluntaristic 
Theolow on Seventeenth Centurv Natural Philosophv (unpublished dissertation, Indiana University, 
1981). My vietvs articulate well with studies which interpret Boyle's philosophy as stemming ftom a 
voluntarist theolos. This early expression of Boyle's voluntarist theology provides additional suppott 
for the argument that Boyle's epistemoIogical commitrnents were rooted in his belief that the origin and 
continuity of the particular form of the created world was completely dependent on God's will. Because 
God could have designed the world in any of a rnyriad of ways, reason alone could not determine the 
actual structure and operation of the world system and direct observation of his creation was necessary 
to determiningjust ho\v the world was structured and how it worked. Boyle's approach is distinguished 
from the approach of rationalist philosophers Iike Descartes, who argued that reason dictated that some 
aspects of thr' form and origin of the created world could be k n o w  a priori. without recome to 
observation or exprrinient. since they were necessary implications of God's omniscience. 



40 

The Clwisrinrt Virtrroso as a Young Man 

What u-e can Ieam about Boyle's early thought and practice of naturd philosophy 

is limited by the documents which have survived from the period before 1659, when his 

steady output of printed works began to reflect his previous decade or more of study, 

reflection and private circulation of manu script^.^ Despite the incomplete praservation of 

his manuscripts. and the problems involved in dating and interpreting those that have 

survived, a picture Boyle as a young man fashioning a role for himself has begun to 

emerge from the efforts of such scholars as John H a ~ o o d . ' ~  Michael Hunter," Malcolm 

Oster" and Laurence principe.'' 

Boyle \vas born in Ireland. the youngest son of Richard Boyle (1566-1643). the 

t int  Earl of Cork. lvho achieved a powerful position and a great fortune from hurnbler 

be,gi t~nin~s. '~  Robert-s brirf childhood in Ireland ended when he waç sent to school in 

England in 1635." Even as a school-boy. Boyle displayed sorne of the personal 

characteristics lvhich are elident throughout his life. The reports of his tutor at Eton. 

Robert Carew. to the Earl of Cork suggest that Boyle was a studious. devout. and 

somewhat solitac. bol. n'ho chastised his older brother. Francis. for inattention to his 

Boyle's cornrnenrs in rhs prefaces to several of his published works indicate that some of his manuscripts 
had circulated arnongst Iiis farnily and friends long before their printing. A circulation copy of an early 
version of Scradiic Love hris recently been discovered and drscribed by Lawrence M. Principe, "Style 
and Thought of tlir Earl) Boyle: Discovery of the 1648 Manuscript of Seraphic Love." & 85 (1994): 
237-260. 

John T. Harwood (cd.). The Earlv Essavs and Ethics of  Robert Bovle (Carbondale and Edwardsville: 
Southern 1 llinois Universi0 Press. 199 1 ). 

Michael Hunter. -'Hou. B o ~ l e  Becarne a Scientist," Histom of Science 33 (1995): 59-103. 
Malcolm Oster. "The Scholar and the Craftsman Revisited: Roben Boyle as Aristocrat and Artisan," 
Annals of  Science 49 ( 1992): 155-276; idem, "Biogaphj.. Culture, and Science: The Formative Years 
of Roben Boyle," Histon of Science 3 1 (1  993): 177-226: and idem. "Vime. providence and political 
neutralism: Boyle and Interregnum politics." in Robert B o \ k  Reconsidered, ed. Michael Hunter, 19-36 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994). 

Lawrence M. Principe. "Style and Thought of the Early Boyle: Discovery of the 1648 Manuscript of 
Seraphic Lore." & 85 ( 1993): 347-360; idem, "Vimous Romance and Rornantic Vimtoso: The 
Shaping of  Robert Boyle's Literary Style," Journal of the Historv of ldeas 56 (1995): 377-398. 

On Richard Boyle and his career in lreland before and after he becarne the Earl of Cork, see Nicholas 
Canny. The Upstart Earl: A Studv of the social and mental world of Richard Bovle, first Earl of Cork, 
1566-1 643 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 1982). 

See Oster. "Biograpliy. Culture. and Science," 183-195 for details of Boyle's upbringing and education 
in England and on Iiis continental tour. 



studies. His love of rcading and study. in preference to the more active pursuits of his 

brother. continued ivliilc he toured Europe with Francis in the charge of Isaac 

Marcombes. 'Vawence Principe has recently found and descrïbed parts of a student 

notebook which Boyle used in 1643. Its contents confirm that his early education in 

natural philosophy \vas based. not surprisingly. on .4ristotelian philosophy. One of the 

pages is a f i p r c  u-hich describes the ways in which the four Peripatetic elernents (fire, 

air. water and eartli) could change and combine and the qualities they possessed.'7 As 

Principe sugsests. B o ~ f e  %as likely schooled in Peripatetic philosophy dong with other 

subjects suitable for a 1 oung gentleman. fiom ethics and histov to mathematics and 

fortifications. l a  

Boyle's reluctance in later life to acquiesce to authority and his insistence on 

personal con\ktion as  the basis of his actions can be seen in his decision at age thirteen 

to decline taking first communion until he had overcorne the doubts that prevented his 

unquestionhg acceptance of "the Fundarnentals of ~hristianit).."!~ In the 

autobiographical sketch. "An Plccount of Philaretus During his Minority" which Boyle 

drafied in 1648 or 16-19 n.hen he \vas twene-one or t\venty-nvo years old. it is et-ident 

that finding uaFs to show the truth of his faith were still a source of concem to him as he 

reached adiiIthood.'" Bo!k suggested that he thought of his doubts as an advantage. since 

they Icd hirn to "be srrioiisly inquisitive of the Truth of the v e n  fundamentals of 

Christianip-: & 6-0 I-irars u.hat both Turkes. & Jewes. & the cheefe Sects of Christians cud 

ailedge for thsir ss\.eraI opinions." By the process of questioning his faith and resolving 

his doubts through study and reflection. Boyle argued that the foundations of his faith 

16 Oster. "Biograpli!.. Culrure. and Science," 184-1 89. 
17 Lawrence Principe. "Ne\r.l>f Discovered Boyle Documents in the Royal Society Archive: Alchernical 

Tracts and Itis Student Notebook." Notes and Records of the ~ovalÏ~ocien' of n on don 49 ( 1  995): 57-70. 
LU M d . ,  63. 
19 Oster, "Biognph:. Culriire. and Science." 19 1 .  Oster quotes Bo~le's  "Philarerus." printed in Maddison. 

35. 
20 Roben Bo' le. "An Account of Philaretus During hi$ Minorie." in Roben Bode bv Himself and His 

Friends. ed. Michnef Hunter (London: William Pickering. 1994). 16- 18. 



were based on diligent- reasoned belief, not on unesamined acceptance fiom "Ignorance 

of what might be objected against it."" 

On his return to England and assumption of the role of a landed gentleman at 

Stalbridge. the Dorset estate bequeathed to him by his father. Boyle continued the inquiry 

which grounded his convictions. combining self-assessment and written reflection on the 

matenal which he read. His earliest essays were a series of works on moral philosophy. 

in which he developed a comprehensi\-e view of moral virtue and how it could and should 

be attained." Boyle's aims in the earliest of his witings fiom the mid-1640s were "'the 

reforrn of moral philosophy and the pursuit of godliness."T' Harwood suggests that 

Boyle's writings on etliics allowed him to clarie his omn "moral foundation" and. in the 

process of \xriting. to develop a style that conformed to his o t n  values of "rnodesty and 

freedom from dogmatism" and test various rhetoncal strategies for convincing others of 

the need for moral refoml. More pragrnatically. b ~ .  \\-riting he avoided "idleness" and its 

attendant danger of sliding into sinful occupations like gambling and whoring which he, 

like his fathrr. deplored in young gentlemen. His tiitings. H w o o d  suggests. may have 

helped him gain acceptance tvithin Samuel Hartlib's circle of reformers. whom Boyle had 

encountered throiigh his sister Katherine. Lady ~anelagh." 

As Hmvood's research has shoun. Boyle's \.ietvs were not developed in isolation 

from the literap and moral contest of his time. Boyle drew from. and pattemed his major 

treatise. the "Aretolog~.." on the ethical philosophy of Johann Alsted (1 588- 1638). 

Principe's discussion of the early version of "Seraphic Love" suggests that Boyle 

experimented tvith st!.Ie. modifiing the dry, "pedantic'- s c l e  of his early moral works 

" Ibid.. 17. 
77 -- Several of Boyle's essays. including the text of his large trratise, the "Aretology" have been transcribed 

by Hanvood and printed in The Earlv Essavs and Ethics of Robert Bode. 
23 Hanvood. "Introduction." ssiii. 
" Ibid., xliii-slv. On the reforming aims ofthe Hartlib circle. see especially the recent collection of studies: 

Mark Greengrass. Michael Leslie and Timothy Raylor (eds.). Samuel Hanlib and Univenal 
Reformation: Studies i n  lnrellectual Communication. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994. 
Some useful detaif on Boyle's relationship to Hanlib and his group is found in: John J. O'Brien, 
"Samuel Hanlib's Infltience on Robert Boyle's Scientific Deveiopment. Part 1: The Stalbridge Penod 
and Pan I I .  Bo1.k in Oxford." Annals of Science 9 1 ( 1965): 1 -  14 and 257-76. 



(c. 1645-7) to a more accessible style. patterned on French romances. which would more 

successful!y spur l i s  readers to change their thinking and behaviour along the lines he 

recommended for their moral impr~vement.'~ 

Michael Hunter argues that Boyle's writings frorn the period between 1649 and 

1653 shotv a drarnatic shifi from moral to natural philosophy as his primary interest. He 

suggests that in B o ~ k ' s  manuscripts there is '-a complete lack of the profuse references to 

esperimental findings and the recapitulation of natural phenomena before this penod." A 

survey of five tests dated to the early 1650s demonstrates. by contrast. that Boyle "been 

acquainted uith science but not invoived in its practice" and undement sornething akin to 

"a sudden conversion esperience" afier he began actively engaged in chemical 

experiments ivith his nei\.I!. erected fur na ce^.'^ The Young Boyle. between 1645 and 

1648. "saLv his mission in life ... as a purveyor of piet' and ethical rectitude. and the bulk 

of his output \vas de~.oted to moral essays and reiigious meditations." As well as changes 

in style. toward the mature "lumpen and convoluted" s ~ l e  of his published works, Hunter 

sees a great contrast bstueen the subject maner of Boyle's early and more mature works, 

arguing that -'thers is a complets Iack of the profuse references to experimental findings 

and the recapitiilation of natural phenomena from books or from Boyle's experience 

which characterize his Iater xl-itings." Before 163s. "Boyle \{.as a moralist. not a 

scientist." In Hunter's vien. Boyle "was at best a reader of scientific books with a 

generalized curiosity about loiv level technolog.. He had not yet discovered the 

overriding enthusiasm for esperiment which led to the classic works of the late 1650s."" 

While Huntcr thinks of Boyle's enthusiasm for work in his chemical laboratory as 

a turn from moral philosoph>. to esperimental science. 1 think the development of Boyle's 

interest in activel). pursuing knowledge of nature in his furnace rooms can be seen as a 

natural outcome of his earlier snidie~. '~ If we keep in mind Boyle's description of 

25 Principe. "Vinuous Romance and Romantic Virtuose." 589-90. 
?b Hunter. "HOM Bo'le becarne a scientist." 63-67. 
'' Ibid,. 6 1-64. 

In one of his early moral ivorks. Boyle suggested that Young people should keep themselves busy with a 
manual art to avoid falling inro vice: " every Person that is likel) to have <an.> vacant houres frorn 



himself as a Christian \firtuoso, and the ways in which his speculations about modi ty  fit 

with his philosophy as parts of a whole, his nini to natural philosophy is explicable. The 

virruoso or "rational artist" which Crombie describes was concerned with gaining 

knowledge in ail areas and applying that knowledge to both the govemment of his life in 

society and to his material well-being in al1 respects.79 Boyle's virluoso, oriented to life 

as a Christian- aIso aimed at comprehensive knowledge. but emphasized man's 

relationship to God as a material creature endowed with a rational soul. Human beings 

were equipped to worsliip their creator and ensure the future of their souls by living moral 

lives. studyinz God's ~vorks. and contributing to their fellow creatures in useful ways. 

One of the tests ~vhich  Hunter suggests as transitional between Boyle as moralist 

and as scientist is the manuscript entitled '-of the Study of the Booke of ~ a t u r e . " ~ ~  This 

serious Ernplo! ments: shud lem sorn indiffemt skill. in [som manuall] Lirnming, Tuniing, Watch- 
making .... or son1 rnanriall Vocation. or other. 1 know this \vil1 be spum'd at by al1 our Galla m... But 
sure it is not so much bclow a gentleman to do somthing. as it is below both a Man and a Christian to be 
Idle." Boyle. "OTTimr and Idleness." f. ?Or. in Hanvood. 244. 

'' Crornbie. 90. 
j0 BP 8: 1 3 r - 1 3 9 ~ .  Sce Appendis for the full transcription of this test. The manuscript. "of the Smdy of 

the Booke o f  Nature." consists of thirtyfour numbered pages subtitled "For the first Section of my 
Treatise of Occasionall Reflections." The entire manuscript is in Boyle's owm hand. As Hunter notes. 
the title of the test does not correspond to an' of the rreatises and essays listed by Boyte on his wenty- 
third binhda).. Howver. since Boyle originally intended it as part of his "Occasionall Reflections," it 
may haw bstn ~$rittrn or in process by that date. In a lettrr to his sister, Katherine, composed in August. 
1649. Boyle sugeested tliat he had recently written on "the theological use of natural philosophy, 
endeavouring to nlake the contemplation of the creatures contributory to the instruction of the prince, 
and to the glo- of the aurhor of them." (Works 6: 39).  The same lener describes the obsessive delight 
with which he was pursuing his chemical experiments. However. since Boyle suggested to his sister that 
an attack of "quotidian ague" had prevented him from making progress on the essay, it may have been 
planned but not penned in the summer of 1649. Evidence in the essay itself puts its composition at some 
tirne later than his "Essa- of the Holy Scriptures" and the "Aretology" and other rnoralistic treatises. 
Boyle suggests that hr had wrinen elsewhere of "the Bookr call'd Scnpture, & the Booke of 
Conscience." likely referring to the essays listed at the beginning of 1650 as "Of the Holy Scripnires" 
and to his "Aretology" and others of his compositions on morality. (Boyles "Materials & Addenda 
Designed toward the Structure gt compleating of Treatises already begun or witten. January the 25th 
1649t50," printed in Hanvood, xis.) Although Hunter suggests an early date for Bcyle's revisions to his 
essay. interna1 evidence suggests a date afier 1657. John Everard's translation of Hemes Trismegistus' 
Ascle~ius rvas nor published until the second edition of his Hermetic rem in 1657. A cornparison of the 
nvo editions sug-sts tliry w r e  set in type at different rimes. (For full titles and publication information, 
see Bibliograph>..) I am indebted to Larry Principe for suggesting that Boyle may have been working 
frorn a manuscript c o p ~  of Everard's translation of the Asclepius. However, since Iarge ponians of the 
text were transferred verbatim to Boyle's published rreatise on the Usefulness ofNaniml Philosovhv 



manuscript. subtitled "For the first Section of rny Treatise of Occasionall Reflections." 

provides much e\.idence that Boyle was ernbarking on a project to spread the message of 

moral irnprovement once he had found his o u n  way to a life of persona1 virtue. It is a 

very important test for understanding Boyle's motives in turning to natural philosophy, as 

well as the tirm roots of his mechanical and eiiperirnental philosophy in his view of God 

as a Divine Artificer. Boyle-s tum from the study of private virtue to natural philosophy 

was an extension of liis p h  to gain knowledge of the world that was useh1 to the good 

of his oun  rational soiil. as well as to for the spiritual- societaI and material benefit of the 

rest of humanit!.." In his moral treatises. 1 suggest. he had worked out what it was to be a 

Christian virtrioso. His "of the Study of the Booke of Nature" marks the opening steps in 

a plan to put his 1-ocation into practice. It shou-s how B~oyie included natural philosophy 

as one of the important parts of the life of a '-rational artist" who was aIso a comrnitted 

Christian. His focus on natural philosophy is new. but it is an understandable move when 

we consider Bo!.le's \.ocrition to live lve11 and senee God and humanity as a "rational 

artist" and a virtuous Christian. 

Man? of the tliemss that recur in BoyIe's published works. for instance the value 

of natural phiIosoph~. for p ro~ ing  the tmth of God's esistence. are already present in his 

early manuscript. frorn u-hich he culled large passages for transfer to the first part of 

Usefulness of Esperin~enral Natural Philosophv ( 1  663).j2 In this early version of Boyle's 

vie\vs on the henetits gained from studying nature. he announced his intentions to address 

the societal and tlieological benefits frorn knowledge of nature. since he had already 

written about its iisefrilness for other purposes. PresurnahIy he refers to the material 

( 1 663) .  Bo?le evidently went back to the manuscript of his essay after the early 1650s and the some of 
the revisions ina- be late additions to ic. 

" My views are more consistent with Principe's view that Bo1,le's manuscripts fiom the early 1650s 
suggest "an estension of Boyle's moraIizing reflections onto a o e u  set of referents" iri which 
"experimentai results give rise to mord messages": Principe. "Virnious Romance and Romantic 
Virtuoso." 293. I go beyond Principe's interpretation to suggest that his essay also indicates an 
extension of Iiis aims foi- persona1 improvement to larger aims for s o c i e ~ .  

" Boyle. Usefulness of Erperimental Nat~iral Philosophv, Pan I. "Of its Usefulness in reference to the 
Mind of Man." \\.'orks 2 :  5-63. 



benefits fiom natural pliilosophy. since this essay was intended to address its religious 

and public ad\.antages: 

If i? were my Dessein to recommend the Booke of the Creanues by the 
Prerogatives &Usehllness of that Naturall Science which c m  in them alone be 
full? Learn'd: 1 shud not find a narrow or barren Thearne; but having in a Place 
more Proper spoken already to that Subiect. 1 shall now onely treat of the 
WorId. in reference to Reflexions Civil or ~ i v i n e . ~ '  

Knowledge of nature \vas usehl knowledge in al1 areas of human endeavour, in man's 

material life as \\.el1 as to civil society and to man as a spiritual being. 

In his later publications. Boyle explicitly stated that he intended by h e m  to 

encourage other Young ril-rrrosi to take up experirnental philosophy. In the "Burnet 

Memorandum." a manuscript u-hich reports a conIèssional interview with Gilbert Bumet 

late in Bo>,ls's life. Lve find Boyle's Iate recollection of his early aims: 

His first designe in Philosophy was to recommend the Usefulnes of 
Esperinlental Philosophy to the Gentq who being disgusted &+th the dry 
Notions of that taught in schools and knoiving no other were prejudiced against 
al1 Philosophy[:] he pursued it in that chiefly in relation to Phisick but designed 
other parts of its usefullnes in relation to trade and Mechanicall 
performances. ... this was written before the King came in.3J 

There is earlx elidence that these were indeed Bo>.le-s aims as a young man. His outline 

for a treatise -'Of Natural Philosophie." dated by Hunter to the early 1650s, suggests that 

Boyle had a general plan for some of his first publications of the 1660s. inciuding several 

of the essays collected as Certain Phvsiological Essavs (1  66 l).jS The beginning of this 

outline. as Hunter lias noted. gives the major divisions of The Usefuiness of Experimental 

Natural Philosophv into parts which address the intellectual and practical applications of 

"naturai philosopli>.." The intcllectual benefits, to "satisfie mens curiositie of 

l3 BP 8: IXr. 
j4 '-The .Bumet Msmorandum': notes by Gilbert Burnet on his biographical interview(s) with Boyle," 

published in Hunter. Roben Bovle bv Hirnself and his Friends. 26-j4. Quotation corn pp. 28-9. For 
Hunter's dating of the "Burner Memorandum" to sometime during the 1680s and likely before 1685. see 
Hunter's introduction. ssiv. 

35 See Hunter. "Hou Bolk Became a Scientist," 70. for a transcription of the full  text of the wo-page 
outline for ..Of Narural I Philosophie". 



understandinge" and to '*escite & entertaine Devotion." are precisely those which his '-of 

Study of the Booke of Nature" addresses. The practicaf benefits of experimental natural 

philosophy for medicine and the "Mechmicail Trades" fonned the content of Book II of 

his published ~vork. The contents of his unpublished manuscnpt suggest that Boyle's 

intention to gain knmvledge of nature that was usefüI in material life. civil society and for 

theological purposes indicates that his vocation as a Christian virtuoso and his desire to 

have others folIow his esample was an early developrnent. and that usehiil, experiential 

knowiedge of nature \vas his goal in the formative period of his mechanical conception of 

nature and his esperiniental philosophy. 

The roors of liis interest in chemistv perhaps Iie in the desire for useful 

knoniedge of clisniical remedies and the making of gold. Boyle was interested in the 

alchernical transmut;ition of base metals to gold very early in his lifè at Stalbridge. In the 

early 1650s. he studied alchemy with George Starke).. a speculative alchemist who was 

renouned throtrghout Europe under his pseudonym. Eirenaeus Philalethes, at the same 

time as he made liis li\.ing in England by selling chemical remedies.j6 Boyle's working 

fiiendship ivitli Frederick Clodius. a chemist who set up a furnace in the house of Hartlib, 

his farher-in-Iaiv. and u.ith their mutual friend, Benjamin UTursley. are documented in the 

suniving tettrrs of Boyle's correspondence from the late 1640s and early 1650s.~' The 

rich testual e\.idence that Principe has uncovered in his forthcoming The Aspiring A d e ~ t  

makes BoyIe's eorly quest for alchrmical secrets abundantly clear. and demonstrates that 

his interest in gold-making was deep and lifelong." Boyle's interest in medicai remedies 

and sharing thern ivith others is well docu~nented.'~ The chemical arts included both 

alchemy and medical chemist l  and Boyle's interest in both is readily apparent in both his 

j6 William R. Ne\vman. Gehennical Fire: The Lives of  Georee Starkev, an American Alchemist in the 
Scientific Revolution (Cambridge. Mass.: Harvard University Press. 1994). Starkey. educated in an 
"eclecric Aristotelianisrn" at Harvard. On his association u.ith Boyle and others in the Hartlib circle, see 
pp. 62-83: for hi5 renow as an alchemist, see pp. 228-243. 

'' See Boyle to Worsele!. M'orks 6: 1O-ll. Lettcrs fiom Hartlib to Boyle. Works 6: 76-136. 
;a Principe, The Aspirinz Aden1 
;9 See Barbara Beytin Kaplan. "Divuloine o f  useful truths in ~h\.sick": The medical agenda o f  Robert 

Bovfe (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press. 1993). - 



published works and his private manuscripts from the early 1650s to the end of his life. 

The first few of his "Mernorials Philosophicall. Beginning this Newyearsday l6W5O.. ." 

include directions for making '*lutes" to seal glassware and "receipts" for preparing 

rernedies for fex-ers and Aguss which he obtained fiom Worsley and Dr. Boate, one of the 

two Boate brothers who Xvere part of the Hartlib g r o ~ ~ . ' ~  

Boyle's enduring interest in the two aspects of chemistry suggests that he took up 

chemistq for i ts usefu l ness as weIl as to "anatomize and ransack" nature for its secrets. 

Boyle thought that the alchemists had a profound knowledge of how to manipulate 

material substances to produce gold. ïhat  he thought so is important. He did not dismiss 

the "speculative ch~mists" or their vulgar contemporaries who made medicines. Later in 

his life he argued that "thers may be a real Transmutation of one Metal into another.. .and 

that effected bj. Factitioris Agents in a short time. and. if 1 may so speak. afier a 

Mechanical rnenr~er. '~'  Artisans. including chemists and dock-makers. had knowledge 

of their processes and artisanal skilk to use that kno\vledge even though Aristotelian 

philosoph>- esplained their kno\vledge and skills as outside philosophy and the natural 

realm. 

Bo'de's e a r l ~  \*ie\\.s on esperimental kno\vledge in his "of the Study of the Booke 

of Nature" resonare \\.ith his arguments in his published treatises on the value of the vdue 

of "Esperimental PhiIosoph>-" for spiritual and religious purposes. In the Christian 

Vifluoso. Bo!ls argues rhat a "pqing inspection of inquisitive and well-insuucted 

considerers" v.-ould demonstrate the "more curious and excellent tokens and effects of 

divine artifice- in the  hidden and imermost recesses of thern." He contrasted the 

advantages of this "pp- in^" inspection uith the Peripatetics' '-superficial" knowledge of 

substantial forms. u-hich didn't encourage hurnan beings to admire God's exquisite 

designs in "the skifi l ly regulated motions of them. or of their constituent parts.'42 

40 BP 28: 309-3 I I .  See Ierters from Hartlib to Boyle. Works 6 :  76-136 for fiequent references to Dr. 
Boatr. 

4 1 Boule. Origin o f  Forrns and Qualities. Works 3: 35, quoted in Lawrence M. Principe. "Boyle's 
Alchernical Pursuits." in Roben Bovle Reconsidered. ed. Michael Hunter . 92. 

r l  Boyle. Christinn Viniioso, 5 1 6. 



From early in his career as a natural philosopher. Boyle viewed God as both the 

designer and the active agent in the construction of the universe. In his published works, 

the mature expression of his philosophy. he expressed two closely-related but separate 

arguments for the existence of God and for his active work in forming the universe in this 

work. In the Christian Virtuose. the argument from design is supplemented with an 

argument from the inacti~ity of rnatter and matenal things to God's active work and 

irnmediate poiver in forrninp the ~ o r l d . ~ '  In this late n-ork. Boyle explicitly takes 

Cartesian philosophers to task on the issue of the formation of the world by the motions 

of martes acting according to '-settled laws of nature." 

1 look upon ;i lan- as a moral. not a physical cause. as being indeed but a 
notional thing. according to which. an intelligent and free agent is bound to 
regrifars its actions. But inanimate bodies are unsrly incapable of 
understanding ivhat a law is. or what it enjoins. or when they act conformably 
or unconfomably to it: and therefore the actions of inanimate bodies, which 
cannot incite or moderate their onn actions. are produced by real power. not by 
l a w :  thoiigh the agenrs. if intelligent. may regulate the exertions of their power 
by ssttlsd n11ss.~' 

The rules by \vhich the u-orld xvorked xere, in Boi.le*s \.ieti-. in the mind of the intelligent 

agent ~ v h o  ussd his motive pmver to act on those rules. -A '-physical cause" for Boyle at 

the end of his life i l a s  the poLver of an external mover to put maner into motion. the work 

of an artisan in J\ristotelian philosophy. "Physical-' causes in Aristotelian philosophy 

were the inhsrent rnoti1.c forcc of naturally-occucring subsrances. not external agents. 

The differencs bstu.sen Bo!*Ie's view of how the ivorld \vorked and the Aristotelian view 

is clear in this passage. 1 think it also points to Bo>k's deep disagreement with some of 

" On the interaction of Ba>.le's arguments for the existence of God with his theories of knowledge abour 
nature. see: J . J .  Maclntosh. "Robert Boyle's episternolog): the interaction between scientific and 
religious kno\r.ledge." International Studies in the Philoso~hv of Science 6 (1992): 91-121; and idem. 
"Locke and Boxle on miracles and God's existence." in Robert Bode Reconsidered, ed. Humer, 193- 
2 14. On the relationship between Protestant theology. God's complete sovereigty over created nature 
and the passivin of marrer, see: Gary B. Deason. "Reformation Theology and the Mechanistic 
Conception of Nature." in Cod and Nature: Historical Essavs on the Encounter between Christiani~ and 
Science . eds. Da\.id C. Lindbere and Ronald 1. Numbers. 167-1 9 1 (Berkeley: University of California 
Press. 1986 1. 

U Bo>.le. Christian Virtitoso. 52 1 .  



the fundamental principles of Cartesian natural phi~osoFhy.4' Boyle's insistence that the 

world required an .4rtiticer as welt as an Architect is one of the keys to understanding his 

mechanical philosophy in full. In Boyle's view. rnatter had no power of its own and no 

intelligence to f o m  itself into the exquisite designs that he found in nature. Matter 

simply put into motion could not account for the design or production of the world. The 

"first formation of the universe" required a divine builder. as well as a designer. to 

account for "the prrsent state and course of things." J6 

Boyle's enrl'. essay on the study of nature does not contain any expression of the 

mechanical philosopliy that was weIl deveIoped by the time he wrote this portion of the 

Christian Virtiioso. However. the sarne attitude toivard the use of natural philosophy to 

know God by liis \sorks and to use natural philosophy to prove the existence of God is 

present. It contains s\.idence that in the early 1650s Boyle conceived of God as he would 

a hurnan craftsman: as an artisan who shaped the esternai attributes of parts of matter and 

connectsd them into apparently animate. but actualIy inanimate and mechanical, matenal 

substances and creatures. Boyle's early studx of nature was motivated. at least in part, by 

his emerging vocation as a Christian virtuoso with a desire for useful knowledge of the 

material ~vorld. and his later formulation of a mechanical philosophy of nature was based 

in large part on his notion of artifice. The Divine .4rtificer was a craftsman who. by his 

extemal moti\t poiver. constructed the world as a mechanism of material parts connected 

in various u-a>.s to perfiirm the functions which he had designed and built into his Works. 

Boyle's "Booke of Nature" was not only a book but also an artificial mechanism. 

"of rlie Sru(i1 of ~ I I P  Booke of Nature" 

Boyle's essay "of the Study of the Booke of Nature" is rich with many of the 

themes of his later \vorks on experimental and mechanical philosophy. including the 

" See Osler. Divine Will and the Mechanical Philoso~hi,. 1-19- 15 1 for a discussion of Boyle's criticism of 
Descartes. 

46 Bo>le. Christian Virttioso . 52 1 .  



study of nature as an act of Christian piety, the importance of Genesis as a guide to 

Creation, and the analog? of created nature to the skilfully-constructed watch whose 

hidden mechanism was to be searched out and explained by the devout natural 

philosopher. Boyle's preoccupations in "The Study of the Booke of Nature" show that 

his emphasis on the study of nature as an act of piety preceded the full developrnent of his 

mechanical philosophy. How-ever. as early as 1649 he was sure that the account of 

creation at the be~inning of Genesis contained "more tme solid & praegnant Principles 

of Naturall Filosophy then Anstotle & al! his commentators put together can afford: as 1 

hope one day to manifest in a more proper  lace.'^' His hopes were fulfilled, of course. 

in large works composed of many parts containing long. complex sentences. His youthful 

efforts are less prolis and more direct about his intentions to praise God for his works and 

conduct a "searching and concerned" inspection of them. 

In the opening paragraphs of his essay, Boyle argued that the requirement to study 

nature as a religious duty and as a source of useful knowledge for hurnanity was 

"manifested bot11 by Scripture and by Reason."* His manuscript includes many 

references to bot11 the Old and New Testaments. sspscially passages from the Psaims and 

New Testament accounts of the parables by which Christ directed his disciples to 

"consider the rmtns" and the '-Lilies of the fields" as indications of God's care for his 

creatures. In later re\.isions of the manuscript. Boyle added to this statement, indicating 

his confidence thrit creatsd nature was intcnded to provide spiritual lessons for mankind, 

not just material sustenance: "Certainly God has never so confin'd himself to Wurds, or 

Types, as not also. as he sees fin. to instruct men by Things ...." since he created 

phenornena like the rainbow "to Preach his goodness to al1 Nations & to secure Mankind 

fiorn the Feare of a Second Deluge." God's scriptural and physical manifestations of his 

instructions were clear. and reason also confirmed that it was the duty of man to study the 

"booke of Nature." God had created the world for a double end, 'rhe Manifestation of his 

owne Glory ... and the Good of Men." Neither the "Glory Prayse & admirations" which 



God "espects & rnerits." nor the advantages for mankind that he designed into the 

universe. could be fiill!. achieved without the study of nature.'? God had directed 

humankind to study his works. 

In a later revision to the manuscript. Boyle drew on an English translation of a 

Hermetic treatise to reinforce his message that experiential trials were required to fmd out 

about God's uni\-erse."' Humanity was created u-ith a desire to -'anatomize & ransacke 

Nature & by tliat concei-i~'d suney corne to a more exquisite Knowledge of the Workes of 

it. & conseqiientl>. to a profounder .4dmiration of  the Omniscient Author." The 

continuation of tliis passage suggests that Boyle drew on the Hermetic tradition as an 

authoritative source for the interrelationship of di\.ine worship and natural philosophy: 

Ho\v like a filosofer dos Mercurious Trismegistus. that greate Philosopher. 
Priest & King. whom sorne have esteem'd ancienter then Moses, (otheres 
erroniousl!~ niistaken for Moses himself) speake to his Son when he tells hirn 
There can be no ReIigion more true and Just then to know the things that are; 
62 to acknon-ledge thanks for al1 things to him that made them; which thing 1 
shall not cease continually to do. (He continues) Be pious & religious, rny S o n  
for lie that dos so. is the best & highest Philosopher. & without Philosophy it is 
impossible r\.rn to attain to thet height & esactness of Piey or Religion. 
Hermes Trismegistus. in his first Booke. englished by Doctor Everard.'' 

Boyle's conception of the study of nature as an act of religious devotion and as a guide. 

with scriptiire. ro the moral life of a Christian is e\.en niore evident in the closing 

paragraphs of liis essa!: 

And 1astl'- 1 observe the excellent Harmony bettvist the 2 Great Bookes of 
Nature 22 of Grace in that the 2 first Chapters of the Bible are employ'd in 
Describing the \.isible World, & the 2 last are spent the Description of the New 
Heaven & the new Earth; to hold forth tu us this Truth that the End of God 
botli in this Created gi. this Written Booke is to bringe us to Himselfe & that the 
true use we should make of the Creatures is to referre them to the Glory of their 
Maker: ~vhich is cheefllr conspicious in the piet\. & Salvation of men: is that, 

J9 BP 8: 124r-13.  
50 BP 8: 127t and l:S\. 
51 BP 8: 173r-125r. The passage is accurately quoted from John Everard. The Divine Pvmander of Hermes 

Merciiriiis Trisnierristiis. in XVI l Books (London: Printed b' Robert White for Tho. Brewster. 1650), 1 .  
The passages are idenrical in both the 1650 and 1657 edirions of Everard's translation. 



(to close up this Discourse with that Excellent Circle mention'd by the 
Apostle) as they are Of him & Through him so TO hirn may be ALL Things; to 
whom be glory for ever." 

This same expression of Boyle's belief that the world was to be studied to know God was 

used in the closing sentence of Part 1 of The Usefulness of Ex~erimental Naturai 

Philosouhv: 

And the Scriprure consonantly mentions as a veF  acceptable part of religious 
worship. the smi-ifice ofpraise. and the calws ufour lips: by offering up of 
wliicli. ~ v e  make that true use of the creatures. of so referring them to their 
Creator's $on.. that (to conclude this discourse by crowning it ... with that 
excellent ci rcle mentioned by the Apostle) as al2 rhings are of hirn, and through 
him. .SO ihq. m q f  be ru him: to whorn be g/or?for ever.  men." 

The coherence of his reiigious beliefs with his natural philosophy is manifested fi-om the 

beginning of Bo>.Ie's sttidy of "the Booke of Nature" to the end of his life, when his 

Christian Vini~oso ~ 3 s  piiblished. 

Boyle's comktion that this study required esperirnental trials is also evident in 

this earl?. essa?,. Ho argued that the Sabbath was set aside for the study of both nature and 

scripture. He \vas convinced enough of this that he spent the Sabbath in church and in 

"studying the B o o k  of the Creatures either instructin~ my selfe in the Theon; of Nature; 

or trying those Esperiments that may improve my Acquaintance with her."54 His 

esperiential trials niast probably involved both transmutational alchemy and the 

preparation of chernicd rsmedies. both of which would be of benefit to hurnankind. The 

alchernical tradition of seeking profound knowledge of nature's processes was fully 

compatible with his aims. although the principles upon which Boyle would explain them 

were not those of Aristotelian atchemists. As Principe's studies have shown. Boyle 

distinguished bet~veen the knowledgeable alchemist and the cornmon crafisman who 

prepared chemicals. but he may well have thought that both experiences in the laboratory 

would yield kno\vledge of natural processes. 

'' BP 8: 178v and I3c)r.. 
53 Boyle, Usefiilness of E\ptrimental Natural Philosophv. Part 1. Works 2: 63. 
54 BP 8: 1 2 8 ~ .  



Althoiigh Boyle's full development as a mechanical and experimental naniral 

philosopher post-dated this early essay, his fundamental conception of the Christian 

natural philosopher n4io stressed scripture as a guide to creation. and hence to natural 

philosophy. and who actively sought knowledge of nature as part of his religious life, are 

fully apparenr in '-of the Study of the Booke of Nature." The full content of Boyle's 

naturai philosophy in the early 1650s is not clear in this unpublished work. Some 

passages suggrlst tliat he retained the Aristotelian division of nature into celestial and 

terrestrial realms composed of matter of different kinds. For example. he described the 

e~~idence of God's nisdorn and power which the naturalist obtained by study of the 

heavens. of fire. air. u-ater. and earth." The essay's eariy origins as the preface for his 

Occasional Retlçctions ma' esplain his reluetance to "disclose" the principles of his 

philosophy but i t  is  quits possible that Boyle had noc yet "decided" just what those 

principles uere n.Iirn lie n-rote this passage: 

Pliilosopliers hax.e still'd the Worlci a Temple &s. tho my peculiar Principles of 
Natiirdl Pliilosophy (which were here both tedious to Ass[ert] & impertinent to 
build on tinr\-inct) make me suspend deciding upon what account I take it 

3 i i  one: .... 

It is clear that  BO!^ has. ti. the early 1650s. moved a\vay from Aristotelian philosophy 

and that he is acti\.eIy seeking a new philosophy of nature which would give full credit to 

God as the n.orld's creator. 

Tne foIlo\\.ing passage. which I quote in nvo parts. is a brief expression of most of 

the elements of B o ~ k ' s  later mechanical and experimental philosophy. It provides the 

key to Boyle's adoption of mechanical principles. g ika  some tentative indication that 

they were alrea* panially formed, shows that Boyle was convinced of the need to probe 

and intenrene in nature to find out how it worked. and indicates that atheism was a source 

of concem to him." It  also indicates that Boyle planned not only to practice natural 

55 BP 8: Iz j r -  1371.. 
56 BP 8: 1 2 5 ~ .  
57 For Boyle's vic~r-s about the threat of  atheism from Epicurean aromism. see J.J. MacIntosh , "Roben 

Boyle on Epiciirraii atheism and atomism." in Atoms. Pneuma. and Tranauillin.: Evicurean and Stoic 



philosophy. but also to \$-rite about his philosophi, of nature to convince others of his 

views. Boyle kvas firrnl>. convinced that his practice of natural philosophy would help 

him convince non-bslievers that God was the creator of nature: 

Tis not the Knoming too much. but the not kno\ving enuf that makes Nahrralist 
Atheists. Nor would I desire better sport then to meet with one of these 
confident .Assertors: that deny God made the world because they thïnke they 
can assign the tme Causes of al1 effects in it, tho the Supreame Cause be left 
ou[t]. For the suttlest Filosofer in the World shall never be able to assigne the 
tnt[e] gL immediate Cause of the oumard shape & Bulke, the inward 
Contrivance of the Parts, & the Instincts & Sqmpathys of any one Animal[,] the 
Primitive forn~es &r. seminall Ene[r]gs of things depending wholly upon the 
U'iII of the First Creator. 

The immediate continuation of this passage suggests that Boyle had hl1 intentions of 

carrying out 3. plan. not oiily to make knowledge of nature useful to his fellow creahires. 

but to ditmonstrate the ssistence and attributes of his God. His suggestion here that the 

difference betu-sen God's n.orks and human works is that hurnan artifice is adrnired while 

God's \vork is ignoreci is suggesti\.e of the position hs u-ould later take, that God made 

the ~vorld using the same principfes as a human crafisman: 

But this Thsams 1 shall hâve occasion to speake more to in a more convenient 
Place. 1 shall non- only annexe: that there is this Difference betwixt the Works 
of Men & those of God: that the former are most admir'd whilst they are most 
ignor'd: as n-e sec in the Tricks o[fJ Juglers. & al1 the Knacks of Artificers: 
~s-hsreas in tlie Latter. our Knowledge Pïoportions our Admiration[,] the R'orks 
of God panicipating & disclozing so muc[h] of the inexhausted Perfections of 
the .L\utIio[rJ tliat the further we contemplate them the more lineaments & 
features \s-e discover of the Physiognomy of their Creator: our highest Science 
can but give us a iuster Veneration for his Omniscience; & our Knowledge can 
never grou. so extensive as not both to leave roome for our Admirations & 
invite it:. . . 

Thernes in Euro~ean Thourht . cd. Margaret J .  Oder (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 1991), 
197-220. On athcisim and materiaiisrn in the e a r l ~  modem period more generally, see Michael Hunter, 
"Science and heterodcy: An early modem problem reconsidered." in Reab~raisais o f  the Scientific 
Revolution . ed. D a ~ i d  C. Lindberg and Roben S. Westman (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1990): and the collcct ion of studies in Michad Hunter and David H'ooton (eds.), Atheism h m  the 
Reformation ro tlir Enlinhrenment (Osford: Clarendon Press. 1992). 

5s B P 8 :  I3lv. 



At the beginning of his crtreer Boyle sa\v his mission in life as rectifiing the problems he 

thought stemmed from lack of attention to the magnificence of God's works and the glory 

of their author. 

The preciss nature of the means which Boyle had in mind for the "Exact & 

scmpulous sun.ey" of nature that he recommended is not clear in this rnanus~r i~ t . ' ~  He 

emphasizes the necessity for experiential means which look beneath appearances in the 

search for natural knowledge and again quotes and cites Hermes Trismegistus in a latcr 

revision. Nature is an image of God ~vhich requires a "probing 62 concern'd Inspection" 

to allow the fidl praiss of its maIier.60 UnIike the t-ulgar philosopher. whom he likened to 

a mere butcher \vlio niangIed the body of the m-orld. the true naturalist would. like a 

skillful anaton~ist. ssarch out its hidden parts for natural knowledge. In Boyle's words. 

the naturalist. as pnest of the temple of nature. kvould "unlocke the closest Cabinets of 

lurking Nature & prick out thsnce retir'd & undiscovered T ~ t h s . " ~ '  

The roots of Bo:,ls's focus in his pubiished \vorks on the study of terrestrial 

processes. and rélati\.e lack of attention to celestial phenomena. are suggested in this earl). 

essay. \vhere he argied thzt astronomy. n9hich descnhed the regular movements of the 

heavenlx bodies. \\.as an admirable occupation. but that i t  \vas even more instructive to 

spell the w-hole +qlphabst of nature, into pathztickr Homily[.] Specially since 
those Liiniinous Globes. have their motions knoun. detemin'd & invariable. 

' 9  BP 8: l37r: He doclines ro comment on the "mysterious" paniculars in the operations of nature since 
"nothing can @ç.e us a true .Accouni of That Thearne but an Esact 8r scrupulous survey: such a notion of 
the Principles of Nature must br prerequir'd. & in few Rraders can be presuppos'd." 

BP 8: l57r. Bo! Io's refrrence to Hemes at this place is citrd from a Latin edition of edition of one of 
the works of tlie French Protestant apologist. Philippe de hlorna~. sieur du Plessis-Marly. Mornay's 
la Verité de la Rrlitrion Chrestienne. Contre les Athées. ~~ icu r i ens .  Pavens. Juifs. Mahumedistes. et 
aunes Infideles. tirst published in French in 158 1. went zhrough several Latin editions including one 
published in .4ntuerp in 1583. An EngIish translation b? Sir Philip Sidney was first printed in London 
in 1587. (British Museum Genenl CataIooue of PRnted Books. vol. 163 (London: Trustees of the 
British Museiini. 1963 )). On Morna>'s roie as a Protestant leader and apologist in France before and 
afier the Edict of Nantes. see: Anhur L. Herman. "Protesranr Churches in a Catholic Kingdom: Political 
Assernblies i n  the Thoiiglit o f  Philippe DuPlessis-Morna:." Sisteenth Centun Journal 2.1 <IWO): 543- 
557. 

b l  BP 8: l37v-l38r. Sre Harold Fisch. "The scientist as priest: a note on Robert Boyle's natural theolog.." 
Isis -1-1 ( 195: 1: 257-265.  t o r  a discussion of Boyle as a "Prirst of Nature." - 



but the Paniculars that become Instructi\.e Theames to us: are neither to be 
defin'd b!. Niimber nor Limited by R U I ~ S . ~ ?  

He argued that the '-unespected novel@" perceived in nature by an attentive natural 

philosopher pro\.ided n.isc- instruction in "how to passe away our time." whereas 

astronomy merely pro\.ided knowIedge of '*how our Time passes away. 

Bo>,le's conception of  God as the divine uorkman. artisan or architect who 

fashioned the intricate pans of the ~vorld is evident throughout the essay. He recites the 

wonders of nature. froin the heavens tu minerais. as objects of pious contemplation and 

practical ad\,;intags to humans. Even without a full understanding of nature. he argues. 

the philosopher c m  discern that the construction of the ~vorld tvas "no casuali concorse of 

Materialls." but required "soms rzre -4rchitect that built so uniforme & vast" a 

constniction. In rhe re\.ision of this passage. Boyle compared the situation of a natural 

philosopher \\.itli a partial kno\vledge of nature to the position of Arnerican natives, who 

\vere so imprsssed b>- thsir tirst contact with Europsan ships that 

the siglit of so artificiall &: umderfull a Structure: not onely persuaded them 
the'. \vere no Productions of Chance. but affected them. for the Seamen with an 
Admiration & ri Rs\.erence that ofientimes coulci scarcely be restrain'd from 
the Expressions of Ici~Iatq.~'  

The passage poinrs direct 1)- to his omn notion of nature. The w-orks of human artisans 

\{.ere a\ve inspiring dtrnionstrxions of their skill. Finding out as much as he might about 

God's artifice u a s  tlir task of the natural philosopher. Again Bo>*le dreu- authoritati\.e 

etidence fron-~ the Hen-rietic corpus. citing an English translation of the Asclepius. to 

argue that God \vas the supreme workman whose skill kvas visible in natural things.H 

b2 BP 8: 1 3 8 ~ .  See a similar epression of his views in ar: earlier essa!. "Of Time and Idleness." printed in 
Hanvood. Enri\ Essaxs and Erhics. 243: '-1 see al1 men makr it thrir bisness how to Passe away the 
Time: but 1 i r  i l 1  son1 nt'thern uud think lesse how to passe aiva!, the Time. and consider how the T h e  
Passes them ana! ." 

61 BP 8: 12%. 
64 BP 8: 1 :7\. Bo) le cites chaprer 15 of John Everard-s translation of the Ascie~ius . He paraphrases this 

passage: '-[\\lien] Asclcpius said ... let us put the Father in niind that he comrnand that we should 
dedicare our prn'ers tiiito God. 1% itli an addition of hnkincense. and incense. Trisrnegistus hearing of 
it. ... saitli. Giiess betrer O Asclepius. for this is like unto ihet \ \hm >ou pray unto God to bum 
frankinsence. and the lihe: for nothing is wanting unto him. \\ho himself is al1 things, for in him are al1 



Boyle found support in Atistotle's writings on The Parts of Animals as well as in 

Hermetic texts. citing Anstotle as an authority that the viewer of a piece of artwork 

should praise the "Workman's Art," with ana log^ to the '-Diviner ski11 of nature" as 

reason to praise its maker." 

The watch ana loz  which Boyle would use throughout his published works to 

describe the workmansliip of the divine artificer and the necessity for the natural 

philosopher to seek out the hidden structure beneath outward appearances was already 

part of the vocabulaq. of his natural philosophy by the early 1650s. He argued that the 

contemplation of nature @es knowledge of God's omniscience and invites man's 

admiration of him. just as  

whsn some Country Fellow lookes upon a Curious Watch tho he be hugely 
taken \vit11 the rich Enarnell of the Case & perhaps with some pretty Landskap 
that adorns the Dyall Plats yet will not his Ignorance permitt him so 
ad\-antageous a Notion of the exquisite Maker's skill, as it will forme in some 
curious Artist. who besides that obvious Workmanship that first entertaines the 
Eye: considers the exactness & knows the use of every wheele; takes notice of 
their Proportion & Contrivance al1 together: & of the hidden Springs that move 
them all: so in the Urorld. tho every Peruser rnay reade the Existence of a Deity 
& be in his Degree affected with what he sees: yet is he utterly unable to descry 
there those suttler Characters & Dashes of Omniscience, which me Philosofers 
are sharpe-sighted enough to Discerne: 

The combined evidence alailable in this essay suggests to me that Boyle's mechanical 

analogies were at least a nascent espression of his \.ersion of the mechanical philosophy. 

things: but let us give thanks. and adore him, for these are the cheif sacrifices of God, when thankes are 
given of monall men.": John Everard, Hermes Tnsmeeistus His Second Book, Called Ascleoius. 
Containino, fifieen Chamers. With a Commentary. (London. l657), ch. 15, pp. 124-125. Published with 
separate pagination in Hermes Mefcunus Trismegistus. His Divine Pvmander. in Seventeen Books. 
Toeether with his Second Book. Called Asclevius ... ,2nd edition (London. 1657 ). The typeface of 
both the Pymander and Asclepius differ fiom the 1650 edition. 

65 BP 8: 157". "Aristotle ~vanted not cause to lash at those who taking Delight to Gaze on then Images[.] & 
Pictures of Naturall Things. because they therein discerne the Workman's An; are not affected with 
transender Delight in the Contemplation of the Things themselves: wherin industrious Nature has 
expresst hir Diviner skill. Arist. De Par. Animal. lib.1 .c.j." 

66 BP 8: 133. 



Boyle's "of the Study of the Booke of Nature" is a relatively brief but exceedingly 

important expression of the roots of his mechanical philosophy of nature, of his  

conviction that the study of natural phenomena required a deliberate and probing 

inspection. and of his firm bel ief in the existence of a creator God whose wisdom, power 

and goodness tvere not only readable in his book but searchable in his works. The 

manuscript pro\.ides insight into the early preoccupations which continued in Boyie's 

lifelong emphnsis on the Biblical account of God's act of creation as the b a i s  of a tme 

philosoph?. of nature. Boyle did not describe how he interpreted the first two chapters of 

Genesis. which lis insistsd contained â ' m e .  solid" alternative to Aristotelian natural 

philosophy but there are many indications, as in his anal05 of the world to a watch, that 

he was moving to~vard tlie conception of the world as the vast mechanicd contrivance of 

a divine artisan. This riad? u m k  also suggests that the foundation of the experimental 

approach \vhicli Boyle advocated throuehout his published works tvas already present in 

his early attenti~mess to the "Ii~ward Contrivance of the Parts" of the created universe. 

He had already de\-slopsd some understanding of the n-orld as a product of divine 

workmanship. cornposed of parts which couId only be hoibn by the active intervention 

of a natural phiIosopher who \vas willing to act as a skillful anatomist. to "ransacke 

Nature." and prohs bensath surface appearances to discover its hidden structure. The 

conception of God that Boyle espressed at the beginning of his career as a natural 

philosopher 1i.x tliat of 3 v..orkman who constructs ~vatchss, tlie Aistotelian artisan not 

Peripatetic Natrirc. 



Chapter Three 

The Mechanical Philosopher and the Craftsman's Universe 

In one of his earliest publications, the Preface to his Phvsico-Chyrnicai Essav ... 

touching the diffsrinc parts and redintemation of Salt-Petre. Boyle described the various 

terms which rni_chi be applied to describe his philosophy of nature. While he 

acknowledged the differences benveen '?he Atomical and Cartesian hypotheses," he 

suggested that tlieir general agreement on explaining '-the phaenomena of nature fiom 

matter and local niotion." and their mutual opposition to "the Penpatetic and other vulgar 

doctrines." rias suficient for a "person of a reconciling disposition" (as he considered 

h imeIf )  to \ i w  thsm as one philosophy. This philosophy could be called "corpuscular" 

and. B o j k  added. because the "motion and other affections of the minute particles of 

matter" were '*obvious and ver?. powerful in mechanical engines. I sometimes also term it 

the mechanical h!.pothrçis or philosophy."' 

The use of "mechanical" as a descriptive term for Boyle's philosophy of nature 

was accepted wi thout resenration by Marie Boas (later. Boas Hall) in "The EstabIishment 

of the Mechanical Philosoph>.." one of the first extensive treatments of Boyle's natural 

phiiosophy. Marie Boas espressed Boyle's principal aim as the establishment of a 

"mechanical esplanation of the properties of bodies. in term of the size, shape and motion 

of the particles" on the basis of ..extensive e~~erimentation."' From her early work on 

Boyle's "corpuscular or mechanical philosophy," Boas Hall's conflation of the terms 

"corpuscular" and "nieclianical" to describe Boyle's matter theory has continued to 

perpetuate an arnbigiii~ in the understanding of the terms in his natural philosophy. Her 

1 Roben Bo>de. Sornc Specimens of An AttemDt to make Ch\,mical Esoeriments usehl to illustrate the 
notions of thc Corpuscular Philoso~hv. Works 1 :  355-6. ' Boas [Hall]. '-The Establisliment of the Mechanical Philosoph>,." 369. 



views of Boyle and l-iis project have changed little in subsequent publications.3 Boas Hall 

squates "corptiscii~ar" and "mechanical" as unproblematic and synonq-mous descriptions 

of Boyle's pl-iilosoph~ of nature: "that matter was composed of little bodies (atoms or 

particles or corpiiscles) whose s ix .  shape and motion determined the kind of matter that 

they constituted and also its properties."" In her vie~v. the term "mechanical" as Boyle 

used it to describe to psrticulate explanations in general. including both atomism and 

Cartesian philosopli>.. was not related to the work of *'mechanics" or mathematical 

practitioners \\.ho applitld mathematics to practical problerns. Instead, she asserts. Boyle 

used "meclianical" in the sense of the '-science of motion" which had been revived from 

Archimedes by Galileo. 1 suggest that the narroiv definition of mechanical which she 

invokes has beeii the source of much confusion about the mechanical aspects of Boyle's 

coi-puscular philosoph.. 

Tlie recei\.ed ~.ie\v of the mechanicd philosopl-iy in general. and Boyle's in 

particular. is most succinctl!~ espressed in Richard S. LVestfall's overview text of 

seventeenth-centtip. ilatiiral philosophy. The Construction of Modem Science. which 

dratvs upon Boas Hall's treritment of ~ o ~ l r . ~  In N'estfall's discussion of Boyle's 

mechanical c1iernist~-. corpuscularian matter theory is the essence of Boyle's "own 

version of the niechmicd philosophy:" 

The most important of Boas Hall's explications of Boyle's natural philosophy. besides "The 
Establislimrnt of the Mrcl-ianical Philosophy." are Robert Bode and Seventeenth-Cenmrv Chemisn-y 
(Cambridge: Cambridge Universin, Press, 1958) and Robert Bovle on Natural Philoso~hv: An Essav 
with Selections froni his IVr i t in~s  (Bloornington: Indiana University Press. 1965). Boas Hall's view on 
Boyle is set fort11 in brief in the Dictionan; of Scientific Biocn~hv. ed. C.C. Gillispie (New York: 
Charles Scribner's Sons. 1970-80). vol. 7. 377-82. 

4 Marie Boas Hall. -'Boyle's Method of Work: Prornoting His Corpuscular Philosophy," Notes and 
Records of the Rom1 Socien. 41 (1987): 1 17. 

For the opposing vie\$. that practical rnathematics was important i n  the development of the mechanical 
philosoph!. see: 5 .A .  Bennctr. '-The Mechanic's Philosophy and the Mechanical Philosophy," Historv of 
Science 21 ( 1956): 1-28: and idem. "The challenge of practical rnathematics." in Science. Culture and 
Po~ular  Belirf in Renaissance Europe. ed. Stephen Pumfre!. Paolo L. Rossi and Maurice Slawinski, 
176-190. M?. views anictilate with Bennett's. However. 1 argue that a conceptual change in the art- 
nature relatior.iship. as \ \dl as the efforts of navigators. canognphers. and surveyors was required b e f ~ r e  
practical matliematics becaine a legitimate tool for natural pliilosophj. 

Westfall. Constriictian of  Modem Science. 162-3. 



blatter consisrs of a multitude of unifonn tiny corpuscles. which unite together 
to form larger particles. which in turn constitue the materials and bodies 
cheniistq. hrindles. Al1 the differences we O bsene among bodies must derive 
fronl dil'ferences in the shape and motion of the s e c o n d q  clusters, the 
effecti1.e particles from which bodies are composed. Exactly this point: 
repeated endlessly - in Boyle's endless sentences. constimtes the basic theme of 
his \vork. 

"Corpuscularianisni~~ is used by Westfall and Boas Hall as a sjonymous term for 

"rnechanical pliilosopli!~" in their descriptions of Bo~le ' s  natural philosophy. 

Westfall. like Boas Hall. argues that Boyle's kno~vledge of and adherence to the 

mechanical pIiilosopli>. \vas based on his reading of Ivorks by René Descartes (1 596- 

1650) and Pierre Gassendi ( 1592- 1655).' He sets iliç mechanical philosophy. with 

Descartes as its most iiifl~iential spokesman. against the --fading tradition'' of 

'-Renaissance Kriturrilisn~." represented by the chemist. J.B. van Helmont (1 579-1 644). 

Descartes. R~es t f l l  siiggests. '-isserted a greater influence toward a mechanical 

philosophx of nature than an!- other man." and the nlost influential aspect of his 

philosophy \\as the '-rigid exclusion of any and al1 psychic characteristics from material 

nature."' In  V'est fdl's inimitable prose. 

The effect of Cartssian dualism. ..ciras to excise evep trace of the psychic fiom 
material nature nith surgical precision. Iitalving it a lifeless fieId knoming only 
the brute bln\vs of inert chunks of matter.'" 

Descams' "rules of iinpact pro\-ided the mode1 of al1 dynarnic action." Westfall argues: 

"in a meclianical ~ini\.erse shom of active principlss. bodies could act on one another by 

' l bid.. 76. 
a See also. Richard S. Westfall. Wnpublished Boyle Papers Relaring ro Scientific Method. -1." Annals of 

Science 12 (1956): 64-66. N'cstfall argues that. despite Bo? le's starrments that he "deliberately avoided 
studying the atomic or meclianical philosophy in his earl! years." his essay '-Of ge Atomicall 
Philosophy" provides --additional evidence that hs did in fact take up the philosophy at the begiming of 
his scicnritic career." \$'estfaIl cites Marie Boas. "Bo> l e  as a Theoretical Scientist." !s& 46 (1950):X 1- 
168. on Bo) Ir's inrciitiniis :O esperinientally "confimi a rhroq-rhe atomic or mechanical 
philosophh ." ' ~est fa l l l  ~onstructian of Vodern Science. 78-3 1 .  

II) Ibid.. 3 1 .  



impact alone." In Cartesian impact physics. the principle of inertia was a fiindamental 

concept: 

The \.en. insistence with which the mechanical conception of nature repudiated 
acti1.e principles meant that its viability as a philosophy of nature depended on 
the principle of inertia. Nothing is required to keep matter in motion; motion is 
a stnte. and like e v e c  other state in which rnatter finds itself. it will continue as 
long as nothing esternal operates to change it. In impact. motion can be 
transferred !ion1 one body to another. but motion itself remains 
indestructible. ' ' 

The principle of insrtia. Li'sstfall suggests. dealt if.ith motion as rectilinear and "Descartes 

and Gassendi \\-ers the tirst to insist that inertial motion must be rectilinear motion and 

that bodies that  moi^ in circles or cunres rnust be constrained by some external cause.'"' 

M'estFall-s brief treatrnent of Boyle's mechanical philosophy suggests that Boyle 

conrinued a progam set out by Descartes and Gassendi. Noting that Boyle coined the 

ternl "niechmicd pliilosoph>.." he asserts Boyle's debt to the previous generation of 

mechanical pliilosophers: 

Several tiinrs. in prefaces. he [Boyle] asserted that he had forborne to read 
Dsscanrs and Gassendi lest ho be seduced by their spsterns. Nothing could be 
mors mislsading. From the very beginning of his scientific career. Boyle was 
coniri~ittsd to the mechanical philosophy. and the entire corpus of his scientific 
uitiilg can hs iiiterpreted as a running exposition of it." 

In Westfall's acccriint. Bo'k \vas the intellectual descendent of Descartes and Gassendi. 

espousing a meclianic~l philosophy which \vas based on rhe impact of particles of 

"qualiratii.ely neutrd matter" ~vhich moved. ~vhen unimpeded. in the rectilinear paths 

described b>. Cartesian inertial physics. In short. N'estfalI understood the universe of 

seventeenth-centun. mechanical philosophers. inciuding Boyle. as a uvorld in which the 

collisions of hilliard-hall particles produced al1 obssn.able phenornena. 

I I  tbid.. 3;- 
" Ibid.. 34 and 4 1. 
l .y Ibid.. 4 l and 7 5 .  



A n1uc11 difkrcnt account of the origins of Boyle's mechanical philosophy. 

especially his corpiisc~ilarian matter theon.. emerges in recent studies by historians who 

focus on his roots in the chemical tradition which. until recently. has been thought to be 
II separate fronl and oppossd to the mechanical philosophy. The' suggest that Boyle's 

matter theop- \vas lieai i l>-  dependent on the m-ritings of chemists like J.B. \.an Helmont 

and Daniel Seiinert. and that Boyle devoted rrixh effort throughout his Iife to alchernicd 

gold-making. 15 

Tiie historioippliic opposition of chemistc and the mechanical philosophies 

leads some historinris to question lvhether Boyle should be categorized as a mechanical 

philosopher at all. %'hersas R'estfall included Boyle arnong the mechanicd philosophers 

R hose ~~occupationnl ice.. . [ivas] the imaginaq- construction of invisible mechanisrns to 

account for phenomena." Antonio Clericuzio argiles that Boyle's "chemistv was 

corpuscular. ratlier thm mechanical." --Far from reducing al1 phenomena to matter and 

motion" hs siigzests. Bo! Is ofisn "ssplained chemical phenomena in terms of corpuscles 

endowed ivith clirrnicril. rathsr than mechanical propenies."16 Boyle uas farniliar with 

1.1 William Vewmn. '-Tlir .L\lcfirrnical Sources of Roben Bo! Ir's Corpuscular Philosophy." Annals of 
Science 53 ( 19961: 567-585. The opposition of chernical and mechanical philosophies. with the 
chemists as losers in rhr dsbarr. rvith mechanical philosophers on the way to modem science. has been 
the therne of mm! srildies b!- Allen G. Debus. For a brief accounr of his views. see Debus. Man and 
Nature in tlie Rriiaissaiicr (Cambridge: Cambridge Universir! Press. 1978). 1 16-1 30. See zlso. Debus. 
"latrochernist~ and the Cl~emical Rsvolution." in .4lchem\ Revisitcd. ed. Z.R.b'.M. von Manels 
(Leiden: E.J. Brill J. 5 1-66. Dcbus. like Thomas Kuhn. dcnies Bo'le an) impact on the development of 
modern cheniisrry ("latrochemisr~.'- p. 59). See Thomas Luhn. "Roben Boyle and Structural 
Chernistn in tlie Seventeenth Centun ." & 43 (1952): 17-36. Kuhn's view on BoyIe's "failure to exert 
an irnponant influence upon the tùture course of chernical theon" is given on p. 15. 

15 See. Neirman. --Alchernical sources.'- 573-584: Antonio Clericuzio. "Roben Boyle and the English 
Hrlrnonrians." in Alchemx Revisired. rd. von Martels. 192-1 99: and idem. "Cameades and the chemists: 
a studl- of The Sceptical Ch),mist and its impact on seventeenth-century chemistp." in Robert Bovie 
Reconsidered. ed. Hiinter. 79-90. Boyle's practice of alcherny is the subject of several studies by 
Lawrence Principe: -'The Gold Process: Directions in the Stud! of Roben Boyle's Alchemy." in von 
Manels. Alcliemv Re\ isired. 700-205: and idem. "Boyle's Alchernical Pursuits." in Roben Bovle 
Reconsidered. ed. Huiiter. 9 1 - 106. The differences benvesn ch-sopoeia (gold-making). spagria  
(purifi ing and "esalring" the separated parts of substances). and iatrochemisq (medicat chemisuy) as 
related but distinctiic subsets of seventeenth-centuy chemistn (interchangeably referred to as 
ch'mistn or alcliern? i i i  the re rminolo~~.  of the rime) are detailed by Lawrence M. Principe in the 
"lnrroduction" IO The Aspir in~ A d e ~ t .  

l 6  Westfall. Consrriicrinn of !tlodem Science. 4 1: Antonio Clericuzio. ...A Rrdefinition of Boyle's 
Chernistn and Corptiscrilar Philosoph>.." Annals of Science 17 (1990): 561 -589. Quotation fiom p.565. 



much of the chemical litsrature. including the works of van Helmont. and drew many of 

his early arguments agaiiist the chemical triaprima (salt. sulphur and rnercury) directly 

fiom van Heln-iont's Ortus Medicinae (1 648).IÏ In Clericuzio's view. Boyle did not 

"become a s\mbol of the rnechanical philosophy" until the eighteenth ~ e n t u r y . ' ~  

Similarly. Yung Sik Kim suggests that Boyle was not fully cornmitted to mechanical 

explanations and that liis '-mechanical philosophy remained at a general level" which "fell 

shor; of developing an? particular mechanical esplanations."l" Kim argues that Boyle 

deft-nded the nit-clianical philosophy and attempted to link his chemical experiments to its 

confirmation hecause lie "saw in the mechanical philosophy a vehide for elevating the 

social and intsllectual statlis of chemistn and its practitioners" arnong natural 

philosophrrs."' Botli Clcricuzio and Kim assume rhût to be a mechanical philosopher 

was to _oi\.e demi lsd es planations of quali ties and phenornena in tenns of the shapes. sizes 

and motions of particles or. as Clericuzio suggests. --the mechanicaI properties of their 

primap. particles.'-" 

In an estension of his on-going research on tlis paniculate matter theories of pre- 

Bo>.lcan chen-iists. l!"illiaiii Neuman challenges Bo?-Ie.s hi~toriographical identiv as a 

follou-sr of Descartes and Gassendi. In pre~.ious studiss. Nmman has provided much 

evidence that corpciscular matter theories. though not rnechanical ones. were a 

fiindamental part of the Europran chemical tradition from the thirteenth to the 

Clericuzio cites Alarie Boas Hall's "The Establishment of the Mechanical Philosophy." as a locus of the 
vieu of Boyle as a mechanical philosopher, and quotrs from her Robert Bode and Seventeenth-Centun 
Chemisrn.. pp. 92-3: '.Bo>.le's corpuscular philosophy \vas a simple. mechanical method for the 
esplanation of foriiis. more mechanical than that of Gassendi. less cornples and systematic that that of 
Descartes. better intrgrared tvith esperirnenral philosoph?. than either." 

17 Clericuzio. "A Redefiiiition." 565-570. 
18 See A1an Chalniers. -'The Lack of Escellency of Boyle's Mechanical Philosophy." Smdies in Historv and 

Philosophv of Science 2-1 (1995):  541-564. for an extension of Clericuzio's conclusions (p. 542) to 
argue that Bo? le's '-niechmical philosophy was largely irelevant to his experimental work on a 5  (p. 
563) and that Iiis .'rrliance on esperiment ... is at odds u,ith his espousal of the mechanical philosophy" 
(p.. 543). l argile herti tliat Boyle's experirnental philosoph! \vas v e c  rnuch dependent on his 
conception of the \i.orld ris rnechanical. 

19 Yuno Sik Kini. "Anotlier Look at Robert Boyle's Acceptance of the Mechanical Philosophy: Its Limits 
and lis Clieinic;il and Social Conrests." Arnbix 38 (1991 1: 1 - 1  0. 

Ibid.. 5. 
'' Clericuzio. X RcdctÏnirit~ii." 563. 587-8 : Kim. 5 .  



seventeenth ceiit ilries." Reccntl y. h e  has shou-n con~~incingly that Boyle borrowed 

supporting e\.idt.iice for his corpuscuIarian matter theory from the very chemists whom he 

criticized in his publislied ~vorks." Newman challenges Boas Ha1l.s reading of Boyle-s 

philosophy of nature as incorporating a -'physicist's matter theoq-" which was radically 

opposed to the mattrr tlieop of pre-Boylean chernisis. In fact. he argues. although Boyle 

did not ackno~vlcdgr his use of the corpuscular mattcr theoq- of Daniel Sennen (1572- 

1637). the cheii-iist's \\-orks provided a principal source for "Boyle's ovin corpuscular 

ideas.-' especinll> in Iiis early essay on "Atomicall Philosophy" and in The Sceptical 

~hvrnist." Ncn-nian siigpests that Boyle drew estensively from Sennen.s works and 

throiigh t1ien.i. frcm "the long-standing tradition of corpuscular explmations in alchemy" 

in his '-earl) attcnipts at prot-ing the corpuscular or mechanical philosophy.?72s 

The ease n i t h  t\-Iiicli N e u n a n  juxtaposes "corpuscular~' and "mechanica1" as 

interchangeahle tenns for Boyle's natural philosopIl>. is bsised on the cornmonly-heId 

historio~rapliical iindri-standing of corpuscular matter theon. as '-a major portion" of 

Boyle's mechmical pliilosophj-.26 Neuman s u g e s t s  that ..Boyle is occasionally etusive 

as to tvhat ht- means prrcisely b>- the "mechanical philosoph>,"." but assens that Boyle 

thoughi of --his corpuscularianism.. .as being the essence of the mechanical philosophy.'d7 

If his particriIrite rilatter the05  nas part and parce1 of his mechanical philosophj. and. as 

Neuman con!-incingl!. argues. Boyle's corpuscularianism n-as an extension of a long 

-3 

-- William R. Nev man. The Summa Prrfrctionis of Pseudo-Geber (Leiden: . 199 1): idem, "Boyle's Debt to 
Corpuscular Alclirnt! ." in Robert Bode Reconsidcred. cd. Michael Hunter (Cambridge: Cambridse 
uni ver si^ Press. 1994 f. 107-1 5.  

'' Newman. ..Alchr.riiical Sources." 569. 
'' Ibid.. 576-7. Newman's arpumenr is directed specificall! at Boas Hall's assertion that Sennen 

conrributed notlting [O Bo! le's corpuscularianism (p. 577). For a printed transcription of the f m t  two 
pages of Bo! le's "Of >e Atomicall Philos[o]phy" see Westfall. "Unpublished Boyle Papen," Pm 3.. 
1 1 1-1 13. Larger partions of the manuscript survive in Bo~le's papers: BP 16: foIs. 162- 175. Much of 
the manuscript describes evidence for effluvial particles ïvhich retain the propenies of manifest bodies 
from \vhich the' are rmitted. 

25 Newman. "Alclitiii~ical Sources-" 584. 
'' Ibid.. 567. 
'' Ibid., 567 and 5 S 5 .  



chernical tradition of corpiiscular theories. Nemman's work calls into question the 

meaning of i~~rcl-ianicril in Boyle's philosophy. 

Can Bo>k's  prokssed adherence to '.mechanism" and criticism of chemists like 

Sennert be recoiicilsd \vit11 his acceptance of much of the chemist's corpuscularian matter 

theory? PossibIe soIutions are offered by Clericuzio and Kim. Either Boyle was not 

realiy a n~sclianical philosopher. or he only half-heartediy adhered to the ianguage of the 

mechanists to sle\.rite the intellectual status of his true love. chemistry. Clencuzio and 

Kin1 wish LIS to c11oose bst~veen Boyle. the chemist and Boyle. the mechanist, implying 

that these are t u a  distingiishable and contrasting positions. Their solution would- 

moreol.er. reqiiire lis to accept that Boyle's lifelong practice of labeling his naniraI 

philosoph>. as mechanical \$.as misguided or even d ~ ~ l i c i t o u s . ' ~  

Tite Meniiiilg of :\lt.charricn/ irr Boyle's Natrrrnl Pfrilosoplry 

Bo!.le's siistniiird cliaracterization of his pliilosophy as -'mechanical" throughout 

his published \\.orlis makes it difficult to accept that Boyle was unsure of the meaning he 

m1.e the terni or irssd i r  sqiii\.ocall>.. From his first explications of the "spring of the air." 
L 

Bo>.le described his pliilosopli>. of nature as mechanical." His published works include a 

series of treatises on the mechanical production" of qualities. including i'ckiernical 

qualities" such as i.r>lntilit\- and c~rrosiveness.'~ He de\-oad much ink to defending 

Escellencv and Crrounds of the Mechanical ~vpotlirsis." not only in treatises directed 

specifically to iis esplication but in such important tracts as his Free inquin. into the 

Vulearlv Recci\sd Notion of ~ a t u r e "  and The Christian ~ i n u o s o . ' ~  Boyle used 

28 See Newnan. "Alchrniical Sources." 585. for the suggestion that Boyle's "unacknowledged borrowings 
from Srnnrn nia'. coiiflict \vith the ernphasis on Boyle's altruisrn and humi t i~ .  rmbedded in some of the 
current h istoriogapli> ." 

29 Boyle. Netv Esperiments Phvsico-Mechanical, Touchinc the Sorino. of the Air (1660), Works 1: 12. 
j0 Boyle. Esperiments and Notes about the Mechanical Oricin and Production of Volatilih. Works 

4: 292-3. 
j' Bol  le. Of the EsceIlenc\. and Grounds ofthe Comuscular or Mechanical Philosophv (1674). Works 4: 

68-78. 
.'' Bo~le.  A Frrr Enqiiin into tlir Vulgarlv Received Notion of Nature (1686). Works 5: 240-741. 
A - 
'' Bo' le. Chrisrian Virtrrosci. ii'orlis 5: 2 18: "A vinuoso. thar by manifold and curious esperiments searches 

deep into [lie nnttiie of t1iiii:s. lias great and pecuiiar advantaoes ro discover and observe the excellent 



"mechanical" as a descriptor for his philosoph of nature throughout his extensive works 

and. occasion;ill~. defined the meaning of the term. 

I argue tliat. by paying more attention to Boyle's explanations of the "production" 

of qualities and properties in material bodies. the mechanical aspects of Boyle's 

philosophy can be seen more clearly than when onIy his particulate matter theory is taken 

into account. An esamination of his application of .-mechanical" and attention to the 

contest in which lie n-as precise about its meaning suggest that Boyle's philosophy of 

nature was not oiiiy corpiiscular. but also mechanical. and that the tems are not 

equivaknt. Boyle's corp~~scles differed from the particles described by chemist Iike 

Sennert. ~vIiicli retained inherent principles to esplain their properties. They did not work 

b). impact alone. as in \i'sstfall's description of Canesian philosophy. but as parts of 

simple and compies niechanisn~s with different '-contextures" or structures. 

Bolde di-CU on a n.ide range of sources. incliiding Descartes and Gassendi and 

Sennert and \.an Hrlniont. but he forged his oun version of the mechanical philosophy. 

His unilwss n.ns a \ast s!.stem of intercomected parts. in ~vhich the "contexture" or 

structure of iildi~.idiial bodies \vas as essential for esplaining natural phenornena as the 

shapes and sizes of indi\idual particles. In B o ~ k ' s  mechanical philosophy. nature 

worked Iike one of the elaborate Renaissance clocks of Europe. composed of thousands 

of large and snxi11 pans. al1 connected in such a manner that the' functioned as a whole to 

keep the time and perfonn man' other fi~nctions. 

The grerit clock\vorks Lvere not just tims-kssping niechanisms but included 

moving displals of animated animal and human figures which perforrned an elaborate 

series of motions at various times during the day. Boyle likened the universe to the 

Strasbourg cIock. one of the most immense displays of the Renaissance dock-makers' 

fabric ofthe \vorld. as it is an immense aggregate of the sr~rral creatures that compose it: and to take 
notice in its pal-ticiilar pans. especially those that are animated. of such exquisite contrivances, and such 
adminble CO-ordiiiations. and subordinations. in referencr ro eacli other. as Iye hid from those 
beholders. h r  are not both mentive and skilful." 



artisanal knon.ledge and skills.'" The universe worked. he \\-rote. on rnechanical 

principles: 

As in the.. .clock of S~rasbrrrg. the several pieces rnaking up that curious 
engins are so frarned and adapted. and are put into such a motion. that though 
the nunierous wheels. and other parts of it. move several ways. and that 
u-itliout an' thing either of knowledge or design: yet each performs its part in 
order to the \.arious end. for which it \vas contrived. as reguIarly and unifomly 
as if it  h e u  and Lvere concerned to do its duty. And the various motions of the 
n-heels and otlier pans concur to exhibit the phaenomena designed by the 
artificer in the engine. as exactly as if the! were animated by a comrnon 
principle. \\.hich niakes them knowing1~- conspire to do so. and might. to a rude 
Indim. srsni to be more intelligent than Corîmclrrs Disripodirls himself. that 
p~iblislwd a description of it;. . . ; j 

Bo'k's mechrinical lini~trse \vas a great automaton or "mechanical engine" created by a 

Divine Artificer to iiiiiction. like any man-made mschafiical device. not by innate 

principles u4icli directed its motions but as a consequence of rhe interconnected motions 

of material pans of \,ririo~is sizes and shapes. the product of the intelligence and ski11 of 

the Craftsnian \\.ho niade it. 

Bo>,le uscd the terni -'mechanical" in sexwal çontests. In The Oriein of Forms 

and Oualities. for esample. as u-cl1 as referring to liis "mechanical hypothesis" in general. 

he emplo!.ed the tsrrn ro describe the dimensions. shape. arrangement and motions of 

material particles (thsir "rnechanical affections"). %lechanicaI" described the process by 

which the sensor? and operati1.e qualities of material bodies Lvere acquired or altered 

(their "niecliaiiic~l production"). He also applied the rem to describe machines or 

..mechanical engines" designed and constructed b ~ .  craftsmen or ..me~hanicks."'~ 

j4 For the histoq of the Strasbourg clock and other such clocknorks in medieval and Renaissance Europe 
and descriptions of  their fiinctions. see: Otto Mayr. Authorin. Libem and Automatic Machinen in 
Earlv Modern Eurow (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Universic Press. 1986). 3-15. 

-3 5 Boyle. Usefiilnrss of Euperimental Natural Philosoohv. Works 7: j9. 
56 Boyle. The Orizin of Forms and Oualities. According to the Corpuscular Philosoohv: Illusrrated bv 

considerarions and Ewrrinients. Written formerlv bv Wav of Notes won an Essav fiom Nitre ( 1  666). 
Works 5 :  I - f i 2. Tiie following list of page references for Bo>de's usage of "mechanical" is 
representati\ e. rliougli not complete: "rnechanical philosoph>" or "hypothesis," -1.34; "mechanical 
affections" or "iiiodificarions." 13. 18. 19.20.26. 38.15.59: mechanical production'.. "produced 
rnechsiiicnII>" or irorh -'incchanicaII>". 13. 51. 97; '-mechanical engines." 12. 
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Examples of Bo!-le's use of "mechanical affections" to refer to the "size, figure. 

motion and contest~ire" of panicles of marter are familiar to every reader of his works or 

discussions of them in the secondan- Iiterature. For instance. in his first publication cf his 

air pump experiments Boyle suggested that the inter-convertibiliq of air and water was 

explicable froni "the i.arious mapitudes. figures. motions. and textures of the smail parts 

the'. consist ot: (al1 the quahies that make them differ. being deducible fiom 
. - 

..J : thence).. .. In programmatic statemsnts of his philosophy. such as the "Theorical Part" 

of The Oririii of Forms and Qualities. Boyle explained how motion \vas n e c e s s q  to 

esplain the origiii of 111e -'iiiseparable accidents'- of size and figure uthich evev  part of 

mattsr must hrit.r sinipl?- hecause it was an individual material body. In Boyle's world. 

created froni an initial niass of motionless rnaner. bodies acquired their individuating 

attributes ont:. af 'w God piit mattsr into motion and "by guiding the first motions of the 

sniall parts of illatter. [dici] bring them to convene afier the manner requisite to compose 
...: x the ~vorld.. . . . 

In Iiis "Requisite Digression concerning those. that ~vould exclude the Deic  from 

intermeddling \vit11 AIatrer" in The Usefulness of Es~eriniental Natural Philosophv, 

B o ~ l e  describes the procsss b>- nhich God created the u-orld usine the sarne terms ~vhich. 

in .4ristoteli;tii pliilosopliy. \vere applied to esplain crafi practices and the mechanical arts 

in general: an rstsrnril agent fashions matter into parts of various shapes and sizes and 

connects ~ h e t i ~  in sucli a tva? that. hen set in motion. the!- perform a \.ariety of functions. 

[L\']s niai.. \\%hout absurdity. conceit~e. that God. of ïvhom in the scripture it is 
aftirnied. Titrrr .cil1 his  ic*or.ks are knawt ru hinl fi.onz the beginning, having 
resol\.ed. before the creation. to make such a world as this of ours did divide (at 
least if he did not create it incoherent) that matter. ~vhich he had provided, into 
ail iiinunierable multitude of very variously figured corpuscles. and both 
connrcted tliose particles into such textures or particular bodies, and placed 
them i n  sucli situations. and put them into such motions. that by the assistance 
of his ordinaq- presenring concourse. the phenomena. 
shoiild appear in the universe. must as orderly follo\v. 

which he intended 
and be exhibited by the 

27 Bo! le. Spriiin OS tlic Air. \t'arks I : 54. 
j 8  Ibid.. 15. 



bodies necessariiy acting according to those impressions or laws, though they 
understand them not at all.. .. 39 

Boyle's stress on the inabiliv of matenal bodies to understand the processes in which 

they were involved or to exhibit intentional behaviour echoes the same emphasis in his 

description of the Strasbourg dock. Natual phenomena are a result of the structures, 

placement and motions designed and consmcted into the universe by an omniscient and 

omnipotent agent. and not the consequence of an' intentional behaviour on the part of 

material substances themselves. 

In The Oririn of Forrns and Qualities. his major progammatic treatise on the 

mechanical philosophy. the division of the "one catholick or universal matter cornrnon to 

al1 bodies" into fragments ~vith a specific size and shape was the "genuine effect of 

variously determincd motion" which produced particles with a "determinate" shape and 

size." All the qualities of bodies proceeded *-from those more primary and catholick 

affections of rnatter. buIk. shape. motion. or rest. and the texture thence resulting" or, as 

Boyle termed them. the -'mechanical affections of ~narter.'~' 

On se\.eral occasions. Boyle attempted to define just what he meant by IabeIing 

his philosoph!. of nature as "mechanical." In each case. he rejected explmations that 

invoked the closel! -related concepts of substantial foms and "real qualities." In 

Aristotelian matter theop. including the chemical theories which Boyle opposed. 

substances uere regarded as "participating" in or receiving such properties as solidity 

from the "material principlss" of which they were composed. Solidity in a substance. for 

instance. was a consequence of the composition of a body which had the Aristotelian 

element "earth" as one of its pnnciples. Chernical theoriss proposed various sets of 

"material principles." most commonly the chemical rriuprima. salt, sulphur and r n e r c q ,  

in which salt proiided the propew of solidity ta a bod>.." "Real qualities" in a broader 

39 Boyle. Usefulncss of Es~erimental Narural Philoso~hv. Works 7: 39. 
JO Boyle. Orioin o f  Fornis and Qualities. Works 3: 15- 16. 
'' Ibid.. 28. 
'' For a brief description of the four Aristorelian elements and thrir propenies. see: Lindberg, Beginnings 

o f  Wenern Science. 54-76. On the chemical elements. see: Debus. Man and Nature in the Renaissance, 



sense included the qiralitits that bodies of a specific '-naturev had by virtue of their 

substantial forms. such as ..redness" in the skin of an apple." 

For the substantial forms and inherenr qualities of the Peripatetics. Boyle 

substituted explanations u-hich depended on the similari. of natural processes to the 

operations of "mechanical engines." One of his first published statements of the meaning 

of mechanical in his philosophy was the bnef description in the preface to his Phvsico- 

Chvrnical Essa, .  . .of Salt-Petre. where he suggested that his "atomical" or 

"corpuscularian" phi l osophy could also be tenned "mechanical" because the processes by 

which phenornena n-ere sspfained by the corpuscularians, were "obvious and very 

powerful in mechanical e r ~ ~ i n e s . ' ~ ~  In the Oriein of Forms and Qualities (1 666), Boyle 

was more specific about whar he meant by '.mechanicaI." He again dismissed the 

Peripatetic explication of qualiries by "incornprehensible substantial forms." Ln his view, 

the obsen-ed qualities of bodies. and any alterations to them. proceeded fiom the 

attributes and nlotions of parts of matter acting onlj- by those processes whch were 

commonIy accepred as the causes of effects in machines: 

That then \vhich I chiefly aim at. is to make it probable to ?ou by 
esperiments.. .that almost a11 sorts of qualities. most ofwhich have been by the 
schoois either lsfi unespiicated. or generally refsrred to 1 know not what 
incomprehensibIe subsrantial forms. ma' be produced mechanically: 1 mean by 
such corporeal agents. as do not appear eifher to ~vork otherwise than by virtue 
of the motion. sizs. figure. and contrivance of thsir oun  parts (which amibutes 
I cal1 the mechanical affects of matter. becauss to them men uiHingly refer the 
various operations of mechanical engines): or to produce the new qualities 
eshibi~ed by those bodies. their action changes by an) other way, than by 
changing the texture or motion. or sorne other mechanical affection of the body 
woughr upon.'' [italics added] 

25. A more deraileci description of  the chernical tria prima and its variarions is available in Principe. 
Amiring Adept. 68-88 in the unpublished manuscript. 

'"or a full discussion of the developrnent of the idea of . ~ e a l  qualities'- in medieval to seventeenth-cennu) 
natural philosoph' and the reactions of mechanical philosophers ro them. see Kcith Hutchison, 
"Dormirive Vinucs. Scholastic Qualiries. and the New Philosophies." Histon of Science 29 (1991): 
145-278. 

u Bo) le. S o m  Sprcintens. \lforl;s 1 : 355-6. 
45 Boyle- Ori~in o f  Fornir. and Oualities. Works 5 :  13. 



Mechanical engines. as Boyle described them in his treatise. operated only by their 

"contrivance" or connections of parts of various external dimensions. The conception of 

mechanical changes as alterations in the "exture" or arrangement of parts, or in the action 

of one material cumponent on another, Boyle suggested. was easily accepted by his 

seventeenth-century audience who had seen artisans at work and accepted that they only 

produced changes in the outward dimensions of substances like wood and iron and 

connectrd materia! parts into structures without altering the inner natures of their 

Boyle's definiticin of a mechanical alteration as of the sarne kind as took place in 

machines is similarly esplicit in the frrst of a series of tracts on the mechanical production 

of "particular qiialitizs-' m-hich were published together in 1675.'~ He suggested that the 

foIlowing \vas '-sirrnrnary declaration of the sense. agreeably whereunto 1 would have 

these terms understood in the following notes about the origin of particular quaiities ..." : 

[I]t niIl be v e p  proper to begin with instances of them to shew, that qualities 
ma!. be mschanically produced or destroyed. A not useless paraphrase of 
which expression may be this. that a portion of matter may corne to be 
endoued with a qualit?, which it had not before. or to be deprived of one. that 
it had. or sonietimes ta acquire. or lose a degree of that quality; though on the 
part of the inatter (or. as sorne would speak. of the patient) there do not appear 
to intensne an- more than a change of testure. or some other rnechanicaI 
alteration: and though the agents (on their part) do not appear to act upon it 
othenvise. than after a mechanical manner. that is. by their bigness, shape, 
motion. and those other attributes, by virtue whereof mechanical powers and 
engines perforni their operations; and this without having recourse to the 
Prripateticli substantial forrns and elements. or the hypostatical principles of 
the chernis~s.'~ 

J6 Boyle. Esoerinienrs. Notes. 6.c. about the Mechanical Origin or Production of divers ~anicular  Oualities: 
Amon% whicli is insrnrd. a Discourse of the Imverfection of the Chemist's Doctrine of Oualities; 
toeether with some Rrflrctions uDon the Hv~othesis ofalkali and Acidum (1675). Works 4: 230-354. 
This is a colIection of rleven separate treatises on production of various qualities. 

47 Boyle. Of the Meclianical Orinin of Heat and Cold (1675). Works 4: 736. 



As in previous definitions of the meaning of mechanical in his philosophy, Boyle 

contrasted explanations in terrns of the inherent "substantial fonn" of the Peripatetics 

with his. which invoked only the external attributes of portions of matter, changes in their 

relative positions or "texture". and their operations as parts of machines. 

Boyle expectrd the readers of his works to understand the profound difference 

between Aristotelian esplanations of the origins of qualities and his own. It is essential to 

rernember that the audience for whom he wrote was composed of people who, like Boyle 

himself. were schoolsd in and fmiliar with Aristotelian natural philosophy. Taking this 

into account. 1 argue that the rneaning of "mechanical" in Boyle's philosophy was derived 

fiom the received understanding of artifice in Aristotelian philosophy and the mundane 

meaning of "mechanical" in seventeenth-century Europe. 

In Aristotelian pliilosophy. natural bodies. which acted for their own ends by 

means of their permanent and immutable forms. n-ere contrasted with artificial objects, 

designed and constructed by human artisans and devoid of inherent principles or purpose. 

Craftsmen or "mechanicks" were restricted to altering the outward shape. size and 

arrangement of material bodies and joining them in various ways to constnict artificial 

objects and "engines." The anisan. even the most knowledgeable about the way nature 

worked. could only alter the extemai attributes of bodies to manufacture a device which 

produced his intended efkcts. Mechanical operations did not alter the underlying 

"natures" of bodies. u hicli were derived from their t o m s  and were unavailable to change 

by the human crafisman. The attributes of artificial objects and the qualities of natural 

bodies belonged to separate explanatory realms in Aristotelian philosophy. 

ln Boyle's mechanical philosophy, however. the properties of al1 bodies, wbether 

naturally-occurring or manufactured, were the consequence of processes which were the 

province of artifice in Peripatetic natural philosophy. While he rejected Aristotelian 

explanations of the origins of properties fiom inherent "natural" pnnciples, Boyle drew 

explicitly on the Penpatetic understanding of "artificial" alterations to the extemal 

attributes of bodies and their mecharha1 connection as the only means of change 

available to "mechanicks" or artisans. Processes which involved only the local motion of 



parts of matter with different extemal attributes were sufficient. he argued, to explain the 

observed properties and phenomena of material bodies: 

And if several active qualities convene in one body. . . what great things may be 
theretiy performed. may be somewhat guessed at by the strange things we see 
done b!. some engines. which, being as engines. undoubtedly devoid of 
substantial forms. must do those strange things they are admired for, by virtue 
of those accidents. the shape, size. motion. and contrivance of their parts.48 

The mechanical affections of bodies were the extemal attributes of material bodies; the 

mechmica1 production of qualities took place in the same manner as in machines which, 

by the Peripatetic definition of artificial and mechanical objects. had no substantial forms 

of their own and functioned only by the structure and motions of their parts. 

The fundamental nlsaning of mechanical in Boyle's phiIosophy was familiar to a 

community of seventeenth-centu scholars and gentlemen who accepted the 

commonplace notions of nature and art derived fiorn .4ristotelian philosophy. Artificid 

devices had no intrinsic forrn and produced effects only by virtue of the manner in which 

their parts were connected and uorked upon one another. Mechanical processes were 

those which coirld be performed by craftsman who shaped parts of matter and arranged 

thsm into stnictiires ~vhich performed a variety of functions simply by virtue of their 

design and construction. 

Boyle rirgued that mechanical principles were sufficient to explain al1 material 

processes. ts.hether the>- inl.olved manifest bodies or insensible corpuscles. in arguing for 

the comprehensiveness of the "mechanical hjpothesis" as one of its main advantages, he 

suggested that one -'sort of philosophers" allowed that the size. shape. motions and 

connections of bodies were esplanatory in "engines" composed of parts of "sensible 

b ~ l k . ' ~ ~  He sauf no reason to acquiesce to these Aristotelians by allowing "nature, 

substantial forms. reai qualities. and the like unmechanical principles and agents" to 

account for phenomena which he regarded as taking place arnongst material bodies which 

differed onl!. in size. The "smallest fragments of matter" must have a "deteninate bulk 

'* Boyle. O r i ~ i n  of Foms and Oualities. Works 3: 29. 



and figure" and follow the same "rules of motion" as the '.great masses, and the middle 

sized lumps." To suggest that the "mechanical affections" of matter were insufficient to 

explain the workings of insensible bodies, Boyle suggested. was tantamount to suggesting 

that large clocks and pocket watches operated by different principles.50 

The Vulgur Notion of "N~ttires": Internai Agency and Active Substances 

From the outset of liis career Boyle's published works reflect his rejection of 

"unmechanical" Aristotelian principles. a significant part of the "vuIgarIy received notion 

of nature" against ivhich Boyle argued at length in a treatise published in 1686.51 He set 

his philosopli\. in direct opposition to the concepts of the Peripatetics and chemists who 

explained the properties and behaviour of bodies b!. '-substantiaI forms" and "real 

qualities."" -4s he stated in his earliest publications. he thought that experiments could 

show that phenornena "may be at least plausibly esplicated u-ithout having recourse to 

inexplicable foms. real q~ialities. the four peripatetic elements. or so much as the three 

chernical principlrs."i' His objection was that material bodies did not have any inherent 

principles from ~vhich their sensible and operative properties flowed. 

Boyle's rejection of the Aristotelian notion of immanent "natures" was based on 

his conviction that rnatter itself. and material bodies in general. were devoid of any ability 

to act purposefirll! or to contain their ends in themsel\~rs." The inherent principtes of the 

Peripatetics. \vhicli in his vie~v  allowed intelligence and \vil1 to materiai bodies, confiicted 

profoundly witli Boyle's theological views. As far as he was concerned, materiai objects 

Boyle. Excellencv and Grounds of the Mechanical Hmothesis. Works 4: 70. 
50 Ibid.. 7 1.  
S I  Boyle, Vuloarlv Received Notion of Nature. Works 5:  158-154. See Michael Hunter and Edward B. 

Davis. "The Making of Boyle's Free Enquity inro the I.'ulgar& Receiv'd Norion of Nature," 
Science and Medicine I ( 1996): 204-271. for a full discussion of its origins as a treatise in the 1660s. 
For a discussion of the possible tarsets of Boyle's arguments among his contemporaries, see also, idem., 
"Introduction." in Robert Boyle. A Free Enuuiry into the Vulzarlv Received Notion ofNature, ed. Davis 
and Hunter. is-sssiii (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 1996). 

S? Boyle. Some Soecimens. 355. 
53 Ibid.. 356. 
54 On the reinterpretation of Aristotelian final causes in the mechanical philosophies as God's intentions in 

and for the ivorld. see Margaret J.  Osler. "From Immanent Natures to Nature as Artifice: The 



did not possess intelligence and could not undertake intentional activity. The world as a 

product of God's artifice was made of dumb, brute matter. the passive instnunent of the 

omniscient and omnipotent agent who fashioned it into marvelous "engines" of 

interconnected parts. Even if "nature (or rather its divine author) be wont to work &th 

much finer materials. and employ more curious contrivances than art." Boyle argued, 

natural objects were like the products of hurnan a n i t i ~ e . ' ~  They had properiies and 

produced effects that Lvere awe-inspiring as works of the creator's ski11 in fashioning 

them. but the! had no inherent ability to function escept as the moving parts of a 

mindless machine. 

In the Sprinc of the Air. his first publication on natural phil~sophy~ Boyle 

espressly objectsd to the Arktotelian notion that a vacuum was prevented by nature's 

horror. \wciti. His okjrctions urere based on the " \~~lgar"  attribution to inanimate material 

bodies of characteristics ~vhich Boyle confined to sentisnt or intelligent beings: 

It \vil1 not easily then be intelligibly made out. how hatred or aversation, which 
is a passion of the soul. can either for a vacuum. or any other object, be 
suppossd tû he in water. or such like inanimate body. which cannot be 
presumed to knoxv. ~vhen si vacuum would ensue.. . .nor to be so generous as to 
act contra? to what is most conducive to their o m  particular preservation for 
the public good of the universe.j6 

In Boyle's vie~v.  only creatures endowed with a soul were capable of assessing a situation 

and formin: intentions to act .-for the care of the public good of the universe," Such 

behaviour was not possihle for "dead and stupid bodies" like air or water. In his view, 

"nature's hatred o f  a Lwriurn is but metaphorical and accidental." Rather than accept that 

air or water acted '-uh.fiigcm iwcrii." he proposed a more appropriate and "intelligible" 

explanation: "that by the \vise author of nature (who is justly said to have made al1 things 

in number. weight and measure) the universe. and the parts of it, are so contrived, that it 

Reinterprctation of F ind  Causes in Seventeenth-Centun. Natural Philosophy." The Monist 79 (1996): 
388-407. 
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is as hard to make a vacuum in it. as if they studiously conspired to prevent it."" The 

difficulty of forming a vacuum was actually the consequence of the contrivance of the 

world engine by God \sho had designed and constructed the world in such a manner that 

bodies acted. not as intentional agents. but consistently as parts of a mechanical device. 

"Nature" becomes a metriphor in Boyle's philosophy. Artifice. the "contnvance" of 

material pans intcr meclianisms which operate as the maker intended. the opposed concept 

to "nature" in .4ristotdian philosophy, underpins Boyle's esplanations of the properties 

of material bodies and the phenomena they exhibit. 

In the S c e ~ t i c a l  Chvmist. Boyle's rejects the substantial forms and real quaiities of 

the Peripatetics and cliernists using a similar argument as he did to dismiss the 

Aristotelian hrm-or* i-ocwi- The treatise is written in the f o m  of a discussion amongst an 

Aris?otelian, a chen-iist. Eleutherius the "free thinker" and Carneades, Boyle's sceptical 

stand-in for himself. ahout the existence of "material principles" like water or e h .  or 

salt and sulphur. In this dialogue. Cameades takes exception to Eleutherius' suggestion 

that a particulate matter theop might retain the four ,4ristotelian eiements as the material 

components of hodies .~~leutherius '  description of panicles of different shapes and 

sizes as the dementa? cornponents of bodies parallels Boyle's mechanicd 

corpuscularianisn-i. C - I - C C ~ ~  that he suggests that the -4ristotelian corpuscIes retain their 

po\ver to endoif substances \vith their properties: 

For if u.e assirn to the corpuscles. whcreof each element consists, a peculiar 
size and shape. it may easily enough be manifestrd. that such differingly- 
figured corpuscIes may be mingled in such various proportions, and may be 
connected so rnany several ways, that an almost incredible nurnber of variously 
qualified concretes rnay be composed of them. Especialiy since the corpuscles 
of one element rnay barely. by being associated arnong themselves~ make up 
little masses of differing size and figure from their constituent parts; and since 
also. to the strict union of such minute bodies there seerns oftentimes nothing 
requisite. besides the bare contact of a great part of their surfaces. And how 
great a variety of phaenomena the sarne matter. without the addition of any 
other. and onl'. several ways disposed or contexed. is able to exhibit, may 

57 Ibid.. 75-6. 
Boyle. Sce~ricnl  Ch\.iiii<t. Works I : 475-6. 



partly appear by the multitude of  differing engines, which by the contrivances 
of skilful mechanicians. and the dexterity of expert workrnen. may be made of 
iron alone. But. in Our present case. being allowed to deduce compound bodies 
from four v e n  differently qualified sorts of maner. he, who shail but 
consider.. .\vil1 scarce doubt. but that the four elements, managed by nature's 
skill. may afford a multitude of diffenng ~ o m ~ o u n d s . ' ~  

Carneades' otjections to Eleuthenus' account of a corpuscular matter theory based on the 

Aristotelian elements are instructive about Boyle's own views. Carneades agrees that 

Aristotelians coiild give a berter account of the ..variety and propneties of al1 rnixed 

bodies from the combinations and temperaments of the four elements" if they had 

endea\toiirsd to do it by the buIk and figiire of the smallest parts of those 
supposed elernents. For from these more catholic and fmitfül accidents of the 
elemental matter ma- spring a great variety of textures. upon whose account a 
multitude of compound bodies map v e n  much differ from one another. 

But. Carneades ot+scts. such a proposa1 retains the .Iristotelian notion of material 

corpuscles ivith inherent power to guide the formation of matenal substances. The -'four 

Penpatetic elenients" and "the chymical pnncipies." cannot explain motion and change in 

natural phenomena and 

must. 1 fear. cal1 into their assistance something. that is not e lementq ,  to 
excite or regdate the motion of the parts of the matter. and dispose them d e r  
the manner requisire to the constitution of particular concretes. For that 
othenvise tliey are like to give us but a yen. imperfect account of the origin of 
\.en. mani mised bodies. it would. 1 tliink. be no hard matter to persuade 

1111 ?OU ... . 

Boyle's argument as Carneades was directeci specifically against the necessity he 

perceives of an inherent agent like a "substantial forn~" to supplement explanations of the 

origin of qualities and of motion and change in general. 

In The Oricin of Formes and Quatities Boyle discussed his objections to the 

Peripatetic substantial forms at len-gth. His mechanical philosophy depended upon the 

rejection of the qualif~.ing. motivating and guiding agency of the Aristotelian forms and 

59  Boyle. S c r ~ r i c a l  Chvrnict. Works 1 : 476. 
60 Ibid.. 476. 



he repeatedly emphasized his opposition of Aristotelian "natures" to artificial 

"mechanisms." The Aristotelian "form." Boyle argued. was erroneously considered to be 

the "one thing" that differentiated one portion of matter from another. The most 

objectionable part of the cornmonly-held view of form was that it functioned in ways 

which Boyle resenped for immaterial entities. The .4ristotelians' concept of substantial 

forms was repugant. lie suggested. 

because al1 the qualities and other accidents of the body must depend on it, 
they also imagine to be a vexy substance. and indeed a kind of soul, which, 
united to the cross matter, composes with it a natural body. and acts in it by the 
several qiiril ities to be found therein.. . . 6 1 

The "tme[.] solid and praegnant Principles of Naturall PhiIosophy" which Boyle had 

found in --the first 2 chnpters of Genesis" in his early study of the "Booke of Nature" did 

not include imrnateriril entiiies or an' substantial principles like the ones he found in Iiis 

interpretation of -'Aristcitle and a11 his ~ommentators."~' 

Bo'k de\.otsd a separate section of his treatise to "an Examen of the Origin and 

Doctrine of Substantial Forms. -4s it is wont to be taught by the ~ e r i ~ a t e t i c k s . " ~ ~  First. 

he suggested. the doctrine of '-substantial forms" Kas ambiguous. and not particularly 

important in .4ristotle's n~i t ings  or the Greek commentaries on them. though it had been 

championed b?. rlie Latin s c h o o ~ m e n . ~  The major points of contention. Boyle suggested. 

were '-~vhether or no the forms of natural things.. . be in generation educed, as they speak, 

out of the po\\.er of the matter. and whether these forms be true substantial entities, 

distinct from the other substantiaI principle of naturai bodies. narnely matter."65 To both 

questions Boik's  ansver \vas "no". for three reasons: 

firsr. thnt 1 see no necsssity of admitting in natural things any such substantial 
foms: matter and the accidents of matter. being suffïcient to explicate as rnuch 

6' Boyle. O r i ~ i n  o f  Foms and Oualities. Works 3: 27. 
'' BP 8: 1 2 7 ~ .  
'; Ibid.. j7-19. Bo>le's exceptions to --substantial fonnsl- have been much discussed. A full and recent 

account of the episremological criteria from which Boyle argued against substantial f o m  is found in 
Jan W. Wo.icih. Roben Bo! le and the Limits of Reason. 170-1 75. 

Ibid.. 
'' Ibid.. 38. 



of the phaenomena of nature as we either do or are like to understand.. . . 
ncxi. that 1 see not what use this puuling doctrine of substantial forms is of in 
natural philosophy: the acute Scaliger. and those that have most busied 
themselves in the indagation of them. having freely acknowledged.. .that the 
true kno~~ ledge  of forms is too difficult and abstruse to be attained by them.. . . 
rhir-d: . . . that 1 cannot conceive neither how the forms can be generated.. .nor 
how the things they ascx-ibe to them are consistent with the principles of true 
philosoph~.. or even with what themselves otherwise t e a ~ h . ~ ~  [italics added] 

The concept of substantial form was redundant. conhsed and. Boyle argued, simply 

incornprehensihle: I i o ~  could forrns be educed out of matter which was itself the receptor 

of the form? Matter coiild not be conceived to bring about the formation of "a new 

substance of a qiiite differing nature from that matter." Nor could the difficulties be 

evaded by postiilating that the '*form" was a more subtle sort of matter, since then "matter 

and forrn kvould not be tu.0 diffenng and substantial pnnciples. but one and the same." 

Matter \vas matter. ho\ve\.er subtle it was. A third alternative. that form was produced de 

noro kvas. in his vis\v. even more objectionable on both philosophical and theological 

grounds: 

Sincs it  is confessed on al1 sides that no natural agent can produce the least 
atom of matter. it is strange they should in generation ailow every physicai 
agent the pokver of producing a form. which. according to them. is not only a 
substance but a far nobler one than matter: and thereby attribute to the meanest 
creaturrs that power of creating substances which the ancient naturaiists 
thought too great to be ascribed to Gad himself. and which indeed is too great 
to be ascribed to any other than him. And therefore some schoolmen and 
pliilosopliers  ha\^ derived forms immediately from God; but this is not only to 
desert Aristotle and the Penpatetick philosophy.. . but to put Omnipotence upon 
workin~ 1 know not how many thousand miracles every hour to perform that (1 
mean the generrztion of bodies of new denominations) in a supernaturd way, 
~vhich seems the most familiar effect of nature in her ordinary course. 67 

In response to the scholastic conception that al1 bodies were composed of matter and 

substantial fonn. Bo'k argued that there was nothing in nature 'rhat is composed of 

66 Ibid.. 38. 
67 Ibid.. 40. 



matter. and a substance distinct from matter, except man. who alone is made up of an 

immaterial form and a human body."68 

It is the issue of the existence of substantial forms. and specifically the internai 

agency with ~vhich the' endowed material substances. which divides Boyle's mechanical 

corpuscularianism from Sennert's corpuscular chemisq.  W i l e  Newman stresses the 

cont inu i~  of corpiiscrrlar explanations fiom Sennert to Boyle. he points out in passing 

that Boyle took issue \t.ith Sennert over the existence of substantial and subordinate 

f ~ r m s . ~ '  In The Sce~rical Chvmist. Boyle takes Sennert to task specifically on the issue 

of the chemical wicr prinicr (salt. sulphur and rnercuc.) as the carriers of quaiities.70 

Carneades. as Bo~.le's spokesman in the diaIogue. argues that the chemists. like the 

Aristotelians. are unahle to esplain the origins of qualities by the participation in a body 

of rheir hypostatical principles. While Carneades praises Sennert as "an author 1 much 

value." he incliidss liirn aniong the chemists who supply an unsatisfactory explanation of 

quaIities ~{ken  they suggest thar --a quality resides in such a principle or elernent.'"' 

A more plausible explanation. Carneades suggests. is the h4vpothesis "which 

deduces qualitirs from the motion. figure. and contrivance of the small parts of bodies.17" 

An adequats esplanation of the production of qualities cannot be had from the static 

participation of material elements in a body. Motion and change must be accounted for in 

any esplanation of q~ialities: 

the sreatest part of the affections of matter. and consequently of the 
phaenomena of nature. seems to depend upon the motion and the conmvance 
of the small parts of bodies. For it is by motion. that one part of matter acts 
upon another: and it is. for the most pan- the texture of the body, upon which 
the mo\.ing parts strike. that modifies the motion or impression, and concurs 
with i t  to the production of those effects." 

68 Ibid.. JO. 
69 Newman. "Alchernical Soiirces." 374. 
70 Boyle. Scemicnl Ch\ misr. R'orlis 1 : 55  1-1. 
71 Ibid., 557. 
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As in his later p~ihlications. Boyle referred respectfullÿ to Sennert as a "Iearned" or 

"experienced" chemist and uriter on medical rnaner~. '~ However. Boyle argued against 

Sennert's attrihiition of quatities and powers to the inherent properties of material 

principles and stiggested. instead. that the production of qualities required a mechanical 

explanation. 

Boyle's corp~isciiIarianism did not cornpleteiy overlap with the particdate matter 

theories of the -4ristotclian chemists.'' He was particularly concemed to excise 

immaterial goi.erning agents frorn corpuscularian marter theon.. He viewed the 

Peripatetics aiid some cliemists as guile of retaining such agents. which he regarded as 

repugnant to a proper undsrstanding of material bodies in a world that was the creation of 

God from passi1.e matter. His corpuscles were qualified at the primary level, not by the 

real qualities o f  the chernists' (Aristotelian) corpuscles. but by their "mechanical 

affections." the dimensions. configuration and motions ~vhich urere extemal "accidents" 

of the portions of the --one catholic matter" of which the? were ~ o r n ~ o s e d . ~ ~  Although 

corpuscles and the bodies which were cornposed of them produced actual sensory and 

operational qiialities. including such chernical properties as volatiliq and fixity, the 

properties and actions of a body in Boyle's mechanical philosophy were the consequence 

of the "disposition of its constituent corpuscles" as ne\! as that of the body upon which it 

acted. "Qualities." usrd broadly by Boyle to describe not oniy sensory perceptions by 

7.1 For esample. in The Usef~iiness of Errperimental Philoso~hv. Works 2: 44.96.98-9. 120 and 195 where 
Boyle cites Senncn as an authority in rnedical rnarters,. 

75 On the identification of Sennert as an Aristotelian. see Pérez-Ramos, Francis Bacon's Idea of Science. 
78. Pérez-Ranios translates and quotes Daniel Sennert's Epirome Narirrulis Scienriae 1.3.p. 39 (his 
source is Sister Patricia Reif. Natural Philoso~hv in Sorne Earlv Seventeenth-Centurv Scholastic 
Testbooks (Unpublislied dissenation. St. Louis University. 1962). p. 100): "the truer opinion is that 
which maintains thar in every nacural being there exists. apan from marter. some substantial form which 
is by nature prior to al1 accidents.. . if things consisted only of matter. then. their essences and operations 
would be one and the same and no tnie distinction could be found arnong them." 

76 Sre Frederick J .  O'Toole. "Qualities and powers in the corpuscular philosophy of Roben Boyle." Journal 
of the Histon of Pliilosoph\. 12 ( 1  976): 295-2 15. My interpretation of Boyle's mechanical philosophy 
is consistcnt \vitIl O'Took's description ofthe manner in  which Bo>,le viewed the properties of bodies 



human beings but the actions of any material body on another. were not inherent in a 

material body or corpuscie itself, but resulted from the structures and motions of bodies 

and the changes they produced in other such "mechanisms in rn~tion:"'~ 

1 consider. that when one inanimate body works upon another, there is nothing 
realIv produced by the agent in the patient. save some local motion of its parts 
or some change of texture consequent upon that motion; and so, if the patient 
corne to ha1.e any sensible quality that i t  had not before, it acquires it upon the 
same account upon which other bodies have it. and it is but a consequent to this 
meclianical change of texture.. . . 78 

While a particulate matter t h e o ~  was essential to his philosophy, Boyle's corpuscular or 

particulate matter theory \vas not the "essence" of l i s  mechanical philosophy. His 

esplanations of corpiiscular action, and the sensible and operative qualities of manifest 

bodies as ivell. depended upon the external a g e n c  of material bodies composed of 

corpuscles of tinqualifittd matter with various sizes. shapes and structures, the structure or 

"contexture" of larger bodies composed of them. and the resulting changes that their 

motions produced in bodies ~vith the same mechanical qualifications. His explications of 

the mechanicd aspects of his philosophy appealed to the mechmica1 attributes and 

processes of artifice a s  the means by which qualitiss Lvere produced. and denied the 

qualifq'ing agenqr of elements or principles which vpere held in common by Anstotelian 

chemists like Sennert and Peripatetics such as Scaliger. 79 

\.l7hiIc B o ~ k  di-siv on [fie particulate matter theoc. of the chemists, including 

Sennert. his corpusctilarianisrn diverged from their theories in just those aspects which he 

as "non-inherenr relational propenies," that is, that "qualities" and "powers" depended on the 
relationships between pans of maner without "inherent" properties. 

77 Boyle, Oririn of Foms and Oualities. Works 3: 24-25. 
'* Ibid.. 75. 
79 Boyle cites Julius C. Scaliger along with Aquinas and Sennen in The Oriein of Foms and Oualities, 

Works 3: 37 and -16. as one of the schoolmen who adrnitted that the Aristorelian notion of substantial - 
foms was unclear ar "perplesed." At other places. he makes similar comrnents about the unclear 
doctrine of siibstantial forms in Suarez (Works 3: 27). Magirus and Scaliger (Works 3: 1 1), Semert 
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and Sennrrt. I ani grarefiil to J.J .  Maclntosh for preparing and sharing his index of names in Boyle's 
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called mechanical: the propenies of bodies did not flow fiom inherent forms or real 

qualities. but were a consequence of the external attributes of particles of matter and their 

motions in relation to other parts of the world mechanism. The differences between 

Boyle's conception of corpuscular mechanism and the particulate matter theory of 

chernists like Sennert are particularly evident in the treatise entitled Free Considerations 

about Subordinate Forn~s. which was appended in 1667 to the second edition of 

O r i ~ i n  of Foms and QuaIities .'O Boyle's arguments against Sennert show the contrast 

between his meclianicril h!pothesis and the Anstotelian matter theory which he rejected. 

In his discussion of the doctrine of "subordinate forms." specifically attributed to 

"the leamed Scnner~~rs." Boyle descnbed Sennert's "subordinate fom" as one which 

provided coherence and qualities for the specific substances that made up an animate 

body befors their union in generation and persisted nhen the "substantial form" of the 

whole was lost at the death and decomposition of the body: 

[Slorne later nriters. especially the leamed Sennertus.. . have endeavoured to 
introduce an Ii~pothesis. which teaches tliat in animals and plants, besides the 
specifick forni. as Sennertus calls it ... there may reside in those bodies, and 
especiaily in some determinate parts of them. certain other forms proper to 
those parts. but nevertheless is subjected to the predominant mistress 
fom~.. . t Im the- deserve the title but of subordinate f ~ r m s . ~ '  

Boyle rejects the concept of subordinate forrns as firmly as he had the substantiai or 

"specifick" h r m s  oSu,hole bodies. 

To espfain the generation and growth of living bodies. Boyle substitutes "seminal 

principles or rudiments.' for the substantial and subordinate forms of the ~er i~a te t ics .~ '  In 

80 Boyle, Free Considentions about Subordinate Forrns. As thev are wont to be maintained bv divers 
Leamed Modems ( 1667). Works 3: 1 13-137. 

8 1 lbid.. 113. 
Boyle's use of'*seminal principles" in his narural philosophy is taken by Clericurio as a mark of the non- 
mechanical aspects of his explanations of naniral phenomena: Clericuzio, "Redefinition." 583-587. 
While he ma? have taken the concept of serninal principles from chemists like van Helmont, Boyle 
reinterpreted then1 in liiie rvith his own version of mechanism. John Henry's view that Boyle's "seminal 
rudiments" were "active pr-inciples" has been influential: John Henry, "OccuIt Qualities and the 
Experimental Philosoph>: Active Principles in Pre-Newionian Maner Theoq.," Historv of Science 24 
(1986). 344-5. 1 discuss ilic problems in Henl 's  interpretation of non-mechanical aspects in Boyle's 
philosophr- bclo\t. 



earlier treatises. Bo'rle included seminal particles or principtes among the material bodies 

created by God at "the first production of the world." Seminal particles were consh-ucted 

from parts of matter by the actions of the creator -.ho did "connect those atoms into such 

various seminal contextures, upon which most of the more abstruse operations, and 

daborate prod iicts of nature appear to depend."" Wh ile he allows seminal pnnciples 

speciai properties and powers in the generation of bodies. Boyle thought of them as 

mechanisms constructed from passive matter by a skillfùl designer at creationmS4 The 

definition of seniinal principles which Boyle gives in his Considerations about 

Subordinate Fomis is consistent with his other mechanical eliplanations in that it invokes 

the structure and niotions of passive material parts to explain the properties and actions of 

corpuscular particles and ail material bodies composed of them: 

1 consider. that among the constituent parts of an animal or plant there may 
lurk somr seminal principles or rudiments. that is. small parcels of matter of 
such a texture. that though whilst the!, remain associated with the other parts of 
the conipounded body. they are not by sense.. .distinguishable fiorn the rest of 
the conipounded body. cornes to have its predominant fonn abolished, these 
seminnl principles or rudiments being set at Iibew., .may fall to act according 
to their onrn nature. and generate insects. moss. &c.. . . 85 

To esplain the generation of li\.ing organisms ~i.ithout invoking the interna1 agency of the 

Penpatetic forni. Boyle argues for specially-contrived mechanisms with special powers. 

but retains the concepts of estemal agency in their construction and mechanical actions 

which are the conseqiience of their structures. 

Boyle quite specifically rejects Sennert's doctrine of subordinate forms, 

suggesting that iinlike Sennert. he did not ackno~4edge the "fom" of a naturally- 

83 Boyle. Usefiilness of  Esperiinental Natural Philosooh\. Works 7: 48. 
e4 Boyle explained --srminal principles" as created rnechanisms at other places in his works. See especially, 

Vuloarlv Received Notion of Nature. Works 5: 189: "supposing thar the universal laws of motion. 
among the pans of  the nianer. have been established, and several conventions of panicles contrived into 
the seminal principles of tarious things: al1 which may be effected by the mere local motion of matter, 
(not lefr to itself. but sliilfiilly guided at the beginning of  the \vorld) ...." 

85 Boyle, Subordinare Fomis. k'orks 3: 1 19. 



occumng body as "an\* thing substantial distinct from matter.-'86 Postulating such forma1 

entities presumed "knoivledge and will" on the part of material bodies. Boyle insisted: 

. . .I confess 1 do not readily conceive. which way this dominion attributed to 
the specifick form is esercised, nor do I see any necessity of adrnitting any such 
po\ver in tliat fonn. nor that the portions of matter that are endowed with those 
forms.. .cm. being under the degrees of souls. and consequently unfurnished 
witli kno\vledge and will, pay this presurned superintendant form any 
obedience: 1 mean any other obedience. that some such kind of one as the parts 
of a clock or engine may be said to yield to one another: 

The only manner in ivliich he admitted that bodies could exercise '-obedience," Boyle 

declared. \vas as pans of '-a dock or engine." the actions he describes in the continuation 

of this passage: 

1 should therefore rather conceive the matter thus: when divers bodies of 
differing natures or schernatisms corne to be associated. so as to compose a 
body of one denomination. though each of them be supposed to act according 
to its oi\.n peculiar nature. yet by reason of the coaptation of those parts, and 
the contri\.enient of the compounded bod!.. it \vil1 many times happen, that the 
action or effect produced \vil1 be of a fised nature. and differing fiom that. 
\vhich se\.eral of the parts. considered as distinct bodies or agents. tended to, or 
would have p e r f o ~ e d . 8 7  

A mechanical esplanation \vas sufficient. Boj-le argued. to explain what Sennert and 

others attributed to inlierent powers in substantial and subordinate forms: 

. . . tliose actions. \\.hich Semertus and others attribute to the conspiring of 
subordinate foms  to assist the specifick and prssiding fom.  we take to be but 
the resul tant actions of several bodies. ivhich being associated together, are 
thereb!, reduced in many cases to act jointly, and mutually modify each other's 
actions: and that . which he scribes to the dominion of the specifick form, 1 
attribute to the structure. and especially to the connexion of  the parts of the 
compounded body: 

Again Boyle's analog is to a clock which hnctions only by the motions of its 

interconnected pans: 

86 Ibid.. 170. 
Ibid.. 170-1 2 1 



as in a clock. though al1 the parts it consists of do contribute to the 
perfomiance of those things that belons to a clock, as regularly [as] if they 
intended to do. and did not only concur, but knowingly conspire in what they 
do. yet in al l this there is no substantial form to superintend their motion;. . . . 88 

In his arguments against Sennen and for the mechanical philosophy we see the full 

meaning of "mechanicril" in Boyle's natural philosophy. His mechanical explanations are 

based on "n~eclianisnis in motion" and the external agency of an dl-powerful Artificer 

who designed and constructed them. 

Bo>k tiirns freqiientl~ to arguments against substantial forms or inherent agency 

of any kind in niaterial substances in order to contrast them with the external agency of 

material bodies acting as niechanical devices to produce qualities and changes in other 

bodies. The contrast \vas already available in .4ristotelian philosophy in the distinction 

between art and nature. Bo>.le explicitIy uses analogies to clockworks as obvious 

examples. to his fellou. naturalists and chemists. of mechmica1 devices which performed 

comples fhctions sinipl' by virtue of their construction and not by inherent guiding 

forms. In Bo>k's philosophy of nature. the natural ivorld is composed of an 

interconnected system of nlaterial parts. qualified at the simplest level only by differences 

in the shapss. sizes. "contestures" and motions of large and small mechanisms which 

interact in \.arious ways to produce al1 observable properties and phenornena. 

Bo>.le's niechrinical philosophy. hoviever. cannot be readily characterized as a 

second-generation \.srsion of Cartesian impact physics. Althoueh the exclusion of 

"psychic charactsristics-' from material bodies is. as Westfall suggests. a cornmon feature 

of Descartes' mechanical philosophy and Boyle's. his conception of rnechanism is not 

adequately descrihed as --the brute blows of inen chunks of matter.''89 Although Boyle 

referred to the "laws of motion" established at creation. he did not refer to specific 

mathematical relationships or governing laws of motion.g0 He did take pains to point out 

'' Ibid.. 171. 
89 Westfall. Consrruction of Modem Science. 3 1. 

For one view of Bo>ir's non-mathematical bent. see Steven Shapin. "Robert Boyle and Mattiematics: 
Realin.. Reprcsenration. and Esperimenral Practice." Science in Contest 7 ( 1  988): 723-258. For a more 



that material bodies couId not bs thought to obey laws. which was the prerogative of 

thinking beings: 

1 cannot concei\.e. how a body devoid of understanding and sense.. .cm 
moderatr and determinate it owm motions.. .as to make them conforrnable to 
laws. that it has no knowledge or apprehension of; and that inanimate bodies, 
hox  strictl>. soever calIed natural, do properly act by laws, cannot be evinced 
by their son~rtiines acting regularly ... in order to deterrninate ends: since in 
artificial tliings we see many motions v e c  orderly performed, and with a 
rnanifest tendency to particular and pre-designed ends; as in a watch.. . 9 I 

In Boyle's vie\v. naturd bodies could be constrained to acting in predetermined ways by 

their placement nithin the structure of a well-designed mechanical device. 

The conception of nature as a machine informs Boylems discussions of the 

necessity for a "skilfiil anist." "a most powerful and intelligent being." to construct "so 

curious an engine" as the ~vorld according to the design that he thought "proper and 

cornmodioris for its ac~orn~l i shrnent . "~~ He explicitly departed frorn Cartesian 

philosoph! to sugrest th3t rnere *-laws of motion" \vere insufficient to explain how matter 

had initiail' heen contrived into the '-admirable structures" of such creatures as the higher 

anirnals.'' U'liilc hr did not espand on the content of the .-laws of motion" esÿrblished by 

the creator for "uni\.ers;il matter." Boyle's suggestion that God settled 'rhe iaws 

according to \vhich the motions and actions of its parts upon one another shouId be 

regulated" is consistent u.ith his description of the world as a "great automaton" which 

operated by the "number. bigness. proportion, shape. motion (or endeavour)[,] rest, 

coaptation. and other mechanical affections" of its pans.94 

Boyle did not make use of the concept of inertial. rectilinear motion to describe 

the movements of parts of the world mechanism. Although he suggested on occasion that 

thoughtful interpretation of Boyle's view on the laws of nature. see: J.J.  Maclntosh. "Roben Boyle on 
God's 'ordinary and general concourse'." unpublished article. 

9' Boyle. Vukarlv Reccived Notion of Nature. Works 5: 170. Cf. Maclntosh. .'Boyle on God's 
concourse." 19. 

9' Boyle. Usefulness of  Euperimental Natural Philosophv. Works 2: 18. 
9: Boyle. Oricin of Fornis and Oualhies. Works 3: 48. 

Ibid. 



rnatter rernained in the same state unri1 put out of i ts course by an externat mover, he 

allowed many possibilities for the motions of corpu~cles.~' In The Historv of Particular 

Oualities. for example. he argued that one of the factors producing the great variety of 

observed properties of bodies tvas the diversity of paths possible for individual particles, 

including straight lines and a variety of curves. Diversity of motion, for Boyle, included 

"undulating motion.. ..with smaller or greater waves." rotation of a particle "about its own 

middle parts." or a combination of "progressive motion" and rotation. The effeçts 

produced by particles in motion might result from either "the uniformity of their motions, 

or the confusedness of it.""' A sçirni1a.r diversity of possible motions was characteristic 

even of efflu\,ia. particlcs ~vhich swam "to and fro in the air" detached fiorn manifest 
97 bodies. The operatil-s effects of particles emirted from larger bodies depended in part 

on motions \vhich \\.ex peculiar to them as effluvia of a "deteminate nature." As 

particies of a spscific or deteminate nature. on account o f  their emission from bodies 

which diffrred in strucriire and properties. the "constant and senled difference of the 

sensible qiialities of efflu\.iums" was sometirnes presenred while they were detached as 

insensible paniclcs in the a t r n o ~ ~ h e r e . ~ ~  Efflu\.ia had pmicular .*modifications of 

motion" such as rotarion and "unddation" or "trembling." They moved in any nurnber of 

"lines" or Cumes. depending on their identity as particles detached fiom other bodies.99 

95 For esample. Bo1,le. A Paradox of the Natural and Preternarural State o f  Bodies. E s D ~ c ~ ~ I Y  of the Air 
(1074). Works 3: 787. Boyle suggested that 'tihatever state a body be put into. or kept in, it obtains or 
rerains that stare. according to the carhokk laws of nature.. ..". Boyle's definition of the "state" of a 
body was miich broader than rectilinear (or any other simple) motion. 

96 Boyle, The Hisrorv of Particular Oualities (1671), Works 3: 199-300. 
97 Boyle. Of the Great Efficacv of Efnuviums (1673), Works 3: 681. 
98 Boyle. The Decemiinaie Nature of Effiuviums (1673). Works 3: 696. ln this treatise, Boyle described the 

actions of pnnicles or corpuscles emirted by bodies such as quicksilver (rnercury) and fragrant oils. the 
scent o f  anirnals such as deer. and other materials and phenornena. Man. of the examples ofeffluvial 
panicles used in Determinate Nature of Effluviums appear much earlier in his "Of the Aromical 
Philosophy." BP f 6: 1 Qr- 1%. The origins of the later treatise in his unpublished essay seems worthy 
of further srud) 

99 Boyle, Great EftScac~ of Effluviurns. 682.. 



Boyle's conception of the "deteminate motion" of particies as the effect of their 

creation as corpuscles or bodies of specific kinds. is more clearly expressed in The 

Excellencv and Grounds of the Mechanical Hvpothesis: 

the genriine and necessary effect of the sufficiently strong motion of one part of 
matter against another. is, either to drive it on in its intire bulk, or eIse to break 
or divide il into particles of determinate motion. figure, size, posture, rest order 
or texture.. . ..And as the figure. so the motion of one of these particles may be 
esceediiigl!. diversified, not only by the determination to this or that part of the 
world. but by several other things. as ... the almost infinitely varying degrees of 
celerit!,. hy tlie manner of its progression with. or without rotation, and other 
modif?.ing circumstances;. . . 1 O0 

In Boyle's mechanical phiIosophy. corpuscles were not governed by one universal law of 

rectiiinear. itienial motion and did not work by impact alone. 

Boyle's efflux-ia had '-determinate" motions whicli depended on their origins in 

manifest bodies and caused specific effects on other bodies. including human beings. For 

instance. efflu~ia fronl "amber. rnusk. civet. &c." would "perfiirne sorne bodies disposed 

to their actions" kept sorne distance from manifest quantities of such fragrant substances. 

Boyle attributt.d diseases srich as smallpox and measles to "contagious steams" fiom the 

bodies of people sick ti.ith those illnes~es. '~' The phenomena produced by fkee-ranging 

particles in motion \vtzre a consequence not only of their sizes. speeds and paths, but of 

the "motion of one part upon another. that they ma!. excite or occasion in the body they 

work on. according ro its s t r ~ c t u r e . " ' ~ ~  Their effects depended not onlp on the 

interactions of effiux.iaI particles with the particular structure of the recipient body, Boyle 

suggested. but might also be a consequence of the general "fabrick and laws of the 

universe itsel f."'"' 

100 Boyle. Excellencv o f  i l i ~  Mechanical Hvpothesis. Works 4: 70. 
101 B o ~ l e .  Dersnninats Nature o f  Eftluviums. 704. 
' O 2  Ibid.. 685-5. 
'O' Ibid.. 688. 



Tite Boyienn U~tiversr ns n Renaissance Clockwork 

In Boyle's discussion of eMuvia as in other statements of his mechanicd 

philosophy. several levels of complexity of rnechanism are apparent. from the simple 

"contextures" of insensihle. emuvial particles in the air to the more complex structures of 

the manifest bodies \vit11 which they interacted. Because Boyle himself cumpared the 

universe to a great clockwork. it helps to understand his mechanical philosophy to 

consider just i v l ~ a t  \vas involved in his analogy of the natural world to the magnificent 

Strasbourg clock or one of the eiaborate display pieces made by Renaissance artificers. 

The cathedral and ci- clocks of Europe were not just time-keeping devices. in 

addition to displaying the hour of the day. they functioned to reproduce. as Otto Mayr 

suggests. the "iini~.ersalit\." of knowledge and daily life. They had astronomical dials 

which kept pacs i i i t l i  the movements of the Sun against the background of the zodiac and 

the special days of the Christian religious calendar. As well as the reguiar, measured 

movements of the time-piece and astronomical dials. the clocks had complex sets of 

automata. \chich perfornied a panemed series of motions on several levels at once. 

depicting animal and human figures performin~ dail? activities like workirig in the fieId 

or in the blacksmitli-s shop. The Strasbourg cathedral clock. built in 1572 as a 

replacement for a siri-iilar but lsss e!aborate one constructed in 1354. was one of the most 

reno~med in Europe. The Strasbourg clock not only kept the time but was intended for 

"astronomical prediction. musical performance. and the imitation of Iife" in an atternpt to 

..rnirror the bvhole human e ~ ~ e r i e n c e . " ' ~  Even the table-clocks of the seventeenth 

century were elaborate displays of artifice and. Iike the great clocks in European cathedral 

towers and public buildings. tried to represent the universality of hurnan life in the 

universe by the artifice of crafismen.'05 

Elaborate clocks. like the early seventeenth century table model shown in Figure 

1 ., were made of thousands of small pieces of metal or wood. cast, carved or forged into 

I M Ma1.r. 10- 1 1 . 
'O' Ibid. 



Figure 1. Table dock made in Augsburg in 1600. now in the Bayersiches 
Narionalmuseum, Munich. Approximately 20 inches tall, it had a dock-face 
on each of the four sides and separate rncchanisms for chiming on the hour 
and ai each quairer-hou. As well as the tirne-pieces, the clock had xparate 
dials for showing the s u ' s  position in the astmnomical zodiac, the phase of 
the moon, and the date in relation to the Christian religious cakndar. 
Especially note the series of architecniral platf'orrns above the the-keepbg 
rnechanisrns. When the clock struck the hour, small automata ptrfonncd a 
series of motions and activities on ihis elaborate, multi-leveled stage. 

(Figure reproduced and caption adapted h m  
Ono Mayr, Authoritv. Liberty and Automatic Machinerv in Earlv Modem 
Euro~e (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1986), p. 1 1 .) 



the minute parts of its niechanisms and decorations. These simple parts which can be 

described by their estemal sizes and shapes and simple mechanical motions correspond in 

the dock a n a i o ~  to the simplest corpuscles and "contextures" in Boyle's mechanical 

universe. The fundamental parts of Boyle's universe were the "most minute particles of 

matter" which he suggested in The Sce~tical Chvmist as the components of "primary 

masses or clusicrs" of such materials such as gold or mercq.lW He described these 

basic particles and their "primitive concretions or clusters" more fully in The Origin of 

Forms and Orialitiss. The basic bits of matter were small. solid. and undivided (though 

not strictly spcaking indi~kible) and. as such. had a "determinate shape." 

Coalitions of se\.eral primary particles in close union formed corpuscles with 

'~estures" kvhich \vere rarely "dissolved or broken." The quasi-permanence of corpuscles 

of specific textures. Bo>.ls suggested. accounted for observable properties of "many sorts 

of naturai bodies. as earth. \vater. salt. &c" and for the persistence and recoverability of 

specific rnaterials. mercuq for instance. through a number of apparent changes in 

f ~ r r n . ' ~ '  More comples or --compounded corpuscles made up other varieties of 

inanimate materials. Boi~le descnbed saltpetre or nitre. for example. as "not so much as 

vev  compoundsd." nith a '*simple and slight.. .contexture" that involved only two sons 

of particles. thuse of fised nitre and spirit of nitre. Other materials were composed of 

"more numerous ingredients" nith a more elaborate -'contexture." For esample wine, 

though "no organical body. nor so much as the most compounded of inanimate 

concretes." \.vas composed of many different particles and hence. Boyle suggested, was 

susceptible to a u i d e  \*ariety of mechanical changes in the disposition of its constituent 

parts.'0s 

The "organical" bodies of living creatures were of a different order of complexity, 

with a "much more artificial and elaborate disposition or contrivance of their component 

]O6 Boyle. Scewical Chvmist. 175-6. 
1 O7 Boyle. Oricin of Fomis and Oualities, Works 3: 29-30. 
IO8 Boyle. A Phvsico-Chvmical Essav. Containine an Experiment. with some Considerations touchine the 

differinc pans and redinteoration of Salt-Petre ( 1  66 1 ). Works 1 : 272. 



Figure 2. Photograph and dia- of the intemal mechanism of the rooster automaron fiom 
the first Strasbourg clock buih in 1354, the only surviving part of the original d o c k  (Now in 
the collection of he Musde des Arts décoratif, Cbateau da Rohan, Strasbourg.). It was 
mounted the top of the clockworks and performed an "elaborate prograrn of motions and 
mwing" when the dock stnick the hour. The original cathedra1 dock was replaced in 1572 
with an even more elaborate one which displaycd asmonornical and calendric da@ as weii as 
the tirne. Moving displays depicted each of the four mathemarkal arts of the Scholastic 
quadrivium (astronorny, geometry, aithmetic, and music). The Strasbourg chxk, like the 
other p t  clocks of Renaissance Europe, "attempted to mirror the whole human expenencew 
by the programmed motions of automata of animais and pcoplc perfonning daily activities on 
many stages and platforrns. (Figure reproduced and caption adapted h m  Ono Mayr, 
Authofihr. Libem, and Auromatic Machinew in Earlv Modem Euro~e (Baltimore: Johns 
Hopkins University Press, 1986), p. 7. Additional caption information fiom Mayr, pp. 10-13.) 

- - - -  - -  

particles." As in his descriptions of inanimate concretes, Boyle's conception of 

"organical engines" encompassed a range of compIesity amongst living creatures. He 

described the "mechanical contrivance" of simple marine anirnals, for example, as "but 

very plain, and. as it were. slight and obvious, in cornparison of the exquisitely elaborated 

parts of more perfect aninials." '" What Boyle had in mind as "orgrnical engines" was 

perhaps automata like those of the Renaissance clocks, which seemed to be animated but 

were actually mechanical de\.ices that hctioned, as he described, by the "coaptation" of 

109 Ibid.. 373. 



their \farious parts and the "contrivernent of the compound body.""0 (See Figure 2. for 

the intemal ~vorks of one such automaton.) 

The "elaborate and matchless engine" of the human body. in bis view the most 

perfect of living things. \vas e\.idence for Boyle of the ski11 of the omniscient "artist" in 

constmcting it fiom lesser "engines" like the hand and the eYe.l1 ' Unlike inanimate 

rnaterials. the comples machiner). of living creatures could not be generated without 

"seminal particles" created by God who .'comect[ed] those atoms into such various 

seminal contestiires. upon ~vhich most of the more abstruse operations. and elaborate 

products of nature appear to depend.""' Boyle thought .-seminal particles" might survive 

the "seeming destniction of life" and remain. unobserved. to '-act upon fit and obsequious 

matter" and esplain the apparently-spontaneous generation of living creatures. shell-fish 

for esample. in \\ hich --the mechanical contri~ance is but v e q  plain."i l 3  Because of their 

complesiry as "engines. significant changes in the operations of animate bodies were 

possible fron~ the actions a fexv insensible particles. The bodies of animals, Boyle 

suggested. '-by \.irtiie of their curious and elahorate structure. have their parts so 

connected and othsni ise contrived. that the motions or changes that are produced in one. 

ma!, have.. .a rnanifsst operation upon others." The interrelationship of the complex parts 

of the human bod!.. for esample. could multiply the effects of insensible particles upon it 

and produce such "frightful symptoms" as convulsions and "hystencal fits" rnerely from 

the actions oietflii~~ial corpuscles of perfume in the air. I I I  

The most comples of "engines" in Boyle's philosophy ufas the clock as a whole. 

the "great automaton" composed of a11 the lesser particles and engines which had been 

devised and constructed by God from an indeterminate mass of created matter. The 

operations of parts of the world mechanism. as Boyle suggested briefly in his essays on 

1 IO Boyle. Subordinnie Fcirnis. Works 3: 12 1 .  
I I  1 Boyle. Usefulness of Nntunl Philosoohv. Works 2: 5 1-1. 
"' Ibid.. 18. 
I I ;  Boyle. Ph\ sico-Chvrnicril Essa\ of Salt-Petre. Works 1 : 373. 
I l i  Boyle. Etiicac\ of' Etfiuviums. Works 3: 685. 



effluvia. were interdependent and. in some instances. were the consequences of the 

interactions of insensible and manifest bodies as parts of the whole "fabric" of the world. 

Cosmicd Slls~iciotrs arrd Historiographical Soliitiotis 

Boyle espandsd on his description of phenomena which depended upon the 

interactions of bodies tvith the world mechanism as a whole in his Tracts about the 

Cosmical Ounl i t i r s  of Th i nrrs ( 167 1 ). While the qualities of bodies were denved "for the 

most part" from thr -magnitude. shape. and motion. which are the primitive modes and 

catholick afkcts of mattrr itself." Boyle suggested. the mechanical affections of an 

individual body in relation to another did not alwa>*s fully explain the resulting 

phenomena: 

there rnay be some attributes which ma? belong to a particular body, and divers 
alterations to n-hich it may be liable. not barely upon the score of these 
qualities that are presumed to be evidently inherent in it. nor of the respects it 
has to tliosr other particular bodies to ivhich it seems to be manifestly related, 
but upon the account of a system so constituted as our world is,. ... 115 

Within the iini\-erse there were "divers unheeded agents" which might alter the actions of 

bodies which had. as neII. a certain set of properties when considered apart from the 

world as a tvhole. 

To denominatri qrialities ~vhich depended upon '*sorne unheeded relations and 

impressions tvhicli thess hodies owe to the detem~inate fabrick of the grand system of the 

world." Boyle coined the term '-cosmical or.. . systrmatical qualities."' l6 Three regions of 

the world u-ers a source of "unlieeded agents." defined as those not generally taken into 

account in explanations of observable phenomena: the subterranean regions, the 

"atmosphere or air we Ii1.s in". and the celestial region ("the stars, whether fixed or 

wandering. with the mher that is about them").'" He prefaced his general discussion of 

I I 5  Boyle. Of the S\ srernarical or Cosmical Oualities of Thincs ( 167 1 ). Works 3: 306. 
I l 6  Ibid. 
"' Ibid.. 307. 



"cosmical qiialities" nit11 three "propositions" which he expanded on in turn in the 

remainder of the essq:  

1.  That there are many bodies that in divers cases act not unless they be acted 
on: and some of them act either solely or chiefly. as they are acted on by the 
catholick and unheeded agents we have been speaking of. 
2. That there are certain subtle bodies in the world that are ready to insinuate 
themsclves into the pores of any body disposed to admit their action, or by 
sonie other \va? affect it. especially if they have the concurrence of other 
unobsened causes and the established laws of the universe. 
3. That a body by a mechanical change of texture may acquire or lose a fitness 
to be wruuglit upon by such unheeded agents. and also to diversity their 
operation on it upon the score of its v q i n g  texture."' 

This abbreviated description of the manner in which "unheeded agents" fünctioned in the 

world suggests that. tliough he intended to emphasize the actions of bodies which were 

not "vulgarly cclnsidered-' in esp!anations of phenomena. Boyle considered thern as fully 

consistent witli 0 t h -  aspects of his mechanical philosophy. "Unheeded agents" were 

material bodies \vhich produced changes by workinp on other bodies with "suitable" 

structures to admit tlieir actions. 

Esamples of the pl-ienomena Boyle attributed to '-unheeded agents" are 

informative about the actions that he allowed to them. -4ir was an "invisible agent" of 

particular interest to Bo!.le. \vho had devoted so much effort to experiments on its 

"spring." The prescncr of the atmosphere of air. Ivirh its "spring and weight." he 

suggested. \vas important even in a simple experiment with a g l a s  vial. If one held a 

glass via1 ~vith a tingcr over its mouth, then inverted and submerged it in water, water 

would rise up in the via1 when the finger was removed. The "pressure of the arnbient 

air." Boyle suggestcd. \vas the cause of this phenornenon since. when the same 

experiment was tried in the receiver of an air purnp. "the water would not be raised, there 

being no outward agent to irnpel it u ~ . ' " ' ~  The ..constant presence" of air was implicated 

in a nurnber of phenomena. Boyle suggested. including "suction." putrefaction, and the 

I I 8  Ibid.. 307-5. 
"O Ibid.. 309-j 10. Bo! 1s described this particular experimenr with glass vials in New Ex~eriments 

Phvsico-Mechnnic,?l towAina the Sorine of the Air. "Esperirnent XXV." Works 1 : 59-60. 



luminescence of rotting uood and fish."* Discussing the differences in action of 

"unheeded agents" on bodies before and &er they were modified by simple changes in 

texture. Boyle suggested that the motions of "subtle bodies" would crack hot glass 

exposed to cold air while "if it had been cooled more slowly.. . .its parts would have had 

Ieisure to settle into a testure convenient for the passage of those subtle bodies which in 

that case would harnilessly have permeated it."'" Boyle's illustrations of the actions of 

"unheeded agents" describe the mechanical actions of material particles that he regarded 

as neglected. but important. in explanations of perplexing phenomena. 

In Cosmical Suspicions. Boyle speculated that the production of observed 

phenomena might he influenced by individuating circumstances w7hich altered the action 

of particles. or perliaps hy "peculiar sorts of corpuscles that have yet no distinct name" 

with "peculiar faculties and ways of working. when they meet with bodies of such a 

texture as disposes them to admit. or to concur with the efficacy of these unknown 

agents.""' Local variations in the *custorns of nature in this or that particular part of the 

world." and long-term periodic changes in the regularities of nature, Boyle mused, might 

also esplain some puzzling phenomena. ï he  variation of the declination of true north 

from the magnetic north of the compass was. he suggested. one puzzle which might 

require eltplanation hy "agents that we know not of. that have a power to give the interna1 

parts of the terrestrial globe itself a motion;. . . ." Changes in the Amencan clirnate since 

its first European inhabitation suggested to BoyIe that there might be more variation in 

the "general rules or lan-s" of nature than cornrnonly thought.I2' Boyle did not offer 

specific solutions to the problems he raised. but offered "conjectures and suspicions" that 

the phenomena he presented could not be adequately esplained without taking into 

"O Ibid., 3 1 1 .  
'" tbid., 3 15. 
"' Boyle, Cosrnicnl Swic ions  (subioined as an A m e n d i s  to the Discourse of The Cosmical Oualities of 

Thines) ( 167 1 ). Wnrks 3: 3 16. - '" lbid., 5 18- 19.  



account the inmense varies. and possible contingent!. of the "present fabrick of the 

~ o r l d . " " ~  

Boyle's --suspicions" about the "constancy of the present fabrick of the world" and 

the uniformity of the rules by which it  was governed are evidence, as John Henry argues 

in a recent article. of maior differences between his natural philosophy and  esc cartes'.'^' 
It does seem clear. as 1 Ienry suggests. "that Boyle has been led by his own "notions and 

observations" to douht \\-hether al1 physical phenornena could be explained by Descartes" 

three mechanistic la\vs of nature and his seven niles of Boyle did not accept 

a priori lans of nature that imposed restrictions on  God-s omnipotence.'" His 

voluntarism is reflected i i i  his description of a world in which there might be local " d e s  

or customs" of nature or c!dical variations in its universal laws. which were imposed by 

the world's creator not upon him. Boyle even hints that the providential intervention of 

God might account for variations in the operation of the cosmos; he cites. ulth apparent 

approval. the account of a New England settler which suggests that the power of the 

"Englishman-s God" \vas responsible for the moderation of the Arnerican climate after 

the arriva! of the ~ n ~ l i s h . " ~  Boyle's world was the producr of an intelligent and 

benevolent agent who created and governed it, not one in which matter moved by a set of 

invariable matheniatical or logical principles. 

Although Bo>k's conception of nature differed from Cartesian philosophy, there 

is little evidence for Henq-'s daim that Boyle "thought of cosmical qualities as occult 

qualities" \\.hich Lvere not "mere epiphenomena of the mechanical arrangement of the 

world systern" nor "entirely amenable to strictly mechanistic explanations."12g In Henry's 

124 Ibid., 323. 
l3 John Henry, "Boyle and cosmical qualities." in Robert Bovle Reconsidered. ed. Michael Hunter 

(Cambridge: Cambrid~e University Press. 1993), 174. 
Ibid. 

"' For one recent discussion o f  Boyle's voluntarism and the rote which his theological assmptions played 
in debates between him and other mechanical philosophers. see Osler. Divine Will and the Mechanical 
Phiiosoohv. 224-230. 

12s Boyle, Cosniical Suspicions. Works 330. 
'3 John Henry. "Bovle and cosmical qualities," in Robert Bode Reconsidered. ed. Michael Hunter 

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994). 122-3. Much of the evidence which Henry presents 
for Boyle's views (pp. 127-130) is dtawn from Benjamin Worsley's rreatise on "Celestial Influences or 



view. Boyle's description of "cosmical qualities" is not completely compatible with 

"standard accounts of the mechanical philosophy" since Boyle's "unheeded agents" 

worked '-not mereIy by impact but by various occult means." The corpuscles which 

Boyle describes in Cosmical Suspicions "are obviously not inert particles which work 

only by impact and otlier contact actions to give the appearance of having powers and 
79130 faculties. like the pouw to turn a lock.. .. Henp's claim is. I suggest, only partly 

correct. As hs correctly perceives. Boyle "doubted that al1 the complexity of interactions 

in the world couid be esplained in terms of the motions of particies of inert matter. 

colliding with one another and transfemng their motions in accordance with Descartes' 

niles of impact.""' Hmvever. it does not f o l l o ~  as an --inescapable conclusion" that 

because Bol9e descriticd particles which did not ~vork bu impact he thought of their 

qualities as '-occult" in the sense of having some innate abiiity to work 

.'unmechanicalI~ ."'" 
The panicIes ~vhich Boyle describes in Cosmical Oualities worked, in the sarne 

manner as the sftlin in1 corpiiscles he describes in ather works. by the interaction of their 

motions with t l~e  sfntctitrts of recipient bodies. Their actions were occult in the sense of 

being imperceptibk or ~inobsei~able. but were not "unmechanical" in the context of 

Boyle's vieu of mec~inni rm.~~j  From his firrt explicarions of the ..spring of the air" to his 

discussions of the adïmtages of being a "Christian Virtuose." published not long before 

he died. Bo'ie denisd that material bodies could "incite or moderate their own 

actions.""" Inanimate bodies could. however. appear to lvork as if they had innate 

activity becaiise. liks the watches and autornata of human manufacture, they did not ~ o r k  

by impact alone but b!. the "admirable structures" which the '--.vise Opificer" had given 

Effluviums in the Air." published in Boyle's General Histonf ofthe Air (1692). Works 5: 638-645, 
which was edited by John Locke and published after Boyle's death. 
Henry, "Boyle and cosmical qualities." 122. 
Ibid.. 134. 
Ibid., 122. 
On the varioiis rneanings o f  -'occult" in seventeenth-century natura! philosophy. see Keith Hurchison. 
"What Happened to Occult Qualities in the Scientific Revolution?." & 73 (1982): 233-753. 
Boyle. The Clirisiinn Virriioso . U'orks 5:  570-1. 



their pans.'3' Since the mechanical philosophy which Boyle descnbed throughout his 

works does not map nèatly ont0 a standard account of mechanism based on Cartesian 

impact physics. i t  is not surprishg that his description of cosmical qualities also falls 

outside a billiard-bail mode1 of colliding particles. Boyle's descriptions of cosrnical 

qualities and h is specuIati\.e discussion of the contingency of the general regularities of 

the cosmos are fiilly consistent. 1 suggest. uith his own conception of the world 

mechanism as a vast system of interacting material parts. constructed and overseen by a 

powerful and providsntial creator. 

Attempts to fit Boyle's mechanical philosoph~ into -'standard accounts of the 

mechanical philosoph~~" fail. 1 suggest. not because Bo:-le's philosophy was 

unmechanical. but t?rcniise his conception of mechanical is not adequately descnbed in 

the standard accounts. Boyle kvas not concemed \vith reducing al1 explanations of 

phenornena to the sizrs. shapes and motions of corpuscles. one of the hallmarks of 

mechanical philosoph?. in the rsceived view. His mechanicaI philosophy did not 

emphasize the "science of motion" nor the inertial physics of particles acting by impact. 

The notion of '-niechanical" ~vhich Boyle employed involved what Alan Chalmers 

suggests Kas "a rougli and read?. ssnse of the term, according to which clocks and 

watches. as ~vell ris puIleys. and le\.ers and harnmers and wheelbarrows are mechanical 

devices." not ivhat Chalmers calls the '?echnicaI" sense of the term as understood in the 

received viexv of mechanical philosophu.''b The n~undane meaning of mechanical ~vhich 

encompassed al1 the tools and devices which human beings manufactured and used in 

their daily acthities \vas the carnmonplace view of Boyle's contemporaries. Hamrners 

and clocks were -'artificial" products and. as suth. had been considered separately from 

"' Ibid., 52 1 .  
136 Alan Chalmers. "The Lack of Escellency of Boyle's Mechanical Philosophy," 550. Chalmers concludes 

that "Boyle \vas a successful esperirnental scientin because he departed frorn the mechanical philosophy 
and Descarres wasn'r because he didn't." WhiIe Chalmen arges that the use of the clock analog' 
which ernplo>s the "roiigli and read?" sense of mechanical fails to support the mechanical philosophers' 
arguments for nirchanisrn ar rhe insensible level, rny concem here is ta provide an account of Boyle's 
rnechanical philosopliy \\ hich does justice to his particular vicw of mechanism. My problem is not to 
decide whethrr Bo! Ic's nrynents couid prove that the \vorid was rnechanical, but to understand how 
Boyle thought the' \i.rre convincing. 



'hatural" bodies in the Aristotelian philosophy which provided the fundamental 

wortdview of educared Europeans from medieval times to the seventeenth century. Boyle 

argued for a far different view of nature. but cornmonplace assurnptions about the 

attributes of artificial objects played a large part in his attempts to convince the audience 

for his works thrit nature itself worked mechanically. His notion of nature as machine- 

like was intimatel). connected to the understanding of machines as arti ficiai devices, 

devoid of the innate principles of Peripatetic "nature" and ultimately explained by the 

processes of artifice. local motion and aherations to the extemal shapes, sizes and 

motions of material pans. 

The "~Ifechnrtical Production " of Qualities 

In Bo!,le's mechanical universe. al1 bodies. whether naturally-occurring or 

manufactured. n.ere produced by the sarne processes: "local motion. which. by variously 

dividing. sequsstering. transposing. and so comecting the parts of matter produces in 

?hem those accidents and qualities. upon whose account the portion of matter they 

di\,&@. cornes to helong to this or that determinate species of natural bodies.. ... -137 

Material bodies. ïihethsr prirnaq. corpuscles or manifest bodies. did not possess qualities 

other than their mechanical anributes. theyprodztced qualities as a function of their 

individual attributes acting in relation to other bodies.'" Whether a body acted on the 

human senses or on anothcr body. Boyle argued. its qualities n-ere produced in the sarne 

fashion: 

u-hen one inanimate body works upon another. there is nothing really produced 
by the agent in the patient, save some local motion of its parts or some change 
of texture consequent upon that motion: and so. if the patient corne to have any 
sensible qualit>- that it had not before. it acquires it upon the sarne account 

157 BoyIe. Oririn of Forms and Oualiiies. Works 3: 47. 
158 See O'TooIr. -'Qiiatirirs and Pou.et-s in the Corpuscular Philosophy of Robert Boyle." 506-3 13, for a 

discussion of the -'non-inherent relational properties" of bodies in Boyle's mechanical philosophy: 
"potiers and crtpaciries are not properties which corporeal objecrs possess as rhey are in themselves. but 
are propenies wli icl i  the: possrss only as they are relatrd (actuallj. or potentially) to other things." (p. 
3 13). 



upon Lvhich other bodies have it. and it is but a consequent to this mechanical 
1;9 change of texture. .. . 

Individual corpuscles produced particular qualities by virtue of their "peculiar bulk, 

shape. and other attributes." just as each separate part of a watch had particular qualities 

which might be retained by it and be manifested differently when considered apart fiom 

the action of tlis ~vhcile arrangement. Corpuscles of a "purging medicine," for instance, 

which were not sensibly distinct from the miIk of a nursing mother. mi& retain their 

medicina1 effïcac>- \vIien ingested by an infant. just as "the wheel or spring. . .may do other 

things than \\ hat i t  dotli. as rnerely a constituent pan of the ~a t ch . " '~ '  

Propenies of hodies originated from their mechanical atuibutes. and could be 

altered by mechmicd changes inchding simple changes of their "contexture". The 

possibility that panicles of air rnight be generated from \vater. for instance. was 

explicable b!. changes the manner in which its constituent particles were comected since 

"elren the bars altered position and connection of the parts of a body may suffice to give it 

a spring that i t  had not before. as rnay be seen in a thin and flexible plate of silver; unto 

which. by some strokes of a hammer. ?ou rnay give a spring. and by only heating it red- 

hot. you rn?. make i t  ngnin flexible as before."lJ' More complex aiterations in properties 

occuned ~vhen the connections of parts of its structure Lvere altered. as when the parts of a 

watch reassenibied in a neiï- rnanner: 

Thus \\.lien the spring. and wheels. and string. and balance. and indes, &c. 
necessap. to a \vatch. which lay before scatted. some in one part, some in 
another of the artificer's shop, are first set together in the order requisite to 
make such an engine.. .a watch is said to be made.. . 

The continuation of this passage shows how Boyle's broad definition of "mechanical" 

extended beyond the notion of machines constructed by mechanics to include craft 

activities in gensral. including glass-making: 

139 Boyle. Orioin of Fornls and Oualities. Works 3: 25. 
140 Ibid.. 29. 
'" Boyle. S~r inz  of rhr Air. Works 1 : 54. 



And so tvlirn sand and ashes are weII melted together and suffered to cool, 
there is generated by the colliquation that sort of concretion we cal1 glass, 
thougli it be evident that its ingredients were both pre-existent, and do but by 
their association obtain a new rnanner of esisting together.. since it appears by 
what wr ha1.e said above, that there are some properties, namely, size, shape, 
motion (or. in its absence, rest) that are inseparable from the actuai parts of 
rnatter: and since also the coalition of any competent number of these parts is 
sufficirnt to constitute a natural body endowed with divers sensible qualities, it 
can scarce be othewise. but that the same agents that shatter the fiame, or 
destro!- the testure of one body, will, by shuffling them together, and disposing 
theni after a ne\\ manner. bring them to constitute sorne new sort of 
bodies.. .. 1-12 

The artificial or "factitioiis" material made by glass-makers. like the bodies of living 

things and the ~vorks of a \vatch. had been produced by artificial. mechanical processes 

and could be esplained on the same mechanical principles. 

Throughoiit Iiis works. Boyle's descriptions of the manner in which particles in 

motion produced effects suggest that he understood their operations as if they came into 

contact as parts of a mscl~anical device. His mechanical world did not operate by the bare 

impact of particles but as a machine composed of corpuscular parts connected in such a 

manner that t h e  prodiiced the operative effects which were their qualities. In the Oriain 

of Forms and Oiialities. as in Cosmical Oualities. he argued that the "many differing 

attributes" of a particular body resulted not only from its distinctive "mechanical 

affections" but fion1 its placement among other bodies: 

we niust consider each body. not barel!.. as it  is in itself. an entire and distinct 
portion of rnatter. but as it is a part of the universe, and consequently placed 
among a great number and varies of other bodies. upon which it may act, and 
by which it may be acted on, in many ways.. . t 43 

Each part of the tvorld was not to be considered '-a bare lump of matter" but as a 

"curiously contrived" part of the "great engine" of the world with actions that were 

141 lbid.. 32-33. 
143 Boyle. Oricin of  Fonns and Oualities. Works 3: 20. 



dependent upon its situation in relation to other parts of the universal mechanism that 

"promoted or hindered or modified" its actions."' 

Boyle illustrated this concept with one of his frequent references to the actions of 

the parts of a wcitch. in which the motion of a mechanical spnng produced a variety of 

functions among the connected parts. 

Whsn a curious watch is going. though the spring be that which puts ail the 
parts into motion. yet we do not fancy (as an Indian or Chinese would 
perchance do) in this spring one faculty to move the index uniforrnly round the 
dial-plate. another to stnke the hour, and perhaps a third to give an aiarm,. . .ail 
the action of the spring (which is but a flesible piece of steel forcibly coiled 
togethsr) beinr~, but an endeavour to dilate or unbind itself, and the rest being 
performed b!. the various respects it hath to the several bodies (that compose 
the \vatch) arnong \vhich it is placed. and which t h e  have one to ar~other.'~' 

The "endem-our'- of a spring to uncoil itself was not. for Boyle. inconsistent with the 

mechanical philosophy \\,hich he proposed. It was sufficient in his conception of 

mschanism that ci spring could be produced by the bare anisanal activity of coiling a strip 

of steel. and that its ability to cause particuhr effects kvas not a faculty which it possessed 

but the mecl-ianical outcome of local motion moving the '-wheels. pillars, and other parts" 

of a watch. 

The central assiimption of Boyle's mechanical philosophy was that the world of 

material objects \\.as a comples. interrelated set of material parts fashioned by God fiorn 

an initial mass of created matter. Neither chance nor the laws of motion could have 

Ibid., 24. 
Id5 Ibid.. 70. See Wojcik. Robert Bovle and the Limits of Reason. 178, for Boyle's statement that he could 

not bring an argument to convince the Chinese that a watch waç inanimate object (Hvdrostatical 
Discourse. U'orks 3: 617).  In Discipline and Exrierience. (p. 153) Peter Dear uses Boyle's statement as 
an illustration of "cultural relativity" in Boyle's thought. 8oyle suggested on other occasions, as above, 
that even a countn-fellow in Europe would not mistake a watch for a living thing. "Historical" 
knowledge of the manufacture of watches by watchrnakers was evidence for their status as mechanical 
devices. For Boyle's ernphasis on the factualicy of "historical" evidence. including scripture, see 
Chapter T~ro .  On the possible rootç of this concept in the English legal tradition. see: Barbara Shapiro, 
"The Concept "Fm": Legril Origins and CuItural Diffusion." Albion 26 (1994): 1-26 (discussion of 
Boyle, pp. 20-72). i suggest rliar Boyle thought ofchristianity as a revealed religion, and that his 
theological views in the crintest of the English legal tradition ma! have worked to strengthen one 
another. 



produced the world in its complexity; the world mechanism required a mechanic, a 

Divine Artificer. ~vho fashioned its parts to produce the effects he intended. Once the 

world was constructed and set in motion, the properties of material bodies were functions 

of the sizes. figures. and motions of corpuscular portions of matter together with the 

manner in which they Lvere placed and connected as parts of the cosmic mechanisrn, and 

al1 alterations of propenies took place by changes in those attributes. Each part of the 

"great automaton of tlic lvorld" was itself an '-engine." de\.oid of purpose or intentional 

activiv. and could be esplained by the natural philosopher in mechanical tems. 

the Iiorld being once frarned. and the course of nature established, the 
natiiralist (escept in sorne few cases where God or incorporeai agents 
interpose) has recourse to the first cause but for its general and ordinw 
support and iiitluence. whereby it presen-es rnaner and motion fiom 
annihilation or desition; and in explicating particular phaenomena considers 
only the size. shape. motion (or want of it) texture. and the resulting qualities 
and attributes of the srnall particles of rnatter. And thus in this great 
autonmon. the world (as in a watch or clock) the materials it consists of being 
leti to themsel\:es. could never at the first convene into so curious an engine: 
and !et 11-hen the skilful artist has once made and set it a going, the 
phnenoniena it sshibits are ta be accounted for by the number, bigness, 
proportion. shape. motion (or endeavour) rsst, coaptation. and other 
mechanical affections of the spring. wheels. pillars. and other parts it is made 
up o c  and those effects of such a watch that cannot this way be explicated. 
must. for aught 1 kno\v. be confessed not to be sufficiently ~nde r s tood . '~~  

The world \\.as. like a ~vatch. a mechanical device constructed by a supremely skillful 

artificer to continue the fiinctions which had been designed and built into it. This, at 

bottom. uas Bolk 's  conception of "rnechanical" - the world was a mechanical engine, 

the product of artifice and explicable by the motions of material parts Iike those in the 

"curious engines'. that \vere the works of human crafismen. 

The Reittterpretatiotr of Nature as Artr;fice 

Alan Crabbq.'s studies of seventeenth-century mechanics lead him to question the 

meaning of the uni\.erse as a machine in Robert Boyle's philosophy. His article ends with 

I J 6  Boyle. Orizin of'Forms and Oualities. 38-9. 



.- 
a '-puzzle: given the seteenteenth-century distinction between "contra-natural mechanical 

actions and natural ph).sical processes." Gabbey asks. "what happens to the distinction of 

the rnechanical and the physical" in Boyle's mechanical universe?'" 7 answer to 

Gabbey's question is possible when Boyle's mechanical philosophy is reconsidered with 

attention to his conception of the universe as the complex and supremely artificiai, 

rnechanical constr~iction of an omniscient and omnipotent artificer. 

The philosophical distinction between nahiral and unnatural (forced or violent) 

motion no longer ohtained in a mechanical universe which was itself the product of art. 

In a natural lvorld fashioned by an omnipotent and omniscient "Opificer" as a complex 

rnechanical contri\.ance. lesser beings merely altered natural materials but they used the 

same means and motions ro rnake "factitious" products. The distinction between natural 

and artificial motions became one in which the initiator of motion was either a natural 

agent or a human being. but the process by which change occurred was identical. 

Chemists. crafisrnen. and mechanics could not create matter. but they did produce new 

products by niotions \vliicti altered the mechanical arrangement of pans of the nsiturai 

mechanism. There uas  no distinction between the processes involved in productions of 

natural and man-made ttffscts in a tvorld in which al1 sffects were "mechanical," 

produced b). changes in the stricture or position of small corpuscles or larger material 

bodies in reIation to one another. 

In an unpiiblished manuscript originally intended as a portion of his treatise on 

The VulrarIv Recei\.ed Notion of Nature. Boyle clearly set out his views on the meaning 

of "physical" and its Iack of distinction from "mechanical" or "nat~ral.'"'~ Both Nature 

and Art are concepts for a "Notional Phylosopher." Boyle argued. The art is in the mind 

of an inteHigent agent ~vho applies "physical" causes to put into practice "a collection or 

system of Rules directive to such an end:" 

147 Gabbey. "Bchveen or5 and pkilosophia natzrralis," 14 1-5. 
I JE BP 2: 187r- 18%. A marginal note on the first page identifies the manuscript as part of his published 

rrearise: -'and t h i s  notioiis of nature I take to be more pious Ss subjcct ro less inconveniences then that 
vulgarfy receiv'd whicli iiiakes her a kind of goddess" (f. l87r). See Hunrer and Davis, "Making of 



So that \vhen u.e say that such a thing is made by Art we ought to understand 
that 'tis produced by Physicall agents operating according to. or if you please 
w[i]tli regard to certaine Ideas & Rules apt to facilitate the effect or 
Phaenomenon produc'd. And even in those things that are thought to be the 
most unqiiestionably Artificial as the making of a wooden Table[,] the effect is 
produc'd bu PhysicalI causes[,] that is local motion irnpress'd upon a Plainer a 
ham[rn]er & otlier tooles imploy'd by the jojner who by the motions & 
situations of his hands & their parts which are also Physicall causes & con- 
causes detemines the [instruments ?] to give the wooden Bodys uliereof the 
Table is made the bignessC.1 shapeC.1 Coaptation &c that is n e c e s s q  & 
sufficient to ninke them when thus united a f able."^ 

The parallel bmveen the carpenter-joiner and Boyle's artisan God is exact. The meaning 

of "physical" in Boyle's philosophy has been turned on its head from the Aristotelian 

view that '*ph>sicai" causes were the inherent pnnciples of motion and change in bodies 

or substances foiinci in nature. The non-natural "mechanical" change made by an extemal 

agent on the superticial attributes of materials and their movements has becorne, in 

Bo!-le's philosophy af nature. the actual "physical" cause of al1 motion and change. Al1 

intention and iiitelligence in forming bodies in the material universe esists only in the 

mind of a rational heing: 

And .Art being a habitt that belongs to an intelligent being. which alone c m  
frame 111s rnodels & rules of it 8= act u i t h  regard to ?hem[,] it cannot be 
incorporated ~vith. or lodg'd in senseless matter ~vhich not being conscious of 
its o\\n operations cannot possibly regulate or deterrnine them it selfe nor take 
notice n.hethsr the? be or be not congnious to rules & have a due tendency to a 
predrsigncd end. ' "' 

The ansn-er to Gabhey's question. in Boyle's uni~.erse. is quite explicit. There is no 

distinction bet~veen "mechanical" and "physical" in his natural phiiosophy because 

"physica1'- has been redefined as "mechanical." The traditional conception of Anstotelian 

natural or physical causes has been dismissed and replaced by the estemal agency and 

motive poLver of the Peripatetic artisan. 

Boyle's l idvtrr . !~ .  R f ~ ~ , i ~ .  ' C I  \'ur;ot7 of .Va~z~re..- 169. for the assignment of a date c .  1680 to the 
manuscript. 

140 BP 2 .  I S7r. 
150 BP 2 :  187v- l SSr. 



Boyle's arguments for the comprehensive application of mechanical explanations, 

and his lack of distinction between the processes involved in naturai and artificial 

productions are set out clearly in The ExceIlencv and Grounds of the Mechanical 

Hvpothesis ( 1  674'). The snme mechanical principles which were usefùlly applied to 

explain the phenornena of planetary motions. the motions of terresmal bodies, and of 

mechanical engines- he argued. could dso be used to explain phenomena which depended 

on the motions of insensible parts of rnatter.l5' In Boyle's view, the same behaviour 

which was evident in manifest bodies also took place among the smaltest bits or 

corpuscles of matter. althougli "nature (or rather its divine author)" might work with 

"finer materials. and emplo!. more curious contrivances than art. (whence the structure 

even of the rarest n a c h  is incomparable inferior to that of a hurnan body)."151 The 

natural Evorld u-orked on the same principles as the human craftsman who brought about 

changes in large and smrill portions of matter by the use of the appropnate materials and 

tools. Mechmical ssplanations. he insisted. could be applied to explain al1 phenomena, 

"whate\#er be the ph>,sical agent. whether it be inanimate or living. purely corporeal, or 

united to an intellectual substance." even if brought about by "an angel himself." Ai1 

change "ma? be sfkcted by the sarne or the like means. or afier the sarne or the like 

manner" ~vhsther brotight about by "inanimate. by brute. or by rational agents .... ,7153 

In The Oricin of Foms and Qualities. Boyle's esplanation of the natural 

generation of a chick in its egg b: mechanical changes in the 'rexture" of the white and 

the yoIk to form its parts parallels his explanation of craft practices which produced new 

products by resimngement of parts of material bodies. The chick, he insisted. was "a 

mechanicallj, contrii.ed engine." regardless of the possible existence of a "plastick power" 

which directed its generation. since every physical agent " c m  but divide the matter into 

minute parts of several sizes and shapes, and by local motion variously context them 

"' Boyle. Escrllrncv of the Mechanical Hvoothesis. Works -1: 76. 
"' Ibid.. 71. 
' S  Ibid.. 73. 



according to the esigency of the animal to be produced."'5" There was no distinction in 

Boyle's naturaI philosophy between the explanatory principles of naturai generation and 

the artificial fusing of sand and ashes to make g l a s  The efficient agents differed, but the 

processes did not. -4s Boyle put it. "man himself. who is undoubtedly an intelligent 

agent" could --c0ntrix.e his materials curiously and ski1fully: but still al1 he can do is but to 

move, dixide. transpose. and context the several parts into which he is able to reduce the 

maner assignd him.""' Boyle's explanations of the processes which produced new 

chemicaI suhstaiices. e\,en the most difficult and skillful procedures of the alchemist's art, 

involved the sanie tratisposition of parts that occurred in nanital processes. Chemical 

change \vas acconiplislied b'. "agents. that work but mechanicdly, that is. by locally 

muving the parts and chringing their sizes. shape. or te~ture .""~ 

Thrcughour his published works. Boyle ofien used the practices of artisans such as 

glass-makers and soap-boilers to provide i1Iustrations and confirmation of his mechanical 

hypothesis that al1 nlnterial bodies were composed of structures of interconnected 

particles which. together \vith their motions. produced their sensible properties and 

operative effects.''' Objections that knowledge of nature could not be obtained fiom 

-'works of art .'- lie sugges ted. were based on "unreasonable differences that the generality 

of Iearned men have seemsd to fancy betuixt al1 natural things and factitious ones." But. 

Bo!~le arsued. "nliiny of those productions that are called artificial. do differ from those 

that are confisscdiy narural. not in essence. but in efficients ..-ii8 He also argued that 

1 %  Boyle. Origin of Fomis and Oualities. Works 3: 68. 
' 5 5  Ibid., 69. 
'% Ibid.. 97. BoIe  dis~inyished here between alchernical transmutation by '-projecting" a tiny arnount of 

the "philosopher's stooe" on prepared metals. and the difficult. but non-projective techniques wed by 
alchemists. Principe-s studies have suggested that Boyle uas anempting to cal1 on angelic help in his 
alchern'.. Since Boyle thought that angels accomplished their tasks. like God, by moving and 
"conte.uring" maner. ir may be that projective alchemp was mechanid  but assisted by a more powerful 
agent than the human alchemist. See Principe, "Boyle's Alchernical Pursuits," 99-102. 

157 See. for example: Boyle. Orioins of Fonns and Oualities. Works 3: 5 1. As well as his fiequent use of 
examples of draw from artisans' practices to illustrate his mechanical theory, Boyle provided an 
extendrd discussion of the value of observing craft processes in "Thar the Goods of Mankiid May be 
much increased by the Natiinlist's lnsight into Trades," in Usefulness of Experimental Natural 
Philosophv. Book II. Pan II .  Works 3: 342656. 

"' Boyle. Usefiilness of El;perimental Natural Philosoohv. Book II. Pan II. Works 3: 342-3. 



tradesrnen's processes nierely brought together natural agents or applied natural agents, 

like the fire used in glassrnaking. to unite or resolve natural bodies into new products. 

Boyle's retention of the old argument that artisan's practices used natural agents need not 

be an anomal> in his ihoiight. He did not make definithte staternents about the details of 

the processes by which naturally-occurring agents. like fire. perfomed their functions. It 

may be that elPen in Bele 's  works. especially his early witings. we can find lingering 

remnants of the traditional vieu of the art-nature distinction. The large body of his works 

on the mechanical philosophy and the chemical esperiments argue repeatedly for a Iack of 

distinction in kind betu-een natural phenornena. the Works of the divine Crafisman, and 

the artificial products and procedures of human artificers. 

Historians of early modern science have argued that the rnechanical philosophers 

of the seventeenth century unintentionally removed God from a position of importance in 

a world in ~vhic1-i all pliysical processes were explained mechanically. Westfall's early 

studies of Bo'k and othsr mechanical philosophers. for esample. suggested to him that: 

In dernanding mechanical explanations. they did not completely understand 
that the! \vere forsaking the investigation of the ultimate cause of being in 
ordrr to Irarn the prosirnate causes of ph~nornena."9 

Boyle. ho\*w.er. was full>. aLvare of his project: to replace Aristotelian naturai philosophy 

with one that ptit the God which he regarded as the "ultimate cause of being" firmly in 

place as the first cause of matter and "local motion" and as the Workrnan who fashioned 

the vast cosrnic rneclinni~rn.'~~ In 1665. when Bo>k \vas cornpleting The Orieins of 

Forms and Qtialities. his sister Katherine described it as his '-treatise of substantial forms" 

and w-rote to congratulate liim on taking steps to replace Aristotelian philosophy: 

Westfall. "Unpublishrd Boyle Papen," Pan 2., 105. This statement also describes one of the major 
themes of his later monograph: Richard S. Westfall. Science and Religion in Seventeenth-Centurv 
Enoland (New Haven: Y ale University Press. 1958). 
An early espressions of Bo) le's view in his published works is found in his Proemial Essav ( 1  66 1 ). 
Works I : 3 IO: "no physicat cause can well be rendered: since either such things must be ascribed to 
God. who is irideed the true. but supernarural cause of thrm: or else it must be . . .that they did ever 
belong to rnaner:. . .." 



. ..my satisfaction in hearing you had near finished your treatise of substantial 
forms. u-hich \vil1 yet so rnuch further esplicate your notion of figures and 
testure. as to help the considering part of mankind to a clearer prospect into 
this grent frame of the visible world. and therein of the power and wisdom of 
its greai Malier. than the rough draught. uherein it has hitherto been 
represented. in the ignorant and wholesale philosophy, that has so long, by the 
poLver of an impIicit faith in the doctrine of Aristotle and the schools, gone 
current in the 1vorId. . . . 161 

Her perception of Bo!k's project as a religious quest and a service to their mutual belief 

in a "great Maker-' of the ~vorld rnirrored his own views. His aims, evident in his early 

e s s e  on "the Study of the Booke of Nature." are echoed at in the treatise published near 

the end of his lifè. A Free Insuin- into the VulearIv Received Notion of Nature: 

... but for ni! intentions.. ..they were to keep the glory of the divine author of 
things froni k ing  usurped or intrenched upon by his creatures, and to make his 
\vorks more throrighly and solidly understood by the philosophical studiers of 
thern.'"' 

Conceiving of God as ri Craftsman allowed Boyle to replace the "substantial forms" and 

inherent agsncy of the "viilgar" philosophy with a mschanical philosophy which did not 

detract froni the p u e r  and asency of his God. From his earliest unpublished writings on 

natural philosophy ro his final publications in the last !.cars of his life. Boyle's 

mechanical phiIosopIi:. was shaped by his devotion to the study of nature as an act of 

worship of a Dit inr Anificer ivho had made the ivorld to manifest his wisdom. power and 

goodness. 

101 Lady Katherine Ranelagli IO Roben Boyle. 29 July 1665. U'orks 6 :  525. 
161 Boyle. Vliiznrl~ RrceiverI Notion of Nature, Works 5 :  160. 



Chapter Four 

The 'Sceptical Chymist' and bis Experimental Philosophy 

Although Boyle was reluctant to build systems of natural philosophy or to make 

definitive statements of detailed mechanisms. he was not "diffident" about the value of 

"experimental philosophy" for the establishment of firm grounds for a replacement of 

Aristotelian natural philosophy' In his earliest publications. including The Usefulness of 

Natural Philoso~liv ( 1663). Boyle set his "experimental philosophy" against the "opinions 

of Aristotle." the barren natural philosophy that was easily learned from "a perusal of a 

few of the more ciment authors." Experimental philosophy. by contrast, was the way to a 

" m e  and solid" philosopli~.. even if it was "a study ... so difficult. so chargeable, and so 

toilsome" that ir  kvas necessac to provide good arguments to induce others to devote their 

tirne. money. and efforts to euperiment.' The qualities of farniliar objects were not well 

understood. Boyle suggested. because of "Iaziness and prejudice." People accepted 

Peripatetic philosophy and didn't bother to make trials to test what they took for g ~ a n t e d . ~  

Boyle was active1 y engaged in convincing others. especially wealthy young 

gentlemen like his nephe~vs. to follow his experimental esample. In the preface to New 
Experiments Phvsico-Meclianical Touching the Sprinrr of the Air he described the 

publication of his air pump esperiments as a communication -'ta the lovers of fiee and 

real learning" with the intent of pursuing his "grand design of promoting experimental 

and usehl philosophy-' and his aim to "obtain the great satisfaction of giving some to 

1 i argue here only that Boyle was convinced that experiential means were the way to gain knowledge of 
nature. On Boyle's "difidence" in drawing conclusions from his experirnents, see Sargent, Diffident 
Naturalist. 159-1 80. Boyle's criteria for "good hypotheses." the kinds of evidence that an "excellent 
hypothesis" required. and his defence of his "mechanical hypothesis" on epistemological grounds are 
fully discussed bc Wojcik. Robert Bovle and the Limits of Reason. 16 1-1 84. See also, MacIntosh. 
"Robert Boyle's epistemology." for the relationship of his epistemolog. in namral philosophy and his 
theoloçical arguments. ' Boyle, Usefulness of Esperimental Natural Philoso~hv. Part 1. Works 2: 5. 

' Boyle. Usefulness of Es~erimentai Philosoohv. Book 11. Pan II .  Works 3: 478. 



ingenious men." Boyle conceived of his project as a "semice to the cornrnonwealth of 

learning." especially if he could convince young virrriosi of the value of  experimental 

philosophy as a means to fulfill their roles as creatures made in God's image, to "know 

the t m t h  and '.to do good:'4 

Since it r n q  highly conduce to the advancernent of that expenmental 
philosophl-. the effectua1 pursuit of which requires as well a purse as a brain. to 
endear it to hopeful persons of your qualitj-. who ma>- accomplish many things, 
which others cannot but wish, or at most but design, by being able to employ 
the presents of fortune in the search of the rnysteries of n a t ~ r e . ~  

Boyle's ad\.ocac> of esperimental philosophy is explicable From his overall airn, 

espressed in "of the Study of the Booke of Nature." to urge his fellow naturalists to 

perform a more --diligent and searching" examinarion of the natural world in order to 

acquire usef~il knouledge for their spiritual and material uelI-being. By 1660. when his 

witings began to appear in print. he had a more specific aim for the experimental 

philosophy that lie promoted. He thought that deliberare trials using chemistry and other 

inten~entionist techniques ~ v o u l d  provide evidence for the mechanical philosophy. 

1 have arg~ied that Boyle's development of a mechanical philosophy sternmed 

from his desire to replace Aristotelianism with esplanations of phenornena which were 

more consistent \vit11 his religious beliefs. and that his version of corpuscularianisrn was 

based on a comnionplacè understanding of mechanics. In this chapter. 1 aim to show how 

Boyle's use of intsn-entionist chemical expenment \vas intended to support his 

mechanical philosophy. 1 argue that his experimental practice was. like his mechanical 

hypothesis. grounded on the Peripatetic conception of artifice. He used the received 

understandinç of chemistq as a practical art in attempts to convince natural philosophers 

that chemical esperiments provided confirmation for the mechanical hypothesis." 

B o j k  New Esprriments Phvsico-Mechanical. Works 1 :  I 
Ibid.. 1-6. 



Ekperimentnl Plrilosopl~y: P~itfing Nature Our of its Course 

Boyle argued throughout his published works. as he had done earlier in "of the 

Study of the Booke of Nature." that the naiuralist must investigate the hidden structures 

of bodies in the natural ~vorld. not just their oumard appearances. To understand the ski11 

with which the "omniscient Aqpoupyoc [demiourgos] or artist" had contrived the parts 

which formed the "matchless engine" of the human body. for instance. required both 

careful anatomy and an understanding of rnechanics to appreciate not only the 

mathematical principles but the "dextrous contrivances'- of its parts.6 His experîmentai 

practice includsd chernical operations. the careh1 obsenyation of crafi practices, and 

e'cperiments in suc11 instruments as "air pumps". He argued throughout his publications 

that they al1 retaealed more about the structure and operations of nature than the 

observation of out~vard appearances or unassisted natural processes. 

Bol.le's practice of e'iperimental philosophy involved obsenring and quiuing 

artisans about the propenies of their materials and the phenornena they observed in their 
- 

trades.' He disniissed the social objections that natural philosophers might make to 

conversing \vit11 craftsmen. suggesting that "he desenes not the knowledge of nature. that 

scorns to con\.erse e\.en ~vith mean persons. that ha!-e the opportunity to be very 

conversant \vit11 her." He considered artisans' esperiences in their manipulations of 

naturaI materials as important contributions to the -.esperimental histoq" of nature. since 

''the? shew us nature in motion ... when she is (as i t  were) put out of her course. by the 

strength or ski11 of man. which ...[ is] the most instmctive condition. wherein we c m  

behold her."' 

Boyle also aimed at deliberate manipulation of nature in the ''pneumatical engine" 

or air pump which \vas desiged and built for h m  in early 1659. Afier reading about 

Guericke's invention of a "wind-pump" to evacuate air frorn a spherical glass vessel, be 

directed the design and manufacture of an irnproved \.ersion with an opening at the top of 

6 Boyle, Usefulness o f  Esperimental Natural Philosophv. Works 2: 5 1 .  
7 Boyle. Usefulness of  Esperimental Natural Philoso~hv. Book I I .  Works 3: 442355. 

Ibid., 442. 



the glass "receivsr" ivhicli m-ould be *-large enough io put in a man's arrn cloathed" and 

allow placement of objrcts --whereon to try e~~er imen t s . "~  Boyle's air pump. unlike the 

German device. \vas specifically desiped to manufacture an artificial space for observing 

phenomena in the absence of air and to gain knowledge of its structure and behavio~r . '~  

Boyle recon-imended the use of many techniques to overcome what he thought of 

as a superficial kno\vlsdge of nature. He suggested. for instance. that: 

there are di\.srse ways of investi[gati]ng bodies. as ch~mical. optical. statical, 
&c \vhich hein: artificial and requiring skill. and industry. and instrumentsl 
there are fe\v men that have curiosity and abilin. to examine them afier these 

1 i several \vaYs. 

He included chmistry in this list of mechanical disciplines and thought of chernistry as a 

particularl! usefiil tool for natural philosophy. Bo~ le  argued that chernical operations 

commonly ussd b>- apothecariss kvere also useful to "discovei' knowledge of nature: 

. . .as for ch!,mical operations. such as distillation. solution. sublimation, 
precipitrition. and the rest: especially those seldom sufficiently valued ones. 
digestion and cohobation: 1 take them to be escellent tools in the hand of a 
naturd philosopher. and to be by him applicable to many other. and perhaps 
some nobler uses. than they are wont to bs put to. in laboratories; since if they 
be skiiîÙll>- emplo\.ed. they ma. be successfully so. as well to discover nature. 
as to correct. to imitate. and in somc cases. to out-do 11er.I' 

9 Boyle. New Ev~eriments Ph\.sico-Mechanical. Works 1 : 6-7. 
10 Boyle. An Examen of. ..hlr.. Hobbes's Dialoous Phvsicus de Narura Aeris, Works 1 : 193. Sargent points 

to Boyle's discussion of '-anificiali'" in his response to Hobbes' rejection of his air purnp experiments 
in The Difident Naruralist. 160- 16 1 .  For an account of Boyle's air pump experiments as the social 
construction of scienrific knouledge. see: Steven Shapin and Simon Schaffer, Leviathan and the Air 
Purnp: Hobbes. Bo\ le and the Esoerimental Life (Princeton. N.J.: Princeton Univerrify Press, 1985). 
For criticism of the views of Shapin and Schaffer and a less pro_mammatic attitude to Boyle's 
experirnental pnctice. see: Frederick L Holmes, "Do We Understand Histoncally How Experimental 
Knowledçe is Acquirrd?." Histoy of Science 30 (19921: 1 19-136. Also see: lm Hacking, "hificial 
Phenornena." rssay ret ieu of Leviathan and the Air Pumr, by Steven Shapin and Simon Schaffer. 
British Journal for the Hisron. of Science 24 (1991): 135-4 1 .  Sargent argues against Shapin's social 
constructionisr \ ie1r.s in the conclusion to her book: Sargent. Diffident Naturalist. 212-5. 1 am not 
concerned in this srud!. hoivever. with the justification of esperimental knowledge but with the 
hisrorical developrnent of "anificial" esperimental practices. 

I I  Boyle. Of hlen's Great Icnorance of the Uses of Narural thines ( 167 1 ). Works 3: 37 1.  
" Boyle. Es~eriiiients nnd Notes about the Producibleness of Chvmical Princi~les ( 1  680). Works 1589. 



From his first publications. he argued that experiments "borrowed fiom the laboratones 

of chpis ts"  were especially important to mechanical philosophers.13 

Boyle's prima?. aim in Some S~ecimens of An Attempt to make Chvmicai 

Expenments usefiil to illustrate the notions of the Corpuscular Phi lmo~hv (1 661) was to 

promote chemical esperiments as Iegitimate tools for natural philosaphu. '"ere were 

"scarce an? esperiments-' that were better suited to "accommodate" the corpuscular 

phi1osoph'-. in particular. By the art of chemistn. the "heterogeneous parts" of bodies 

could be taken apan and made "more simple or uncompounded. than nature aione is wont 

to present them us." Glass vessels allowed obsen-ation of the chemical process a d  

prevented the ingress of -'adventitious bodies" or unknown ingredients that might 

compiicate the progress or interpretation of the experiment. Unlike some other processes. 

chemical processes occiirred rapidly. ailowing the chymist to observe a whole '-senes of 
.- 1.. successi\'e alterations. 

Boyle argiisd for the importance of chernistp as a philosophical tooI against the 

conventional that chen~ical operations had a strictly utilitarian function. In doing so, 

he defendcd his lise of chemical experiments as a source of confirming data for his matter 

thcoq- against the -.man! learned men" who thought chemistry was beneath the notice of 

a philosopher and m n t i t  for the rational and usehl parts" of naturat philosophy.'6 The 

reputation of chemists among some academic natural philosophers is reflected in the 

opinion of Henp Jlore. ivho argued that the chemists \vere usually "pitiful" philosophers. 

since their reason \vas impaired by 'rhat more Mechanical kind of Genius that loves to be 

tumbling of and tninn - - tricks mith the Matter (which the' cal1 rnaking ~ x ~ e r i m e n t s ) . " ' ~  

Boyle had to justifi his use of chemical experiments to readers who would find it strange 

that he supported his corpuscularian theory "by the help of an art. which many were 

[; Boyle. Some S~ecirnens. Works 1 : 358. 
14 Ibid.. 351-5. 
I 5  Ibid.. 358-9. 
16 Ibid.. 354. 
17 Henry More. Enthiisiasmus Triumdiatus. or. A Brief Discourse of The Nature, Causes. Kinds. and Cure 

o f  Enthusiasrn. 36 in A Collection of Several Philoso~hical Writins of Dr. H e n n  More. 2nd edition 



pleased to think culti\.ated but by illiterate operators or whirnsical fanaticks in 

philosophy. and useful only to make medicines or disguise rneta~s."'~ 

Some of tlie intellectual objections to deliberate experirnent were based an the 

Aristotelian distinction between artificial and natural processes. Chemistry. as a 

mechanical art. could imitate. assist. or overcome nature. but the manipulation of natural 

materials produced t e m p o r q  effects which refiected human purposes, not the inherent, 

enduring phenonlena of nature acting without hurnan intervention. Artificial processes 

such as chemical opentions were ultimately temporary aberrations in the naturai order 

and did not !+Ad kno~vledge of the underlying "natures" of materials or their inherent 

tendencies io motion and change. 

To understand the seventeenth-centuq; objections to accepting chemical 

operations. or an' other mechanical art. as legitimate means for obtaining howledge of 

natural processes. it is useful to look at the opinions espressed by John Wilkins (1614- 

1672). the Oxford scholar and erstwhile Anglican di\.ine who \vas one of the founding 

members of the Royal Society of   on don.'^ Wilkins and Boyle were associated at Oxford 

during the 1650s. in the forrnati~e years of Boyle's mechmical and experimental 

philosophy.20 M~ilkins thought of chernicnl operations as ..artilicial'' processes which 

forced natural materials a\vay from their ordinary course to make temporary changes in 

their enduring -'natures". His opinion reflects the persistence of the art-nature distinction 

arnong Boyle's inlmediate colleagues. The art-nature distinction presented a 

(London: Printed by James Flesher for William Morden. 1662: repr.. New York and London: Garland 
Publishinç. 1978). 

IS Boyle, The Orizin of Forms and Oualities, Works 3: 74. 
l9 For a brief account of Wilkins' career. see Ham Aarsleff. "John Wilkins." in Dictionarv of Scientific 

Biogra~hv. vol. 14. ed. C.C. Gillispie (New York: Charles Scribners' Sons, 1976), 361.381. On the 
early mernbership of tlie Royal Society see Michael Hunter. n e  Roval Societv and its FelIows 1660- 
1700: The Morpholocv of an Earlv Scientific Institution (Chalfont St. Giles, Bucks.: British Society for 
the Histop of Science. 1982). 

'O For a discussion about the mernbership of the Oxford group and their interests, see: Robert G. Frank, Jr., 
Harvev and the Osford Plivsiolon,ists: Scientific ldeas and Social Interaction (Berkeley: Universi'). of 
California Press. I9SO). 



counterargument to Boyle's advocacy of chemistry as a legitimate practice within natural 

philosophy.'' 

Early in his career. Wilkins wrote a bnef. vemacular description of the wonders of 

the mechanical arts and their mathematical principles. Although he argued in 

Mathematicaf 1 Macick ( 1 648). that much of practical value was to be gaincd by the study 

of mechanical dr\.ices. he maintained a three-foid di\.ision of studies: divine, natural and 

mificial." In the ..natilral" categoxy. Wilkins included .al1 that knowledge, which 

concerns the frame of this great Universe. or the usuaII course of providence in the 

governrnent of tliese created things." The stud} of "artificiall" things included 

rnechanics. "all tliose inventions. whereby nature is an? way quickned or advanced in her 

defects." An. in brilkiris' tiew. could "imitate nature. as in limming and pictures; ... help 

nature. as in niedicine: or ... overcome. and advance nature" as in the mechanical 

disciplines." He maintaincd the Aristotetian distinction between natural and forced or 

violent motion. against those natural tendencies, in his  description of the scholarly 

mechanical disciplines and in chemical practices. In Wilkins' description, the subject 

matter of mechanics \\.as "\.iolent and artificial motion." whiIe "Philosophy" pertained to 

"that kvhich is natiiral."'" 

The art-nature distinction is implicit in Wilkins' discussion of the possibility of 

achieving perpetual motion b. "chynicall extractions." He doubts the daims of some 

chemists \vho had insisted that they could prepare a " M e  world" which would mimic the 

perpetual motion of the cosmos. His reluctance to accept the possibility of chemical 

perpetual motion is based on the "unnaturaI" forcing of bodies in the chemists' apparatus: 

... i t  [a chemical perpetual motion device] does not seem very probable, because 
things that are forced up to such a vigorousnesse and activity, as these 
ingredients seern to be by their frequent sublimatings and distillings, are not 

'' Boyle. Some S~ecimens. Works 1 :  354. 
3-B -- J[ohn] W[ilkins], Mathernaticall Maeick or. The Wonders Thar mav be oerfomed bv Mechanicall 

Geornetn. In nvo Books. Concemine Mechanical Powers rand1 Motions. Beinc one o f  The rnost easie, 
pleasant. usefull. (and ver most nedected) pan of Mathemaricks. Not before Treated of  in this Languaee 
(London: Printrd by M.F.  for Sa: Gellibrand . 1648). 1. 

U Ibid.. 3. For "liiiiining" read "depict. portray" usually in reference to fine en-mving on copper plates. 
Ibid.. 10-1 1 .  



likel>- to bs of any duration; the more any-thing is stretched beyond its usualIl 
[sic] nature. the Iesse does it last, violence and perpetuity being no 
companions." 

The viewç about mechanics and chemistry which Wilkins expressed in 1648, at about the 

same tirne as Boyle was arternpting to obtain fumaces for a chemical Iaboratory, point to 

ùie view of chernical esperiment against which Boyle argued in rnany of his works. 

Chemistry at the middlt. of the seventeenth centuv \vas still an art which did violence to 

nature or. in the chemists' laboratories. assisted nature in overcoming dificuities. Et was 

not a full! legitirnate means of obtaining knowledge of nature. 

In estolling the importance of crafi practices and chemical experiments for %e 

adt.ancement of natural phiiosophy." Boyle diçmissed the armature divide of Aristotelian 

phiIosoph'.. He took th? side of the chemists against detractors who. maintaining the 

division of artifice h m  natural processes. did nor consider the alchemists' art as a part of 

natural philosopli!,. W c  argued that the transmutation of *-one species into another, and 

particulad- that of baser metals into gold" %as not "against nature, and physically 

impossible" as the substantial foms of the ' ~ ~ ~ l g a r  philosophy" would have it.'6 

Aristotelian alchemists circumvented the art-nature distinction by insisting that they 

assisted nature to make gold. but that the inherent tendencies of natural substances 

perfomed the transmutation. The argument which Boyle used to defend his positive view 

of alchemy. hoivever. \vas based on a new set of prernises. 

To the scholnrs and v-irrtiosi who were Boyle's contemporaries, chemistry was a 

mechanical art: one in ~vhich  an extemal agent made changes that altered oniy the 

oumard appearance of a substance. not its inherent "substantial form." Boyle used this 

Aristotelian notion of artifice to argue that his "separation and redintegration" of 

substances such as saltpetre or nitre provided evidencs that the underlying processes of 

nature were also meclianical. That he could use mechanical means to separate saltpetre 

into parts with unique propenies. different h m  the original material. and then recombine 

them mechanical IF to reproduce the original properties. BoyIe argued. showed that the 

3 Ibid.. 226-219. 



unique properties of naturally-occumng substances did not necessarily depend on a 

substantial fom.  He bssed his argument on the artificiality of the process, the Peripatetic 

understanding of chemistry as a mechanical art. not on his ability to assist nature. 

1 aim to sho~v  that Boyle used this cornmonplace notion of chemistry as a 

"mechanical art" as the grounds for his arguments that chernical experiments provided 

confirming evidence for his "mechanical hypothesis." Chernical operations merely 

aitered the -'accidental" properties of matenal substances not their inherent foms.  He 

argued that if'hs could use chemistry to produce qualities by simply moving parts of 

matter around. the natural production of qualities \sas similady mechanical. The 

guarantee that properties \vere mechanically produced was that the Aristotelian f o m s  

were unchangeahlc b ~ .  human intervention. Boyle. in one sense. did not mechanize 

chemistn - i t  \\as aiready considered to work by mechanical processes. like any other 
art ." Chernical theon, before Boyle was no: "mechanical" in terms of explaining natural 

phenornena using only the "catholic pnnciples of matter and motion" and size, shape and 

motions of parts. Operations in the chemical laboratop. however. were "mechanical" in 

the Aristotelian sense: that the chemist did not change the underlying "natures" of 

substances but just altered the size, shape. arrangement. and outward appearance of 

material substances. 

Understanding ho\v Boyle thought that his esperirnent "touching the differing 

parts and redintegration of Salt-Petre" confirmed the mechanical philosophy is 

particularly important to the study of both his major theoretical works and his empirical 

practices. Boyle's ma-jor theoretical statement of the rnechanical philosophy, The Origine 

of Formes and OuaIities. was subtitled "Written formerly by Way of Notes upon an Essay 

l6 Ibid.. 358. 
27 For the presenrist v i e w  tiint the mechanization ofchernistry was derrimental to the development of 

modem chelnical rhcov. see Thomas Kuhn. "Robert Bo>le and Structural Chemistry in the Seventeenth 
Century." !& 43: 15: and Westfall, Construction o f  Modern Science. 8 1 .  



fiom ~itre."" Man? of his later works on the mechanical production of qualities made 

explicit mention of their derivation frorn his "Notes" on saltpetre (nitre), including the 

series of fourteen treatises giving mechanical explmations of qualities fiom heat and cold 

to electricity and rnagnetism, including such "chemical qualities" as acidity and 

~ o l a t i l i t ~ . ' ~  In the preface to this collection. Boyle suggested that 

these papers were originally little better than a kind of rhapsody of 
esperiments. thoughts. and observations, occasionalIy thrown together by way 
of annotations upon some passages of a discourse. (about the differing parts 
and redintegration of nitre). . . 30 

His essays on effluvia \vere also attributed to his early esperiments with saltpetre, dong 

with an unpiiblished treatise on "Occult ~ualities."" 

The significance of salt-petre or nitre as a substance in seventeenth-cenhrn; 

natural philosophy and nledicine is suggested by the attention paid to the suspected life- 

gheing properties of an "aenal nitre" by rnembers of the group of "Oxford physiologists" 

which included Mïltins and I3oYle.'%ongst Bo!-1e.s contemporaries at Oxford in the 

1650s. there \vas much discussion about the origins of the peculiar properties of saltpetre. 

That interest continiied amongst members of the Royal Society who, in the 1660s. 

conducted esperinwnts to investigate "may-den-." traditionally thought to have special 

proper-ties as a life-generating substance which descended frorn the atmosphere in spring. 

A n  "aerial nitre" \vas iitiplicated in its special polvers. as uell as in the life-sustaining 

properties of air in genera1.33 Sincs saltpetre was also a component of gunpowder, its 

artificial production u-as of great interest to practical "mechanicks" as well as to their 

'' Boyle. The Orizine of Fonnes and Qualities (Osford: by H. Hall for Ric: Davis. 1666). 
'9 Boyle. Experimrnts . Notes. kc .  about the Mechanical Oricin or Production of divers ~articular 

Qualities: amone uhich is inserted a Discourse of the Im~erfection of the Chvmists Doctrine of 
Oualities. toeethrr \vith some Refiections mon the Hc~othesis of Alcali and Acidum (167.51, Works 4: 
230-36 1. Bo!k refers to -the tract about saltpetre, that gave occasion to these annotations" on p. 317. 

;O Ibid.. 235. 
j1 Reference to his notes xpon  his Essay about Saltpetre" is made in Of  the Stranee SubtiItv of Effluviums 

(1673). Works 3: 662: Bo\.le's manuscript, "Notes upon ye Sections about Occult QuaIities," BP 22: 
I O  l r- 1231. has bern transcribed and printed in Boas Hall. "Boyle's Method of Work," 124- 143. 

'' See Frank. 1 16- ISS. for his discussion of Boyle's interest in saltpetre. 
3: For a description of the Ro'ril Society project on "may-de\\" in 1664-5, see Alan B.H. Taylor. "An 

Episode witli hln!,-De~v." Historv of Science 32 ( 1  993): 163- 184. 



more scholarly contemporaries. The properties and production of nitre were discussed by 

many of the chemical authors with whom Boyle was familiar, including Semert. Arnong 

Boyle's early acquaintances in the Hartlib circle. Starkey. Worsley. and Clodius were al1 

interested in exploring its unusual properties and anempting to produce nitre a~-tificiall~.~'' 

Saltpetre or nitre. then. was not just any ordinaq chemical from the apothecary's shop. If 

Boyle could dernonstrate to his fellow naturalists that a Iife-giving substance could be 

made artificially, it would strengthen the argument for his mechanical hypothesis. 

The conclusions that Boyle drew from his nitre experiments have been dismissed 

by Frank as *-gratuitoiis" and b>- Westfall as unimponant in the development of modem 

chemical theon.." Uliile 1 agree with Fra& that Bo>-le's conclusions reflected his 

assumptions. 1 suggest thar understanding how Boyle uas attempting to use his 

experiments on nitre to confirm his mechanical philosophy is important in the history of 

earl>.-modern esperimental natural philosophy and ro the eventual development of 

modem e'rperimental science. 

Thomas Kuhn inadvertently pointed the wa)- to understanding Boyle's conception 

of his chemical sspririments O\-er forp-five years ago. unfortunately onIy to argue that 

Boyle was a tailure as a chemist. While Kuhn's assessment of the importance of Boyle's 

practice misses the mark. his description is accurate: 

In these anal>.ses of chemical reactions Boyle displays his novel conception of 
the chernist 3s an artificer who fabricates in the microscopic realm as the 
mechanic does in the macroscopic.. . .His archetype of the chemist is the 
'-skilfiil artist." almost the alchernical "adept." who desires to achieve, with the 
aid of appropriate instruments, "the greatest and most difficult changes. ..". 
So. Bolrle \.ie\vs chemistry as an art of rnanipulative f ab r i~a t ion .~~  

Kuhn views Boyle's rnechanical theory as poorly-received by chemists at the t h e ,  and 

ultimateIy "a failure" as a chemical theory. He contrasts what he calls Boyle's "brilliant 

intuition" in de\.eloping a "methodology of scientific research" which included testing of 

54 Frank. 17 1-2. 
;5 Frank. 124: Westfall. Consrruction of Modern Science. 77-8 1 
'"uhn. '.Robert Bo! le and Structural Chemisny." 3 1. 



hq'potheses by trial and srror. with the unproductive "manipulative fabrication" of Boyle's 

experimental techniques in the laboratop." 

I suggest that Boyle's artisanal Iaboratop practice and his cornmitment to 

deliberate trials in the laboratop- were part of one historical development that involved 

the coHapse of rhe art-nature distinction in Boyle's mechanical philosophy of nature. 

Boyle's novel methodology and his laboraton; practice are rooted in his conception of 

nature itsslf as a producr of artifice. Esperiments using mechanical instruments and 

intenentionist techniques to study the underlying natures of substances were not part of 

Aristotelian natural philosophy. The' becarne important sources of knowledge arnongst 

Boyle and his contemporaries during the seventeenth centun.. 

.4lthough this study focuses on Boyle. the practices he advocated were not his 

onn '*brilliant intuition.-' Others were advocating similar practices on similar grounds. 

Henq- Poum f 1623-1 668 i. a near conternporaq- of Boyle's and fellow member of the 

Royal Societ:.. espressed his \.ie\vs on art. nature. esperiment. and divine artifice much 

more ciearly r h m  Boyle did. In the conclusion to Esperimental Philosophv (1662), 

Power wote:  

Thess ;ire the d a ~ s  that must lay a nrw Foundation of a more rnagnificent 
Philoropli>.. . .: tliat will Ernpirically and Sensib1:- canvass the Phaenomena of 
Nature. deducing the Causes of things from such Originals in Nature. as we 
obsene are producible by Art. and the infallible demonstration of Mechanicks: 
and certainly. this is the way. and no other. to build a tnie and permanent 
Pliilosoph>.: For An. being the imitation of Xature (or. Nature at Second-Hand) 
it is but a sensible expression of Effect. dependent on the same (though more 
remote Causes:) and therefore the works of one. must prove the most 
reasonable discoveries of the other.. . . . I think it is no Rhetorication to Say. That 
al1 rhinrs are Anificial: for Nature it self is nothing elsç but the Art of ~ 0 d . j ~  

3- Ibid.. 36. 
5 a Henry Potver. E~perimental Philosoohv. In Three Book: Containino New Es~eriments Microscouical. 

MercuriaI. hlacnêrical. With some Deduction. and Probable Hvpotheses. raised from them. in 
Avouchmenr and l llusrntion of the now famous Atornical H\uothesis. (London: Printed by T. Roycroft. 
for John Manin and James .4llestn. 1664: repr. edition. Net\ York: Johnson Reprint Corporation. 
1966). 192-3. 



Like Boyle. Power rejccted "Peripatetick" philosophy. adopted a particulate theos. of 

matter. advocated the use of deliberate experiment using mechanical devices, and 

justified artifice as an empirical practice on grounds that the universe itself was a work of 

God's anifice.j9 Without fùrther study, it is speculative to generalize beyond Boy1e.s 

mechanical and esperimental philosophy. but the interrelationship of the theological. 

ontological and rnethodological assumptions in Power's "Experimental and Mechanical" 

philosophy are more than a ~oincidence.''~ The conceptual relationships depend. 1 argue. 

on their grounds in tlic Peripatetic conception of artifice which Power, like Boyle, 

invokes to disniiss i\ristotelian natural philosophy and its methods. The interventionkt 

techniques whicli Boyle promoted are routinely employed in scientific laboratories today 

and were cornmon to man?. of Boyle's contemporaries. Their historical development 

cannot be explained as a "briIliant intuition" on Boyle's part. 

We can begin to comprehend the relationships between Boyle's rejection of 

Aristotelian nat~iral pliilûsophy and the expenments of his chernical laboratory by looking 

carefull>. at the procedures and arguments which he usèd to support his -'mechanical 

hypothesis." His first ptiblished esperiment. and one upon which he made many "notes" 

which Jatrr a p p e m d  as pubIishrd treatises. \vas the -'Esperiment.. .touching the differing 

parts and rsdintegration of ~ a l t - ~ e t r e . ' ~ '  

The Separnfim n r d  Redi~ifegrntiotz of Nitre 

Bo!.le first umte about his esperiments ~vith nitre in the mid-1650s. A 

manuscript copy of an early essay on its "separation and redintegration" was translated 

into Latin in about 1657 by an Oxford colleague. Henq- stubbe."' A manuscript drafi o f  

the introduction ro a later version of his treatise sunives in his papers. Boyle's 

39 See Marie Boas Hall. "Introduction." ix-xxvii, in Power. Es~erimental Philosouhy (repr. edition) for a 
description o f  his education at Carnbridse and his experirnents with a group at Towneley Hall in 
Lancashire during the 1650s. 

40 Power. 193. 
Boyle. A Phvsico-Chtmical Essav. Containine an Exueriment. with some considerations touching the 
differinc parts and  redintenration o f  Salt-Pene. ( 1  66 1 ). Works 1 : 359-376. 

4 2 Frank. 123. 



suggestion thal he resenes the right to alter the opinions expressed in it is echoed in an 

almost identical passage in the Historv of Fluiditv and Firmness, published with his essay 

an saltpetre as the first of his expanded notes on the experi~im.43 The contents of about 

two-thirds of the draft preface were transferred almost verbatim ta the long concluding 

paragraph of the preface to his published Phvsico-Chvmical Essav.. .of ~ a l t - ~ e t r e . ~ ~  Ln 

the manuscript. as in the printed text. Boyle was reticent about his theoreticaI 

interpretations but detennined to reconciie the "very great & gen[er]aIl misunderstanding 

betwist the Attomists & the Chynists:" 

most of the Attomists on the one hand looking upon the Spagyrists as a 
cornpan>- of irieere & irrationa1 operators ~vhose Experim[en]ts may indeed be 
senisable tu Apothecaries & p[er]haps to Physitians, but are useles to a 
Ph~los[ojpl~sr. that aymes at Curincg noe Disease but that of Ignorance. And 
most of the Spaa.rists looking upon the Attomists as a sort of ernpty & 
extravagant Speculators who pretend to esplicate the greate Booke of Nature 
without Iiaving soo much as Iook'd upon the choisest & the difficultest part of 
it namsiy the Pliaenornina that their Art has addcd to the former Edditon of that 
vast & obscure ~o1urne.J' 

Boyle. as he sa1.s. nmtsd to unite chemists with "corpuscularian philosoptiers" in the 

same project and thouglit that his experiments would do so. As the studies by Clencuzio 

and Nmman suggest. man' of Boyle's chernical contemporaries held a particulate matter 

theoc but retained the concepts of substantial forms Gr '-real qualities" inherent in 

-1 j Boyle. "Notes on ye Essa) concerning SaItpetre." BP 10: 83-84r. The text consists of four pages in the 
hands of nvo arnanuenses. See Hunter. Guide. for its assignmenr to "1650s." The passage in The 
Hisrorv of Fluidin and Firrnness (1 66 11, Works 1: 377 is taken from BP 10: 83r. 

U BP 10: 83-84r. The passage was transferred to the published version fiorn the middIe of the second 
page to the bonom of the fourth: it begins at the break between two hands, suggesting a later addition to 
the opening paragraphs. possibly in preparation for publication. One significant change was made before 
publication: the substiiution of "corpuscular philosophei' for "Anomist [sic]" and "corpuscular" for 
"attomicall" throughout. Boas Hall notes that in the "Notes upon ye Sections about Occult Qualities," 
BP 22: I O  1 r -133 .  Boyle used "atomist" and "atomic" in the dictated version, and later crossed out and 
substituted a form of "corpuscular": Boas Hall, "Boyle's method of work." 122. For a discussion of 
Boyle's objections IO Epicurean atomism on theological grounds. see J.J. Maclntosh. "Robert Boyle on 
Epicurean atlwisrn and atomism." in Atoms. Pneuma. and Tranciuillib, ed. Margaret J. Osier, 197-220 
(Cambridge: Caiiibridge University Press, 1991). 

" BP 10: 8 3 - S v .  1 l ime oinitted corrections and expanded abbreviations in brackets. The corresponding 
passage in his printed \\-orks is found in Some S~ecirnens. Works 1 :  358-9. 



matenal principles l ikr  salt. sulphur. and r n e r c ~ ~ . ~ ~  I suggest that his experiments were 

intended to speak to both audiences: to chemists who still held to the conception of 

inherent "real qualities" in their corpuscles and to mechanicd philosophers who 

disrnissed the use of the practical arts in the search for knowledge of nature. 

In his Plivsico-Chemical Essav.. .of Salt-Petre. Boyle describes in great detail the 

fairly simple procediire by which he O btained two different substances kom a portion of 

"purified" nitre and tlien recombined the parts to reproduce a substance with the 

properties of the original substance. Boyle melted his sample of nitre in a crucible, and 

then carefull! put in small pieces of a live coal. which produced a violent "detonation" of 

the nitre. \vit11 much -'hissing and ebullition." This. in his interpretation of the procedure, 

drove off the "spirit of nitre" from the "fixed" component. Then, when the addition of 

li1.e coals no longer pro\.oked a reaction. he took the solid residue and divided it in two 

parts. One portion \vas dissolved in a minimum of uater. to which Boyle added "spirit of 

nitre" drop b ~ '  drop until he saw no further "ebu1lition.'- The spirit of nitre which he used 

had been pre\.iousl> prepared b~ distillation fiom saltpetre. The other portion was 

sirnilarly treated \vith drop-\vise addition of spirit of nitre without any initial solution in 

water. The resulting liquid products were set. in open iials. on a windowsill. 

Within a short period of time. crystals formed in both vials. When Boyle 

examined their sensible properties by looking at the cystal structure. tasting a portion of 

sach, and perforrning \various other tests. he found that the redintegrated substance had 

the properties of natiiral nitre. although the crystals from the undissolved portion seemed 

to hirn to be nor as ..regularly f ~ ~ u r e d . ' ~ ~  Boyle was careful to note that the crystals of 

redintegrated saltpetre could not have resulted from unseparated portions of sait petre 

" See Newman. ..Boylr's debr to corpuscular alchemy": idem. '.The CorpuscuIar Transmutational Theory 
o f  Eirenaeus Pliilaletlies." in Alchemv and Chemistw in the 16th and 17th Centuries , ed. Piyo Rattansi 
and Antonio Clericuzio. 16 1 - 1  83 (Dordrecht: Kluwer Acadernic. 1994): Antonio Clericuzio, " A 
Redefinition of Boj,le's Chernistry"; and idem, "Roben Boyle and the English Helmontians," in 
Alchemv Revisiird. rd. Z.R.W.M. von Manels. 192-99 (Leiden: E.1. BrilI. 1990). 

47 Boyle. A Ph~sico-CIi\.rnical Essav.. .of Salt-Petre. Works 1 : 359-60. 



remaining in the "tised nitre-' since a few particles could not f o m  the large nurnber of 

crystals he obsen'ed. He reported that he had in fact prepared crystals which passed al1 

the tests of being nitre by combining an "acid spirit" with comrnon pot-ashes which, 

Boyle suggested. no chemist would be silly enough to adulterate with more 

commercially-vali~able nitre.4Y 

The ~ a l u e  of this experiment for Boyle's purposes was its simplicity. Using the 

techniques of shop-i.ariety chemists and by a clearly (to him) mechanical action of adding 

hot coals to se\m twcl different substances from one, and rhen by remixing them, again 

mechanicaily. lie Iiad reproduced salt-petre with the naturally-occurring crystalline shape. 

His first brief conclusion is that: 

this experinient seems to afford us an instance. by which we may discem, that 
motion. figure and disposition of parts. and such like primary and mechanical 
affections (if 1 ma? so cal1 them) of matter. ma! suffice to produce those more 
seconda? affections of bodies, which are wont to be c a k d  sensible qualities."9 

A Iong cornparison of the properties of the two separate portions of nitre foIlows. 

intended to emphasize tlieir differen~es.~' 

The niajor thriist of his experiment cornes at the end of this descriptive portion of 

the essa!,. after lis disciisses the possible contribution of particles in the air to this 

.'artificial prodiiction of salt-petre."" Boyle concludes that the artificial separation of 

nitre into two pans \ ~ i t h  different sets of qualities and thrir recomposition into saltpetre. 

with yet another set of properties. is "a noble and. ..single instance" that the qualities of 

48 Ibid.. 363. Clericuzio suggests that "Boyle was. ..aware of the possible objection which couId be 
presented to his account.. .namely. that the '.redintegration" of niter wzs produced by a mere mechmica1 
association of its volatile and fised parts.": Clericuzio. "Redetinition of Boyle's Chemisny." 575. I 
claim that this is precisely what Boyle intended to show. and that Clericuzio misreads the passage cited 
here. Boyle is rnaking an even stronger claim by reporting that he had produced nitre de novo without 
using its component parts. 

49 Boyle, Phvsico-Chvmical Essav.. .of Salt-Petre, Works 1 : 364. 
Boyle also discusses the possible interaction between particles in the air. perhaps even "seminal 
effluvia." witli his solutions of nitre. However, since the conclusions he draws are so binechanical'' and 
he latcr used tliis ruperiiiirnt as the starting point for his major treatises on mechanical theory, it seerns 
unlikely to nie that Boyle thought of seminal particles as anything other than "conmvances" or 
mechanisms \\ i t l i  \et? coniplicated motions and activities when this treatise was written. 

5 1 Ibid.. 370. 



bodies do not derive from their Aristotelian forms but are produced mechanically. In the 

passage quoted belotv. Boyle emphasizes that simple artisanal techniques, which rnerely 

rearranged the parts of a substance by taking them apart and putting them back together 

again. resulted in the production of a substance with al1 the qualities of a naturai nitre. 1 

quote the wholc test of Section XXXII. of Boyle's first "physico-chymical" essay here 

because, as often in liis u-orks. each part of his expianation is important for understanding 

just how B o ~ k  conceiveci of the "redintegration of salt-petre": 

And if upon funher and exacter trial it appears. that the whole body o f  the salt 
petre. after its having been severed into very differing parts, by distillation. 
ma!. he adeqilately re-united into salt-petre equiponderant to its first self; this 
esperiment \vil1 afford us a noble and (for aught we have hitherto met with) 
single instance to make it probable. that that. which is comrnonly called the 
form of a concrete. which gives it is being and denomination, and from whence 
al1 its qualities are in the vulgar philosophy. by 1 know not what inexplicable 
ways. supposed to flow. may be in some bodies but a modification of the 
matter they consist of; whose parts. by being so and so disposed in relation to 
each other. constitute such a determinate kind of body. endowed with such and 
sucli properties. Whereas if the sarne parts u.ere otherwise disposed, they 
would constituts other bodies of very differing natures from that of the 
concretes. \i.hose parts they formerly were. and which ma). again result orbe 
produced aftsr its dissipation and seeming destruction. by the re-union of the 
same component particles. associated according to their former d i ~ ~ o s i t i o n . ~ '  

This conclusion has several parts. Saltpetre was produced in the laboratory from MO 

di fferent substances ivhich had been separatel'. prepared from i t. both by the "forcible" or 

"violent" operations of cliemical techniques: the fised nitre made by its "detonation" with 

live coals. and the spirit of nitre distilled from a separate portion earlier. The properties 

of salt-petre do not depend on a Peripatetic "form" or any persistent "real qualities" in 

either of its componsnts. The' do depend on the particular structure into which the two 

parts are "disposed" or rearranged by mechanical activities like mixing and casting coals 

into melted nitre. Boyle adopts. as the alternative esplanation for the inherent naturai 

forrn. a "mechanical" esplanation which was alreadlr available in the Aristotelian 

definition of artifice. The unstated premise in this argument is that chernical operations 

5' Boyle. Phvsico-Cinmicnl Essav.. .of Salt-Petre. Works I : 372. 



like those h r  performed in the redintegration of salt-petre were mechanicai: artisanal 

practices that involved only the "size? motion. rest. and position of.. .partsw of material 

substances. wliich (by the Aristotelian definition) did not involve alterations to a 

substantial form. 

It is important to notice what Boyle does not do in his discussion of the 

experiment on nitre. He does not try to explain the properties of saltpetre or its parts by 

describing tlieir particular figures or motions. It is enough. for Boyle, that his experiment 

show that the process works mechanically: by esternal agency and the motions and 

rearrangement of parts o f  matter and not with the involvement of an inherent, directing 

form. He does. as Clericuzio suggests. retain chemical properties like fixity, alkaiinity 

and acidity. The!- indicate the roots of his practices in chemical texts and laboratones and 

differences bstwen his and other mechanical philosophies. However. his use of 

chemical terms does not mean that Boyle "did not see this theory of matter as purely 

mechanical."" In the Proëmial Essav to the separate works published \\<th his Phvsico- 

Ch\mical Essa\.. . .of Salt-Petre. Boyle argued that there wers "diverse kinds of degrees of 

explication of the same thing": 

For although such explications be the most satisfactory to the understanding. 
wherein it is shewn. how the effect is produced b ~ .  their more primitive and 
catliolick affection of matter. namely. bulk. shape and motion; yet are not these 
explications to be despised. wherein particular effects are deduced from the 
more ob~ ious  and familiar qualities or srares of bodies. such as heat, cold. 
\~eight. fl i i i d i ~ . .  hardness. fermentation &c. 

Some "speculati\~s ivits. well versed in mathematical principles and mechanical 

contrivances." Boyle suggests. should undertake to explain these commoniy-used terms 

for "States or conditions" of matter. But meanwhile. explanations in terms of ordinary 

qualities ofien give satisfactoq explanations, "deductions" from "primary and universal 

causes" do not èasily esplain some phenornena. and besides. no complete explanation can 

be given without considering God as the first "physical efficient cause of things."'4 

53 Clericuzio. .-Redttfinirion of Boyle's Chernis~ ."  56 1-3. 
5A Boyle. Proëniinl E s w  . 30s- 10. 



Boyle's lack of attention to explaining "sensible qualities from the shape or size of the 

corpuscles" is indeed evident in his Phvsico-Chvmical Essav and quite understandable 

since explanations in terms of the specific sizes, shapes and motions of particles were not 

what he aimed at in tllis esperiment or in his mechanical philosophy in general. His 

emphasis on cheniical terms and the operations of the chernical Iaboratory is explicable 

by the aims of his esperinient, to lend overdl support to the mechanical philosophy by 

using the artisanal techniques of the cherni~ts.~' 

We do ha\.e Boyle's views. filtered through Oldenburg. to aid in understanding 

his intentions in the esperiment on nitre and the differences between his and another 

natural philosopher's \.ie\\. of rnechanisrn and the role of experiment in the mechanical 

philosophy.zG Spinoza interpreted Boyle's expenrnent as intending to show that nitre was 

a heterogeneous niisturr of two parts and that the "nature" of the whole "arises solely 

from the mere mistitre" of two heterogeneous pans.'7 Spinoza understood Boyle's 

experiment correctly. H o ~ v e ~ w .  he denied mat Boyle had given a correct explanation of 

its causes and effects: the "fised cornponent of nitre was not part of the "constitution of 

the essence of the nitre."" Spinoza's explanation of [he propenies of nitre depended 

upon describing tlic shaprs and motions of its paniclrs.59 His attitude to Boyle's 

argument re\.eals the difkrence between his rationdist views and Boyle's empincal 

practices: Bo!.le's "proofs" are not mathematical. and thus unconvincing. and Descartes 

has already shou-n con\hcingly that "al1 tactile qualities depend only upon motion, 

shape. and the remaining mechanical state~.''~* 

55 Clericuzio, "Rrdefinition of Boyle's Chemistry." 575. 
56 The exchange berlrern Oldenburg and Spinoza took place benveen September, 1661 when Oldenburg 

promised to send Spinoza a copy of  Boyle's Cenain Phvsiolo~ical Essavs and August, 1663, when 
Oldenburs includrd a brief message from Boyle to Spinoza about the 'mitre" controversy: Oldenburg to 
Spinoza. 17 Sept 1661. vol. 1.430432; Spinoza to Oldenburg. ?April. 1662. vol. 1,458-470; Oldenburg 
to Spinoza. 3 April 1663. vol. 11. 4043: Spinoza to OIdenburi. 17 July 1663; al1 in The Correspondence 
of Henn Oldenbiirq. ed. and trans. Hall and Hall. 

57 Ibid.. Spinoza ta Oldenbiir=. ? April 1667. vol. 1 ,  458. 
'8 Ibid.. 459. 
59 Ibid.. 460. 
60 Ibid.. 162. 



Boyle's reply to Spinoza was filtered through Oldenburg but quite consistent with 

his stated intentions in the Phvsico-Chemical Essav. Boyle responded to Spinoza's 

criticism by emphasizing that his aim was to show that "substantia1 forms" are not 

implicated in the chemical production of nitre and (therefore) mechanicd principles are: 

[Mr. Boyle] ~vishes you to be advised that he did not so much intend to show 
that t h i s  \vas a really perfect and philosophical analysis of nitre, but rather to 
explain tliat the comrnon doctrine of substantial forms and qualities accepted in 
the schools rests on a weak foundation. and that what they cal1 the specific 
differences ofthings can be reduced to the size. motion. rest, and position of 
their pans.. . . 6 1 

Mr. Boyle's defence of the conclusions drawn from his espenment reiterated his 

intentions in making it: 

. . . [he] merel!. replies that he wote  these in the first place to reveal and make 
kno~vn  the use of chernistq for confirming the mechanical principies of 
philosoph>.. and that he has not found other \\riters making or discussing this 
point equally well.. . .Moremer there is a great difference between ordinaq 
espwiments. Lvhere we do not b o n -  what nature contributes and what other 
factors intsn.ene. and those expenments Lvhere it is known for certain what 
these factors are." 

In simple chemical opsrations. Boyle thought. it \vas possible to know for certain what 

"factors" \vert! in\.olt.ed. That the techniques wers artificial. forcing natural materials 

"out of their course" hy distiliation and detonation. ensured that '-substantial forms" were 

not arnong thrni. 

In these esperirnents- BoyIe was attempting to use chemistq to codïrm the basic 

principles of the n~cchanical philosophy: that a11 natural phenornena were the effects of 

matter and motion. %'hile his report of the experiment is detailed and prolix, full of 

"historical paniculars." each of thern piayed a part in Boyle's explication of the 

redintegration of nitre. He \vas aware of the man.  dificulties encountered in the 

seventeenth-csntiiry chemical laboratory, from the problern of obtaining unadulterated 

materials to the lack of cooperation from the materials themselves. which sputtered and 

6 1  Ibid.. Oldcnbtirg ro Spinoza. 3 April 1663. vol. 2.40. 
62 Ibid.. 42. 



splashed. creclting possible losses of his products that threatened the validity of the 

conclusions drawn from them.'' Contained in this mass of detail, however, is a very 

general conclusion: that natural phenornena work mechanically. 

Peter Dear assesses Boyle's experiments. replete with "historical detail," as a 

"detour" on the '-1lic~h road to modem e~~erimental isrn."~ Boyle and the Royal Society 

membership in general. Dear asserts. "stress the particularities of the singular instance 

itself. as if the establisliment of belief in the historical event was itself ~ufficient."~~ 

The event espenments of a Robert Boyle aimed at disclosing localized natural 
behaiior: those occasionally found in mathernatical practice had aimed at the 
vindication of the physico-mathematician's cornpetence (as a repository of 
legitimate esperience) to speak for nature.6b 

1 submit that Bo!-1s had much larger aims than reporting on "matters of fact" or "localized 

natural behavioiirm- in man' of his espenments. especially the redintegration of nitre. 

Boyle. in fact. thouglit that he was putting nature in a position to speak for itself in the 

chemical laboratory against Psripatetic "natures" and for nature as mechanical artifice. 

He drew a universal conclusion from his experiments on nitre: that natural phenornena 

could be s1ion.n to ivork mechanically. 

Boyle. the sceptical chemist and diffident rnechanical philosopher, was reticent 

about the details of the underlying mechanical processes involved in the experiment on 

nitre. but the ainî of his esperiment and the conclusions he drew were broad. The 

differences bctweciî I~is intentions and those of more mathematically-inclined rnechanical 

philosophers are highli~htrd in Oldenburg's report of Boyle's reply to Spinoza: 

61 See the hvo essays which were bound with the experiment on nitre. Two Essavs Concerning the 
Unsuccessfulness of Esoeriments. Works 1: 3 18-353. Some of the dctail of his procedure discusses the 
procedure required to add coals one at a time. waiting between additions: Phvsico-Chernical Essav ... of 
Salt-Petre. Works 1 : 360. 

Dear, Discipline and Es~erience. 3: 
65 Ibid.. 219.241. 
66 Ibid.. 242. Dear's tïords are accurately quoted. In his vie~v.  "a Roben Boyle" stands in for the Royal 

Society membersliip ris a whole. The extrapolation from Boyle to the Royal Society in general is 
rnisguided. lts inriiibersliip included people with different vie~vs and different objectives than Boyle. 
See Hunter. "Towards Solornon's House." 723-239. for transcriptions of a number of different proposals 
for "improving" the Socier>,-s aims and methods in the 1660s and 1670s. 



[Mr. Bol.le] asks you to consult the preface to his expenments on nitre, and 
you will then understand the real aim which he set himself in this work: 
namely. to show that the doctrines of the new and more solid philosophy are 
elucidated by clear expenments and these can best be explained without the 
forms. qualities and useless eIernents of the schools; but he by no means took it 
upon himself to teach what is the nature of niter. or even to disprove what can 
be said by anyone about the hornogeneity of matter or about the differences 
whicli mise merel? from motion, figure. etc. As he says, he oniy wished to 
s h o ~ .  that the i.arious textures of bodies produce their various differences, and 
that from these proceed very different effects ... .. 67 

Boyle's "real aim" in the nitre experiments is explicit this statement of intent, as  in the 

earlier letter from Oldenburg to Spinoza. He argued that he had gone some way toward 

disconfirming the notions of "substantiaf forms" and "real qualities" and supporting the 

hypothesis that natural plienomena in general could be explained using the few pnnciples 

of --size. motion. rest. and position of.. .parts" of naturally-occurring substances.68 Boyle 

was deliberatrl! ritternpting to support his clairns for the mechanical hypothesis as an 

alternative to Aristottslianism by substituting Penpatetic artifice for Anstotelian nature. 

The Experimrrttnl Prodrrctiorr of Forms and Qrinlities 

While Boyle's "separation and redintegration" of nitre was important in the 

development of his ideas about the use of interventionkt experiment to support the 

"mechanical h~.pothssis." liis arguments for the value of experimental evidence are more 

clearly espressed in treatises witten after he had espanded on his "notes" on nitre. In the 

introduction to his collected tracts on the mechanka1 production of qualities. Boyle set 

out the kinds of esperiments which he thought would show that natural phenornena 

worked on mechanical principles.69 He suggested that these tracts were intended to give 

examples of experinient that would support his claini for the "mechanical origination" of 

qualities and not to give definitive explanations for them. As in his redintegration of nitre, 

Boyle aimed at counter-evidence to Aristoteiian philosophy and regarded experimental 

'' The Corres~ondence o f  Henn  Oldenburp. vol. 2. 103: Oldenburs to Spinoza. 4 August 1663. 
68 Ibid.. 40: Oldenburg to Spinoza. 3 April 1663. 
69  Boyle. Mechanical Oricin or Production o f  Qualities. 230-236. 



dernonstrations against "substantial forms" and "chemical theories" as support for kis 

mechanical philosophy.7" 

Three categories of experiment were most usehl for either demonstrating 

"mechanical principles" directly or "by shewing the insufficiency of the Penpatetick and 

chemical theories of qtirilities. to recornmend the corpuscularian doctrine of them:" 

[ I l . .  .instances.. .to shew, that the proposed quality may be rnechanically 
introduced into a portion of matter, where it was not before. 
[ 2 ] .  . .instances . . . to shew that by the same means the quality may be notably 
varied as to degrees. or other not essential attributes. And, 
[3] . . . b>. somr instances also it may appear. that the quality is mechanically 
espelled from. or abolished in. a portion of matter. that was endowed with it 
before. Sometimes also by the same operation the former quality it [sic: is] 
destro'ed. and a new one is produced.7' 

The best son of evidence for the mechanical principles was provided by the same kind of 

trials as his separation and redintegration of salt-petre: 

... if. by a bare mechanical change of the interna1 disposition and structure of a 
bod!.. a permanent quality. confessed to flow from its substantial form, or 
in\vard principle. be abolished, and perhaps. also immediately succeeded by a 
new quality mechanically producible: if. 1 Say, this come to p a s  in a body 
inaninlate. especially. if it be also. as to sense similar. such a phaenomenon 
will not a little fa\.our that hypothesis. which teaches, that these qualities 
depend upon certain contextures, and other mechanical affections of the small 
pans of the bodies. that are endowed with them. and consequently may be 
abolished lvhen that necesçary modification is destroYed." 

Understanding that Boyle \vas opposinç "substantial forms" and "mechanical principles" 

on the basis of the traditional distinction between nature and artifice allows us to make 

sense of the reasoning behind his confidence that a deliberate trial in the chemical 

laboratory could provide evidence against the inherent principles of the Peripatetics and 

chemists and for a nlechanical explmation of the properties of substances. 

70 Ibid.. 23 1-7. 
7'  Ibid. 
" Ibid. 



The an-nature distinction provided two alternatives. the inherent qualiehg 

agency of the Aristotelian "form" or the extemai agency. local motion and change of 

"contexture" of the mechanical arts. Chernical operations. by the Peripatetic definition, 

belonged to the mechanical arts and made "mechanical changes" to bodies, changes in 

their "disposition and structure" not alterations in their substantial forms. The production 

of a "permanent qualit'." by mechanical procedures \vas thus. in Boyle's argument. 

evidence that such qiialities were not a consequence of any "inward principle" but 

mechanically produced bi- changes to the "contexture" and "mechanical affections" of the 

material pans of a naturdly-occurring substance. 

In this treatise. Boyle appealed directly to the -4ristotelian art-nature distinction as 

a guarantee that siibstantial forms were not invotved in the origin of qualities in 

"factitious" bodies or i n  tlis production of changes in properties in his experiments. The 

production of ne\\. qualities artificially could by esplained on mechanical principles: 

. . .we ma! sornetimes obtain the sarne. or the like quality, by artificial and 
sometimes e\.en temporary compositions.   hi ch. being but factitious bodies. 
are b>- Iearned adversaries confessed. not to have substantia1 forms, and can 
indeed reasonabl>. be presumed to have but resulting temperaments: as wiIl be 
hereafter esernplified in the production of green by cornpounding blue and 
yello\v. and in the eiectrical faculty of glass: and in the temporary whiteness 
prodiiced b!* beating clear oil and fair \vater into an ointment.. . 73 

Whatever the change in an artificial body. its properties did not flow frorn a "substantial 

form." so that if an artifkial body had a quality like that of a natural substance (a green 

colour for instance) it liad been produced by mechanical means. Chernical mixtures 

pro~lided man!. of Boyle's examples of the "mechanical production" of sensible qualities. 

To argue for the mechanical production of "tastes" or flavours. for example. Boyle 

described the niising of "one rnenstruum" or sol\.ent with a nurnber of "insipid." 

tasteless substances to produce a wide range of different flavours. Mixing spirit of nitre 

7 ;  Ibid.. 233. 



with silver yielded a substance as "bitter as gall" whereas the sarne spirit of nitre mixed 

with lead gave a '-saccharine sweetness."'" 

The contrast between the traditional alchemists' defence of the "naturaIness" of 

their processes and Bo!k's arguments, based on the artificiality of chemical operations, is 

also more apparent in his Es~eriments. Notes, &c about the Mechanical Orinin or 

Production of di\.ers particular Oualities than in the Phvsico-Chvmical Essav ... of Salt- 

Petre. Boyle uses glass as an esample of an artificial body which thus has no "substantial - 
form" and undergoes changes in qualities which are clearly mechanically produced: 

. . .in some cases the quality proposed mal- be either introduced. or wried, or 
destro>.sd. in an inanimate body, when no change appears to be made in the 
bod!.. escept u h t  is mechanical. and what might be produced in it, supposing 
such a pnrcd of matter were artificially framed and constituted as the body is, 
tliougli \i.itliout any substantial form. or other such like interna1 principIe. So 
when a pircs of glass. or of clarified rosin. is. by being beaten to powder, 
deprived of its transparency. and made \vhite. there appears no change to be 
made in the pdverized body. but a cornminution of it into a multitude of 
corp~iscles. tliat by their nurnber. and the i-arious situations of their surfaces are 
fittr'd copiouçly to reflect the sincere light several ways. or give some peculiar 
niodification to its raJ.s:. . . 75 

Changes in the appearance and propenies of a Yactitious-- body like glass when it was 

altered b>- the mechmical actions of the experimenter could not be attributed to the 

agency of a "substantial fonn-- and thus. for Boyle. showd that new qualities could be 

produced using mechmicd means. 

Boyle's hroad use of "mechanical" to describe actions from harnmering a nail to 

melting glass over a fire is apparent in The Mechanical Origin and Production of 

Oualities, as \velI as his inclusion of chemical operations arnong the mechanical arts. In 

the preface. he stated his intention to illustrate the mechanical origin or production of 

qualities usin2 clieniical techniques. in his description of properties like "volatility," 

Boyle distinguished bet\veen a quality as it was found in naturally-occumng materials and 

as it was .'producsd and destroyed" by the art of chernistp: 

71 Ibid.. 263. 
75 lbid.. 233. 



. . .esperiments and thoughts are delivered about.. .volatility and fixity, 
corrosiveness and corrosibility. which. as  they are found in bodies purely 
natural. are referable to those qualities. that many physical writers cal1 second 
qualities. and which yet. as they may be produced and destroyed by the 
chemists art. may be stiled chemical qualities. and the spagyrical ways of 
introducing. or expelling hem, may be referred to chemical operations, of 
ivhich there is given a more ample specimen in the mechanical account of 
chemical precipitations.76 

In the tract on precipitation. Boyle discussed the chemical operations by which solid 

substances were made to "fa11 to the bottom" of a liquid mixture in which they were 

dissolved by adding a portion of a third material." Boyle suggested that "those feu- 

Aristotelians. that.. .ha\.e taken notice of this operaticn" would attribute precipitation to 

"some secret s!.rnpntli!- or antipathy between the bodies" involved in the procedure. 

Boyle. however. gaPs mechanical explanations and argued that the precipitated matenal 

not only had diffsrent qualities from the naturally-occumng substances which were 

originally addsd to the solvent or "menstruum." but that the new substance was greater in 

"weight" and "bulk" thm the original material as ~vell. Since the new product differed 

qualitati\.ely and qi~mtitati\~eIy from the natural material ~vhich was the original solute, he 

argued. its precipitation could not be amibuted to any '-sympathy" between the two 

substances ivhich merel>. caused the original, natural substance to fa11 out of so~ution.'~ 

Thal a mechanical cliange. the addition of material to the solution. produced a new and 

different substance i l a s  exidence. for Boyle. that the inherent "natures" of the materials 

could not esplain chemical phenomena like precipitation. and that an alternative, 

mechanical esplanation \vas required. 

Boyle regarded his major theoretical treatise on his mechanical philosophy, 

O r i ~ i n  of Foms and Qualities- as an expansion on his original 'Notes upon an Essay 

from ~itre."" He iiidicatrd in his .-Discourse to the Reader" that his first essay on salt- 

petre was more easily understood by an audience who were already versed in mechanical 

76 Ibid., 235. 
77 Boyle. Of the Rlrchanicril Causes of Chemical Preci~itation. Li'orks 1: 329-340. 

Ibid.. 330. 
79 Boyle. Orizin o f  Fonns and Oualities. Works 3: 1 .  



principles. and that the enlarged treatise was designed to introduce 'rhe principles and 

notions" of the "corpuscularian philosophy" to an audience unfamiliar with thern.80 His 

intentions. he suggested. were to supply "lovers of real learning" with "particular 

experiments" to support the mechanical explication of naturai phenornena'' 

Boyle's arguments against the distinction between natural and "factitious" bodies 

are set out clearl! in the context of his "Examin" of the concept of substantial f o r r n ~ . ~ ~  in 

his discussion of  naturally-occumng and artificiaI1y-produced qualities. for example, he 

adopted a nomindistic approach to identi&ing substances on the basis of their properties 

and used it to argue against the .4ristotelian idea that qualities of bodies were a 

consequence of their -'fornis:" 

1 find i t  liksuise urged that there can be no reason why whiteness should bc: 
separable from a wall and not from snow or milk. unless we have recourse to 
suhstantid forms. But in case men have agreed to call a thing by such a name. 
because it has such a particuhr qualiv that differences it fiom others, we need 
go no f x t h s r  to find a reason why one quality is essential to one thing and not 
b 

to a n ~ t h r r . ~ "  

A brass sphere for esample. is Iabeled as such on account of its figure. There is no reason 

to call up "substantial foms'- then to expiain the figure or colour of a natural body like 

snow. because --men ha.e  agreed to call a thing by such a name'- on the basis of its 

sensible properti~s.xJ 

.4nificiall!--produced bodies. Boyle argued. ivere as much '-distinct species" as 

those found in nature and IabeIed as natural kinds by Anstotelians: 

1 have not found that any naturalist has laid down a determinate number and 
sort of qualities or other attributes. which is sufficient and necessary to 
constitiite ail portions of matter endowed with them. distinct kinds of natlral 
bodies: and therefore 1 observe that most cornmonly men look upon these as 
distinct species of bodies that have had the luck to have distinct names found 
out for them. though perhaps divers of them differ much less fkom one another 

Ibid.. 3 .  
8 1 Ibid.. 9. 
'' Ibid.. 37-49. The subsection of the neatise is titled "An Examen of the Origin and Doctrine of 

Substantial Forms. As i t  is iront to be taughr by the Peripatrticks." 
'' Ibid.. 44. 
'.' M d .  



than other bodies. which (because they have been huddled up under one name) 
haxrti been looked upon as but one sort of bodies. But not to lay any weight on 
this intimation about narnes, 1 found that for want of a tnte characteristick or 
discriniinating note. it hath been and is stiIl both very uncertain as to diverse 
bodies. whether they are of different species or of the same, and very diacui t  
to rive a sufficient reason why divers bodies wherein nature is assisted by art 
should not as well pass for distinct kinds of bodies as others that are generally 
reckoned to be S O . ~ ~  

Since the names of siibstances denote differences in their properties, Boyle argued, there 

was no reason to separate naturallÿ-occumng substances as somehow more authentic or 

distinct in kind tlim artificially-produced "factitious" bodies. 

Boyle argued further that chemically-produced substances and their naturally- 

occurring analoyes werr not distinct in properties and since they couId not be 

distinguishsd on the basis of their qualities. the!. should be regarded as the sarne 

substance. Vitriol. a substance producibie in the chernical iaboratory. was also made in 

nature. and coiild be used as an exarnple to illustrate the "mechanicaI production of 

forms" in the clieniical laboratop-: 

[Flor since nature herself without the heIp of art does ofientimes produce that 
concrete (as 1 have elsewhere shewn by experience) there is no reason why 
vitriol produced by easy chyrnical operations should not be looked upon as a 
body of the same nature and kind: and in factitious vitriol, our knowing what 
ingredients \ve make use of. and how we put them together. enables us to judge 
v e q  n.ell how \ritriol is produced.86 

Here. as in liis "essay on nitre" he argued that the processes involved in chernical 

operations Lvere easil:. understood. 

Since natural "vitriol" and chemically-produced "vitriol" had the same properties. 

Boyle argued. tliere was no reason to explain their properties on different principles: 

. . . though vitriol made of iron with a corrosive liquor be but a factitious body, 
made by a convenient apposition of the small parts of the saline menstmum to 
those of the metal. yet will this vitriol do rnost, if not al], of the same things, 
that \ h i 0 1  made by nature in the bowels of the earth. and digged out thence, 
will perforrn: and each of these bodies ma! be endowed ~ 4 t h  variety of 

'' Ibid.. 50. 
86 Ibid.. 52. 



differing qualities. which 1 see not why they must flow in the native vitriol 
from a substantial form, since in the factitious vitriol the same qualities belong 
to a form that does plainly emerge from the coaiition of metalline and saline 
corpuscles associated together and disposed of after a certain rna~~ner .~ '  

Boyle's argument against the substantial form as the camer of qualities in natural bodies 

depended here. as it did in his salt-petre experiments on the artificiality of the chemical 

processes by v.4icl-i "factitious" vitriol was made. 

In the chernical production of vitriol its qualities .-pIainIy emerge" fiom the 

association and arrangement of its corpuscles. The clarity with which Boyle endowed his 

argument. the -'obvioiisness" or transparency that he assumes for mechanical alterations 

as the means hy \!.hich the qualities of "factitious" vi t rd  are produced. rests on the 

premise that 311 artitïcial objects and materials are produced mechanically~ by the 

transposition and connection of parts of matter. If a substance with al1 the qualities of a 

natural bod~.  coiilci be produced mechanically, and the artificial substance was 

indistinguishable frorn a natural body except for con\.entions which labeled it non- 

natural. the processes in\.oIved in the natural production of vitriol couId also be explained 

mechanically. In The Oricin of Forrns and Qualities. as in the salt-petre experiments, 

Boyle argued fro~n the Aristotelian definition of artifice as mechanical against the 

Peripatetic \.isw of inherent natures and for the mechanical production of qualities in both 

-'natural" and "anificirtl" processes. 

Boyle's use of deliberate. interventionist experiment in chemical laboratories, 

mechanical devices like air pumps. and artisans' workshops was based in his conviction 

that artificia1 and natural bodies did not differ in kind and that the processes by which 

propenies ori~imted or changed in the natural world did not differ fiom those available to 

craftsrnen. Craft processes had been traditionally thought to be mechanical, involving 

only the power of an esternal agent, the artisan. to alter the outward attributes of his 

materials and change their relative positions. Boyle's translation of this Peripatetic 

'' Ibid., 45. 



conception of artifice to the theological realm to esplair, :hi-- fiinnation of the world as the 

work of a Craftsrnan nko  hâd complete power over "dumb." passive rnatter is at the root 

of his description of natirral phenomena as mechanical. Both his rnechanical philosophy 

and advocacy for esperimental practices were firmly rooted in his theological 

assumptions. The arguments he used to defend his esperimental practices as the best sort 

of evidencs for the "rnechanical hypothesis" were based on the received view of the art- 

nature distinction in Aristotelian philosophy. Boyle believed that the world was a product 

of artifice and tliroughotit his theoretical and expenmental treatises. he used the 

Peripatetic definition o f  the mechanical arts to argue against the Aristotelian notion of 

nature. 

It is apparent in  the seventeenth-century literature on saltpetre that Boyle was not 

just w~estling \\-itli a ghost of Aristotelian "nature" in his attempts to use chemicaI 

operations to discount "substantial foms" and substitute mechanical explanations of 

naturaI phenomena. LiÏlliam Clarke (c. 1642- 1684). a student at Oxford in the late l65Os, 

published his own treaiise on The Natural Histon- of Nitre in 1 6 7 0 . ~ ~  His description of 

the properties and production of nitre was explicitly "The Peripatetical Definition of 

~ i t r e . " ~ h l t h o q l - i  Clarke allotved that saltpetre could be severed by chernical means. 

and estracted from natural marerials using chernical operations. he firmly denied the 

possibilit). of the cheniical production of natural nitre by -'Redintegration" on the grounds 

that artifice could not reproduce natural substances once they had been "violently 

separated:" 

But. as we cannot make by Art a natural body of new Materials.. . .so neither 
can we conjoyn the same Materials violently separated to become the same 
body. and halle the sarne natural pnnciple of motion. which is to be performed 
in works of Art.. .and here the saying may be verified of the Chymist, that he 

See Frank. 70- 1 .  for a few brief details of Clarke's career. 
William Clarke. Tlie Natural Hisronr of Nitre: or. a Philosophical Discourse of the Nature. Generation. 

Place. and A n i f k h i  E~traction of Nitre. with its Vertues and Uses (London, Printed by F. Okes for 
Nathaniel Brooh. 1670). B I v and 7. Clarke (c.1641-1684) had an Oxford B.A ( 1  661) and possibly 
practiced medicirie (drtails from Frank. 70-1). 



pulls dotvn. hut doth not build up: and it  hath no onlp thus altered its shape but 
venues and use to[o]. this being no feign-d rnetamorph~sis.~~ 

His objections to the recomposition of nitre by chernicai means are based on the 

Aristotelian an-nature distinction. Clarke retumed to the subject of redintegration once 

again later in his description of its "histor)." to argus. from "first causes" in this case, that 

the nature of nitre proceeded from "both matter and form &: principiurn motus & aliarum 

ql/nfirantm:" the chernical dissolution of saltpetre \vas possible but not its recombination 

by chemical rnea~is."' 

Amongsr Bo) le-s immediate colleagues in the Royal Society. there was dissension 

about using artiticial. inten'entionist expenment for "rhe advancement of natural 

philosoph!,." Cndrrstnnding the historical roots of objections to chernistry and the other 

mechanical arts as Irgitininte philosophical practices aIlo~vs us to make sense of the 

adrnonitions ol'an anon'mous author in his proposa1 for rsform of the society's 

program.'' One --.\.B." reminded his colleagues in the Royal Society of their collective 

aim to replace an old pliilosophy ~vith a new one and "that for this. Materials must be 

fetched from Ohsen ation Br Esperiment. lying in the ttvo b'orlds of Nature 6i: Art." To 

do so. he ivrote. the memhership must reconsider their attitudes to obsen.ationa1 reports 

and artificial esperiment and corne to several conclusions: 

First. that the Obsenations of Nature. & the Performances of Art or 
Esperirnsnt. are both duly to be valued. That an .ktist or Experimenter. is not 
to bs taken for a maker of gimbals. nor an obscnfer of Nature for a wonder- 
monger. That the one is to be accepted as the Author or advancer of an Art of 
his o1r.n: the other. as a finder out of rhose Arts ivhich are divine. in short. 

90 Ibid.. 10. 
91 Ibid.. 74-75. Clarke suggests thar chymists trying to redintegrate the severed parts of nitre are compelling 

Nature to prostirurc lierself. His description of the "Courtiers" perpetrating this act and mention of a 
- 

Pfa~onicX. Loiw in this contest suggest that Clarke was aiming directly at Boyle. the author of Sera~hick 
Love. - 

Royal Society hliscrllnneous Manoscripts 4.72, fols. I r - 3 .  transcribed and printed in Hunter. "Towards 
SoIomon's Hoiisr." 2 3 - 2 3  1 .  The document by "A.B." is untitled but endorsed on the back of one page. 
"A proposa1 for the Advancement of the Royal Socie~."  See Hunter, p. 225 n. 152 and pp. 239-232 on 
the insuficirnc~ o f  e\ idcnce for detennining its authorship. The proposal was dated in the closing 
salutation as IO 0ctobt.r 1674 (f. 2v). 



That the one m e  be trulj. styled a Master of Nature; the other. one of God 
Alrniglirys ~cliolîrs.~'  

"A.B." was reacting to FeIlo\vs of the Society who \.ie\ved experiments as 'rricks" played 

with materials and instruments by artisans using techniques that were unacceptable 

phiIosophical tools. 

Bo? le. Oldenburg. Pou-er and "A.B." were al1 attempting to convince their 

contemporaries thrit artisanal techniques were legitimate means for acquiring knowledge 

about natural phenomeiia. The deliberate inten-ention in nature using mechanicd 

instruments and cheniical operations was still considered by some Royal Society 

mernbers and sonis mechrinical philosophers to be outside the bounds of natural 

philosoph>.. Althoiigh the se~.enteenth-centun. mechanical philosophies logically entailed 

the rejection of tlw art-nature distinction. traditional ideas about the nature of artisanal 

practices remaineci pm\srfid amongst natural philosophers schooled in Anstotelian 

philosophy and l i~ ing  in a socisty which was structured on the basis of the sarne 

distinction bstlvssn the \\oi-k of the mind and manual labour. Since seventeenth-centun. 

natural philosophrrs Iield a \.ariety of theological and episternolo_gical assurnptions, it 

rnight be usefd tn ssaniirit: the vie~vs of Boyle's contcmporaries on the art-nature 

distinction and esplore 111s interrelationships of their assumptions from the perspecti1.e of 

artifice as \\.el1 as nature. 

Bû>.Is's rejection of fundamental distinctions bettveen natural and artificial 

processes allontd hiin to inx.estigate natural phenoniena using chemical expenrnents and 

the practices of trc?desitien. Ur argued that experiments '-~vherein nature is guided, and as 

it were. mastered h! art" u.ere as usehl "to attest the tnith" of the mechanical philosophy. 

as obsewations of "\vhat nature does. without being over-ruled by the power and ski11 of 

man.''94 His arguments rhat experimental practices like his chemical operations yielded 

legitirnate e\.idsnce fbr philosophical purposes were based on the lack of distinction 

between motions initiated by natural agents and by hiiman artisans. Boyle rejected 

'3; Royal Socirt! blisc. hlaniiscripts 4.72. f. Ir-, in Hunter. "Touards Solomon's House." 226. 
94 Boyle. Oririn nf Friniiq and Oualiries. Works 3: 66. 



Peripatetic pliilosopliy as empty speculation without the empirica! gounds that his 

experimental pliilosopli!. pro\.ided for the "mechanical hypothesis." His use of artifice in 

experirnent \vas tlrml!. rooted in his conception of God as a Divine Artificer who had 

formed the ~vorld from "lazy matter." ï h e  artificial products and processes which had 

been termsd "contrap. to nature" in Peripatetic philosophy could. in Boyle's artificial, 

mechanical wr ld .  0th some of the best experimental evidence for God and his Works. 



Conclusion 

Nature as Artifice - Continuity in Change 

In her discussion of the "cabinets of curiosities" that virruosi collected, including 

both unusual things foiind in nature and objects ~vhich displayed especially-skillful 

artifice. Lorraine Daston suggests that one of the central changes in seventeenth-cerrzry 

natural philosoph! Kas "the assimilation of art to nature."' Her description of this change 

in thinking about a n  and nature highlights alterations in the conception of mechanics that 

Gabbey and Dear discuss in their studies of the development of mechanical philosophy 

and experinental science: 

High Renaissance commonplaces concerning art and nature reiate the two in 
counterpoint: art ma!. imitate nature: art mair modi6 nature; art may assist and 
improve nature: art may create its own objects. But in order to be so opposed 
art and nature must be conceived as distinct entities. The insight that art was 
merel' a pan of nature. governed by the same rules. was of cardinal importance 
to the early stages of the Scientific Revolution. The mechanics of pseudo- 
Anstotlr and Archimedes had been about machines; that of Gdileo, Descartes, 
Huygens. Neu-ton. and Leibniz was about al1 natural motion, including 
machines as a special case. The central precept of the mechanicd philosophy. 
that nature neas actually composed of rnicroscopic machines, presupposed the 
destruction of the boundary between works of nature and handiwork.. ..' 

The conception of nature as a complex automaton composed of simpler machines 

describes Robert Boyle's mechanical philosophy succinctly. but the shift in thinking that 

his philosophy represents is not captured most correctly as "the assimilation of art to 

1 Lorraine Daston. Review essay: "The factual sensibility." & 79 ( 1988): 464. A catalogue of the Royal 
Socieb's seventeenth-century collection of "Natural and Artificial Rarities" conrains items from bud's 
nests and mushrooms to "A pair of Iceland gloves" and "a Jewish Phylactery." The fmt section of 
"Part IV. Of Anificial Mattrrs" is headed "Of Things relating to Chyrnistry, and to other Pans of 
Natural Philosoph)." including "a solid Hemetick Phosphorus" and "Oil of Tobacco." See Nehemiah 
Grew. Musaeuni Recalis Societatis. or a Catalogue & Descriorion Ofthe Natural and Artificial Rarities 
Belonpinr to t l ie Rom1 Sociew and presewed at Gresham Collrdoe (London: Printed by W. RawIins. 
168 1 ). 

' Ibid.. 464. 



nature." In Boyle's piiilosophy. the art-nature divide was crossed not by integrating art 

into the received vieus of nature. but by the assimiIation of nature to the seventeenth- 

century idea of art. 

Identif'ing the products and processes of nature as the sams as those of artifice 

involves. of course. a conceptual change that proceeds in two directions at once - nature 

becomes artifice and art becomes natural. Frorn the historical perspective, however. the 

mechanical concept ion of nature was the replacement of Peripatetic nature with a 

philosophy based on the Aristotelian conception of artifice. Human artifice in the 

manufacture of machines belonged to the factive or constructive arts more generaily, a 

category which Aristotzlians used to describe ail those activities in which human beings 

used their pou-er to put material objects into local motion. Nature, in Boyle's philosophy 

and the niechanicd pliilosophy in general. worked on the ptinciples of artifice -the two 

catholic principles of nintter and motion. 

The \\.hole prqjrct of Boyle's esperimental philosophy, to obtain "real and useful" 

knowledge of nature from Iiuman manipulations of nature in artisans' shops, 

"pneumatical engines" and chernical Iaboratocies. entailed the abandonment of the 

Aristotelian \ k u  of nature as the realm of things which had different principIes of change 

and motion froni those a\.ailabls to human beings in their workshops. Aristotle's 

craftsmen. and Peripatetic artifice in general. had no power to change the underlying and 

permanent natures of tliings. Art could onIy cooperse lvith. imitate superficiallj. or 

assist nature b! taking obstacles out of its way. The project of obtaining usefuI 

knowledge-fi-otu nature was an old one within the factive or constructive arts. The project 

of looking for knowledge of nature from the usehl arts was a radical departure from the 

view that had prevailed in the schools, and in sociery in general, at the beginning of the 

seventeenth centiin. Bo>k's works provide one example of the continuity of Aristotelian 

thought within the radical changes that took place in the period known as the Scientific 

Revolution. His mechanical and expenmentaI philosophy represents a significant 

departure froni the Peripatetic notion of  nature. but Bo~~le 's  Aristotelian notion of artifice 

underlies the uliole of his theology and natural philosoph'.. 



Understanding that Boyle's conception of artifice was based on cornrnonplace 

notions in the society in u-hich he grew up and the received view in texts tiom which he 

acquired his early education is essential to understanding the unifying assumptions of hir 

mechanical and esperimental philosophy of nature. The mechanical world was, and had 

been since antiquit!.. k n o ~ a b l e  by deliberate and artful t d  because the mechanical world 

encompassed ail of liuman artifice. Boyle conceived of nature as a work of Divine 

Artifice. He applied the Aristotelian understanding of art to the theological realm to 

describe how his rirti tïcer God fabricated the world bu rnoving parts of matter into the 

configurations of tlie \ast and comples machine which hifilled his designs of and for his 

universe. The iiniiwse as the work of God's constructive ski11 was. by the Aristotelian 

definition of art. a mechanical uorld in which phmornena wsre explained by the motions 

of parts of nianer and tlius could be investigated b!. the same means. Boyle's conception 

of artifice is one of the fundamental ideas which unifies the "universal hypothesis" of his 

theology and meclianical. esperimental philosoph) of nature. His lifework was to 

"proire" that God \vas the supremely mastefi1 Artificer of a world that was knowable by 

hriman artifice. 

In the anificiril ivorld of God's creation. people were on a level playing field with 

nature. able to produce. by their own power. not just imitations of natural things or 

products in \vhich nature did the tvork afier an artisan removed the obstacles in its way. 

Human beings could s h p e  and change the universr: in M-aj*s which did not go against 

nature when nature itst'lf \vas the product of artifice. just a world of matenal bodies in 

local motion. In Bo~.le's '-universal hypothesis." the ability to create unqualified matter 

was reserved for God but human beings manipulatrd matter in the same manner as the 

divine Opificer of tlie ~vorld. Human artifice differed in scope and degree from divine 

artifice. but not in kind. Nature was no longer a realm of rnatter and forms but the 

product of the di\ inr Craftsman who moved and shaped uninformed matter. As a 

knowledgeable and poiverful agent. the human artisan could nianipulate matter to 

construct usefiil objects ~vliich did not differ in principle from the natural products of 



God's labour. and to produce useful knowledge about nature. the whole of His material 

works. 

Boyle and the late-seventeenth century mathematicians whom Peter Dear writes 

about in Discipline and Ex~erience shared the view that the motions of machines and 

natural motion did not differ in kind. However, his airns were not identical with theirs. 

The conception of mechmics in his philosophy was broader than that of mechanics as a 

mathematical discipline. Boyle's published works were not directed toward the 

mathematical description of motion or the description of the world as governed by 

universal. mathentatical laus. His use of the terrn "mechanical" conveyed more than the 

technical senss in \shich it was used in the mathematical disciplines: to describe the 

powers and motions of sic??lc machines like levers and pulleys and the operation of more 

comples engines like the automata which his colleague. John Wilkins. described in 

MathernaticaIl hlacick. Boyle employed mechanical engines like the air purnp as 

instruments for Isarning about natural phenomena by putting (.li\ristotelian) nature "out of 

its course." but not to formulate mathematical laws that described the actions of his 

machines. In his ivritings. the term "mechanical" is used to descnbe al1 the actions by 

which artificers produced changes in their matenals. from the harnmering of a piece of 

metal which producsd a spring. to the lengthy process of shaping and comecting zhe parts 

of a watch. R'har thess activities shared in common was the means by which they were 

accornpIished. changes in the estemal shape. size and "contexture" of one or many 

portions of matter. the province of the mechanical arts. 

The clock \vas important to Boyle. As an adolescent. Boyle had visited Europe 

and seen the great clocks before he embarked on his lifelong project of proving his 

universal hypothesis about God and Nature. He. like the other mechanical philosophers, 

used dock analogies throughout his works to illustrate the meaning of mechanical 

motion. Tourists today gather in droves in front of the few swiv ing  exarnpIes of the 

great Renaissance clock~vorks in European cities. 1 once waited in Munich with hundreds 

of others ta see such a clock. but not to find out the time. 1 could look at my watch for 

thnt. What Ive nere irnpressed by was the actions of al1 the animated figures who are 



brought to life on the hour - cocks crow and little wooden men harnrner at anvils. This 

display is fascinating to u s  today because it is such an eiaborate display of the skills of the 

craftsmen in our past. To see the time, we look at Our watches. They are mundane 

objects. modern. thro\v-an.ay technology. 

In the sei.enteenth century. watches were not yet commonly-owned objects, but no 

European conf~ised a natcii with a living thing. as Boyle thought the Chinese did. Even a 

country bumpkin kneiz that watches were made b). watchrnakers in the towns and cities. 

His neighbours tt.110 had i.isited the city. or knew someone who had, told hirn so. Boyle 

hirnself used the esample of the mean country fellow to emphasize the difference 

between Eiiropean cdtiire and Chinese civilization. He had seen clocks and watches and 

he h e u  first-band the knowledge and powers of artisans. If hurnan artifice could 

construct such n-onderfuI things. God might easily be a "mechanick" too. a watchmaker 

God ~ v h o  made the pocket watches of inanimate things and the "more artificially 

contrived" plants and animals to function as the'- did. 

Bo>k tricd to use chernical esperiments to prove that the natural world worked 

mechanically. His aini \\.as not to describe the shapes. sizes and motions of particles of 

matter. but to confÏrm that the whole universe worked rnechanically. Peter Dear is 

misguided in his assertion that Boyle's practice of experimental philosophy had no lasting 

consequencrs in the de~sloprnent of modem science. If I have come to some 

understanding o f  Bo! 1e-s "chrmical way" in seventeenth-century natural philosophy, and 

if some of what Dear has ik~itten about mathematicians is so. there seem to be at least two 

ways in which the modern conception of experirnent as deliberate, interventionist trials of 

nature was irnported into early modem natural philosophy. In Our modem world, 

scientists and technicians routinely participate together in the project we cal1 science. in 

the seventeenth centun. scholars were only beginning to ernploy craftsmen to help them 

find knowledge of nature. Esperimental philosophy was a new project for natural 

philosophers. To esplain just how experimental science developed afier the seventeenth 

century we \vil1 tised to look at seventeenth-centun. thinking about artifice as well as 

about nature. 



The integration of practical chemistry and of przctical mathematics with natural 

philosophy in the thought and practice of seventeenth-century Europeans are two of the 

ways in which u.e see the techniques of crafismen being used by scholars to make 

knowledge of nature. B o > k  the "Sceptical Chymist*' who believed in a Craftsman God, 

chose one \va>. Amoncst the mathematicians and chemists who were his contemporaries. 

other individi131s i\ i t h  different backgrounds. assumptions and objectives may have used 

other means to iiitroduce artifice into naturd philosophy during the penod of tirne we cal1 

the Scientific Re\,olution. Taken together. Dear's descriptions of the "mathematical way" 

in that revolution and nly ïiexvs of Boyle's experimental practice can be seen as opening 

another perspective on Kuhn's suggestion that separate "mathematical" and 

"esperirnental" traditions in modem science had different roots in the early-modem 

period.' Pèrliaps tùrther study u-ith attention to th2 \vaYs in which the art-nature 

distinction \vas rsducsd or eliminated in the thouglit and practice of a nurnber of 

seventeenth-csntiip natiiral philosophers uill clarifi some of the issues that he raised. 

Reconsidering our vis~vs of early-modem natural philosophy from the perspective 

of changes in the rslationship benveen artifice and nature ma' provide new ways of 

looking at othsr oId dehates in  the historiography of the Scientific Rsvolution. The 

"scholar versus crafisrnan" debate. for instance. takes on new dimensions when we look 

at ~vhat i t  \\as thar crafismen did. and how7 their knoïvlsdge and products were regarded 

by natural philosophers. The seventeenth-centun. rsinterpretation of nature as artifice 

alla~ved scholars and craftsmen to pursue a combined and project of looking for 

knowledge of nature for its o i n  sake at the same time as for practical purposes. An 

experimental philosophy using the techniques and methods that Boyle advocated was 

possible because ilatiire ï\.orked mechanicaily. b!. the same processes which craftsmen 

used. Studyirig the relationships between art and nature in the thought and practice of 

other natural philosophers. chemists. mechanics. and mathematicians might be a useful 

' Thomas S .  Kdin. Warhemarical vs. Esperirnenul Tradirions in the Development of Physical Science." 
Journal of Interdifcipl inan Histon. 7 (1976): 1-3 I .  



way to corne to a broador understanding of the historical changes in early-modern naturai 

philosophy and the practical arts. 

Another debate ivhich has shaped the historiopphy of early-modem natural 

philosoph>- is the perceited opposition of the mechanical philosophers and the chernists 

who w r e  their contemporaries. The most widely-known proponent of this view is Allen 

Debus ~vho suggests in his bnef survey of late Renaissance and earIy-modem natural 

philosophy that --the most cntical debate may well have been between the mechanists and 

the chemists." He also argues that the chemists Iost the debate when '-experimental 

science characterized h l  quantification and the use of mathematical abstraction" afier 

N e u ~ o n  "re-jecrzd and lilified the ml-sticism and magic" of the Renaissance chemical 

p h i l o s ~ ~ h ~ . ~  U'hilt more rscent studies have suggested less opposition between 

chemists. mechanicd phiIosophers and mathematicians than Debus sees. the perception 

that early-modern chs rn i s t~  and mechanical philosophx Lvere separate and opposed still 

colours our 1.ien.s of Bo!.lr as either a chemist or a mechanical philosopher.' Looking 

again at chsrnical praciice as ~ i d l  as theory. and keeping in mind both artifice and nature, 

may yield a re\.ised assessrnent of the roots of "esperimental science" in the alchemists' 

laboratories as ~ e l l  as in the quantifications of mechanical philosophers. 

This study makss a tentative beginning to~vard a vieu of Boyle's thought and 

practice that includes chemical theory and practice and the mechanical philosophies of 

nature as rercrirrcec \\.hicfi Bo1.k drev upon to de\-elop his ûun mschanicalt experirnentai 

philosoph~-. His inrsrssts lvere so broad and his nriting so prolific that no single study 

can hope to capture '-the u%ole Boyle." This thesis suggests that one of the unifying 

assumptions of his life and Lvorks was that a Divine Artificer had created the world in 

such a Lvay that it could be studied and known b~ the artifice of human beings. In the 

laboratories of modem science. scientists and technicians routinely use instruments and 

4 Allen G. Debus. Xian and Sature in the Renaissance (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 1978). 
134-5. 141. 

5 The "chemicai-mechrinical" distinction is evident in Clericuzio's vien of Boyle as chemical 
corpuscularian rarher h a n  a mechanical philosopher. Clericuzio. "A Redefinition of Boyle's 
Chernistp ." 56 1 .  



techniques to perfonn esperiments from which the) expect to learn about how the worid 

works. Changes \vhicli took place between the beginning of the seventeenth century and 

the present ha\:e legitimated empirical practices which were still unacceptable ways to 

acquire knouhdge of nature amongst many of Robert Boyle's contemporaries. Although 

divine artifice is rarely mentioned in the modem chemistr-y faboratory, the Sceptical 

Chymist's conception of a Crafisman God played a role in the development of what we 

cal1 esperimental science. 
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Appendix 1 

Boyle's Sources in "of the Sîudy of the Booke of Kature" 

In Bo!.le's essa!.. scriptural citations predominate. Citations to other authors are 

few. but significant because they may indicate that one of the works of the French 

Protestant apologist. PhiIippe de Mornay. sieur du PIessis-Marly was the irnmediate 

inspiration for Bo!.le's eariy interest in naturai philosophy as an apologetic tool for 

Christiani~.: Just as Boyle used Alsted's works as a source for quotations and citations 

for his moral treatises. man' of his quotations from natural philosophers were taken 

directly from a Latin odition of Mornay's De la Verité de la Relieion Chestienne. Contre 

les Athées. Épicuriens. Pavens. Juifs. Mahumedistes. et autres Infideles (1 58 l).' Mornay 

undertook to demonstrate the tmth of Chnstianic to al1 "despisers of religion" including 

'-Atheists. Epicures. Pa~mirns. Jewes. Mahurnetists. and other Infidels" by arguing from 

philosophical principlss ~vhich the? would accept. His concem about atheism did not 

have an? esplicit taqet. but seems to have been directsd against those of his 

' On Momay's role as a Protestant leader and apologist in France before and after the Edict of Nantes. see 
Arthur L. Herman. "Protestant Churches in a CathoIic Kingdom: Political Assemblies in the Thought of 
Philippe DuPlessis-%Iornay." Sixteenth Centurv Journal 2 1 ( 1990): 533-557. ' Mornay's De la Verite de la Religion Chrestienne. Contre les Athées. ~oicunens.  Pavens. Juifs. 
Mahumedistes. er aunes Infideles. fint published in French in 158 1. went through several Latin editions 
including one published in Annverp in 1583. An English translation by Sir Philip Sidney was first 
printed in London in 1587. Boyle cites Mornay's work as -'Morn. De V.R.C." or "Ph. Mornaeum De 
Ver. Rd.  Chr." Ar one place. he gives an unmslated Latin passage (fols. 125v.) ; in others, Boyle 
translates into English (fols.. 13 1 r. 129v, 137r ). The English translations are sirnilar to, but not 
identical with. the published English translation which Boyle descnbes as Thar excellent Treatise of the 
Truth o f  Christian Religion Penn'd & translateci by the 2 F a t e s t  favorites the two Last Ages have 
afforded us Mr. Du Plessis 8: Sr Philip Sidney." (f.132r). See. A Worke Conceminp the m e s s e  of 
Christian Reliaion: .4zainst. Athcists, Evicures, Painims. Jewes. Mahumerisa, and other Infidels. 
Written in French. b\ Philir, o f  Momav Lord of Plessie and Marlc. Beeunne to be m s l a t e d  into 
Enolish, bv that honounblc and worthv Gentleman. Sir Ph i l i~  Sidnev Knieht. and at his resuest fmished 
bv Anhur Goldinc. Foiirth edirion. (London: Printed by George Purstowe, 1617). 



contemporaries \vho sought pleasure ahead of piet-. especially the followers of Epicums, 

or espoused a senerai belief in God without accepting the particular tenets of Christian 

belief. An even larger group included among the "despisers of religion" were those who 

professed to be Christians without having carefulk studied or considered the grounds of 

their beliefs. Such --uant of reasoning" on their beliefs was. in Mornay's view, the "well- 

spring of ~theism."' It is significant, 1 think, that Mornay's intentions were to argue fiom 

principles alrendy accepted by the targets of his long apologetic work, using the Old 

Testament to '-pr0t.e Christianity" to Jewish peopie. and philosophica1 principles accepted 

by Aristotelians: 

The arguments tvhich we wilI use against the Jewes. we will take out of the 
erounds of the Je~vish religion ..... Against the GentiIes we will take them out of - 
their substanciallest Rules. out of the most renonned Authors of Philosophy, 
and out of the expositions of their on-nc most approved Interpreters: ...." 

In the thin!--four chapters ~vhich follow this expression of Mornay's aims. he draws 

evidence froni a ivide range of ancient philosoph!.. including Stoics, Platonists, and 

Peripatetics to maké his argument for the tmth of Christianity.' In view of Boyle's later 

aims to spread Christicinin. to the natives of New Ensland and to Moslem countries, and 

his legacy of a set of lectiires designed to use natural philosophy for "proveing the 

Christian Religion ag[ains]t notorious Infidels (vin) Atheists. Theists. Pagans, Jews and 

Mahometans." I suggest that a cornparison of Moma>.'s test ~ 4 t h  Boyle's early works 

2 Ibid., unpaginared --Preface", sig. B3v-B4v. 
4 lbid.. C2v-C3r. 
5 See. for esample. (Moma>. trans. Sidney. p.139) where Mornay argues against Aristotle's view of the 

world as eternal . using the pseudo-Aristotelian test. De Mundo to argue that Aristotle "in his booke of 
Wonders. (if i t  be his) hr  speaketh yet more evidently: saying. that naturally the Sea should cover the 
Earth as higher than it. but that God hath caused the Sea to withdraw it selfe, that the earth rnight bee 
uncovered for the use of man and of other living Wights.'. Boyle's drew evidence fiom De Mundo in 
The Usefülness of Ewerimental Narural Philoso~hv to argue: --And if Aristotle be indeed the author of 
the book DL' . \ I I I I I~O ~~d.-II~.vancirzrnt, which passes for his ... .it wouId not be unworhy our observation to 
take notice tliat lie ... is wrought upon by the contemplation ofthe universe, as it is an orderly aggegate 
or system of the \+orlis of nature. to rnake expressions of the divine architect, which are not unwonhy of 
Aristorle. tliougli. being nieerl!. Iiuman. they cannot be uorth:. o f  God." ( Works 1: 50). 



may be a worthwhile way of understanding part of the impetus of Boyle's early study of 

natural philosophy in its apologetic potential for Chri~tianity.~ 

The sig,ificance of Boyle's use of Hermetic texts as authoritative sources for the study of 

nature as a religious acti\.iq is also worthy of snidy. In James Jacob's reading of "of the 

Study of the Booke of Nature." BoyIe used Hermeticism "to serve his peculiar ideological 

and psychic requirernents. ... Actually godliness has been made to run on gain."' In his 

argument that Boyle was especially concerned with radical sects and the dangers of their 

participation in English society for Boyle's own status and privilege, Jacob explains away 

Boyle's use of translations of Hermetic texts by the notorious radical. John Everard, by 

suggesting that: '-either Boyle did not know that Everard's views were sectarian ... or else 

he chose to put the Hemetism of Pjmander to a quite different purpose fiom the one 

Everard intended.. ..-'V ssuggest that Boyle was quite willing to put Hermetic works to his 

own uses. but 1 can find no evidence in his early essay "of the Study of the Booke of 

Nature" that he \vas concerned with Everard's religious views or his politics. Since he 

cited Hermes from both Everard and Mornay. it seems more likely that his interest was in 

the Thrice Great Hernies and his 1ieu.s on the study of nature as religious worship. not in 

the particular vieivs of the authors of his second- sources. BoyIe was drawing fiom a 

variety of sources. including Francis Bacon whom he cited as an authority that a little 

knowledge of nature might "seduce men to Atheisme but a profounder Insight brings 

6 This project is not underraken here. but a detailed cornparison of Boyle's views with Mornay's may be 
useful to understand the roots of Boyle's interest in natural philosophy and to tie together some of his 
other. 'non-scientific' activities like his role as the Governor of the Company for Propagation of the 
Gospel in New England. (Maddison. 113.) The list of BoyIe's targets for what are called the Boyle 
Lectures and the list in Mornay's title is suggestive: Boyle substitutes "Theists" for "Epicures" and 
othenvise, retains the order and teminology which Mornay used. That Mornay's influence may be 
important ar the end of Boyle's Iife is a speculation. but further study might be usefiil to our 
understanding of his Iifework as the confimation of his '-universal hypothesis" about Cod and nature, 
and atternpts to proselytize his views. 

7 James R. Jacob. Roben Bovle and the English Revolution: A Study in Social and lntellectual Chan~e  
(New York: Burt FrankIin. 1977). 98-1 18; quotation, 106-7. * Ibid., 1 1  1 .  Everard (c. 1575-c.1650) waç repeatedly imprisoned under charges of political treason and the 
religious heresirs of "familism. antinomianism, and anabaptism." He was facing fiesh charges of heresy 
when he died. See Dicrionan. ofNational Biufmphv. vol. 6. ed. L. Stephen and S. Lee (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press. 191 1-22). s.v. John Everard. 



them backe to Religion."" That Boyle was interested in Herrnetic works as a source for 

his knowledge and practice of alchemy is evidenced by works which he left unpublished 

but considered important at the end of his life." 1 suggest that he found in Hermetic texts 

a very positive espression of the religious value of a "searching inspection" of nature. 

Another possible source for Boyle's early conviction that Aristotelian principles 

were barren for natural phiIosophy is not cited in his essay on the "Booke of Nature" but 

is mentioned in the "Biirnet Memorandum." fiom the last decade of his life. In his 

confessional intenielv \\-ith Bumet. Boyle reported "A love to read History begun with 

Sir W Ra~vleigh."" Raleigh's Histonr of the World is not mentioned in Boyle's "Account 

of Philaretus during 1-4s 3linority." or in the biographical notes he later dictated to his 

amanuensis. He does describe his early interest to "read in History their Gallant Acts. 

that were the Gloy  of their oiine 9: the Wonder of our Times."'? Raleigh's history 

begins with the creation of the worId by an omnipotent. omniscient and providential God 

and with the 1,ehernsnt re-jection of "Aristotles rotten ground" for thinking the world was 

eternal: "1 shdl no-er  hc pers~vaded, that God hath shut up al1 light of Leamhg within the 

lanthome of .Aristotles brairies."" As a schoolbo escaping his Latin lessons. Boyle 

9 BP 8: 13 l r. --Bacon. De Au? Sci. lib. 1 "  
10 Principe's Aspirine - Adenr ~ i b e s  a derailed picture of his "alchemical quest." For a more spirinia1 mm to 

Boyle's alclicrn! rit the end of his life. see Principe, "Boyle's Alchernical Pursuirs." 99-102. That Boyle 
was lookinz for angelic assistance in his quest for gold is not, 1 suggest. inconsistent with his mechanical 
philosophy since he argued that God accomplished his purposes by moving maner, although his 
intentions. knon.lrdge and power were beyond the human ability to know God's aims or the specific 
rneans by which he accomplished them. See Wojcik. Roben Bovle and the Limits of Reason, 161-188, 
for a detailed discussion of Boyle's views and their relationship to his requirements for a 'good 
hypothesis' to esplriin the ~vorkings of the natural world and the rsperiential means by hypotheses could 
be confirmed. 

I I  "Burnet Mernorandurn." in Robert Bovle bv Himself. ed. Hunter. 26. 
'' See "Account of Philaretus," 10. 15: and "Biographical Notes Dictated by Boyle to his Amanuensis, 

Robin Bacon." 24: both in Roben Bovle bv Himself, ed. Hunter. 
13 Sir Walter Raleigh. The Histow of the World. In Five Bookes. Book 1. lntreatine of the Beeiming and 

first Aoes of the same from the Creation unto Abraham. (London: Printed for Walter Burre, 161 4): 
"Preface." sir. B4r. For the reaction to Raleigh's views on creation by a mid-seventeenth-cenniry 
Aristotelian, see: Alesander Ross. Sorne Animadvenions and Observations uoon Sr Walter Raleigh's 
Histon, of the World. Ii'herein his mistakes are noted. and sorn doubtful mssaoes cleared. (London: 
Printed by Willinm Du-fard for Richard Royston, [1648]). 



would have read Raleigh's views on Aristotle. God and providential history in which, as 

Keith Hutchison suggests. 

Raleigh asks himself what view of matter will best ailow God to display his 
providence. the Aristotelian theory where every matenai object is given an 
active 'nature' which internally guides its progress through time, or a theory 
which posits totalIy passive matter." 

Raleigh chose passi\.e matter over Aristotelian "nat~res".'~ Hutchison argues that the 

mechanical philosophy of nature which replaced Aristotelianisrn in the seventeenth 

century was a fom~ o f  "radical supernaturalism" in which a creator god and passive 

matter took the place of Aristotelian nature and active matter: "The mechanists' 

conception of matter as total1 y barren was used to offer a guarantee that supernatural 

activity was elrer-present in the universe." In the mechanical philosophies, "the 

distinction betu.een nntiiral and supernatural actions was effectively obliterated" when 

divine activiq replaced the -3nherent natures" of substances as an exphnation of motion 

and change in  the material uni\.erse.I6 

I would likc to estend Hutchison's argument that Raleigh and Boyle were among 

those who "favoured inactive rnatter because of the guarantee it seemed to provide" for 

divine activity in rlie worId. to suggest that the similarity of Boyle's later views to 

Raleigh's at the beginning of the seventeenth-century is evidence that Boyle drew on his 

childhood readino,. as weI1 as his study of natural philosophers and Hermetic chemists, for 

his mechanical vieu. of the ivorld. Raleigh wrote about a workman God, about his 

providemial intentions for the world, and about the need for experience and searching 

inspections of nature. Since the following passages illustrate Boyle's views, as well as 

Raleigh's. they provide a background for discussing Boyle's mechanical philosophy as 

the replacement of ArisroteIian nature with a universe constructed by a craftsman God 

and the breakdown of the Aristotekm art-nature distinction in Boyle's mechanical and 

experirnental philosophy. 

" Keith Hutchison. "Supernaturalism and the Mechanical Philosophy." Historv of Science 21 (1983): 297- 
333: quotation from p. 321. 

I S Hutchison. 324. 



Raleigh argues thât the creation of the world by a providential god can be inferred 

from evidence of divine activity found everywhere in the history of the world, and that 

neither Aristotelian nor Epicurean philosophy accounts for "Providence" and "Creation:" 

"the Epicure denying both Creation and Providence. but granting that the world had a 

Begiming: the .4ristotelian granting Providence. but denying bothe the Creation and the 

Beginning.'-'- He particularly rejects Aristotelian philosophy. especially the notion that 

human experience in ivorking in nature doesn't provide knowledge of causes and effects 

of natural phenornena. Aristotelians think that 

the? onel!. invaded Nature, and found the strength and bottome thereof; the 
same Nature having consurned al1 her store. and lefi nothing of price to after 
ages. That these and these be the causes of these and these effects, Tirne hath 
taught LIS: and not reason and so hath esperienceI8 

Raleigh's account of creation ma? be particularly important for Boyle's later thinking 

about the \vorld as the product of divine artifice. He drscribes. more directly than Boyle. 

the \.iew that Boyle hrld of a Crafisman god. Raleigh argues that God first formed 

matter. as "the Parent of the universall:" 

For lvere the ?.latter or Chaos. eternall: it then foiiowes. That either this 
supposed Matter did fit it selfe to God. or God. accomodate himself to the 
matter. For the first. it is impossible that things without sense could proportion 
themsel\-es to the workmans will. For the second: it were homble to conceive 
of God. That as an -4rtificer he appij-ed himselfe. according to the proportion 
of rnatter which he iighred upon. 

Raleigh takes his undsrstanding of human artifice from the Aristotelian tradition, in 

which the "natures" of materials limited the capabilities of the craftsman. He applies that 

conception of an to suggest that an omnipotent creator could not be limited by matter in 

any way. so that God r u s t  have formed matter without any activity of its o w d 9  

Raleigh's argument t l m  Aristotelian philosophy had retarded hurnan progress by 

16 Ibid.. 397-8. 
I : Raleigh. sis. B3b. 
18 Ibid.. siç. B-lr. 
19 Ibid.. sig. BJ\ -C l r 



distinguishing natural from artificial motions is especially important as an early 

expression of Boyk's later views: 

1 say that the best is but nominall. and sening onely to difference the beginning 
of NaturaII motion from Artificiall: which yet the Academicks open better, 
when t h e  cal1 it A Seminary strength. infused into matter by the Sou1 of the 
World:. ...'O 

Boyle. of course. argued against the concept of a \vorld soul. but he argued for the lack of 

distinction betneen natriral and forced or violent motion throughout his works." One of 

the major teners of  Bci>,Ie's philosophy was that motion n-as imposed by an extemai agent 

on material bodies ivhich had no intierent motions particular to their "natures". 

1 dra\v attention to one last passage in Raleigh's Historv of the World to suggest 

that. from his sarly youtl-i. Bo>-le may have been interested in descriptions like Raleigh's 

of a world created b). an omniscient and omnipotent creator ~vho put passive matter in 

motion to fomi a ~vorld that worked mechanically. \vithout Aristotelian f o m s  or 

"natures". The chapter heading of Raleigh's title begins: "That Nature is no Pnncipium 

per se: nor forme the giver of being:. . ..": 

And for this n.orking power. which Ive cal1 Nature. the beginning of motion 
and rest. according to -4ristotle. the same is nothing else. but the strength and 
facultie. tvhich God hath infused into everie creature. having no other selfe- 
abilitie. then a Clocke. afier it is w u n d  up by a mans hand. hath. These 
therefore that attributs unto this facultie. an! first or sole power. have therein 
no rither understandinrg. then such a one hath, who looking into the Sterne of a 
Ship. and finding it guided by the Helme and Rudder. doth ascribe some 
absoluts ixrtue to the peece of wood, without al1 consideration of the hand that 
guides it. or of the judgement, which also directeth and cornmandeth that hand: 
.... and .et i t  is the minde onely, that giveth abilitie. life, and motion to al1 these 
his instruments and Organs." 

20 Ibid., sig. C2v. 

" For one discussion of the differences benveen Boyle's philosophy of nature and Henry More's 
conception of a worid soul. see Margaret J. Osler. "Tnangulating Divine Will: Henry More, Robert 
Boyle. and Ren2 Descanes on God's Relationship to the Creation." in "Mind Senior to the WorId: 
Stoicisnio r oricenisrno nella filosophia uiatonica del Seicento inglese. ed. Marialuisa Baldi (Milan: 
Franco Angeli. 1996). 75-87. 

22 Raleigh. 1 1 .  



A study of the similarities and differences between Raleigh's views and those later 

espoused by Boyle u-ould perhaps reveal a source for soms parts of Boyle's conception of 

the Divine Artifice of the natural world in his boyhood reading 



Appendix II 

Transcription of 

Robert Boyle's "of the Study of the Booke of Nature" 

Royal Society Boyle Papers 

Volume 8, folios 123 recto to 139 verso 



Editorial Notes 

The follo\ving transcription of Boyle's "of the Study of the Booke of Nature" 

presemes the format of his manuscript as closely as possible. The main text occupies the 

right-hand side of each page. Boyle reserved the lefi column for additions and revisions. 

Marginal citations are ~vritten close to the central division between the Iefi and right 

columns. On se\.eral pases. Boyle made marginal references in a narrow blank space 

between the columns. On other pages. he drew a box around marginal notes and wrote 

around the bos in the lefi-hand column. Lines above and below a passage in the lefi 

column denote a -'bosed" passage in the manuscript. 

The s~mho l s  \\.hich Bo!-le used to denote references to revisions and additions are 

reproduced as closely as possible to the originaI. W'hen the reference is to text on a 

different page than the SJ-mbol. the location is noted ~vithin square brackets, e.g. 

[reference to ri$ coliimn. page IO]. Al1 page references in editorial notes are to Bo~4e.s 

original pagination at the top of the right-hand coliimn. Note that some parts of the 

manuscript were bound out of order. The correct order is: folios 123r-128~. 13 1r- 132v. 

13Or-t. 139r-1.. 133r-1 1 3 9 ~ .  andI39r. 

AI1 parentheses. e.g.. (test). are BoyIe's. 

Square brackets. e.g.. [test]. are resened for editorial notes and insertions to 

replace illegible characters or those hidden in the binding of the manuscript. 

A11 Iegiblo passages deleted by Boyle are denoted by struck-through text. e.g..  tex^ 

Illegible characters or words are indicated by question marks. e-g.. ????. 

Interlined passazes are denoted by vertical caret characters, cg., "insertionA. 



179 

[folio 123 recto] 

I - 
Of the Study of the Booke 

o f  Nature 

For the first Section o f  my Treatise 

of Occasionall Reflections 

Both Our Divines Br Our Philosophers, compose 

Man's Library of three ctiiefe Bookes. which to 

Expound. apply & Rectie. is. the Taske of the rest. 

Few men ignore that these 3 VoIumes, are The 

Booke of Nature. the Booke & "call'dA Scripture, 

& the Booke of Conscience. Of the 2 Latter of 

which having elsewhere express? my Thoughts, 1 

shall now ^addictA h e m  to engage al1 capable 

& Intelligent Persons to the "neglectedA study of the 

First. If it were my Dessein to recommend the 

Booke cf the Creatures by the & . d k q + ç  

"Prerogatives & Usefull4yness of that Naturall 

Science which can in them alone be fu11y Learn'd; 1 

shud nor find a %arrow or " bmen Theame; but 

having in a Place more Proper e e e d  spoken 

halready" to that Subiect. I shaII now onely treate of 

the World. in 4 a t h  "reference" to Reflexions 

Civil or Divine. And 'rhatA ev'n in these Relations 

the Study of it. [3 lines deleted by scribbling or 
crossed out] m a y k  39099-A ...... '9 .. nA9q173 , ....... &iq-4Me 

[end folio 1231 



II Ps. 8.3 

s And ebewhere 1 

rernembrr the Days of old 

(sayth B the k+w4 
'Royall,' Poet) I rneditate on 

ail th! liorks. I muse on the 

k'orke of thyHands. See 

Psal. 33 .  

s And how lively did he 

both presse & espress to his 

prrplrsr Disciples the 

Necessic &: Benefin omis 

Dearh b) the Significant 

Instance of a (Productively) 

D) . in~  Graine of Wheat (Johr 

12.) 

[ folio 123 verso] 
7 - - 

-a.. kt is inift Leamed 

Persons neerly ally'd to a Duty & to al1 heple 

"Persons'. an Advantage. ... 
ma? be rnanifested both by Scripture & "byA 

Reason. 

Instances of instructive Reflections on & 
. . 

a p k w m & t h e  Propertys of  the Creatures "made, 

prescrib'd & aply'd * the Bible is 

paeywm "hitfullA in. 1 shall select se~tte ̂a few" 

of the rnost praegnant. Leaving the Ren, to the 

inquisitive Readers Discovery. The Wisest of Men 

dos f ~ i e ~  ^oftnerA then once send the sluggard to 

Schoole to the Ant. 8: disdains not W m d - W  to 

consider the Actions of so despicable a Creature 

whilst hir Providence is not proponion'd to hir 

Bulke. The Father of Soiornon was not 

unacquainted with Reflections of this Nature; #en 

1 consider (sayth he 90 his Creator") thy Heavens 

the workr of thy Fingers; the Moon, & the Scam, 

which thou hast ordained; & c . ~  A greater then 

Solornon. Our Savior hirnselfe,, to 

[?%] 'Supresse in' his Disciples that Anxiety about 

Ternporalls ~vhich he found to disquiet thern, bids 

:hem Consider the Ravens, for they neither sow nor 

*cape. provide neither storehouse nor barn Br yet 

Zod feedeth them: (making these "Pensioners ??I? 

3f Providence çwwi&kk can-y the Disciple's 

Fayth hiher then even they soar'd; 10 Heav'n it selfe) 

5: in the followin~ Srwse APanA of the sarne Chapter, 

.he Lill>'s. tho there preferr'd to Solornon in al1 his 

3 o ~ .  afford hirn the Matter of a Contemplation 

nore pretious then thernselves. x 

[ end folio 123~1 



&, Certainly God lias FEH ^never'so confin'd 

himselfe to Words. or Types. as not also. as he sees 

fin. ta tea& instruct men by Tliings. For to omia the 

Tree of Life. the Paschall Lamb. the Water of 

Baptism & the - 7- Sacramentall 

creatures ofthe Eucliarist. & not to mention his 

guiding the lsrealitrs bj. a Pillar of Cloud & Fire, & 

his ernploying a Tempest & a Whale to reprove 

Jonah; with many resembling instances not now to 

be insisted on: Did he no1 ever since the Flood, & 

dos he not to this Dny appoint the Rainebow to 

Preach his Goodnesse to al1 Nations. & to secure 

Mankind from the Feare of a Second Deluge. 

Rom. I .I I . 

* To which impl!'d Precepts may perhrips. not 

impertinentIl br annes't that of the Apostle 

Rom 1 .Z 1 concerning the unbrleeving Gentiles; 

where speaking of that Knowledge which the 

Creatures [r+w&&ee] held fonh of God: Because 

(says he) that when the!, knew God they gloriS'd 

hirn not as God: neither were thankfull: %c. 

wherefore God also gave them up to uncleannesse. & 

so fonh; 8: that other [continues after * at right ] 

[folio 124 recto] 

3 - 
Neither has God himselfe sometimes disdain'd to 

employ this Expedient to insnuct tts "ManA. For t 

besides that the Scripture is "soA replenisht with 

Passages relating to the Propertys of the Creatures, 

g: Unintelligible without the Knowledge of hem; 

that Leamed Men have pubIisht w4 iust Tfeaeiçes 

Volumes of the Creatures mentionn'd in the Bible; 

besides this, 1 Say, we fmd the Lord in the Prophet 

making the Beasts p e  teach the Israelites. as he once 

made the Apes preach to Balaam, The Oxe 

knowerh his owner. & the Asse his Master's cnb: but 

Israel doth not know: mj People " ~ "  
consider. And in another Place. ke upniding them 

with tikkh&s another Tribe of  Inationalls; Yea 

the Srorke in the Heaven (sayth he) knoweth hir 

appointed tirnes. the Turtle & the Crane & the 

SwalIou. observe the time of theu cornmhg, but my 

People knuw not the Judgment o f  the Lord. But 

most observable. is that Passage în the Booke of 

Jona'. trherein God silenceth kewe&k& "the 

angn prophet" by making him refiect, on tkFee 2 

such despicable things. as a "?FA Gourd which 

(says the Test) came up in a Night & penshed in a 

Night. % the "flerting' Shaddow of that ,'?4%?' 

fading Gourd. 63 These Presidents rnay suffice to 

make an psqs ^expresse sanctionA spar'd & yet 

obe>'d * '[crossed out wordsIA 1 [several words 

delered] that "passage of A the Psah i s t  "whereA 

speaking s m w v k e  of the Workers of Iniquity, kaç 

€k+s+ge he says that Because they regard not the 

works of the Lord. nor the O- 

p'=r 
[end folio 124r] 



Cf3 Consonantly to lvhich 1 observe that when 
Adam sinn'd. irniiiediately the Ground was 
Cursed for his sake. Br as it is usuall b-ag "in 
humane Justice" to n z e  the verj houses of 
Regicides & resembling Traytors: as God 
himselfe dealt with Jericho.) when [ long 
crossed out passage] When (to use Our 
Savior's Termes.) he sent forth his Armyes. & 
destroyed those niurtherers & burnt up their 
C i q )  so when the Provocations of Sodorn 
swell'd high enuf to reach Heaven God did not 
only ??????? 'destroy,' the Inhabitants fiom 
off the face of the Earth but destroy the very 
face of the Eanh for the Inliabitant's Sins. So 
when in Noah's Tirne one Deepe called te for 
another Deepe. a Deluge of Prophanenesse for 
a Deliuge of Waters: God looking upon the 
Living Creatures as made for the use of Man 
stucke not to destroy them \\ ith him & for 
hirn; but involv'd in his Ruine al1 those C..P,,... 
Animals that were not necessac. to pseçw 

C )  the Perpetuation of the Species 
-e due for that Preservation) & 
So 

s Representatives of the whole 
churcli of both Testaments 
propagatrd by the 12 Patriarks Br 
GIW+R-W an equall number of 
A~ostles. 

when in the Last D a ~ s  the UleF Eanh shall be 
replenisht with those scotTers (iR rnenrion'd by 
St. Peter) w - k e  \valking afirr their owne lists 
gS ~viliingly ignorant that as the VA4.d that 
then was being ovrrfloowed \vith \vater. 
perished: so Tlie Da' of the Lord will corne as 
a Thiefe in the niglit. in die ~4i ich the heavens 
shall pass a w q  \r i th  a Greate noyse 65 the 
Elemenrs [crossed out words] ,'.shall melt with 
femenr heat. ' the Eanh al [crossed out \vl-irds] 
therein shall be bumt up. For as by the La& of 
Moses (Lev. 13. 5 5 )  tlie Leprous Garment 
which could not bs recovrr'd b! being washt 
in Water was to be burnt in the Fire: so the 
World which the Deluge could not cleanse a 
wb~44 "generdl' Conflagration must 
destroy . 

x viz. first Gen 1.75 & 2. 16. 19. Psal. 8.7 
Heb. 2.7.8. nest Job. 5. 33. Osee[?]. 3. 18. 
21.22. Rom.. 8.78. i Cor. 3. 21. i. Tim, 4. 3. 

See Es. . l Z 

Pr. 16.4 

Rom. 11.36 

Rev. 4. I 1. 

Ser 

1 .  Cor. 8.6. 

Heb. 2.10. 

Col. 1.16 

Psal. 19.2 
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Operation of his Hands, he shalt destroy 

them, & not biiild them up. 

Now to manifest that Reason is not 

backward to assist Scriprure to engage us to 

this Di+ Smdy of  the Booke of Nature it 

will be requisite to premise that God created 

the World for a Double End. the 

The First is the 

Manifestation of his owne Glory; The Lord 

hath made a11 things for himselfe. sath the 

Preacher.for of  him & through hirn & to hirn 

are al1 things. says the Apostle: 8: Thou hast 

created al1 things & for thy Pleasure they 

were? are & were created: say the 74 

prostrate Elders '; to hirn that sirteth upon the 

Throne & liveth for ever & ever, which 

Truth were it requisire rnight farther be fe 

confirrn'd by severall other Texts, which to 

decline needlesse Protisity 1 here forbeare to 

insist on. S&& Consonantly to this. we 

find the Psalmist Proclairning that î l e  

Heavens declare the Glory of God & the 

Fimament sheweth his Handy-worke. 

The Second End of the Creation is the 

Good of Men. principally of the Elect. as 

Divines thinke the) may inferre fiom &e 

*such' Passages "asA the Margin dos 

addresse to. x $ 

These things thus presuppos'd do not we 

by this carelesse neglect of e peniçing the 

Booke o f  Nature W as much as in 

US 

[end folio 124~1 
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As much as in us Lyes. Fnistrate & Disappoint the 

Author of it. of both those mention'd Ends. For how 

unable we are withour sué+@e Refiecting on the 

Creatures Propertys to reape %Il 

the' Benefitts desig'd us in them & denvable from 

thern shall be hereafier evidenc't: & how unlikely it 

is that we can offer up to God. that Glory Prayse & 

Admiration he both expects & merits, from the 

Contemplation of those Creatures which we never 

give our selves either the Leisure or Trouble to 

contemplate. 1 shall ^leave tor. impartial1 

Persons ta determine. 

1 shall now therefore desire to represent the 

Considering of the Creanires, to al1 PeFseRs Men 

fittsd with 'requisitr' Abilitys & Opportunitys. 

under the Notion of . . = an Act 

of G&de  " Pien.,'- & A RHe an 

Instrument ' o f  Improvement. 

As for the first of these 1 shall not scmple to 

confesse that 1 confine not the Acts of Devotion to 

the &a -- 'Be&@, BIessings fiom God &: 

returning thrm ro Him in the Person o fn r j  "ones' 

Neighbor. PF Nat that 1 an al1 undervalue or would 

depretiatr Pracrires of that Nature. but that 1 esteeme 

that God ma) br also 'acceptably.' (perhaps more 

Nobl!.) aeq%ab& sen'd & glorifq'd by our 

Entenaining of hi-. Rationall &: p 4 a 4 m g  "as 

much as may be. worthy', Notions. e&k+khw 
kvu&& anendcd with a profaund & 

proponionate Admiration of those Divine Attributes 

&: Prerogatives. for whose Manifesting he was 

pleas'd to Game "consmctA this v a t  Fabricke 

[end folio IXr]  



1. Pet. 1 .  1: 

x Ne adoremus Elcrnentx caclum. salem.. lunam 

%c. Specula sunt Iiarc. in quibus artern illius 

singuIarem intueamur q u i  Mundurn condidii & 

adornavit. Nec esr aliud hlundus quam Templum 

eius. Plutarch apud Morn. De V. R. C.. cap. 3.  Vide 

Philonem Jud. dc \lirndi Opificio & atibu[?] 

passim. Et Clcrii. Alex. /.?.for[?! cap. 3 .  

[folio 125 verso] 
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To which purpose 1 consider that in the Life to corne 

wh[en] we shail questioniesse glorifi God m e t  

'txact1yest'. we shall d neitber] need nor use 

& s e  Fa)-th. Me++ "Pray[erIA Liberdisr & 

resembl ing Grace- but our seFui 

Perf[r]rnances wiil cheefly consist in NeW 

^eIevated saaririg A Notions & promate[d] 

Veneration of 6d God's Omnip[o]tence Wisdome. 

Goodnesse. & ot[herJ P Perfections: % such is the 

Present Condition of those* BIessed Spints, 

whose Obedience is "(in the Lord's Prayer)" 

propos'd for Patrerns to our very Wishes; & who[m] 

we should wons ta imagine that theû Ctuiosip not 

Dev[ojtion lsads them ro that Inquisitivenesse into 

the .'miserious' Contriva[nc]es of tw&aksh 
3 h e  GospelI' which Peter a tells ûs ehat ev'n" the? 

desire to Look into. Both the Pklle[??]thers & the 

Philosophen ha[ve] still'd the WorId a Temple: " & 

tho rny eikim *. peculiar Principles [ofl Naturall 

Philosophy (tvhich were here buth tcdious to 

Aslsen] & impertinent to build on t t ~  unevinc't) 

make 'me ' suspend deci[d ] h g  upon what account 1 

take i r  one: 8: the boldness 8: [ ] h g  Licence of  

4llegorizers made me chuse rather to dispose the 

iloughts of others "on that Subi[ectlfi in the 

Margent. rhrn suffer rhe[rn] to inmde into the Text 

of th[isj Discourse; y e ~  shall 1 ea&&j not scniple to 

infene tha[t] if %incen the World be is a Tempie, 

Ma[n] 
su [ re] 

[end folio l25vl 
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Man sure must be the Priest: ordain'd to celebrate 

Divine Service not only in it. but for it. For as in 

ww-ke schooles when the Prince or some 

munificent Benefactor. con Fesse ferres some & e d  

Liberall Faime or 

rich Annuity upon !he Foundation tho aI1 the Boyes 

be concern'd ,'in the BenefinA yet because ma+y 

1 rmost" of them are tao younp to be sensible of it: or 

too &+em+t unlearned to ex be -able e f t o  

make - the Rembution of a handsome 

Acknowledgment; either the Master or he of the 

Society that is bes 'mostA capabIe 

kA & the best spokes-manA. is by naniraH right 

engag'd to the Dut\. of retuming Prayse & Thadse, 

not for himselfe alone but in the 

name of al1 the Rest. So in the World where there is 

1 so man? inanimate & lmtionall Creamres; that 

1 neither understand how much they owe io their 

Creator. (,'by owing him ev'n themselves) nor are 

born to m a  condition ^enablingA them to 

 et acknowledge it: man. as the "great Hi&" Priest 

of Nature.- & as the most 

oblig'd & the most capable Member of it. is bound 

1 to rerurne Thankrs & Prayses 90 his Maker' not 1 only for hirnselfe but for the whole Creation. *4aRis 

cke And I consider that this is so k+peeaa & 

acceptable" an Exercice of Devotion that till Sinne 

1 came inio the World. s e  reade not of any other. For 

whilst Adam continued in his %ativeA srate of 

% Innocency: we find no1 that 

1 [end folio 126rI 



@ A collo 8r capite cnira prion pectus qp habent 
u?? sed homo vice pedum priorum brachia. 8r quas 
manus dicimus. hsbet. Solus enim animalium 
omnium erectus est: quoniam eius natura atqP 
substantia Divina est. Officium autem divini est 
intel ligere b a t $  sapere. Quod non facile esset, si 
vas ta corporis moles assideret: pondus enim tas 
diorern reddit 8: mentem & sensum comrnunem. 
Ar. de Pan. Animal 1.1. c. 10. 

V [reference from page 9. left column] And tis 
perhaps ~ H M R  con~ruously to this what in the 
hundred & third Psalme: we find this Economy of 
the three last verses.: Blesse the Lord ye his angels 
that excell in strength. that do his commandements 
harkning unto the vo!,ce of his word. Blesse the 
Lord al1 ye his hosts. yr Ministers of his that do his 
pfeasure: Blesse the Lord ail his workes in al1 places 
of his Dominion: Blesse the Lord ô my Soul. Where 
by çhuning up the rest of God's Creatured. betwixt 
Angels d: the44 Man's soul. he seems to intirnate 
that the irrationall Creatures blesse the Lord by the 
mouth of those thnt are Intelligent. And jkEAIRkeF 

we nia? furtlier observe that the 
Psalmist thinkes the Blessing of God an Employneni 
worthy not onel) o f  a Man 8: a King (as he was.) but 
ofthe vev Angells & that to Pray.se God wonhily. is 
a Taske so fane above our Abilie. that we need 44 
ka44 associare al1 the Creatiires io rurne Choristers 
8: siR beare their pans in Fkis these Hymnes & 4 
e~ "invite" the Anprlls to assist us in so weigh'y an 
Employmenr. And from this & nurnerous other 
Psalmes: the Duc. of i+&&@& quickinng && 
exhorting & engaging others to the Solemnizinç of 
God's Pnyses: will -'I hopeA appeare greate enuf to 
excuse this Treatisc as it has occasion'd it. 

See Ps. 135. I O  S: observe that rvhen the Prophet has 
say'd in the 1 .  verse I \$il! estoll thee my God &c .& 
in the second €ver). da? I !vil1 blesse thee: to begin 
to performe hi5 engagement he says in the third 
verse; great is tlir Lord 65 grciatly to be praysed, 8: 
his Greatnesse is unsearchablr @3 And tho we ought 
to exhon othcrs to pnysr him. yet let them do what 
they please. we shoiiid performe our Pans. x 5,6. 

Ps. 147 x. 1 .  8 s 5. .  to be carefully plac't. 
Ps. 148. God's Glop in the Creatures is cheefly 
conspicuous. in his creating them freely & their 
consrantly observing his Laiv. x 5 & 6. The greatest 
casualrys & irregularips in Nature are govem'd by 
God &L directed to his Ends s 8.. God's 
Omnipotence espress't in the Creation. is one 
Ground of our Trusting him Ps. 146.6. 

[folio 126 verso] 
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that he either did or could b& addict himselfe to 

those Employrnents. that now not only busy but 

engrosse Our %ageP Zeale; but we fmd him 

spending his Time in b Cultivating & improving the 

delicious Garden God had made him Keeper of; & 

considering the Nature of the Creatures he was 

constituted Lord of: that he might conbive hem al1 

int[o] a Tendency to their Creator's Glory; & by a 

more perfect 74et-h "Knoled[geJA of their Nature 

h m e  a more Venerating Notion of their Author. 

The ven Heathen Poet could observe (what was 

:arlyer 8: better observ'd by Aristot1e)Cù 

pronagp cum spectent Animalia 

caetera Terram 

3s hornini sublime dedit. caelum qp 6 videre 

Iussit & erectos ad sidera tollere vultus. 

'or beasts being borne to no higher End, have either 

heir Bodys or Lookes naturally bent downward; 

~hereas Man is *seemsA ev'n by Nature engag'd to 

,ooke up to Heav'n: B contemplate its diviner 

tesident. In which sense we may iRF reconcile our 

4ssertion that Cod made AI1 things for his owne 

Sion,. tvith that ^more" Currant Saying eWi&e, 
hat God made ail things for Man & Man for 

-1imselfe: i 

Man being a Microcosmus or Little World, not 

tnly as a Resembler but Representer of the grea 

ff acrososmus or Greate 

World 

[end folio 126~1  



* Which they ma! do (to borrow a Barbarous but 
significant School-terni) [?]biective tho not 
Formaliter: I meane by Proving ^suchA Obiects as 
prompt ^& invite" Man to pay God that Prayse they 
cannot [alctually pay hini tliemselves. And whymay 
nl., to [i[ilustrate this funher 
yet. we say that God's ;%,orks are say'd to prayse him 
^inA the same Sense ( t h 0  in an infinitely 
transcendenter Degree) that Solomon says of this 
Virtuous Woman: Re in thc last verse of the 
Proverbes) & Let hir owne workes prayse "hep in 
the Gates: that is. :ive the considerers of them 
occasion to estoll her. Stte the 8th paoe marke V 

8 99- . . 
-?~ai=s 8: 
Gymnosophists. the Persian Magi. the old Gaules 
Druides "not " to mention other Instances, were 

Psal. 145.9.1 O 

both their Philosophrrs 5: Priests: & in almost al1 
Nations: Philosophy S: Priesthood were so ally'd, 
that those whose Profession should give them most 
interest in the Definition of Man: made a more strict 
Profession of Se&w& celebrating & sewing God. 
And the Roman ~ni ie rors  affected to adde to their 
Titles that of Pontifes Masimus. to show that 
Souveraignity as w l l  as Pki.les Reason was a Title 
[or?] an Engagement to Priesthood. 

V I might aikadge annexe. ekrtckekSer: the story: 
Josephus tells us in the Beginning of his Jewish 
Antiquitys II i. c. 27.) that 'that owns the A holy Seth 
& his Posteri' '.[ha[ ' were the lnventors 

lilf ïo\r ' l  credit Plinv he will tell vou 

of Astronorny whose 

.to Manking [sic] & secure them fiom the foretold 
Bew Generall Destructions by Fire & Waner) they 
engrav'd [ulpon 2 Pillan. the one of Bricke. & the 
other of Stone the latter of which 
[passage continues on left column of page IO] 
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Greate in that Capacity. he presents with his owne 

Adorations. the Homages of al1 the Creatures unto 

God: tho the? be ignorant of what is done; as 

Children under the Law were of the Sacrifices offer'd 

for thern. And as the Apostle tells us, that. ihe 

Crearure was made subiect to Vanity, not wiilingly. 

but by reason of him who hath subiected the sarne in 

Hope: namely. by Man's Perverting it by Sin to SI 

God's Dishonor: so by man's referring the 

Knowledge of the Crearure to the Creator's Gloq;  it 

becomes in some sense & in its owne Degree, a 

Prayser of it's Maker. According to that of the 

Psalmist. All th? Workes shaIl prayse thee, O Lord. 

P: thy Saints shall blesse thee: They shall speake of 

he  G l o p  of th!. Kingdome & taIke of they Power. 

4nd in this Relation may the Creatures answer the 

iolernne Invitation made thern in the whole 148 

%alme. & numerous other Scripnrres to, Prayse the 

,ord. * Reason H (as anciently a Leviticall 

3ract ion.)  is a Naturall Dignity; & Knoledge a 

Zharacter that can conferre Priesthood without 

Jnction or Imposition of hands. CB And so narurall A 

k all>.'d seemsA ReIigion to Reason that NimdAs 

- f i  that 

Slephants. whose sagacity most approaches Reason, 

have also A a ProportionateA sense of 

Religion & at sen Times +ve&i@e"pay their 

Devotions to the Sun BsA Moone. V 

It is %ellA worth C o n s i d e ~ g  how 

:arefull God has been to haw+&4 keepe Works 

regarded & [taken] 

mot-1 
[end folio 127rI 



[continued Frorn lefr column. page 91 
of which Josephus reports to have been 
extant in Syria - " his Time. 
And tis an uncontrollrd-~radition that the 
fint Friend of God was the tirst Teacher of 
Astronomy $2 Phi losophy ro the E g p t  ions 
fiorn ^longz' afienvards tlie Greeks deriv'd a 

thrm ((Thr Hrbrews drinke 
at the Fountaine. the Greekes CH of the 
strearnes.. Sr the Latines or the Puddles: says 
the excellent Prince De la Mirandola.)) Thus 
we see that the first Culrivaters of Natiirall 
Specuiations were holy Men: who 
question lesse were ' ' ci~rious to see 
contemplate God i n m h e r :  &: thereby 
that of Trisnie,' ~ ~ I S ~ L I S ~  . . 
alrnost at the vep Beginning oïhis first 
Booke (- 
He that shall Learne & stiid!. the Things that 
are. & how the! are ordrred 22 governed. & 
by whorn and for what cause. or to what end. 
will acknoledge thanks IO tlici WORKMAN 
as to a good FATHER . an excellent NURSE 
& a fa!rhfiiIl STEIV.L\RD. 22 lie that gives 
thanks shall be pious or Religious & he that 
is Religious shal t h o u  borh wliere the 
Truthe is. 8: \$,ha1 it ic: & Learning that he 
will bc yet more 22 more Rrligious. And 
what the Rites4 ,'ott'eriiigs in '  this 
Religion preached b the Crrarures. were. hr 
else where tells .4sclr.pius. \vilen forbidding 
hirn to bume incense. he tells hini. tliat The 
Thankes 8. Prayses of Men are tlie Noblest 
lncense that can be otTer'd up to God. The 
Scripture mentions The Sacrifice of Prayse 
& The Calves of our Lippes: And trvly tis 
the least Returnr Ive c m  sr irliout ' a signall" 
Ingratitude maLe to God for liating made the 
Crearures for us. to conteinplate his 
Wisdorne in thcm A k k  pra! se his 
Goodnesse for rhern. I blush when 1 tÏnd 
Epicietus. a bare Pliilosoplier. afier he had 
pathetically inviied men ta the an Assiu'??ly 
in Praysing God: & rcîkon'd soine of the 
most common 6 therefxe niost slighted 
Blessings: ar Irngli concludins thus Al1 
these should provr ck a Theaine for dayly 
Hymns. And ivhy siiould 'uc.' be so 
backward in prabsing tfiar God whorn 
^ev'n?" those Birds rliat flutter in the 
Aire are so diiigenr to celcbrate . If l were a 
Nightingale. I would acr at that Rate: but 
since [continues a1 top letï of page l I ]  

3nglished 
)y Dr. 
lverard 

vlercur.. 
rrisrneç. in 
lscl. cap. 
5 

ieb. 13-15 

ob 38. 7.; 

,picte[. 
ipud 
Ustedium 
. 2 1 .c.û 
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[arrow from right to left, frorn ??] 

Notice of. For first, he begins the Booke of 

Grace with the Description of the Booke of 

Nature: of which he gives us not only a~ 

'general.' Account in B??? to e informe us that 

he made it: for that End the very fint Verse of 

the Bible mi@ alone have serv'd; but he gives 

-.us to retayle?^ the Narrative of  each Days 

Proceedings. 8: in the 2 fint Chapters of PCatit 

Genesis. comprizes more mie solid., & 

praegnant Principles of Naturall Filosophy then 

Aristotle & al1 his commentators put together 

can afford: as 1 hope one day to manifest in a 

more proper Place. Next we rnay observe that 

tho Man a were not created till the Sixth Day (# 

the Residents Arrivall being ^obliging1yfi 

siispended till the Pallace was made Ready to 

entenaine hirn) yet that none of God's Workrs 

might want Intelligent 

& that the World ???? the 146th psalme ma) 

be both begun &: finisht ?????" 

[insertion point is not clearly marked] 

Spectators: the Angels were created the first 

gay: as Divines generally inferre from that of 

Jod in Job. - When the moming Starres sang 

-ogether & al1 the Sons of God shouted for Joy. 

Where b!, the Morning Starres & Sons of Cod 

are meant the Angels newly created after the 

Image of their Maker. Where icisweffk ^ weA 

[end folio 127~1 



[continurd from le f i  colo~iin. p. 1 O] 

1 am a Man. whar's fit for me SKI do. 1 will prayse 

God. & nevçr cease doing so. And shall advice your 

Imitation in that Exercice. 

[folio 128 recto] 
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Where we may note by the Way that the fmt 

Exercise of the Angels. was ro applaud "& 

congratulate" the Creation & sing Hymnes to the 

Author of it.. And as soone as Adam was e p p k w d  

W 'invested with souveraignty o v e f  the 

Creatures.. God immediately brought the Living 

Creatures to this UniversaIl God - father; not anly to 

receive their Homages. but to kpse-em * givefi 

them those Espressive Names. which could not be 

impos'd without a Considering of B insight into theu 

Propem S. We may thirdly emî? aswxe. 

^representa' that the Study of the 

Booke of Nature. is one of the Ends of die Institution 

of the Sabbath. as many "SolidA 

Divines collect fkom the Reason mee&mA annext 

to*' the Founh Commandement. Which is 

interpreted to irnply. that as God on the Seventh Day 

rested from his Creating the World proceed'd to 

ce the Contemplating of himselfe in it; so 

should w r  consecrate that Day to the 

Contemplation of God aI of his Workes; which 

cenainl' cannot but fPRFi deserve our Notice, since 

they \rere honor'd with that of God him selfe; who 

consiclering thrm severall) saw that they were Good, 

& sunleying them in their united Frame said that 

they Lvere very Good. For my Pan. 1 never fmd 

Time Lye lesse upon 

m y 

[end folio 128r] 



# [continued from bottorn of colurnn on this page] 
swsy ?angeA anatornize & ransacke Nature 8: ^by that 
concern'd surveyA to corne to a more esquisite 
Knowledge of the Workes of it. & consequentl> to a 
hkJw profounder Admiration of rlie Omniscient Author. 
How like a Filosofer dos Meiw &a&ysfe Mercurious 
Trismegistus that greate Phiiosopher. Priest & King 
whom some have esteem'd ancienter then Moses. othen 
(erroniously mistaken for Moses hirnselfe) speake to his 
Son when he tells hirn ckac There can be no Religion 
more m e  & ".orr. Just then to k n o ~  the things that are & 
to acknowledge thanks for a11 things to hirn that made 
hem; which thing I shall not crase conrinuall to do. He 
continues. be pious & religiotis. ô m> Son: for he that do! 
so is the best highest Philosopher & \rithout 
Phiiosophy it is irnpossiblc ever IO anain to the héight & 

. . exacmesse of Piety or Religion. ??Y" 
Hermes Trisrnegistus. in his tirst Boolie. englished by 
Doctor Everard. 

( x since thosr Reflections \\hich their nature makes onl> 
Acts of Reason thcir End rnakes Xcts of %%? [ ? P i e ~ ? ] )  
Whilst we use the Crearurcs a i  stirrups to raise us above 
thernselves whcre brhen Ive once are seared & settled. we 
shall (without ingratitude) k e p e  thern under our feet & 
make thern contribute to the lirepins us above thern. 

x sins 'Mas perhaps to engage us to this Perusall of the 
Crearures that God Gd has disperst in the Scripture so 
many Passages ihat cannot be satisfactoril> understood 
without it. Nor do I csteerne it  iniprobable that for this 
vey Cause God has M furnislit Man nith such a 
Multiplicity of Desires. \r.liercas other Creatures are 
content with those fe\v obvious 5: pi=? easily attinable 
Necessavs that Nature has alrnost evep where provided 
for them. In Man alone evep  sense has numerous greedy 
Appetites for the most pan for Superfluivs & Dainrys. 
that for the satisfaction of al1 these various Desires he 
might be oblig'd ,".with an inquisitive industy.' to wwey 
& [continues ar top of this colurnn] 
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ny hands then it dos on Sunday ( so much is that Day 

xhausted by the Businesse of it) & 1 use to compare 

hose that uwpe make Bold with tbe Portions of the 

Sabbath to rnake those idle Visits in that the whole weeke 

:ould not afford them Leasure for, to the Rich men in the 

'arable. who having Flocks of his o m e ,  enrertaines his 

'riend with his Neighbon single Lamb: but as rhrifty as 1 

lesire to be of Sm&+ews 5abbath  moments": 1 

icniple not (when Oponunity invites[ )] to spend some of 

hem in stud'ing the Booke of the Creatures either bj 

&qwmms~ instmcting my seIfe in the 

heory of Xature: or tying those Experiments that may 

rnprove rn) Acquaintance with her. And trufy to me 

t appeares something selfish & peAap qq9q"79'99q ........... :3 
o impll an iniurious Disparie bewixt Perfections "allm 
quall because al1 Infinite. to let God's Gwemsçe 

bierc) ' so engosse our Thoughrs - - 
5 as ro makz us neglect the Contempiation of tbose 

lther Glorious Artributes. his Power &k his Wisdome. 

Vhich trêrr those that RWAXI 'exacted bothA Men 8: 

mgells Adoration. befor they M-e&ef needed hem 
Irst. 

[end falio I38vl 



Lib. 5 

€B For 1 esteeme k 4 - w  (sa14 he the a e q ?  Worship 

esalted of us. principall>- to consisr. not in our 

Irnmolating Ghe&?e - ! Hecatornbs ' 4kw44 

U: (w sacrificing ~holcl Dro~es  of Buls) & bumin3 

Piles of Spies Tassia- unto God: but in manifesting 

unto al! 4ew men. han geste his k'isdome P o w r  8s 

Goodnesse is. For his bein; pieas'd to cornplsatk al1 

this . . - bstter- rhrn '.the skilfull 

Art or Contrivance' a+ 4444 co~iid lia\ r Qçf de\ is'd: 

without s n ~ ~ i n g  or grudging an' rhing the imparted 

Endouments: hot% c-.i greate & numerous 

soever: i looke upon as a Dernonstntion of a most 

singular Goodnessr. To whicli this due bciing pa? 'd: 

That he could find the \{'a! of fitting 6 

adorning al1 thesse rhings so r~quisitel>: argues an equall 

Wisdome: & his perfecring & complexirig dl this as he 

has did tirst Dessein them eetddue 'must ' proceed but 

from a~ kçsisti8lssse Force 'P: Poner. G d .  1.2. de usu 

panium. Apud Ph. Llornnciini De i'er. Rrl. Chr. c.9. 

Bacon. De Auç. Sci. lib. 1. 

[folio 13 l recto] 
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1 esteeme rherefore that Galen 
. . 

"spoke m l y  

when he say'd that in his BookesA De usu Partiurnrn he 

Writt* are Hymne &ha€ 
1 P. *- 
J - "toA the Creator's Rwe& 

r - k k d e i w  'Prayses:B Nor is there any Dmger that too 

profound a 4+g Knowledge of the Creatute shud 6 

lead us  to disbeleeve the Creator for 

al1 

Creatures come from God. they Lead to him: Iike Rivers 

that flou. backe againe to the Ocean they proceed h m .  

We h o w  that eWte44 the 'Writers" of 

Naturall Di\ iniv have al1 anernpted te-ptwe by the 

Contemplarion of the World. to prove a Dei% to be the 

its Architect. & to demonstrate that of the Apostle that 

The invisible things of him from the Creation of the 

world are ciearl' seen. being understood by the Thin9 

that are fcot~ made. (rven) his Erernall Power LQ 

Godhead: so that the? are without excuse. And indeed it 

i5 most m e .  tr hich one of the wisest of men & solidest of 

Filsofers ha escellenrl~ observ'd, That a sligh~er 

Knonledge o f  Sature is apt to seduce men ro Atheisme 

bu! a profclinder Insi-r brings them backe to Religion. 

And the Reson he gives for it is v e T  sound; for when at 

first Second Causes. as most obvious to sense busy & 

intmde in10 the Mind: the Thoughts by delighting 

themselves tvith them 65- too much & dweIling upon thern 

too long. are dispos'd to an insensible forgening of  the 

First '8: Supreame' Cause 

but 6C 

[end folio 13 1 r] 



a Etsi enim prr certarn Dsnionstrationrm liquer, divinurr 

nos opificern procreasse nulla rarnen micine aut mente 

perciprre possumus. qua sit eius scisntia & quo into nos 

ipss fecerit. quia longe discrspant, scire au[ dernonstrare 

quod quaedarn Providentia nos condiderit. & animae 

nostrae ejus ve mentis. quae nos condiderit. substantiam 

cognoscere & dernonstnre possc. Gal. lib. 9. de Placit. 

Hippocr. & Platon. 

[folio 13 1 verso] 
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But a funher Progresse in the Smdy of Narure & a 

more acmtke "inquisitive A Survey of the Works & 

Method of Providence: & ̂ a more attentiven Reflection 

on the all'ances. Order. Dependancys & 

Concatenation of Causes; easily gives credit to the 

Morall of that Poeticke Fiction which ty'd the highest 

Linke of Nature's Chaine to the Foot of Jupitefs Throne: 

or. to speake more Christianly.^doen "???" 

Jacobs Vision d + h % e  "discovers to us a " Ladde[r] 

whose top reaches up to Heaven. Tis not the Knowing 

too much. but the not knowing enuf that makes 

Naturalisrs Atheists. Nor would 1 desire better sport then 

to rneer with one of these confident Assertors; that den' 

God made the world because they thinke they cm assign 

the true Causes of é&k&+ '.effectsP in it. tho the GFÇ 

Supreame Cause be iefi ou[t]. For the sunlest Filosofer in 

the Wor[ld] shall never be able to assigne the m[e] 22 

immediare Cause of the ounvard shape 8: Buke. the 

lnward Contrivance of  the Parts. 8: the Insthct[sJ & 

synparh! s of an> & one Animal[.] the Primitive formes 

B: seminall Ene r s s  of things depending wholly u p n  the 

Will of the First Creator. a But this 'TheameA 1 shall 

have occasion to speake more 30 ' in a more convenient 

Place. 1 shali nuu oniy annexe: that there is this 

Difference ben\ixr the Works of Men & those of God; 

that the former are 'rnost.' adrnir'd but whilst they are 

hast- ignor'd: as w e  see in the Tricks o[fl Juglers. 8: al1 

the Knacks of Artificers: whereas in the Laaer. &e "ou-" 

Knouledge Proponions t h  .'ouf Admiration the Works 

of God 'panicipating &: ". disclozing so rnuc[h] of h e  

^inexhausted " Perfections of their Autho[r] 

that 

fend folio 1 3 1 ~ 1  



* (being but such an Aprehension of God's Wisdorne as 

rnay suite with the Apostles Expression of Gwki his Son's 

Love; where he prayes that Iiis Epixsians (3 .  19) rnay 

h o w  the Love of Christ. wliicti passes Knowledge) 

[folio 1 32 recto] 
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that the Funher we contemplate them the more 

"lineaments & features' we discover of the Physiognomy 

of their Creator: our highest Science can but give us a 

iuster Veneration for his Onrniscience; & Our Knowledge 

can never grow so extensive as not both to leave roome 

for Our Admiration & invite it ; & to move us to 

exclairne with the Psalmist. O Lord how greate are thy 

Workes: % thy Thoughts are very deepe. & in another 

place) O Lord. how manifold are thy Works, in wisdome 

hast thou made them all. And as when some Country 

Fellow lookes upon s e ~ i  a Curious Watch tho he be 

hugely taken with the e rich Enamell of the Case & 

perhaps with some preny Landskip that adorns the &Jpp 

"Dyall' Plate ?et will not his Ignorance permin hirn so 

advantageous a Notion of the bls exquisite A4asi Maker's 

skill. as it uill forme in some curious Artist, who besides 

that obvious Workrnanship that first entertaines the Eye; 

considers the 

exacmess knows the use" of every wheele; takes 

notice of their Adaptation. Proportion & Conmvance al1 

together: & of the hidden Springs that rnove them all: so 

in the World. tho every pureser rnay reade the bek& 

Existence of a Deiv. & be in his Degree affected with 

what he sees; )et GW 'is'. he wwe .'*urterlyA unable to 

d k e w w k w  '& descry there" chose 
. . 

suttler Characters % Dashes of Onmiscience which m e  

Philosofers s ^are sharpe- 

sighted enouçhA to Discerne; Those that are so ravish't to 

gaze q3etHk in a cleare Night upon the numerous 

Glittering Spangles of the shy: how md+m&e wud they 

be ???? transported. with that glonous Specta- 

cle 

[end folio l j2 r ]  
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Spectacle as I have sometimes beheld it, throrough a 

Teiescope which shewed me (uno intuitu) that is,) at one 

survey of the Eye, the Glasse not mov'd, above 50 

twinkling starres in those Pleiades. in which Astronomers 

have hitheno descry'd but 6: & which discovered the 

Milky way % al1 those linle white Clouds the sky is 

qm&-kl ̂scatteringly blancked?" with, to be nothing 

but an Innumerable Company of nameless & 

inconspicuous Starres. Those that have in e x s i k e d  

Iook't upon it as a strong Argument of Providence that 

amongst such Numbers of men, no two Faces should be 

found so exactly to agee  as not to admit of some 

Disparit): would be much confirm'd in their persuasion. 

if they had ml Microscoope to let them see, that they 

couId not find so much as 7 graines of Mustarseed. so 

esquisitel) like. but that something or other of 

Discriminating ma) be discern'd.. They that thinke the 

Clouds good for nothing but to qualiS the heate of the 

Sun. or Fil1 the Chinkes it widens in the Emh would 

have a highrr esterme of * those 

heavnly Waterpots A if I durst tell them how the Juice of 

Cluuds & rea l l~  containes that nue Mercurius & 

Sulphur Philosophorum which so many Labonous 

Chymists have cdebrated , wish't, &: Drearn't of, & thats 

all. M a t  'Creature,' is there more despicable then Sand. 

& IAwhat are but the,' naturall loaves of i t )  Flints: & yet 

have 1 made of them, 

lasting & orient Gems: 8; yet they are the mie Metallicke 

Wornbes ' &Paps+$Mes&" & not unfrequently 

praegnant with the pretiousest of them; yeelding a Liquor 

in which al1 bletalls grow into Lovely Trees compos'd of 

Roote. % + d e  

& Bran 
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i rnud confesse my b'ondrr Jnr.Ils no1 so much on Nature's 
Clockes as hir Watches A [II crnplo? oliner rn) microscope then 
my tlescopen. I have w ç ~ p a s s ' r  ihc Alpes. & sern more io 
admire in an Anthill & so much uonder'd at the Industq of 
those linle Creatures. that 1 have ccns'd to wonder thai they 
gave Thearne ev'n tosolomon's Contemplaiion. Thrse @y 
"Seas & Mouniaines. with the oihcr H> pcrholrs of Nature (if i 
may so terme them) skm proclainie indccd his Porver but 
manifest less his Wisdome rhen the contrivance of & b e e k i w  
G ~ ~ W F S  "some Living Ensines & ( i f 1  may so cal1 them) 
Breathing Atomes." that hate  su are so small that they "are" 
almost All Workmanship. 1 h a t c  sren Elcphants & adrnir'd 
them lesse then the Stnicturr o t ' a 4 k k  a dissected Mole: 
which has brttrr eyes then those thnt sec a \r il1 not see a 
Designation in the Dyrnncssr. ot'ii's E y s  (made not onely to 
see the Light not B? it) & thc Poitiire o i~ i i s  fcct. given it not to 
[coniinues be1orr.l 

Lukc 19.40 

We rrrad upon nothing n e  shoiild not hart occasion to 
kneele for: n r re  \r e ricrt2c.t in al1 it'r *ttt, Propcrws 8: Uses. 

run upon the ground. but dig-c i t  sd lk  n \\a! under Ground 4 
4: sure so 
much he adminble worhmanship na'; ne\ cr mean't for Eyes 
that wilfully ctozc thrrnsr'l\cs;: & ;:;itlianr il \\ith the not iudging 
it wonh the looking on. Bcait', inhatiiis R: cn.ioy the \vorld: 
Man if he will do more. musr stud! t2 rnonlizc il. This the first 
Act of Religion i% rqually obliging in nll R'ligions: is the Dut' 
of Man as Man: Br the Homagr \se pa! for e e 4 h ~ ~ i  the 
Priviledge of Rrason: a 

in was gi\en us not oncl! to rrferrc out 
selves. buth the othcr Creaturrs ihat nant  it. to the Creators 
Glop .  Which malies me sornriines a n g p  \\ ith [hem rvho are so 
bus' themselves in the Empl«ymt.nts of their Second 8c 
accessionall Relations. that i h q  \siIl n c \ u  lind the Leasurr to 
discharge this primitive & cssentiall n h l i g a t i o n W  

^are make conccnd '.>?'? ' Citi7ens of an! 
Place then of the World: % lixc 513 n-hoIl> as Lord5 or 
CounciiJors. Londoners or P:iriiiims. that the! em '\riIl.' nrver 
find leasure 10 live as men. 
@ Since that understanding can but heighten 8r ennoble our 
Admiration t2 will prove the Incenses o f ( o r  more spirituall 
????? & acceptable part) of  ckai that sacrilice of Pnyses where 
in the intelligent .4dmirer otTcrs iip thc \\ hole world in 
Eucharist to it's Makrr.. For Admiration bcing ( 1  do not sa' 
Astonishmeni or surprise of'rnind) hcing but an 
Acknowledgrnent of  the obiects tnnscending Our Kno\vledge: 
the & Learnrder the t n n s c c n d d  Faculty is. the p a t e r  it 
the admir'd obiects Transcrnd enc!. a c k n w  Iedge'd. And 
certainIy Cod's Wisdomr is much Icssc gloriîj 'd b! the ???? 
"vulgW' Astonishmeni of an w+b+&4 ~t'!'?!. ??? his W??? 
whose Ignorance ma! as w l l  

[continues on Ieli column o f  page 181 
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[ink blot] ??? to * 
[ ink blot] of God in the s e ~ ç  coynesse of the sens- 
[ink blot] Plant. then the vast Bulke of the ??? 
[ink blot] & the usuall Parts ckac 
[ink blot] those Plants. And so 
rnany [ink blot] ngs are to be done with 
what [ink blotlus , slightingiy 2???? ûample under ew 

feet that not onely Paracelsus kaEFeseRte "forgot to ly 
when he say'dA that often times a Flint is better then a 
Cow. & in this sense too, our Savior might mly  Say, 

as he once did to the Pharisee; that if Men should hoId 

their Peace .~(& cease to _elon@ God)" the Stones would 

immediately cry out. * There is noe Creature of God th 

so little. but thaf it desewes not a greate deale of our 

Wonder did we but fully know it; & as Apelles (in the 
Story) 5 I * . . 

5 - was discorer'd by the 
skilfulI Protagoras. by so srnaIl& suttle &&kate+ 

Line. that Protagoras by being scarce able to discerne it, 

discem'd it was Appelles'es; so God in these Minute 

Creatures. often times drawes Traces of Omniscience too 

delicate to be lyable to be asign'd to any other Cause *. 
Since then Admiration & Prayse is both an Acceptable & 

the finest Sacrifice with which we can r e m e  to the 

Creator for his Creatures: Let us by endeavoring to e? 

irnprove our Knowledge attempt a proportionable 

Encrease of our Admiration that we rnay the- - , r e t t e r  obey iR the 
Psalrnists tems Iniunction of Singing Prayses with 

. . 
understanding @ ^And let us 

t - k A % k  "do that Right to the Omnipotence & 
OmniscienceA of God as CO beleeve that m no where 

more then here that maxime is erroneous which asserts 

that Ignorance is the Mother of Devo 

-tion. 
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Not onl!. nccording to [?ink olot] 

...................... [Psallmisi. [ iiik bloc 1 
decl[ink blot ................................... 1 

.................................. of G [ink blot 1 
mam [ink blot ............................... ] eth 

his [ ink  blot ................. .. .......... ...] rke 

but (as [ink blot ........................... ] is in 

that higlily reiiiarkahle Place ofJob i ) 

[continued fiom lefi column of page 171 

welI supectrd for Wonder. as the Esxllency of the 

obiect: then from thcir Learnsd H! innes whose 

Industrious Curiosity has brnughr rheir knowledge to a 

Prostrate Veneration of whar thel ' r  Reason not 1, onorance 

has taught them ta be inconiprehensible. And as such 

Persons have such piercing E>es. that \r.here a 

transient "or unlearned' Glancr: 'scarce' observes K+FW 

any thing, the? can discern an adorable Wisdome: being 

able (as 1 ma' so speakel ro read rhr Stenography of 

"GodsA Omniscient 'hand' S: their +eamA 'skilfullA 

fingers. k n o ~  how to choocr & ho\\ ro rouch those 

smngs. that may sound Iotidl!esr &ekfest to the Prayse 

of their Maker: & on the sanie Creatures will make as 

m w A - k  celrbrarin~er Descants to the honor of 

Providence. rke as on the same ktsCfttffWRCs "Lute,' a 

çkilW Lutanist will make bener musicke then a 

Drummer. 
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Having thus held fonh the Conternplarin of the Creation 

unde[r] the Notion of an Act of Piety, it will be now t h e  

to &m+e~ manifest i[t] to be an Advantage. Which it is 

upon the Score of being both Instructive & Delightfill. 

For first it i+st+u& teache[s] us that there is a God: 

accornplis[h'd] with "all" those glonous Amibutes 

requisite to that Narne. For t[he] Invisible things of him 

from t[he] Creation of the World are clearl[y] seen: being 

undentood by the thi[ngs] that are made: even his 

etemall Pobver Sr God-head: says the Ap[os]tle. And * 
. . - . . - .  -. Aske now the 

[belasts & they shall1-44 teach thee & the fowles of the 

aire. & the' sha[ll] tell thee: Or speake to the Earth & it 

shall teil teach thee; & the [filshes of the Sea shall 

declare unt[o] thee: Who knoweth not in al1 th[ese] that 

the hand of the Lord hath ~ ~ o u g h t  this. In effect? ??? 

^oneA m[ay] observe that generally the Write[rs] of 

Naturall Divinity (uhich ha[ve] had the tiRfretl rare 

Happynesse of falling into Skilfull hands;) hav[e] against 

Atheists arrn'd ail the Cr[ea]tures for the quarrell of their 

Creat[or] & made the World "itselfe A itRAF the 

Ar[gu]ment of God's having made it. A[nd] tmly tho 1 

thinke an able Naturalist much finer for that Task[e] then 

those Divines: e t  that Grand Truth (being '. one of .'. the 

Cheefe End[s] of the Creatures; is so cleare & legible in 

them that the? that have (questionlesse) ignor'd gi 

m&&a the Nature of the World have yet not been 

mis[???] no 
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* And our moderner Navigations tell us of the ki$istfts 

"AmericansA that upon si;ht of otir Europaean Ships 

appearing[ink blot]upon their Coasts. rho they knew 

n[ei]ther the Lkie Nature or the use of any me Rope or 

Sayle yet the sight of so anificial l Sr 3 

^wonderfull'. a Structiire: not onely persuaded them it 

they were no Productions of clinncr- but affected thern. 

for the Seas men. witli an Adiiiiration & a Reverence 

that oftentimes could scarcrl>- br restrain'd From &eeepe 

the Expressions of Idolatn. And iipon tliis onely 

Account 1 condemne not SI. Arnbroses & Basill's 

Hexamerons or Descriptions ofrlir Sise Dayes worke: & 

other Father's Phisicall Composures. For ev'n what they 

e hold forth of the Crenriires. nia) in m. ea&ts, 

beare withnesse to a Diety tho in paniciilrirs. theyr so 

m k t k  Aunwap' Mistahes are so grosse & their Zeale 

Besfe betrays their Fa! t h  %? to takr up upon trust so 

many not only untrutlis but Iniprohribili~s. that ivhilst we 

applaud their Hones? \w caiinot biit pitt! their Credulity 

"with most of it breiie esclimg'd for as much 

Discretion & that their Prrniisses ' Iiad bceni' more 

&&ie worthy of their Conclusion. But as a picture 

d r a m e  by with a Charcoalr b! sonir unsliilfulfull hand. 

as unlike as it is to the Originall. !et proclaimes it \vas a 

Man not Chance that drev it: so r\'ii tliesc rude 

Descriptions of the World (S: the Creatures) as 

unresembling as they are to the Natiirall have yet features 

enuf of ic thern to let men inferre. that rivas a Rationall 

Architect 22 not a Casuall Confluence of Materialls; that 

did produce these Structiires. 

[lines below replace the 1 s t  tu.0 lines of right column] 

lthosel panicular both esquisit[e] structures & ixkkabk 

%lmost divineA prudent conducts S: Contrivances which 
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[ink blot] juch as in Proving 

{ink blot] Author of it. As 

[ink blotj cuntv-fellow con [ 

[Ink blot] stately APallace',; tho he be too 

ig[norant?) [ink blot] architecture ro in 

[ink blot] eveq Dimension & to unden[ta]nd the 

sqmrnetp of their [prolportions. & the reason & use [of7 

al1 the Contrivances: .et he dissernes enough to inferr 

truly. that nvas no casuall concorse of Materialls. but 

some aç&m '.raren Architect that em&ww&k built 

so uniform & vast a Pile[?]. * And tho this b e k k e f  

W stud~  of PSaiwe "the Creatures" by showing us God 

to be the Author of them. seeme ro teach us nothing we 

were not prrsuaded of before: yet we rnay consider that 

besides that Gad loves to be honor'd in al1 "ouf 

faculns. Br consequently co be elori[fj~'d] & 

acknowledg'd by the Acrs of Reason as well as those of 

Fayth. besidrs this. 1 Say. there is a greate &%wixe 

Disparity benvist that generall N - s k  "lazy ideaA we 

commonly have of his Power. & Wisdome. & the distinct 

rationaIl& affecting Notions ofthose Attributes. which 

are form'd b) b> [sic) an attentive inspection of those 

Creatures in which they are most Legible; & which were 

made cheetly for that ver).. End. The Queene of Sheba ( 

had heard in hir o r n e  Country a very 

advantageous F;oFn €kw Fame of the Wisdome of 

Solornon: but when the Curiosity of  a persona11 visit, 

made her an Eye-wimesse of those 
-39-1' .... . . . . .  

w4e&i+ [see replacement lines at left] 

-€b& 
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................................ The holy Ansels have [ink blot 1 
....................... [wisldorne % Mercy. le much [ ink blot 1 
....................... k lesse Derogating Not[ions?] [ink blot 1 

..................................... then we: & yet the M [ink blot 1 
.................................... Redemptions. is such [ ink blor 1 
................................ of those 2 Amibures [ ink blot ,,... 

. . 1 
.................................... [ ink blot 1 

............................. Angels desire to looke [ ink blot ...] 
Mysticke Dispensations. in \\ liicli the' so divinely are 
Displaj,'d. Galen. tho his Wririnys %? speake him a 
much greater Meriter "from' ef Phyitions then Divines: 
?et in his Dissections of .4nimrils: the frame of their 
Bodys so mk??? .'rectifis' that of his Spirit: that you 
onemight 'easily" take him for a Doctor of Divinity as 
well as Physicke. He (says hr.) thrit shall attentively 
consider the Structure & Contrivance of each Animall: rn 
shall clearly discerne in if the Traces & Linea[m]ents of 
il's Creating Wisdom: & when [???]in each ^he 
wondringlyA observes (1 give -ou his [senIse without 
fenring rny selfe to his Wo[rdrs]) how active & 4 fitly 
qualie'd [a] Soule resides 'in' & animates this 
Hodge[p]odge of Huniors: niiicli Iii;hl).er must he admire 
the Imrnensity & Prerogatives of thar Spirit that dos 
inhabit Heaven. (Galen Eie lib. 1 I & 17 de Usu Partiurn 
apud Morn. De verit. Relig. Chr. cap. 9. )  1 must confesse 
I have with sorne delight obser\ 'd H.i how much more 
honestly Aristotle wites of God in some Passages of his 
Bookes De Anirnalibus then in his other Workes & was 
pleas'd to find Speechlessr Creatures preach 
Providence so powerfull~ to a Philosopher so venerated; 
& draw honest Confessions from a Person sufficiently 
indispos'd to such kind ot'.4clirio\rledgments. The 
Booke De Mundo addrest to Alesander 
& ascrib'd to Aristotle (iii Iiis riper Agr) kt compar'd to 
his other Writings; rnay W clearl> hdd-kf evidence 
how rnuch Divinity is benrr sert-d by that Philosophy 
which he Learnt of the Creatures. then that which his 
owne sophistical1 Ravings taught Iiim: &: (let the Aurhor 
be who he will) is [as?] noble Proofe of the ??? World 
[continued on left side of page 21 ] 
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that Wisdome did ^inimitablyA display it selfe, [slhe then 

breakes forth into Patheticke & venerating Exclamations 

a& that acknowledg'd how much bewx "iuster & 

improv'd,' a Charmer (of his Wisdorne) hir eyes had 

now given hir. then formerly hir Eares Qi$ had done. * 

Twas something too high a saying for a Heathen, that of 

Plato when he teaches That The World is God's Epistle 

written unto Mankind. Nor do Our Christian Authors 

speake improperly. when they cal1 the World the Great 

Booke of B m k  Nature. For indeed in this vast 

Fakkke ,. Volume" fi . . 

passe&# the Spangled shy may passe for the Blew & 

Gold Cover: the Elements. for Leaves, the species of 

Mixts for Lines; ea& the panicular Mineralls, Plants e~ 

"&" Animalls for Words, & d their Propertys &h& 

for Leners. Each Page in this Booke of Nature is fi111 of 
reall Hiieroylyphickes, where Yby inver?'d way of 

Expression)- Things ????? "standn for words: & 

Lineaments +é&heci s ip i@ €bawws %midm 

/'dashesr. The Heavens declare the Gloy of the Lord & 

the Firmament sheweth his handy-worke, says the 

doubly-crowned Poet in that often alleadged Passage (of 

the 19th Psalme.) What Tongue (or Voice have the 

Heavn's to cdebratr th [&?]  Extender. Evep Q u a l i ~ ,  

every Proportion. of those m e  vaults. 

every Aspect even. lnfuence of those bright globes that 

ennoble them. lw+e sends fonh a Soundlesse Voice 

that finds Entrance at Our Intellec- 

tual I 

[end folio 1 2 9 ~ 1  



is zone thrciu~our al1 the Eanh & 

[conrinued frorn lefr of page 201 

World's being one of a Drit? & Providence. &&the 

& ev'n to a meere Natunlisr) thni the tvhole Booke is 

not uniustl' thought seniceahlc to ttiosc Ends iiy in ^the 

third Chapter of ', that escrllrnt Treatise of the Truth of 

Christian Religion (e+) Pcnn'd & translated 

by the Z 'greatest favorites the nvo 

las te^ Ages ,'have afforded [ l i sn ]  41r. Du Plcssis & Sr 

Philip Sidne! . 

L 22 their language has scapr rlie Confusion of Tongues. 

These Natural & lrnrnortall Apçek  Preachers giving f.be 

al1 Nations occasion to Sn! of tlierri as tlir .4ssrmbly at 

Pentecost did of the inpir'd Aposrles. Ii'r do hcar thern 

speaks in Our Tongs the \\onderfi11 I Lr orks of Cod. 

Ps. 1 15.5. 

Heb. 11.4 
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soundlesse Voice that finds Entrance at our Intellectuall 

Eares: (& whose harmonious Concert gives us the Morall 

of Plato's exploded Dreame of the Musicke of the 

spheares.) and thes[e] dumb Choristers do yet sing 
Hynns so Loud: that the Psalmist scruples not to 

Afirrne. tliat There is no speech nor Language where 
. .  . their Voice is not heard: 

W (the! as little requiring Eares to be understood as 

Tongues to speake:) Br that Their Line (thar is. as the 

Learned Diodati expounds it. Their Wrirng in Grosse & 

plaine Draughts:) & their Words to the end of the World 

that Line eqww& intirnating the Heavens to be Reall 

Characters. s h e w  in what Sense their WORDS are every 

where undrrstood. L According to which Analogy we 

may sa'.. That the "Greate" Image God has made to 

represent himslef. is ^quite con- 

to ^ those !vlan made to represenc God; for whereas ^ofA 

ldols a+ ' i t  is ' sa!,'d that 7 
7 "They 

have mourhrs but the! speake net:* that is, they have the 

Organ Hicke but not the Faculty: ofrhe World it ma) be 

say'd. that 'Tho i t  Liants a Mouth it speaketh.' it 

zxerciseth the fa cul^  bith ho ut the Organe: & ̂ By it A (as 

the Apostle s+d 'say'dr. of AbelI) being Dead. yet 

speaketh. Nor can we without Listning to these Sermons, 

derive the i+ fwmes 'wke entiren (perhaps nor the 

cheefest) Benefits. dessein'd us in the 

Crea- 

[end folio I33r] 



Non debes .'uti,', oculis &. ut  Pecus. rantum ut videas qua 

addas ventri, non menti: utere iit homo intende coelum; 

&c intende facta & quaero factorein: rispice quac vides, 

& quaere quem non vides: credr irl eurn quern non vides 

propter ista quae vides. Noli te fieri sicut equus &2 mulus 

&c D. Augustin.. Homil. 3 1 .  

[folio 133 verso] 
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Creatures. For sure that God. who has kgd ien&  

compos'd us both of Body 8; Soule, has not confin'd the 
. . . * 

uses of admirable 

Creanire[s] & so much inimitable Workmanship, to that 

ignobler ???? Pan of Man. which coupleth hirn to the 

Beasts with the neglect of that Diviner Portion that allys 

him to the Angels: vouthsafing to the Lord of Creatures. 

in the Fmition of this his Pallace. no hiher Prerogative 

then he is pleas'd to allow to SmRe&Weffeç the Brutes 

chat serve but to compleate the Variel requisite for it's 
Embellishrnent. '-. "SpeciallyA Man being 

nacurally wspe  so fearfull of being thought to possesse 

no more then his Bodily Necessiys require; that, Kwe 

hf man' easil) observe the wealth of gteatest Monarkes 

to consist in Jewells. Plate. FtiRciFcwe ̂ RaritysA. & other 

things supertluous. No. no: the Creatures of the 

Alrnighp are by him eewmm & ̂ordain'dn to afford 

us. both Nrcessarys & Accomodations for the body & 

Recreative Instruction for the Mind. The Tmth of which 

Assertion both what has been spoken already & what 

remaines yet to be say'd will suffiently evince. 1 shali 

now onel) consider. that not onely al1 the Creanues beare 

witnesse to thrir Author: & that as of "allA the Sunn's 

innumenblc beames there is no( one but being 

folIou'd t% i l1 lead the Eye to the bright center it is difis'd 

from so evep 

Cr 

[end folio IXv] 
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I so every Creature beares a part in that ppe&& 

"soiemne'. Canticle the whose Creation incessantly "tho 

mutelyA sings ta God in the Termes of the Psalmist, 

1 Know ye that the Lord. he is God. it is he that hath made 

, us & not we Our selves. 1 consider, 1 say; that the Greate 

' Booke of Nature. not only Holds forth in Capital1 Letters; 

& so legibly that (as in the Prophet's vision) He may nui 

that readeth it) this lesson we have newly mention'd; but 

that also the Ur World instnicteth us in rnany particulars 

both by suggesting unthoupht of ̂ Rises &" Reflectiond 

k/ to us: & by minding us of those Truths we knew 

indeed "in sorne degreeA before. but either were not 

Perfect or not Ready.? inA; That Onmipotent Creator that 

drew the First Light out of the Shades of an Eternall 

Darkness: 8: (to espresse an Infinte Power in a €mite 

Effect) made nothine the Matter of ALL things: having in 

CHS by the Ovcrîlowingnesse of his ^ovineA Goodnesse 

been mov'd ta give a Being to the World, to 

communicate that Goodnesse & manifest his Glory to the 

Creatues: as he is infinitely Wise. Powerfull & Good; so 

has he disperst amongst 8: stampt upon his Creatures. the 

Lineaments 8: Characters of al1 these . . 
Anribures: trhich would we but take the Paines. to put 

together. spell. & read we sktiEl 

might tÏnd the most instructive tesfeRs ̂PreceptsA of 

Filosof',. & the Sublimest Lectures of Divinry, written in 

so delicate & ravishing a hand; that we shud fall in Love 

@ both tvirh the Lesson & the 

Booke 

[end folio 134rI 
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Booke & 'in which we mayA & find a happy Cornpetition 
betwixt the Irnprovement it afiords & the Delight. 

vesture, wherewith thou coverest thv selfe; & in 
Nurnben. the Dessein of the Institution is express't., That 
ye rnay looke upon it. & remember a11 the 
Commandements of the Lord & do them; (& in the 
following verse.) that ye ma). m, [whole 
paramph Xd out ] 

I t  was anciently God's command to  * Moses; Speake 
unto the Children of Israel & bid them that they make 
thern fringes in the borders of their garments (upon the 
foure quaners of them, as it is expresst in Deuteronomy) 
thoroughout their Generations; % that tbey put upon the 
fnnge of the borders a ribband of blue, And it shall be 
unto you for a fringe. that ye rnay looke upon it. & 
remembeer al 1 the Commandements o f  the Lord; & do 
them: gL that ye seeke not after your owne hart, & your 
w n e  eye. afier which ye  use to go a whoring; that ye 
rnay remember. % do al1 my Commandements; % be holy 
unto your Gods. And in the sixth of Deuteronomy : we 
h+i] God M&k&e says: And these words which 1 
romrnand thee this Day, shall be in thine heart: And thou 
jhalt teach them diligently unto they ChiIdren; & shalt 
:alke of them when thou sittest in thine house, & when 
thou walkest by the way, B when thou liesr downe & 
when thou risesr up. And thou shah bind h e m  for a signe 
Jpon thine hand. & b + b i 4 e ~  the? shall be as frontlets 
~ w e e n  thine Eycs: And thou shalt wnte them upon the 
,os& o f  th? house. 8: on thy Gates. But & "in spite 
>fA the Abolition or Expiring of the JudaicaIl Law; the 
5nidy of Nature gives the Advanrage this Institution 
eveti'd at: for God has every where Ieft such footsteps of 
lism "selfe" 4Wèu-h~; that we cm tum a u  Eyes %nA 
10 wbeix?+ obiecr; that dos not %ovinglyA (tho perhaps 
dently) adrnonish us & rnind us of our Duty. God 
iimselfe has in a Manner u-ritten his owne Laws upon the 
Zonspicuousest 

W t l  
[end folio 134vJ 



x the blue k Ribband the foure quarters 

"of our Vesture". may he supply'd by the 

shy & the 3 Elements: & in this sense we 

may wiihoout ?% incurring a Censure 

make broad oiir Phylacteries. Man. 3 . 5 .  

L. 1 de part. Animal c..5 

', &: the hest I coud ttvsr see in Amsterdan: 

s apud Alstediuri 

Enc. 1. 16. Par. i. c. 12 

G [reference from page 26. right column] How much 

the contemplation o f  God'c glop 8: Perfecrion makes us 

sensible ofour DisabiIir' ro pralse him \ronhily. see i. 

Chron. 29. 14. Nehem. 9 -5 .  see also Ps. 8.45. I.K. 8, 

27. [l?]es. 66.12 

Esay 40.1 ! 

[folio 135 recto] 
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Conspicuousest parts of the Pallace he has 
built us: ' not only hiy *his CreaturesA are fiontlets 
between Our Eyes. but our Eyes can behold no obiects 
that may not prove such frontlets; & not onely we may 
talke of them when we waike by the Way, but that 
Walking & Way themselves rnay talke to us of them. For 

. . hthath M God's ww+&-k- Ubiquity-b&&k 
. . W n , , , ,  %-iakes him present in al1 

Places, the Heathens have acknoiedgedA & therefore 
Aristotle iustly applauds the fbtswe~ saying of Heraclitus, 
who sining to warme hirnselfe ~ e e ~ e  by a Stove or Oven, 
& finding some visitant5 backward to a p p a  corne to 
him in so homely a Place. crys to them to enter boldly, 
For ev'n this Place. says he. wants not the Presence of the 
lmmortall Gods. But God (as "evenA Aristotle's 
Application ofthat saying intimares) is not onely ever).. 
where by his Onmipresrnce. but a~ by his Creatures. 
ivhich whithersoever we piease to turne our eyes; teach 
1s ^eitherr. uhat He 1s. or we shouId be.. M e n  with a 
relescope Transcending Gal ileo's (which 1 have seene in 
!rat.)" I see a numberlesse Multitude of Starres whose 
Distance from the Earth (which if we may credit Artists, 
is exceeds 48 160000 miles) allows us CO suppose them 
big vast enuf to make each of thern a greater Globe, then 
chat whose Iesser S p s  ̂ PatchesA lirnits those Ambitions 
that make here so loud a noyse & those Dominions t k  
which make princes thinke themselves so Greate. 1 
cannot but conclude, (what I cannot conceive) the 
Incomprehensible lmrnensity of that God. to whom this 
Spectacle assures me (in the Prophet's termes) that the 
nations are as a Drop of a bucket & are counted as the 
;mal1 Dust of the Ballance. Whe I e e ~ ~  see the Moone as 
distinctly sever'd into Pans or 

Re- 
[end folio 13% ] 



€B But when 1 looke upon a Flamc liere beloiv. it naturall: 
. . . .  

minds me of that 3 
- - 

1 1 which has 

God for obiect: which endeal ors io heger 8r diffuse it's 

Quality in al1 things. that approacli ir: to contert al1 not 

unerly indispos'd things into ifs ownè Nature: & the more 

Eanhly fewell it receives. the higlier it aspires. & k 

makes the eagerer ^bairs S: ' rall!~ tov.ards Heav'n. 

[folio 135 verso] 
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Regions. as the TerrestriaIl Globes we buy in Shops; 6L 

observe the 'long unobserv'd A 4 Fiffle Medicean Planes 

to rnove about Jupiter as their ^proper' Center: tho 1 do 

not subscribe to thern that thence inferre the greater 

PIanets to be inhabitable Globes (& 

'. like that \se live in") about which these Luminarys are 

hurl'd to send thern Light: at least I am punIed to 

coniecture what other End h+ha God has made them for, 

then to proclaime his Power, 8: how we c m  assert that al1 

Creatures are made for the service of Man unlesse his 

Instruction be one of the principal1 ofthose Idse 

."services ' . & [ho l embrace not that Epicurean Opinion 

that "for' for the Gew+f "Presider ove? so rnany 

Worlds (for so t h e  cal1 the Starres) it would be roo 

injurious a Disparagement to thinke he minds the 

wrerched trifling affaires that bus? us MonaIls; (whom 

"the subtil1 ' Campanella compares to Wormes in a Man's 

Body. ignorant of what the Man both is 8r dos:) yet 1 

musr confesse that 1 more wonder at so greate a 

Condiscension tlien that Epicums should be b a c h a r d  to 

beleeve it: Sr cannot but @ i n  my Thoughts eccho 

that of the Psalrnist: When I consider thy Heavens. the 

Worke of th! Finpers; the moon k2 the stars which thou 

hast ordained: \vhat is Man that thouo art mindfull of him 

gL the Son of man that thou visitest hirn. 

%oke back io the last page PA 

As for the 'pretendedA Element of Fire t dare not say any 

thing to it. tilt  1 4 h d k s e f  be better convinc't that ttiere is 

any such th in^. $ 

The Aire srill puts me in mind of the De@; for there is 

nothing "\vithout which" Man cannot live some Dayes; 

3ut without Airs. he cannot Live a Quarter of 

an 

[end folio 1 3 5 ~ 1  



The Aire tho invisible is niore necessac. to our life then 

any obiect the E',e can fristeii iipon to show us 

Psal. 103.2' 

that - 1% hat ir mosr rssentiall to our - ue cannot see. Conservation is somelliin, 

Heb. 4.1 : 

Eccles. 1.: 
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Quaner of an  howre: & if a Creature be so necessary to 

our S k i s  Life How truly might the Psalmist Say to the 

Creator: Thou hidest thy face. they are troubled; thou 

takest away their breath. they die. & retume to their Dust. 

& the Aposrle affirme that in hirn we Live & rnove & 

have Our B e i n ~ .  And if hwhen we act a CrimeA we can 

transpon our selves to no Place so remote nor hide our 

selves in an? Corner so obscure but that the Aire will 

unavoydabl? be present & conscious to it, how %an we A 

thinke w to fl! from God's Omnipresencz & hide any 

thing from h im who knoweth Our Thoughts afarre of; & 

neither is there any "CreatureA 

(to use the Apostles words) that is not manifest in his 

sight: but al1 thngs are naked 8: opened unto the Eyes of 

hirn with whom we have to doe. 

Whrn I see the Water in Hydraulicke 

Engins mount  up against it Nature (which 

c a n y  it do\vneu.ards) to prevent a Voide (which. wew 

(being a Solutio Continui.) would prove a Wound to 

Nature) t . 4 ~  destructive m-th+w to h t w e  ̂ hi? it minds 

me of a Ge Venuous Persons Dun.. to 
. > 

= renounce his 
- .. - private * Inclinations & 

Inreresr: when the General l is Endanger'd, & a ^theA 

Publicke Good concem'd. When 1 see find the Oceans; 

(which according to the Preacher. al1 nvers nin to & flow 

from) reps‘ ing by darke ~ r i v u l e t s .  &: subterraneall 

Passages: those SWSHWE, waters the rivers in open & 

conspicuous streamcs bring to it; it rninds me of 

Gratitude ivhich teaches to p & M  +t&ke@s "owne 

yblickl) orhers courtesyesA, but seeke 4kkh  ̂ closefi 

Conveyances for  our Retributions 

And 

[end folio 136rJ 
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And when 1 see a rapid flood, leaving k a k g  the parched 

fields on eithrr side gaping for that Qfi Water, it hurrys 

to the Sea. that is so replenisht wiikir already; it 

represents to me the use wonted Practise of "mercenqA 

Mortalls. who are profuse to YheA Rich Setx@4m of 

those unneedy'dt?] Presents. for 

want of which their needy neighbon starve. 

When 1 looke upon the Afi-uitfullA Earth the kt!&%# 

%eeming' Mother of so many sf3e unsown & 

spontaneous Productions: I cannot but admire the 

A- . - fertile.\ Power of that divine Prodricat, I 
minde[?] of that praegnant Iniunction Let the Earth bring 

fonh &c. \vhich in a Moment 

Ukx&44& peopled it uith "ali* that nurnerous 

varien. of Creatures (species) which above 50 Ages. have 

since but cherish't & continu'd: & consider that both in 

Grace & nature God can bring those things to perfection 

in a Moment: on which Our Indusrry must spend tedious 

Yeares. to conferre that Accomplishment Aquality^. 

When 1 consider the barren surfaces usually observ'd by 

Mineralists i-R \to marke% those Grounds 

&+pde that cover pretious Mines: I cannot but Lerne 

a Difidence of Outsides 8: see haw unsafe is the m t i n g  

to thosr Apprarences. that bene to "ar not contentA to 

delude us. onel). when the'. are promising. And when 1 

see the Eanh can contribute to il's owne Fertility "butA by 

sending up rhose Vapors towards Heaven which there 

impregnat'd with a FniitfÙll 

Spirit 

[end folio lj6v] 



û3 Consonant to whicli is tliat e~[celllent Passage of the 

so Ancient [&] Famous Hernie5 (apud Xlornaevum De 

Ver. Rel. Chr. Cap. I ) ke&+hç In \i hich Lord shall I 

contemplate in thy subliiiier or infcrior €çe Works. 

Thou hast created them ail: [ nlor is this Nature & or this 

Univene fâ)Rfik/- other. M. rhen Ckj,  'an' Image. o f  

thee. And thus the contemplated 

Propertys of the Creatures: ev'n ivhen they 

suggest & teach us no ne\# Icssons: advantaee us by 

minding us of uhar \ve kncw beforr cornnion1'- [ulnder a 

fresh & var?-'d & w k k s k  'Apprehension' & so ev'n 
. . .  

when the>- pro\ e nor ne\{ na! les to rivet us the 

stronglyer to Piep the! prot e hanimers to drive iR 

^funher ??? the head' those rhat fastçtnn'd us M b f e  

airead'. 
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Spirit. falls backe in fenilizing Showers to the Earth 

againe: it teaches me that the ben Course w 

^Markinda can take for its lrnprovernent is to p+seaww 

6ed-wi& 'makr to God ofA what we have; 

which tho + it do hirn no good: with improv'd & 

improving Qualips. s t ~ e  is by his Goodnesse return'd to 

us again. 

But "RefiectionsA of this Narure rn shall be 

funher prosccuted in a fitter Place nor have 1 produc't 

these but as cas‘ Instances to anest that that the Study of 

Nature is rhe Noblest Mernoria Localis of a Christian 8; 

thar he m a  turne the whole World into a Conciave 

Mnenonicum: God having e v e p  where trac't such 

instructibe Hitrogl) phicks: that we may iustly 

esclaime. if not in David's sense, at least in his Words. 

W'hither shall I go from th'. Spirit: or whither shall I flee 

from th' prescnce. If l ascend up into heaven, thou art 

there: if l m a k  m. bed in hell. behold. thou art there: If I 

rake the N'ings ofthc Morning. 6 dwell in the unermost 

parts of the sea. Eken there jhall ty hand Lead me  & thy 

right hand shall hold me. 8 But 1 dare not at present 

insist on thosc paniculars wherein ^NatureA 

is more rn' srrrious. becuase she is so: & "becausep 

conscquentl' . k ç a s e  nothing can give us a true Account 

of Thar Therime but an Esact & pmieukç scrupulous 

survey : 4Gebas 'such a notion of the Pnnciples of 

Nature ' must be prerequir'd. &: in ~iesr  few Readers cm 

be presuppos'd. 1 must therefore content my selfe ro 

instance in such applications, as are lesse suited to the 

rnerit of the suiect then accomodated to A 

uninitiated' Capacitys: & to k "makeA rny 

Re- 
[end folio l37r] 



# [reference from page 3 1 .  riglit coliiinn] And if we 

turne our Eyes inuard & strt.nt consider the Faculrys of 

"ouf  owne Soules: w%a++ew the In iW"Marer ia l1"  

substance "that men as"  Gods k q A  7?77 kiç lmage iR we 

may remember i; \vas our Saviour's lnference that the 

Penny belong'd to Cesar. becniise i t  Iiad his lmage stamp't 

upon it. 

Psal. 139.14 

Psal 101.74. 

1. Cor. 1.2 1 .  

A [reference from page 3 1 .  richi coliiiiiii] (Aristotle kaé 

' 1vantt.d nnt caiistt 11-1 Ia f  ar ' rhose pee+s 

*ho taking Delight ro Gaze on the 'Picfures gl 

" Imaçrs of Naturall Tliings. hecaiist. tlie' 'therin,' k-çee 

~ E W  discerne rhe li'orLnian's An: are nnt affectcd tvith 

transcender Delighr in the Contemplation of the Things 

themselves: wherein industrious Snriire has espresst hir 

Diviner skiTl. Arist. De Pan. .4iiiinal. lib. I . c3.  

( s  [reference ma'. be froni Icft coliinin. page 3 I] being 

upon that account iustl? cornpar'd h! Aristotle. to A Wise 

Man:) Ar. de Part. An. 1.4.~. 10) 

Gai. de usu P. 1.7.~. 14. 
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Reflections InteIligible must make them ofientirnes 

derogaton.: for t[is] not a Cursory View. or carelesse 

Prospect of the Creatures. that will enable us to discover 

in them those curiouser Lineaments that an Omniscient 

hand has tnced there: No: it must be a pro[b]ing & 

concem'd Inspection of them that 4 4  must enable to Say 

nuly with the Psalrnist: 
. i. P M a r v e l l o ~ ~  are thy W o r h  

Bs chat my sou1 knmveth righr well: & in another Place, O 

Lord ho- manifold are thy Workes, in Wisdom hast thou 

made them all. 
1. in so miicli wisdome. that the world is " ???  ̂ call'd by 

the Apastle (as Diodati & others espound the Place) in 
the first of the fini to the Corintihians ^barelyP. the 
Wisdome of God. Tis nor when He glances at but But 
when He Consider[s] the Heavens.. &c.. that David 
e&Ma& is so transponed with God's 
Condiscensions in his vouthsafing to be Rtiffë concem'd 
in Man. The Psalmist soaring so hi$ in Contemplation 
before he could Cwl dive so ^lotvA & sinke so neere the 
Center of Humiliation. 1 shall aaaa Lidde that A the 
common Gazer. na) the Chiww~ "vulgar' Philosopher. 
& % the .'rrue curïous ', q+?e Naturalist, do as 
diffeingty improve thrir Admiration in considering the 
Creatures: which the one eéw cuts ^disrnembenA out 
(oot so manglrsr grosly & the other dissects skilfùlly; as 
dos a Butcher tiom an anatomist. And now 1 speake of 
Anatomists. it minds me to annexe that &a not only the 

Greater Booke of Nature The World, but %soA the 
Lesser Booke. a h .  Man: is so replenish't with fit 
Theames for Anthsms: that Galen (who write 17 bookes 
(-) of the use of  the Members & panicles 
thar compose man's Body:) wanred not cause to sa? to his 
Reader: Lend me now a greater attention then if being to 
be initiated in the Eleusinian Samothracian 

or 

[end folio 13 7v] 



Nor dos the Contemplation of the €fe&? WorId. only 
convince us chat God made it: but tlint he governs it. 
ba&g not alone bearing Witnesse to Iiis Essence but to 
his Providence. To skip the Many 
"Passages* the Scripture abounds with to countenance 
this Tmth O 

wt-EJa4 do not the young Ravins that cry (Ps. 147.9. 
see Job. 38.4 1 .) wake Da1 id's Devotions S: the Sun of 
David dos he not make the Ravrns bring food to nurrish 
the apostles Fayth. as once tliey did to feed the Prophet's 
Body; by t2 make God's feediiig of thern an Aryrnent of 
his Care for us.& dos not oiir S-I , \ .'  IO^ crotvne 
Providencewith a Garland of Lill!s \vliilst he employs 
them to convince his #bkA 'o\ere-ansious 

Psal 139.14.15.16 
Discipies of one of the most distrusted peeces of 
Providence. and from this there is 'et 3 furiher Benefin 
Derivable: for as Cod is infiiiitrl> M'ise: M so his 
greate Substitute Nature (whicli is nothing but The Pers; 
the active Power 8r Law b' hini placr in the World. & al1 
-the Ingredients of i t )  mwes  to Iiis Ends with the 
compleatest Prudence inlaginable s [p. 30. lefi?]: 8: had 
we but the Witt b curiosity to consider WFWF skilfully 
the -J 2 - q 1 3 > 1 9 ~  . . . . . . : sagacir?. with which she 
foresees, & stratagerns. \vlierrby shr declines things 
offensive. 8: sttales ."with the Sreps & Methods by 
which A steales to the Accomplishnient of hir Desseins . . 

a 9: could \te but desterouoly apply 
these observations to the Conduct of our ? selves 8; Our 
Transactions both in Our Privatç Conditions & Publick 
Capacitys; we rnight learnr thrnct: as rnuch a solider as 
innocenrer Prudence th rn  from the bookes of Machiavell 
or Tacinis: & have both rlir honor &Satisfaction of 
goveming our selves by the same 

'saf'safF'., Methods 8; the 
same greate Maximes b'. \r hic11 God govems the 

s Levy A the contribution of * 

Instructions k - d i  pi%+& in 

ever?. quaner of it: 

world. But this "sagaci'̂  being a %??? Doctrine that 
supposes a fonvard Degree of Knowledge & requires as 
weII as Deseves a fWI Ions & circumstantiall esplanation 
1 shail reserve it till I be read!cr in it. & orhers riper for 
it. 

[folio 138 recto] 

3 1 

or other sacred Rites. Your wondring 6.fes "SensesA 

were busy'd to consider what the Pnests Say & do: &y 

~ ~ a f  esteeme not these mystenes any way inferior to them 

or lesse Fined to manifest, the Author of Anirnals Power, 

Wisdorne. Providence & virtue. But this is a suiect, not 

ro be worthily handled without an Anatorny Lecture & 

the actuall Instruction of d welldiscected Cadavers. 

But in relation to Piety. B 1 find the whole Doctrine 

idmirab]? compriz'd A: excellently express't by the Sweet 

Singer of Israel. where he says 1 will prayse thee for 1 am 

fearefully & wonderfully made; marvellous are thy 

Workes. that rny soule knoweth right well. My 

substance \vas not hid frorn thee when 1 was made in 

secret. & curiously wought in the Lowest parts of the 

Earth: Thine Eyes did see my substance yet being 

unperfect. & in thy booke ail my rnembers were wrinen, 

which in continuance were fashioned; when as yet there 

was none of thern..' See the 30th page at the signe # 

It will be now not urnequisite to employ 

sorne few Iines in representing the Instructivenesse of the 

Zreatures. a a a ~  under the Notion of Delightfull A [see 

9.30. left column] 

And cenainly to an ingenious Man it cannot but be 
deasant ro consider himselfe honor'd with the Priesthood 
3 f  so noble a Temple &: preferr'd to be spokesman for the 
Zommon -\vealth ofNature: It  cannot but delight hirn to 
:xpatiate his Thoughts thorough the whole Immensity of 
a the Universe i x 1 & scorne to suffer thern to be confin'd 
within the very Limits of the World, beyond which they 
wander in rhose lmaginary Spaces; where even they may 
loose thernselves. te ^And^ unlocke the closen Cabinets 
of myse&t~  ̂ lurking?^ Nature & pricke out thence 
retir'd B undiscovered Truths. 
k 

[end folio 138r] 



X % ' not on[!. . al1 sons of Reptiles. 

Beasts. S: Foivies preach to us. as once 

to St. Peter: concerriing what is cleane 

Br or the contra?,: 

[folio 138 verso 

3 2 - 
One is transponed to find Easterne 
:he vevery powers of his 
Garden (as our savior once made Lillyes of  the field) 

turne Doctors of Divinity: & to read sublime lessons 

written in s t a e  Characters in that great Scroule of 

Heaven. Tis n[o] srnall satisfaction to a Man to fm[d] his 

Reason strong enoueh to conver[t] al1 things into 

Nurrishrnent of his Wisdarne; his lessons are not 

preiudic't by an Espectation that they wiIl prove hanh or 

DificuIt: & wh[ ] lest he is delighted to see his Reaso[n] 

able to draw frorn t h i n g s . - h w a h s  Documents they 

neither understand or mea [ ] him: (as the han& of a 

Watch teII us what a of the Clocke it is, which it selfe 

"altogetherA ignores) these Reflections as 

Arguments of his owne Pans, ftRB are readily let in & 

Freely welcom'd. 8: é we %eingA both Iook't upon & 

entertain'd as Guests of our owne Inviting. Besiées 
What an Admirable 8: pleasin; skilt do the 
Mathematicians deservedly esteem it , that they c m  (in a 

manner) prescribe to the "Hew CelestiallA 
Globes that shine above both their Pace & their Stages; & 

make that ineshausted Sour[cje of light & that at so v a n  
a Distance. give an esact account to a Iinle Gnomon of 

al1 the Joumeys he travells in the Zodiacke. But how 

much more noble & ravishing a skill is it, to be able to 

make X -the Starres lead us (as they did the 

Easterne Wiscmen) unto Christ: & "andA Trees serve us 

as once the! did Zacchaeus for heights "& RisesA to 
discover Jcsus: te+e&k ^butA to em spell the whole 

AIphabet of Nature into pathecicke Homily. SpecialIy 

since those Luminous Globes. have their motions known, 
determin'd & invariable, but the Particulars that become 

Instmctive Themes to us: are neither to  be defm'd by 

Number nor Lirnited by RuIes. ?? Not to mention that 

thiç Secret dos 

[end folio IXh] 
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[folio 139 verso] 

3; - 
Secret dos as much ew4.l "transcendA the other as 

Wisedome dos bare Knowledge [&] is as much the 

usefùller of the 2 as to Know how to passe away our tirne 

is profitabler then to know how our Tirne passes away. 

To draw towards a Conclusion [I ] shall onely 

funher consider [ next lines a11 crossed out with diagona1 

slash] [For?] that God has never so confm'd his seIfe to 

Words; as not also "when he thinks A to teach Men by 

things. For to omin. the Free of Life. the PaschaIl 

Lambe, the 13 Water of Baptisme the Bread 8: Wine of 

the Eucharist. as Sacramental1 Creatures: dwmwve 

f e & + h k  te+ not to mention hi[s] making use of 
the Asse to reprove 

wi€km. 

1- - 
ee+&k. [end of stnicli out passage] 

That there is scarce any Instructions more likeiy to prove 

effectuail then those whose [w u 
,A 

unexpected,' novelty engages our Attention & whose 

pleasing surprises preventing Our Preiud[ice] are receiv'd 

as the Silent voice of Yamre hir selfe: or i&k&tws 

"Adrnonistions,' purely ??????? by "sent fromA God. 

And w[e]re Our owne ranging Thoughts coop[e]rate to 

the Reflection it .'bothA prove more binding to us as a 
Per[sua]sion of our owne (& consequently [whlose 

ReaseR Equity we Our selves [ ] acknowledg'd;) & is let 

in with i[ts] utrnost advantages; since in th[ ] cases our 

Concerne in the P~w&&&M Recomrnending 

[end folio 139v) 



[replaces Iast tlirce lines at right] 

"whicli is w 'chtsefl.' conspicuous 

in the Piet!. S: Salvarion of  men: (e 

. . 
-. Thnt. ito close th up 

this Disco~irse 1s irli rliat Excellent 

Circlr nirntion'd b' the 

- ~p 

Rom. 1 1.36 

Apost le ) as the! are Of hirn gi Through 

him so TO him ma: ALL Thirngs: To 

whom be gloq for eler. 

212 

[folio 139 recto] 

34 - 
Recommending or in the Exercice of our Win, engages 

3s to pursue 8: improve those kind of Reflections to the 

memost: since ^thatA proponionably to their finesse to 

make the Will W Good. they discover the Parts to be so. 

And Lastly I observe that the ???? excellent Harmony 

behvixt the 3 Great Bookes of Nature & of Grace in that 

the 7 first Chapters O the Bible are imploy'd in 

Describing the Visible World, & the 2 l a s  are spent the 

Description of the New Heaven % the new Earth; to ?? 

"hold fonh to us  this " Tmth that 

:he End ' of God' both ef ^inA this Created & ef*inA 

ihis Written Booke ef6eB is to bringse us to Hhselfe  & 

hat the [rue use we should make ofthe Creanires is to 

-eferre them to the Glory of their Malier; dm ?e 

[end folio 139r 
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